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INTRODUCTION

SUCCESSFUL WOMEN

IT is HARD TO BELIEVE, in these days of lady vice-presidents
and female tycoons, that women doctors were once stoned

as witches; that women's parts in the theatre were played by
simpering young boys; that women writers, if they had any
kind of a strong message, preferred to write under masculine

pen-names. It is hard to believe that once upon a time Mrs.

Amelia Bloomer, in order to prove her competency as a

lecturer, stepped out on the platform in a pair of full-cut

knee-length breeches which later bore her name. . . .

It seems incredible that, even as recently as a generation

ago, women went into business with chips on their shoulders,

and that, to get ahead, they became such violent feminists

that they, temporarily at least, lost much of their charm.

That isn't true today. I think that if I were to list one

quality which all truly successful women now have in com-

mon, it would be their femininity. They haven't attempted
to step over the mangled bodies of men to climb into drivers'

seats. They don't in any way want to supplant men in busi-

ness. On the contrary, they have succeeded largely because

they have brought womanly quickness, sensitivity and

understanding to jobs where it was needed.

Take Judge Dorothy Kenyon, for example. She didn't

become a lawyer to prove to her father and brothers that she

was just as good a man as they. She went into law because

she felt it was a fine place for her womanly talents her love

and understanding of people, her feminine instinct for having

the last word, her talent for drama. Judge Kenyon isn't in

the least masculine she would be horrified at the thought.
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Introduction

Take Dorothy Shaver, for another example. She is first

vice-president of Lord & Taylor's store in New York.

She has countless men working under her. She doesn't

pretend to do her job by being a domineering executive.

What she does bring to it is a keen feminine imagination,

a woman's talent for understanding people and artists and

designers and a recognition of what the woman customer

wants.

Or there is Anne Hummert. As a radio executive, Anne
makes an enviable salary the word goes around the powder
rooms that she is one of the highest-paid women in America,
outside of Hollywood. Mrs. Hummert is pretty, and she is

full of soft feminine graces. She dresses exquisitely and,

because she sits securely at the top, she doesn't even confine

herself to the traditional career girl tailored suits she wears

soft wool dresses, the color of her eyes. And bright finger-

nails.

I could go on and on. My point is that, of the thirty-odd
women whom I interviewed for this book, not one of them is

trying to do a man's job. They are all successful because

they have found a place for their talents as women in the

world. It was hard, sometimes, in selecting them, to choose

just one outstanding woman in each field. There are so

many of them, all fascinating, all working hard, all doing
tremendous things and earning upper-bracket salaries. And
I could not even attempt to touch all the careers, and the

positions, in which women are accomplishing great tasks

today. If any girl wants to make her contribution in the

world, there are now so many opportunities for her, that

she has only to prove her individual ability.

It is interesting, too, to see the lives that these new-style
career women live. Many of them are married, for big jobs

12



Successful Women

don't preclude children and homes these days. In fact, many
women executives feel that their double jobs that of being
wives and mothers and of being business successes, too

correlate and supplement each other.

Any girl starting out to work need not feel that she must

sacrifice a career to a husband, or vice versa. The helpless,

clinging-vine woman is outmoded today. The woman of our

era is feminine not so much in her array of pretty graces,
as in her depth of understanding, her calm wisdom, her

sweetness.

That is why outstanding career women urge girls to train

for some kind of employment. There are many fields beyond
those which require special native talents. Department store

work, for example, not only offers splendid business training
for the intelligent girl without particular artistic aptitudes

but it is fine background and experience for being a wife as

well. Home economics and restaurant work offer excellent

opportunities for clever girls who are principally talented

in home arts. And nurses, obviously, make marvelous wives

and mothers.

The advice successful career women give frequently, is

for any girl to get the best education possible, whether she is

planning to be an actress or a doctor, a writer or an artist.

Katharine Cornell says that the actress of today must have

a complete educational background in order to understand

properly the nuances of the characters she is called upon to

interpret. Judge Dorothy Kenyon goes so far as to say that,

if you are planning to go into the professions, you will find

that a liberal non-specialized college education makes you
a better lawyer or doctor, or scientist. Even in professions

like nursing, or department store work, where a college

degree has not been considered necessary in the past, experi-

13



Introduction

ence proves that the finer formal education you have, the

better your chances for rapid advancement.

"A
girl can train herself," a personnel expert said to me,

"by reading at home, by going to museums, by taking night
courses. But whenever she can possibly afford to complete
a full college course, I would advise it beyond question.
It is so much easier and faster to get your educational

background under experts who know how to teach, who
know where to send you for information. The four years

you spend in college are not wasted time they prepare you
better than you dream. For you not only have the opportu-

nity and leisure to study you make social contacts and

engage in school activities which give you a fine basis for

advancement in the business world."

She also feels that it is a wise idea for any girl to take stock

of herself before she goes out to answer any Help Wanted

-female advertisement. "Be prepared to state simply what

you can offer. Know your capabilities. Try to figure where

you can be most useful. The years which are wasted are

those you spend in fruitless experimentation in fields not for

you.
"You must start in a small way, of course. But try to secure

that tiny position in a profession or industry which interests

you. Then trust to hard work the luck will take care of

itself."

Women's place in the world of careers is firmly established

today. Even in fields like aviation and medicine, where
women are still pioneering for rights, the question is largely
one of custom and not of capabilities. But here, as in every
other profession and business opportunity, a woman will

find her path easier if she naturally accepts the fact that she

must work a little harder than a man in the same position

14



Successful Women

and if she does not discount her chief asset being a woman.
Fo r being a woman in a law court, or theatre, or office

doesn't mean that you must employ the traditional fluttering

cyeksh or frail temper. But, to be brashly cynical, it does

meatt that you must be as attractive as possible. A becoming,
well -pressed suit, a freshly laundered white waist and shining
hair are within the reach of all of us. Actress Ilka Chase,

daughter of Edna Woolman Chase, the editor of Vogue,

says in her opinion the greatest fault of American women is

that they don't scrub enough. These are harsh words, but if

you could be a mouse under the conference table while

some of the men executives discuss their female employment

problems, you would take that scrubbing advice seriously.

Women won't ever be men a fact for which, I think,

most of us are grateful. A fine, warm-hearted woman doctor

once scolded me, "Women are all alike. We work too hard.

We do our daily stint at the office and then go home and

do housework. I don't think there ever was a woman in-

cluding Queen Victoria who didn't at some time or other

wash, out some man's socks."

The philosophy is completely true, of course. I see it, in

rarious interpretations, around me every day. A charming,

well-known publicity woman I know couldn't take an im-

portant account because it meant that she would have to

be out of town occasionally and, as she explained to the

president of the company, "my husband likes me to be home

at raght." A friend of mine, who has a thriving shop, told

me,
U
I may have my worries, but I don't dare to take any

of tfcem home. For my husband would just
ask me why I

kept on working, if it bothered me. Yet he brings his troubles

home as a matter of course and we always discuss them."

There is no answer nor any solution to that situation.

15
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And, as one wise executive snapped at me one day, "When

you can't change a situation, forget it. Go on from there."

So, since you can't change woman's fundamental place in

the world even if you want to remember, when you
go out to get a job, that you are a woman. Look as pretty
as you can. And as neat. When you are in an office, work

just a shade harder than the man next to you. Lead a full

business life, but don't take your office problems home to

your husband. And don't try, either, to get your boss's job.

Instead, prove to him that he might find your feminine slant

helpful.

And if you can do all these things and do them well

you have a wonderful, full life in business ahead of you.
The best examples of this complete feminine theory that I

can possibly give you are the women in this book. I am per-

sonally deeply grateful for the privilege of meeting and

writing about them. It was a stimulating and inspiring experi-
ence.

I hope you will enjoy it as much as I did.

16



MARY MARGARET McBRIDE

RADIO COLUMNIST

THERE was the microphone, black and menacing. There, in

a formidable glass-enclosed booth, sat the judging committee

of the radio station. And there, in the studio, on a stiff and

completely inadequate chair, sat Mary Margaret McBride.

It was, she thought, the worst moment of her life.

For Mary Margaret was a radio greenhorn with a capital

G. She had never spoken over the radio before. Worse, she

had hardly even listened to it. And worst of all, she was in

that awful spot of trying for a job she needed desperately.
The studio was looking for a woman's radio program.

The only work Mary Margaret had ever done, the work
she had prepared for all her life, was newspaper and magazine

reporting. But the bottom had dropped out of the newspaper
and magazine field. A depression was raging. And Mary
Margaret was faced with only one alternative changing
her line of work if she wanted to keep on earing.

"I could milk cows," she told her agent, "or wash dishes."

"I don't know of anybody with a cow needing milking,"

the agent said bluntly. "These people have a job in radio

open. You'd better get over to the studio."

So Mary Margaret went. Her knees shook, her voice

trembled, she was more scared than she had ever been before

in all her experience.
Various things happen to people the first time they "try

out" for radio. Sometimes they get what is called "mike

fright." This means that you suddenly open your mouth

and discover that you're struck dumb. You can't say any-

thing. It's no use. You go home . . . and if you're lucky, get



Mary Margaret McBride

a second chance. Sometimes you get so excited you can't

stop talking. And sometimes your throat gets so tense that

all that comes out of your mouth is a shrill, penetrating

squeak.

Mary Margaret says now that it was a blessing she knew

nothing about radio that day. If she had, she would never

have dared to think about the job. For women's voices are

notoriously difficult on the air. Mary Margaret had a dis-

tinctive but definitely untrained voice. . . . Missouri, with a

dash of Mary Margaret. She had no idea how to control it.

And, never having listened to any women's radio programs,
she had no idea of the kind of household hints customarily
included in a woman's program.

She somehow got herself up to the microphone when her

name was called and started to read from a page of copy
she had written . . . the kind of copy that a good newspaper

reporter turns in to her city editor. Good, strong stuff. Then
she caught a glimpse of the bored faces in the radio control

room. Mary Margaret almost grabbed her notes and made

a bolt for it. But she isn't the bolting kind. She forgot the

notes and began to enlarge on the subject in her halting,

breathless manner. She could see every one of her faults,

crystal clear. But she stuck to the bitter end. And it was

lucky for her that she did. For she didn't realise that the

very "faults" which seemed so appalling to her were really

the reason for her having zoomed up until today she is a radio

phenomenon, one of the top wage-earners in the country.
It also has to be noted that probably the radio station didn't

quite realize how terrific Mary Margaret was going to be,

either.

She started at $25 a week, for six programs a week, each

lasting half an hour. Granted that $25 a week isn't a bad
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starting salary in most professions, it is another story in radio.

For, in the first place, you don't have that salary all to your-
self. Nearly every radio person needs someone to help and

direct him or her. Mary Margaret needed it badly, for she

hardly knew which end of a studio was up. So she appealed
to a friend from the old newspaper days, who had done

considerable radio work Stella Karn. And part of the

munificent $25 had to go to Stella, too. And then consider

this. Most people talk over the air at the rate of 100 to 150
words a minute. This means that for a half hour of radio

talk you must prepare about 1 2 to 20 pages of copy. Multiply
this by six and you get an idea of the amount of paper work

Mary Margaret had to do even before she got up to a micro-

phone! And remember that magazines were accustomed to

paying in the thousands of dollars for that many words by
Mary Margaret McBride.

Just to make it extra hard for the beginner, they gave

Mary Margaret what was known as the Zero Hour on the

air, two-o'clock, when everybody who listened to the radio

all the rest of the day, turned their sets off and took naps, or

went shopping or to bridge parries. They gave her no time

to study radio technique. They simply told her that they
wanted a nice, folksy down-to-mental-levels-of-women pro-

gram. They gave her a pattern, and suggested that she have

loads of children and grandchildren and family troubles. For

three days, Mary Margaret laboriously wrote about feather

beds and Aunt Het. On the fourth, she marched to the studio

and said to Stella, "I may be fired, but I can't keep on that

way. I don't think women want to listen to that guff. I am

going to tell them the sorts of stories I would tell if I were

writing for a magazine. I don't want to talk down to women.

I don't think you have to."

19



Mary Margaret McBride

So that day she threw away her script and talked in-

formally about her experiences, about things she had done.

She broadcasted under a name she created "Martha

Deane."

In later years when Mary Margaret switched from the

radio name of "Martha Deane" back to her own, it made
for considerable confusion. But right then she was glad to

be hidden under a pseudonym. For she was learning some

of her hardest lessons right before that microphone. She

loves to tell about it now.
"I used up everything I had ever done in my whole life.

I crammed into one program enough material to last me two
or three weeks, now. I talked about the farm where I had

been brought up and my early days as a cub reporter and

the stories I had covered in Europe. I talked about people I

had met and restaurants and gardens I had seen. My tongue

wagged at both ends and in the middle. I began to have night-
mares about what I would do when my life story gave out

and I had to begin with Betsy Ross or Abraham Lincoln.

And then one day the light dawned. I realized that I might
make my stories a little more chatty and friendly and inti-

mate and make my news last longer. That was the first

thing I learned about radio technique."

Today, Mary Margaret's radio technique is something the

experts smack their
lips over. She takes people who have

had no radio experience at all and puts them on her pro-

gram . . . "ad Jibbing" . . . and by her cleverness and poise,

manages to make them feel completely at ease. One of

her great charms is that she still never "talks down" to people.
She doesn't give them escape stories either, to make them

forget the world.

A delightful example of the fruits of this informality is

,20
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a day that Mary Margaret had Queena Mario, the opera

singer, on the air. In the course of the chat, Queena men-
tioned dieting. "When you diet," said Mary Margaret, with

an eye to one of her sponsors, the broccoli growers, "I hope

you include broccoli."

"Oh, no!" gasped Mario, "I loathe it."

Whereupon almost 500 listeners, Mary Margaret fans,

took the trouble to sit down and write Queena Mario that

she was mistaken about broccoli and urged her to eat it.

This didn't surprise Mary Margaret at all. Nothing does.

"When I am on the air," she says, "I imagine that I am

talking to a young married woman with a couple of children.

A woman who at one time had a job and is still interested

in the jobs of other people, the business world. So I talk

about people who do things, the world at large. I try to

give her the vicarious thrill of going places and meeting

people. When I describe a restaurant where I had dinner the

night before, I try to look at it as she might . . . and to share

her enthusiasm. For if I ever get bored, I'm a gone gosling."

Mary Margaret's own life isn't a feather-bed story, either,

although she did in her early days sleep on an old-fashioned

farm feather bed in Mexico, Missouri. And many are the

stories she tells on her radio program today about life on that

farm. Mary Margaret is one celebrity who can really milk

a cow as well as haul water and chop wood. And make

feather beds, the hardest job of all. There wasn't very much

ready cash in the family and Mary Margaret's aunt supplied

money for her schooling. Her -aunt was deeply interested

in a school, and wanted Mary Margaret to study to be a

teacher, so she could eventually work up to the position of

Dean of that school.

But even in those early days, Mary Margaret had a dream.

21



Mary Margaret McBride

She wanted to be a reporter on a big New York newspaper.
And she decided that if she trained to be a teacher, she might
never get close to her real ambition. So she went to Columbia,

Missouri, got herself a job on a small newspaper, and worked

her way through the school of journalism there.

Here again, Mary Margaret learned the hard way. She

was payed on space rates, so it behooved her to give the paper
as much news as she could scurry up. And Mary Margaret
has always been very efficient at scurrying. She made friends

with the shop owners in the village and through them gath-
ered her social tips. If somebody ordered three quarts of

ice cream, it meant a party. And Mary Margaret was on the

telephone to get details from the astonished hostess. Four

dozen rolls meant a luncheon. No Columbia housewife could

keep a good secret with Mary Margaret on the job. She

also scouted the station and if a trip to a nearby town to

buy a yard of goods hadn't been news up to that point,

Mary Margaret made it so. For she has always had the knack

of realizing the importance of little homely things, of know-

ing that a ten mile trip on a train is more important and better

news when it is accomplished by a local woman, than an

airplane flight across the country by an unknown.
When the Cleveland Press, who had followed the career

of this farm girl journalist first with amusement, then with

growing interest, offered her thirty-five dollars a week to

work for them, Mary Margaret thought it was a mistake.

So she dashed to Cleveland with the telegram in her pocket-
book in case they changed their minds when they saw her.

It was her first experience in a big city, her first job on a big-
time newspaper. And again, the very "faults" which fright-
ened her . . . her youth, her ever-green enthusiasm, her

excitement , . . lifted her out of the run-of-the-mill reporter
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class. In a few short months she was one of the ace staff

writers.

She got a New York job through a set of curious circum-

stances being a good little girl and a good reporter. Her

grandfather had been a Baptist preacher. He was a wise old

man, a student of Latin and Greek, and Mary Margaret
had grown up adoring him. When, on the Cleveland Press,

she was sent to cover a Baptist Convention, it was the most

complete sort of excitement. Reporters from other papers
sent in two inches a day about the convention. Mary Mar-

garet wrote columns. It was thrilling to her. And the City
Editor, amazed but a little impressed, printed it. It was the

first time a Baptist Convention had ever roused a reporter
to such heights. So it was that Mary Margaret had her first

chance at New York. For Rockefeller saw her stories and

sent for her, to do work on a religious paper. Later she went

to the old New York Mail ... to do, of all
tilings, fires. But

from the first, she knew New York was for her.

New York can be a cold and forbidding place. Or it can

be just as friendly and warm as your own home town. It all

depends upon the way in which you look at if. Mary Mar-

garet already wore the rose-colored spectacles. She loved

New York on sight. She knew it was her town. She talked to

policemen and girls behind the counter in soda fountains

and to youngsters in the park. She spent hours watching the

boats at the Battery. She walked across Brooklyn Bridge.

From newspaper work she went to magazines. Her first

magazine article, "Jazz the Story of Paul Whiteman," was

published serially by The Saturday Evening Post and subse-

quently appeared in book form. She has been in practically

every one of the big magazines Good Housekeeping,

Harper's, Scribner's, McCalVs, Collier's, Cosmopolitan. She
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was woman's editor of NEA, a feature syndicate, and her

articles were carried by over eight hundred daily newspapers.
She traveled all over the United States and Europe gathering
material for stories. And she wrote several books among
them, London is a Marts Town, Paris is a Woman*$ Tofwn

y

Neiv York is Everybody's Town. You can see how she feels

about New York from that alone.

Mary Margaret McBride was the first woman ever to bring

newspaper technique and methods to radio. She started out

doing the whole program herself. Gradually she began
to realize that by bringing the announcer into her long
stretch of talk, she could make it more interesting to her

listeners. And, oddly enough, that zero hour she had been

given on the radio began to gather listeners. She got letters,

not only from her personal friends but from complete

strangers. "I feel as if I knew you well," women wrote to

her, and then settled down to tell her their troubles. Mary
Margaret herself sat down and answered these letters. She

worked harder than she ever had before in her life. She

began to realize that if her listeners were interested in the

stories of people's lives, wouldn't it be much more wonderful

to bring these people right into the studio and have them

speak on her program? She set radio precedent by bringing

guests into the studio and interviewing them absolutely in-

formally, varying celebrities with everyday housewives, and

making them as real and as known to her audience as the

woman next door.

Her program still follows this technique but now she has

requests from all over the country. Celebrities want to appear
on her program, and have their agents write, begging her

for only a few minutes. One day I happened into the studio

after a broadcast and found one of Mary Margaret's assistants
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waiting with a list of people requesting "just even a minute"

on Mary Margaret's program. It included a woman bridge

expert, an acrobat, an old actor, a child who had been rescued

from drowning, a dog, and of all things a parrot. I stood,

amazed at the list, and Mary Margaret laughed at me. "You
should see the assortment I have sometimes," she said.

As Mary Margaret has become more experienced on the

air, she does what the radio technicians call "ad libbing"
more and more. She says whatever occurs to her. She always
has talked easily, but "ad libbing" on the air doesn't mean

rambling. She always has a plan in mind and if she ventures

away from it in the interests of warmth and informality,
she never gets very far away from the things her audience

wants to hear. You may think she is rambling, but she isn't.

She is being a good reporter. She stops a famous actress, to

comment on the color of her hat and dress. But that isn't

irrelevant it's news. And though, with her seeming casual-

ness, she encourages guests to feel at ease and talk freely
without embarrassment, nothing worries her more than a

guest who gets out of hand and wanders off the subject of

the day.
Once she had an old actor on her program. To this day,

Mary Margaret doesn't know whether he was just naturally

garrulous or whether he was trying to steal her job, but he

began talking and he wouldn't stop. Mary Margaret tried

to .change the subject. She tried to get him away from the

microphone. Nobody in the studio, except the control room

engineer and her most intimate friends, ever suspected that

Mary Margaret was nervous. But after the program she was

nearly in tears.

I think one of the most sincere compliments ever paid

Mary Margaret McBride was from a girl who had come from
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California a girl who considered herself a fairly experi-

enced radio commentator. Mary Margaret invited her to

appear on the program one afternoon. I saw the girl walk in,

in her bright red hat, radiating confidence. When she began
to talk she was stiff and insincere. In three minutes, Mary
Margaret had her laughing naturally and chatting like any-

body else. She gave a wonderful performance. She told

stories just as though she were sitting in your own living

room and had dropped in for a cup of tea and a cigarette.

And I could see her, when it was over, looking astonished

at herself.

"I never realized what was the great secret of Mary Mar-

garet's radio success/' she said to me, "until I appeared with

her. You have to have had some professional experience to

realize the terrific genius behind that seemingly careless in-

formality. She makes you feel welcome and at home. Her
effect of an unplanned program reflects not only the most

careful planning but years and years of experience in living

as well as in radio work."

Mary Margaret herself, when she drops her light, careless
u
on-the-air" manner, admits that hers is a 24-hour day. She

now has a 45-minute program, which means that she must

have a large staff to feed her the information she needs, to

take care of problems. Stella Karn is still her manager. She

takes care of contracts, of financial transactions. She guards

Mary Margaret like a watchdog and has the same protective
affection for her. And Mary Margaret is completely devoted

to Stella. The other members of the staff do various things

they are typists and research girls and secretaries. There arc

one, or two, sometimes three newspaper women on the

McBride staff, whose main job it is to listen to the people
who want to appear on Mary Margaret's program and to
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decide whether or not they are interesting enough for a

few of her precious minutes.

And I'm not joking when I say "precious." Mary Mar-

garet is the most incredible person in the world for a sponsor
to capture. ... I say capture advisedly. She won't take a

product unless she is completely sold on it. If she thinks

it is good and well worth the money, then she puts her heart

and soul into it. She talks about cookies made with a certain

prepared mix. Not only has she eaten these cookies, but

she has made them in her own kitchen, she has a batch in

the studio which she passes around to the audience after

the show; and Mary Margaret herself is probably the most

enthusiastic nibbler.

I shall never forget one famous day when Mary Margaret
invited me to drop in after the broadcast and go to lunch

with her. There was quite a crowd that day a girl wanting
to ask her where to find a job; a couple of old friends from

Mexico, Missouri; a listener who had come all the way from

California ten or eleven of us, all standing around for quite

a while. And meanwhile Mary Margaret not only passed

cookies, she ate one every time she passed them to somebody
else. When I finally got her out of the studio, she turned

to me and said, "You know, I'm not hungry. I can't imagine

why; I guess it's because I've been dieting. So would you
mind if we just skip lunch?"

You can see why Mary Margaret needs only to say, in

a commercial endorsement, "You just try that ham. It's

wonderful and you'll like it and you just try it as a special

favor to me and see!" The listeners know her. They know
she has tried that ham. And so the next time they go into

the grocery store they go with their money in hand and

unquestioningly buy it. And if they don't like it, you can be
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sure that they write Mary Margaret just as they'd argue
with the woman next door. And Mary Margaret answers

back in the same back-fence manner,

"What a woman!" a little old man who makes paper

napkins once said to me. "I bought some time on the air and

all she ever did was just tell the folks to go buy my paper

napkins nothing about the superior paper or anything.
Business was good, so I didn't hire her the next season. Then
business got terrible. I decided I would hire some other lady
to talk aboutmy napkins on the air. I even wrote up what she

would say. And did they buy my paper napkins? No. I went

back to Miss McBride. I don't know how she does it but it

works."

The funny part about Mary Margaret is that she still shuns

the commercial aspect of her program. She realizes that to

make a living she has to have commercial sponsors. But it

took her quite a while to get used to this. When she first went
into radio back in those days when she was "Martha

Deane" for half an hour and sometimes three-quarters of an

hour and sometimes even an hour a day she refused to let

her sponsor even come into the studio. "I've got over that/'

she says, with a wry smile, "but I still have gone through
some pretty bad tortures experimenting with the things they
wanted me to talk about. There was a reducing machine . . ."

here she shudders horribly . . . "that I rode for two whole

weeks. It took an osteopath a month to cure me of my aches

and pains. And I gained ten pounds at the end of it!"

And then she will lean back and laugh. And pretty soon

you are laughing with her. And, after a stern look from

Stella, she will confess, "I really wanted to try that reducing
machine. It was my own idea. I love anything new."

I think in that last phrase Mary Margaret summed up what
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is her greatest charm: her enthusiasm, her zest for everything
new, for anything interesting whether it is a person, a ham
or a reducing machine. I am sure she knows this about herself,

too, for, despite her air of helplessness which makes old ladies

want to help her on with her coat, she is a really smart

woman. Her mind clicks like a steel trap. She may go down
the hall trailing flowers, losing papers, dropping hairpins, but

she is the first one to sink her teeth into a good story. And

nobody ever has put anything over on her. So, when sud-

denly she drops her gay air for a minute and turns to you
seriously, you, in your turn, drop everything and listen.

And one of the things she feels most seriously about is her

enthusiasm. "If I don't get rest, if I don't feel happy and

relaxed, I am no good. I lose my zest for living. That is why,
when young girls come to me asking how to be successful,

I want to warn them that their most valuable asset is their

health. If you don't feel well, you can't work" well. You
aren't quick to grasp the little straws that make the difference

between success and just being an adequate worker. It is

so silly for any ambitious girl to go out on parties all night
and expect to work well the next day. Maybe she can do it

for a while. Maybe she has enough vitality to keep on going
and see the straws when they float by. But when she gets

older, she is almost sure to suffer for her lack of wisdom.

It's the advice I want to give every young girl starting a

career. Maybe I wouldn't have listened if somebody had

talked to me this way, when I was young, but I know it is

true and right and maybe, somewhere, there is a girl who

will take my advice."

Hundreds of girls come to Mary Margaret every year

asking her how to get into radio. And here again she is always
a little troubled. For she knows well that there is no magic
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key to that door. She got into broadcasting by one of those

lucky breaks. But when she did have her chance, she was well

equipped to succeed. She had writing and news experience.
She had something definite to give. And she was willing to

work harder than she had ever worked before in her life

to make good on that assignment.
The advice she usually gives to girls who come to her

with radio ambitions is that they'll find the bluebird of suc-

cess right at home, nine times out of ten. She seldom recom-

mends that they leave home for New York or Chicago or

any other big city. She thinks it gives them far better experi-
ence to start on a little radio station near home the smaller,

the better.

"Look on it as your training school," I have heard her tell

many a girl, "and if they pay you, no matter how little,

you're lucky. More often than not, they won't. And it will

be up to you to make yourself important enough to the

station to really earn a salary. Don't try to copy anybody
else. Be yourself. Talk about things your mother and your
Aunt Sue and your sister are interested in. If you have some-

thing, you don't have to wait to find out. Your actual mail

will prove it to the studio manager. And, once you have

your foot in the door of a studio, it is far easier to climb to

one of the key jobs in radio."

Often, in a small city or town, a young girl with an inter-

esting program can find herself a sponsor in the local depart-
ment store or the grocery. Mary Margaret says that many
of the girls who are doing the best job in radio these days

got their start in just this way chatting about items of

interest, telling about bargains, maiding the store itself news.

The best lesson any girl who wants a radio career can

learn from Mary Margaret isf,
don't be afraid to admit you
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are green. Sometimes the very freshness of your approach is

the thing that your listeners and your station manager is look-

ing for. Don't be afraid to say, "Yes" when somebody offers

you a job; no matter how mad it sounds, it may turn out to be

perfect for youj
Take Mary Margaret, for example. As we've hinted, she's

not thin. In fact, she is plump. She is pretty but she isn't

a glamour girl.
And not long ago, she was approached by

the movies.

The offer was fabulous. Mary Margaret started to refuse

in horror. Not that she has anything against the movies.

She just knows she is anything but the usual movie material

and, like all the rest of us, she dreaded making a fool of

herself.

But then she slept on it. She wasn't an actress, true. But

if she started in the movies, she would need acting lessons.

That might be fun. That might be good copy for the radio

show. That might give her a new outlook on life.

That's why Mary Margaret McBride has climbed so high
on the ladder of success and has managed to hold her position

there so well. And that is also why the experts are willing

to predict that whether Mary Margaret continues her radio

career, or becomes a movie star or goes into something

entirely new and strange, she will always be a success.



MARGARET BOURKE-WHITE
PHOTOGRAPHER

SIMON LOZOVSKY, who is virtually the press relations official

for the Russian government, remarked during Margaret
Bourke-White's recent visit to Russia, that she was a very
determined young lady.
She is more than that. She is a young lady who is accus-

tomed to getting what she wants. And she is willing to wait

until what she wants is forthcoming. She doesn't think of

herself as a patient person. In fact, she doesn't look or act

like a patient person. But she has all the determination of a

canny fox terrier with her eye on a particular bone. And
she worries the owner of that bone until suddenly, to every-
one's surprise there is Margaret Bourke-White with

another scoop.
She is essentially a photographer. But she is more than that.

When she is out on foreign assignments, she not only takes

but also develops her own pictures in shower baths or

closets, if necessary; and she does an expert reporting job.
That background of reporting is clearly reflected in her

most recent book, Shooting the Russian War, photo-
graphed and written by Miss Bourke-White. Each picture
has a factual caption which is crammed with essential detail

that would do credit to terse Life Magazine itself. Yet Mar-

garet didn't start out in life to be a writer. Or a reporter.
Or even a photographer, for that matter.

She trained to be a biologist.
She was studying at the University of Michigan, in her
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Junior year, when her father died. He was a remarkable

person, an inventor who had, for his personal amusement,

produced many camera inventions. All rotary presses today
are based on a discovery of his. But he had no talent for

providing against the future. Margaret was startled to find

that she was penniless.

So she got herself a job at the Cleveland Museum of

History teaching biology although she herself did not

have a degree. After a year, she decided that she never would
be able to progress much further in science without a full

B.S. She had some money saved. With it, she entered Cornell

for her Senior year. She soon found out, in this new world

of financing herself, that it was not enough. She tried to get
a job as waitress on the college campus and couldn't. She

thought of several other things, all of them uninteresting
and eminently unsuitable. Finally, her eyes fell on an old

camera of her father's.

Probably because her father was so accomplished with a

camera, she had never found taking pictures particularly

interesting. But she had watched him, the complete scientist,

at work. She did know the rudiments. And, in biology train-

ing, she had learned something about art and balance. She

began to take pictures. Her first real job was a school house

in Cleveland. She almost had to chase a train to get the job;

but when she caught the Cornell alumnus who had the giving
of the assignment he was so impressed with her architectural

shots that he sacrificed the train and went back to his office

to hire her.

The construction of the school house wasn't finished.

Margaret was not an experienced camerawoman. "I did

every shot over at least five times," she says, "but I had one

flash of genius, which made up for everything. I carried a
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clump of field asters around with me and shot over them,

to hide the piles of lumber and the bare foundations. So the

architect thought I was wonderful. And I began to think

that maybe I could make something of a photographer,

myself."
When she finished school, she put out her shingle as an

architectural photographer. That was her full-time job

though not as full-time as she would have liked it to be.

Then, purely for recreation, she took photographs of a steel

mill.

It was the steel mill photographs which made her, of

course. She had no idea that they would, but she did have

a quiet, private urge that impelled her to do those shots.

They weren't easy and she lacked by far the equipment and

the technical information necessary to a professional job.

But she got along. She always does.

Through her Cleveland school house pictures, she had

managed to get an introduction to the president of the Bethle-

hem Shipbuilding Corporation in Baltimore, Maryland. She

persuaded him to let her go into the plant at night and take

pictures. She had no assistants. But the young clerks in the

camera shops she haunted were willing to come along and

hold lights and give advice, without charge. She had to wear

trousers, because the company did not allow women in its

yards she has done that ever since when she is on assign-
ment. At one point, she swung out on the end of a giant

Morgan crane to get a bird's-eye view of ships under con-

struction. At another, she persuaded a traveling salesman of

photographic equipment to come and "demonstrate" his new

magnesium candles, so she could get a clear shot of the giant
ladles. There were just 1 2 of the candles in existence at that

time. He grew so enthusiastic that he used 1 1 of them for
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the "demonstration" and set off around the United States

to visit more hopeful customers, with only one left.

It took six months to complete those pictures. She had no

thought of working for sale. But they were so dramatic that

the president of the company bought them and published
them in book form. And she was on her way, for the in-

credible young Henry Luce, one of the founders of Time

Magazine, came across the book and sent for her. He had a

new magazine in mind, a magazine that would sell for one

dollar a copy. He planned to call it Fortune.

For a year before the first copy of Fortune ran off the

presses, Margaret Bourke-White worked on it. Those were

exciting days. The poet, Archibald MacLeish, was active.

Henry Luce himself often went with her when she took

factory pictures. When Fortune appeared, Miss Bourke-

White was almost immediately famous. She was even more

sought after when the word got around that she was pretty,

and had a penthouse apartment on the 6ist floor of the

Chrysler building on New York's busy 42nd Street.

For, though the work in Fortune was interesting, she never

lost sight of the fact that she had a personally important job

to do herself. With Fortune, as she does with her present

Life Magazine association, she allotted six months of her

year to them, reserved six of it for whatever she wanted to

do herself. Photographing the Chrysler building as it went

up was one of her personal jobs. That was why she had the

penthouse apartment at the top, complete with gargoyles.

And on the terraces, she raised cactus and alligators raised

alligators to an alarming size. Finally, they grew so large and

hungry that they ate their companions in the garden, the

turtles. And Margaret gave a large party whenever she fed

them raw meat.
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In 1930, she went to Russia for the first time. Although
she was listed as one of the associate editors of Fortune, the

chance of a foreign news photographer being allowed to

take pictures of the Russian Five-Year-Plan was too remote.

No photographers from outside were even being allowed

in the country. She knew no one, had no letters. But under

her arm was an assortment of the industrial photographs
she had taken in America. The Russians gave her credentials,

delighted to have their industries so dramatized.

In the late 'zo's and early '30'$ Margaret Bourke-White
concentrated on industrial work in Canada (where, flying

over an uncharted area with a map-maker, she had a lake

named after her), in Germany, in France as well as in

America. In 1935 she went to South America on assignment
for similar industrial shots. When she returned, she heard

that Erskine Caldwell, author of Tobacco Road was look-

ing for a photographer to work with him on a book which
would pictorially prove the Tobacco Road story.

Miss Bourke-White has the super-reporter's fine instinct

for things to come. She became famous because she had that

sixth sense about the importance of industry in the social

picture. When she heard of CaldwelPs project, she immedi-

ately went to his agent. His agent was delighted, but Cald-

well was a patient man. He had been searching for the right

person for almost two years, and he felt he could wait longer.

Mainly, he felt reluctant about being bothered with a woman.
But Margaret gets what she wants. It took six months,

but in 1936 Caldwell and Miss Bourke-White started out

on their tour of "Tobacco Road." They both were eager to

show the same general picture what goes on behind in-

dustry. Their beginnings were unfortunate. Margaret had

expected to find Caldwell an old man with a beard. Caldwell
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had feared that she would be another impractical female.

Her first pictures, when they were developed, didn't appeal
to him. He grew more and more silent.

And, then, suddenly things worked. The pictures were

right and she caught what he had wanted exactly. The
book shaped up so well that they decided on future collabora-

tions. The "Tobacco Road" book was entitled, You Have
Seen Their Faces. Their next book, done in Czecho-Slo-

vakia, was North of the Danube. Their third, about the

country-club, golf-playing background of America, Say,
Is This the U.S.A.? In 1939, they decided on the ultimate

collaboration. They were married.

Gradually, the character of Margaret Bourke-White's

work has been changing. It would be difficult to adjust her

shift from a photographer of industrial plants to a spot news

reporter without a knowledge of her social consciousness.

Today, wearing a foreign correspondent's uniform, she

visits the action spots of the war. I saw her just before she

left for England, on assignment with an aviation bomber

squadron. She is doing photographs for Life, but the United

States Army will have first choice.

"I am anxious to use my camera for the United States,"

she says. "It is the most important thing I can do. And I want

to use it to get true pictures of the passing scene. Sometimes

these pictures will be spot news action. But sometimes I

think I will be able to tell a story with the shot of a child's

face or a man's hand. I don't feel that I have changed my
style of photography at all. The times have changed and

I have followed them."

While she is doing her six months in England for Life, her

husband will be out in Hollywood supervising the filming

of the books they wrote on their most recent Russian trip.
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This time, they decided to write separate books. They had

seen different things, the stories they wanted to tell were

not related. Margaret does not call herself a writer. But,

once before, when a book of her Russian photographs was

published she had written the "story that went along with it."

She had been afraid to write. The publisher told her there

was no secret art to it "just put down the words." So

Margaret decided to do it once again.

She and Caldwell lived a two-typewriter life for months.

In Florida, in their house in Connecticut, Margaret sat and

struggled with "the words" while she heard her husband's

typewriter clicking sweetly and smoothly in the distance.

It was a situation which might have depressed a less deter-

mined
girl.

But Margaret typed on. Her husband's book went

to the printers; she refused to read it until her own was

finished. She went on a lecture tour and took the typewriter
with her. She worked on buses, and on trains. She gave up
movies, and detective stories her great recreations. Finally,
the book was finished. And for thrilling reading, it makes

her pet detective stories seem like tales for the children.

She crossed the Gobi desert and played Chinese checkers

while waiting there for the weather to clear in a plane
which fell apart, bit by bit, in the air. She stayed in Russia

when war with Germany was imminent against the advice

of the American ambassador. As a result, she was the only
accredited foreign press photographer in the country.
The night the American Embassy was bombed, she was

on the roof, taking time exposures of the show. Just before

the shot fell that splashed glass all over the building, she

dashed downstairs and stretched herself and her camera on

the rug barely out of range of a heavy ventilator which
skidded across the floor; just in range of a Japanese screen.
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Afterwards, when she and her husband hid in their hotel

room on air raid nights to avoid being hustled off to the

shelters she would scramble under the bed, he would
climb under a bear rug behind the sofa her nightly ritual

consisted of putting all heavy objects capable of flying,
underneath the piano.
When she was doing skyscraper photographs it did not

occur to her to be frightened if the photographing required

walking over a scaffold 800 feet above the street. By the

same set of rules, the minute she had a camera in her hands,

the air raid became objective. During the early days of

bombing in Russia, she and her husband kept vigil in their

hotel room together rushing to a little vestibule between

two sets of doors whenever the bombs dropped nearby
with "the sickening sound of bricks giving way, like toast

being crumbled inside your ear."

Later, their hotel room became the nightly haunt of corre-

spondents. Caldwell did broadcasts to America during a large

part of the rime they were in Russia. His wife did it on

alternate nights during the early part of the war. Later,

she decided that there were so many excellent photographs
to take at night, that she could not waste her precious day-
time hours struggling over a typewriter. So, during a great

many nights when Caldwell broadcast to America, she stayed
alone with her cameras. She had five cameras in Russia one

was secreted, safe from bombing, in case the others were

destroyed. On quiet nights she set up one or two cameras

for time exposures. "Big" nights required three or four.

She developed her pictures in the bath tub. She pinned

negatives to the towels and hung them from the ceiling "like

stalactites." One night, after she had photographed Stalin

crawling on her knees to get the proper camera angle she
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was so afraid to risk developing the precious negatives in her

hotel room that she took her entire kit over to the British

Embassy and borrowed a bathroom.

She crawled over roofs, in a specially constructed steel

helmet, to get air raid shots. She traveled with troops. During
her spare time usually when marooned in subway shelters,

or delayed by Russian officials she polished her knowledge
of the Russian language. She escaped harm, for "she carries

a horseshoe around her neck," the officials believed. She

got her pictures, because she never has been afraid to ask

for privileges and because she has the relentless endurance

to "sit around" until they are granted. When she landed in

America having progressed here secretly from convoy to

clipper and found her agent waiting for her with a long
list of scheduled lecture appearances to begin instantly, she

was only mildly disturbed.

"I had left most of my clothes in Russia," she said. "So I

refused to take the next plane out of La Guardia airport with-

out packing a bag. But I took the following one with time

out only to shove my last summer's clothes into a suitcase

and grab a typewriter. The typewriter, because I knew this

precious leisure that I would have on lecture tour was the

perfect time to begin my book."

All this energy is a little breath-taking to a person who
doesn't know Margaret Bourke-White well. During her

bursts of speed, she leaves her assistants and admirers always
some 20 paces behind. She is the only person I have ever

seen and I have interviewed several prominent and frantic

ladies in beauty shops who could write an important letter

to an editor while propped up at a 45 degree angle having
her hair washed. Yet she isn't an unpleasant careerist, for

she has such a tremendous enthusiasm in everything she does.
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In fact, she believes
energetically that a career, for the

career's sake, is very bad for any woman. Though she has

found adventure exciting and wonderful, she is of the strong

opinion that the right to it must be earned. She is thrilled

when she sets out on any assignment whether it is to Africa

or to the zoo. But she is worried and always over-anxious

when the time comes for her to pull out her camera and go
to work.

"I am always expecting to get used to it," she says. "But

somehow, I never do. WhenI first start out on any job, I check

exposures as carefully as any amateur. The air raids in Mos-
cow worried me terribly not because I was afraid that I

might be hurt, but because I had no previous experience

by which to judge my exposures."
She believes that photography is one of the fields in which

women are welcome. She has discovered that even in

difficult far-off assignments no official particularly ques-
tioned her sex. In fact, she has often found that a woman's

tact can put her subjects at ease more quickly than any
of the more aggressive male tactics.

For photography is much more than simply taking pic-

tures, she is certain. A good photograph must tell a story
whether it is a tale of war, of a purely beautiful flower

arrangement, or of a factory. The mechanics of a camera

and of developing and printing must be so familiar to a

photographer that they become a second sense while she is

at work.

She advises any girl who wants to be a photographer to

start with a down-to-earth job, close to the very essentials

of photography. "Sometimes you may be bored," she says . . .

"in the kind of starting work you must do. Just remember

that if you are really going to be good there will be
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hundreds of times that you will thank your stars for the

simple, basic facts you learn doing the drudgery."
A tenth assistant to a photographic studio, a no-pay

assistant and light-holder to a competent photographer, even

a helper in developing negatives at a corner drug store, learns

the basic principles of photography in unforgettable ways.
So do the clerks who stand behind the counters in camera

stores. They catch little of the romance, but they early learn

the mistakes. And Margaret Bourke-White believes defi-

nitely that no woman or man can be a fine photographer
unless he or she understands clearly the important facts of

developing and printing.
"Learn these essentials first of all," she says, "and they

will become automatic intelligence. You will never have

to suffer because some editor or art director finds your work

impractical. An impractical artist may have some excuse.

An impractical photographer, none."

She thinks that some form of art knowledge is helpful,
but not necessary; for she believes that intelligence counts

more than a knowledge of composition, or of light and shade,

in photography. She also believes that it is possible to be a

great photographer without ever taking an artistic photo-

graph in your career if you have sufficient news sense and

understanding of the story you want to -tell.

That is why she constantly recommends that young girls

and boys with cameras and ambitions, start near home.

Photograph the things you know best you will then have

to spend little time as a reporter, more time on your tech-

nique. If you are a tennis expert, you will automatically

recognize the exciting moments of the game to photograph.
If you are a cat lover, you will always know the time

when your cat is looking "well, more like the essence
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of a cat," is the way Margaret Bourke-White sums it up.
"Some of the best photographs ever made," she says, "are

of a woman washing dishes, or a dog gnawing a bone.

Don't be afraid of the simple things a really fine photo-

graph must be a synopsis and symbol of the thing it pictures.
I must study, to get my background when I approach a

strange job or situation. Don't put obstacles like that in your
way when you are beginning try your art out on the

things you know best."

She also knows that the best friend any photographer has,

is her exposure records. The professional photographer can-

not afford to wait and guess about results. She must know.

Experience is the only teacher in the world. A small book,

constantly on hand to note exposure, conditions (back-

grounds, color of model's clothes, etc.), will not only help

you to read negatives and correct mistakes it will assist

you in repeating successful negatives.

Miss Bourke-White, when she starts out on a new assign-

ment, always keeps a complete record of every picture she

takes. After each day's work she studies the negatives with

the book and learns then easily where she has made her

mistakes, why some pictures have been more successful than

others. Now, she even notes trifles like a shadow from a

building across the street, a particular tone of the sky. For,

like a good artist and artisan, she is a true perfectionist.

After any photographic student has progressed to profes-

sional aspect but not before Margaret Bourke-White

recommends the study of other photographers' pictures. In

doing this, your object is never to copy but to decide

whether the picture does what it is meant to accomplish.

Most amateurs cannot understand that basic problem. If a

photograph in a beauty or fashion magazine is meant to glam-
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ourize, jSnd out if it really does the best job possible. If it

attempts to show stark reality, find out if it could have

demonstrated the subject better. Or, if it tries to show beauty
and form, figure out for yourself whether you might not

have taken a similar arrangement and done it better.

"The fault with amateurs," says Miss Bourke-White,
"is that they do not take pictures which solve definite prob-
lems." She thinks that the ideal photographer not only solves

her own picture problems as she goes along, but works with

a more experienced photographer and benefits from that

contact. She also advises ambitious young persons to analyze
their personal markets whether it is doing portrait, fashion

or commercial photography. A certain knowledge of where

you are going always helps you get jobs and learn your own
limitations.

The requirements of a photographer who works like

Margaret Bourke-White are also, not so oddly, physical.
Her job is extremely hard work. The hours are difficult. The

requirements are strenuous whether swinging out on a

crane to get a particular industrial shot or scrambling around

on hands and knees to secure a certain angle of Stalin's face.

And the results are always uncertain.

Even under the best circumstances, fate has a great deal

to do with a photographer's success a certain flashing

expression of the face, a ray of sunlight coming unexpectedly
out of a cloud. Even the best photographer shoots hundreds

of pictures that are not right. When Bourke-White is on

assignment she is always eager to see negatives, for today's
work may correct yesterday's mistakes. She is always
anxious a news scoop only means that her pictures have

to be right, that all her efforts are in vain if her camera does

not catch the angle that is wanted.
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She warns that a physically weak girl, or a placid person,
has no place in the sort of photographic work that has made

Margaret Bourke-White's name famous. She worries con-

stantly, every minute that she is on a job. And she frankly
admits that if she ever stopped worrying, she is sure she

wouldn't take good pictures. She does all sorts of nagging
work behind the scenes, too arranging for pictures in

foreign countries, a constant strain, even when the country
is friendly; persuasion of subjects to take certain positions
and attitudes, a difficult task with both strangers and friends.

She feels certain that no photographer can succeed unless

she makes a thorough working reporter's search of the

pictures she is going to take.

A portrait photographer must be acquainted with the

habits of her subject, his natural expressions, his likes and

dislikes, or he cannot take a true portrait. An architectural or

sports photographer must understand the beauties and tech-'

nicalities of the things he chooses to picture. And a news

photographer must be aware of the passing scene and its

importance or he can miss the important picture of his or

her time.

Margaret Bourke-White also has another formula, but this

is a secret one, given only to the person who has really

achieved success. When she works, it is her life and her

relaxation. She flies through the air with the greatest of ease,

leaving exhausted bodies of assistants and secretaries flung

in her wake. She seems to thrive on trouble, arguments with

policemen, authorities and editors. An hour's sleep, a mani-

cure, or a fresh news slant will rest her completely.

But when she really relaxes, she forgets everything. On
vacations and she does not make them too far apart she

deliberately locks her cameras away at home. It was one of
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the real shocks of her life when, on her honeymoon to

Honolulu, she realized that her brand-new writer husband

had brought a camera. "I tried to ignore it for a while," she

said. "Then he began asking me questions about exposures
and openings. I ended up doing all the work. It was fortunate

that I was terribly in love."

Erskine Caldwell knows better now, after living intimately
with Margaret's relaxed moments. They have a country

place in New England called, with a fairly realistic twist,

"Horseplay." It has crannies in which Caldwell can do his

writing. It has gardens for Margaret to work in; she planted
roses three years ago and this summer was the first time she

has been home to see them bloom. She spends hours flat on

her back reading detective stories. She spends as many hours

as she can arrange with her husband, dancing she wouldn't

marry him until he took dancing lessons. And she swims,

rides, and gloats over the table linen she collects. When she

emerges, she is a new person.
There are Margaret Bourke-White pictures in the Library

of Congress; the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the

Cleveland Museum of Art and the Brooklyn Museum. One
of her best known pictures is a photomural in Radio City,
New York. So, as one of the leading photographers in

America, it is natural that she should have had overtures from

Hollywood.

Frankly, she is interested in Hollywood. Sometime, when
bombs aren't falling and troops aren't marching she hopes
to do something there. So far, her main objection has been

that she has not liked to be away from reality so long. That

is her main grudge against Hollywood. Once, when she

returned from a trip to the Arctic Circle she was offered

one of those fabulous film colony salaries to do a. picture.
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"I have so many places to go," she complained. "I can't

take time. Fm just back from the Arctic Circle today; to-

morrow something will be happening in another spot in the

world."

"We can build the Arctic Ocean right on our lot," they

tempted her. And Bourke-White turned and laughed.
"That's just the trouble!

"

This vigorous woman is far more of a national figure than

many women who earn much more money. She admits this

and it worries her not in the least. In fact, she is one of the

first to warn that few photographers ever get rich. The com-

petition today is too keen the work being done too gen-

erally excellent.

But she is certain that photography is one profession for

which women show particular talent. After being reared in

a man-owned world, women have learned to wait patiently,
to try to understand situations, to use their hard-earned

intuitions. Good pictures are seldom the result of a chance

shot from a car, a flash bulb at the right minute. More often

they are the result of hours of patient effort, quiet persistence,

and of using every woman's wile from crying to making

speeches.
She has recent Russian incidents to prove it. Whenever

she took a picture in Russia whether it was of a bookstall or

a subway shelter, she had to have a special permit. Sometimes

the permits required days to get. Once after receiving a

permit for the perfectly simple picture of a bookstall, she

arrived at the appointed hour to find that it was in shadow.

She asked if she could photograph the one across the street

instead, for it was in sunlight. "It is not permitted," she was

informed.

Consequently, one day when the press was invited to view
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a German airplane that had been shot down, she was horrified

to find that no permit had been arranged for her to take

pictures. She argued, was told that the Soviet photographers
would photograph it and send prints to America.

Then Margaret Bourke-White burst into oratory. She did

a masterful speech on the reasons why, in America, a photo-

graph taken by an American cameraman would be more
conclusive than one directly from a propaganda service.

She talked without stopping, in her not-too-good Russian,

until she saw the censors go into a huddle. Then, without

asking more, she took out her camera and went to work.

Another time she had been invited, with the press, to visit

the front. It rained almost continuously. She waded knee-

deep in mud to take what pictures she could, while the

reporters sat comfortably in cars and wrote about mud

complaining when Margaret held up their procession to take

pictures. Many times, the only chance she had for taking
shots were the gray morning hours, when she would drag
herself out of bed before the rest of her party and augment
the pale light with flash bulbs. It meant less sleep than the

men had, and no breakfast except what her husband had

salvaged from the table for her.

Her nerves were raw, her pictures disappointing to her

perfectionist nature. Finally, after a long tour, they reached

the town of Yelnya, which was the first city she had seen

that really had been destroyed by war. As she drove through
the ruined streets, she knew that here at last were the pictures
she wanted, shots that would look like war. It was almost

twilight, but the clouds began lifting and the sun flickered.

She jumped out of the car and hastily set up a camera.

She had just begun to work when one of the reporters dashed

up to her. "Hurry up, Peggy. We're clearing out of here in
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five minutes and we'll be halfway back to Moscow tonight."
Then Margaret burst into tears. The censors rushed up,

distressed at the sight of the valiant lady gone compl tely
female. But it worked. The Russians drove the rest of '*e

correspondents on to a banquet and left a squad of soldiers

in Yelnya to help her with her lights together with a pile

of chocolate for her to eat, in place of the banquet.
It is incidents like these grim at the moment, but

wonderful to look back upon which make Margaret
Bourke-White satisfied with her job, and sure she wouldn't

change places with anyone else in the world.

"My work never gets any easier," she says. "I always care

just as much and, if anything, seem to work harder on each

assignment. But the sense of satisfaction you get from

tangible evidence of work done especially if it is done

well is more wonderful than anything else in the world."

That is why Margaret Bourke-White likes to be a photog-

rapher. And why she generously gives the key to the field

to those who can run as fast and work as hard as she.
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ACTRESSES

THE STARS must have been in a particularly expansive mood
at the turn of the century. For, within a few months of each

other, two little girls were born whose names were to shine

in lights.
A plump little girl with dark eyes and red cheeks,

in Buffalo, was named Katharine Cornell. A serious baby,
with fierce dark eyebrows and a shock of dark hair, born in

Washington, was Helen Hayes Brown.

Neither of the little girls was particularly pretty. But

both received a heritage of actor's blood. Helen's mother

and grandmother had wanted to act, were willing to go
without food to see

plays.
Katharine's father was an amateur

actor, her grandfather a gifted amateur director. And each

girl had another electric element which contributed enor-

mously to her success. She was willing to work.

When Katharine Cornell (in blue denim slacks and a

khaki farm hat) sat down recently to dictate her biography,
to the horror of her publishers she wanted to call it Twenty
Years of Hard Work. The theater has always been to her

a glamorous but difficult taskmaster. She and her producer-

husband, Guthrie McClintic, are married to it as well as to

each other. Their Beekman Place house, on New York's

East River, is fifteen minutes cab drive from Broadway.
It is a veritable theatrical museum a big chair from "The

Dover Road,'\a pair of commodes and a sofa from "Mrs.

Partridge Presents," andirons from "Dishonored Lady," a

chaise longue from "Divided by Three."

The third floor is exclusively hers, the fourth her hus-
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band's. They keep different hours. She wants to go to bed

immediately after a performance; he likes to stay up and

read and listen to the radio. Katharine is the despair of Val-

entina, noted designer who makes her clothes. For Miss

Cornell is interested only in stage costumes. Off-stage hours,

she likes to stay at home in a pair of battered slacks.

Helen Hayes (the Brown was dropped for the stage)

can also tell you something about hard work, when she has

time to think of it. She began her professional career at five,

playing boys' parts in a stock company near her home. Her
mother longed for a theatrical career for her, but never

let her neglect her schooling. Even when she went on tour,

her lessons were sent on to her by the convent. She didn't

know what it was to play. The stage was all the recreation

she needed. Even in plays which included other child actors

in their casts, she never joined in their games. Any leisure

time was spent with the wardrobe mistress, hearing tales of

forgotten days of the theater, or sitting on the fringe of a

group of grownups, listening to their tales of trouping.
In those days of rouged and curly-headed child actresses,

Helen was almost conspicuous in her plain-ness. She was frail,

her hair was straight, her, stature so slight that she always
looked younger than she was. But she had a flair; beautiful

expressive eyes; an infallible sense of timing; and, even at a

very early age, a sure feeling of the reality of the theater.

Her mother tells of an amusing example of this. Although
Mrs. Brown was devoted to the theater, she knew that she

did not have the necessary talent for it. But one day, while

Helen was playing in stock, the director persuaded Mrs.

Brown to take the part of a starving mother, dying of tuber-

culosis, in "The Prince Chap." Reluctantly, Mrs. Brown

agreed. Little Helen stood in the wings watching her. After
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the scene she said: "You cried beautifully, Mother, but you
shouldn't wear silk stockings if you are poor." Nobody else

in the cast even the critical Catharine Hayes Brown had

noticed this discrepancy.
This same knack of living the part has followed Helen

Hayes through her career. When she decided to do "Mary
of Scotland," she was a little horrified to hear that Mary
Stuart was six feet tall. Miss Hayes is only five feet and wears

a size eleven dress. So she had a pair of shoes with four-inch

heels and two-inch soles made for her, which she wore during
the rehearsals, so that they might grow into her characteriza-

tion. William Lyon Phelps came backstage one night shortly
after the opening and asked her how she got the effect of

being so tall. She explained about the shoes, but Dr. Phelps

complained that that couldn't be all, for she looked all of

six feet tall on the stage. Helen Hayes smiled shyly. "If you
must know, I think myself tall."

Before she did "Victoria Regina," she went to England
to study and learn everything she could about Queen
Victoria. Her mother, constant advisor and watchdog of her

daughter's career, was afraid that Victoria might not make
an interesting part. "Too smug, no romantic interest," she

complained. Helen didn't agree.
"Victoria's love for Albert was as romantic as it was

beautiful," she said. And she went to England to gather

atmosphere. She visited museums. She studied Victoria's

pictures, her jewels, her clothes in the British Museum. She

visited Victoria's grandchild, the Marchioness of Milford-

Haven, to ask about Victoria's accent. She was afraid that

it would be difficult for her to simulate a good English voice,

but her hopes were raised by friends who said that Victoria

spoke with strong German gutterals. Miss Hayes asked the
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Marchioness about this. She was intensely relieved when
the Marchioness answered indignantly, "Vy, my grand-
mutter spoke chust as gut Anglish as I do." Most interesting
of all was Helen Hayes's attitude when she was having the

authentic copies of Victoria's gowns made at Claridge's.

During the first fittings, she was nervous, wondering how
to simulate the changing bulk of Victoria as she grew older.

Rex Whistler took care of this increase in weight by furnish-

ing a heavily padded bodice for her to wear under black

silk dresses in her last two scenes, when she had to portray
the queen at sixty, then eighty. But as she fell more and more
into the character of Victoria, she lost all the Helen Hayes
self-consciousness about clothes. She even admits that some-

times she was so much the queen that she wondered why the

fitters did not back out of her presence.

There is just a faint touch of Victoria about Helen Hayes,
as a matter of fact. Her life has been filled with a strong
sense of responsibility. She is a mobile and understanding

person, but she has never been flighty or carefree. Her great
excitement has always been the theater, and her life has

been singularly free of the innocent escapades which most

girls remember. So when she fell in love deeply and for

the first time it was inevitable that she should pick some-

one whose experience was the complete opposite of hers.

He was Charles MacArthur, caustic playmate of the incor-

rigible Ben Hecht* MacArthur knew everybody, loved

parties, was a professional wit. Helen Hayes felt like a child

beside him.

The story of her first meeting with her husband-to-be is

Manhattan folklore. Miss Hayes was just back from Europe,
three big successes recently behind her "Clarence," Mary
Roberts Rinehart's Bab and Kaufman and Connelly's "To
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the Ladies." She went to a party at Neysa McMein's with

Marc Connelly. As usual, she was shy in the midst of com-

pany. The air crackled with celebrities and Helen Hayes
sat back miserably in a corner. Finally a young man ap-

proached her with a dish of peanuts. She turned pink with

gratitude. And the young man who was Charles Mac-

Arthur, newspaper man, writer, co-author of the famous

newspaper play "Front Page" offering the nuts, said the

immortal words, "I wish they were emeralds."

Mr. MacArthur says he can never again face peanuts. But

his wife, with her romantic side, still tells the story, for she

fell in love with him at first sight.

"Some people underestimate Helen/' her mother admits,

"because she is so quiet. They don't realize that everything
she sees is put away in her mind for future reference. When
she wants something, she wants it with her whole heart.

And she usually gets it."

Helen Hayes realized that the peanuts-into-emeralds

gesture was one which Charles MacArthur might have made

casually, out of native sweetness, to any wallflower at the

party. But she knew no easy road to success. She waited.

She went to parties, not her custom, looking for him. He
called once or twice. Stimulus was finally shot into the

romance by the time-worn device of Mrs. Brown's objecting
to it. She was a little shocked by Helen's complete devotion

to a newspaper man who did not seem to care whether his

hair was combed or not.

So the two took to meeting at friends
7

houses. Came sum-

mer, when Miss Hayes was doing her successful run of

"Caesar and Cleopatra." She spent almost her last penny
to rent a summer place at Syosett, Long Island, home of the

great and fashionable, to entertain Charlie. It was large
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enough to have numbers of guests, so Charlie wouldn't be

bored. It was elaborate enough to give Helen the sort of

glamour background she felt she needed. Mrs. Brown dis-

approved, but the young man, at close range, won her, too.

And Helen became Mrs. Charles MacArthur. They live

with their daughter Mary and an adopted little brother in a*

house at Nyack, New York. When JMacArthur's witty and

worldly friends first came to visit, Helen was frightened at

"celebrities," though she was probably the greatest celebrity
of them all. Now that she and the "celebrities" have become

friends, they know her well enough to laugh at her and she

loves it. Even incisive-tongued Alexander Woollcott is

"Uncle Alec" to their Mary.
Yet Helen Hayes has, from her earliest days, been unafraid

in the theater, sure of her power and her gifts. After her

experience in Washington stock, she and her mother came to

New York with $50 borrowed from Grandpa Brown and

grini warning from the neighbors. Little Mrs. IJrown stepped
off the train with seven-year-old Helen clutched in one

hand, a heavy suitcase in another. She couldn't find a street

car, and did not want to subtract cab fare from the precious

$50. So they wandered over what seemed half of New York,

trying to find West 45th Street, Mrs. Brown pausing at

intervals to put the suitcase down and rest, the relentless

and eager Helen warmly assuring her, "That's all right.

I'll wait for you, Mommy."
The week in New York found Helen a job at $50 a week,

touring in Lew Field's "Old Dutch," with Vernon Castle.

Helen's mother went with her, of course, and the lessons

came regularly from the Dominican Convent, where Mrs.

Brown had registered Helen. By the time she was eight,

she was a real trouper.
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In 1914 she played with John Drew in "The Prodigal
Husband." Helen was 14, but looked 10. Drew consistently

referred to her as "childy" and insisted that she always go
home to bed directly after the first act.

It was discouraging. But after the play closed and Helen

was once more in Washington trying for ingenue parts and

looking 10 or 12, it was even more discouraging. She pinned
her hair up and put on high heels it only made her look

more like a little girl in her mother's clothes. Behind closed

doors, her mother would help her practice smoking, for

flapper parts. It was useless. She still looked like a child.

So it was that her first real lead was a child's part again

"Pollyanna."
One of the proofs of Helen Hayes's greatness is that she

made little Pollyanna live, she made the "Glad Girl" so

warm and lovable that even rough mining towns applauded
her.

That was the beginning of an endless succession of plays.

She did flapper parts in "Penrod," "Dear Brutus"; had her

name in lights for the first time in "Bab." She starred in

Kaufman and Connelly's "To the Ladies," in "Dancing
Mothers," "Quarantine," "Coquette" and countless others.

Her favorites, and the parts which brought her longest runs

and greatest fame, were "Caesar and Cleopatra" by George
Bernard Shaw, Maxwell Anderson's "Mary of Scotland" and

"Victoria Regina" by Laurence Housman.
Nor was everything milk and honey from the time she

began getting regular parts. She can still remember the

drug store on 45th Street where she wept inconsolably in

a telephone booth because the director didn't like what
he called "her thick Southern accent." She finally read

Shakespearian sonnets aloud to correct it. In her first Broad-
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way flapper role, the critics hailed her as the find of the age.
She came back a few years later in "Bab" and they said

"just another actress." She went to a voice teacher when

Heywood Broun, whom she looked upon as an oracle, dis-

missed her with one curled-lip phrase . . . "cute." When the

Theatre Guild picked her to play the one part she had

always dreamed of Cleopatra in Shaw's "Caesar and Cleo-

patra," she was confronted by a cold row of critics who said

she would never do. "Not biologically suited," they agreed.
But when she finally opened, in dresses especially cut and

padded to make her look like the Cleopatra of modern im-

aginations, the same Broadway denizens said she gave the

best performance of her career.

Helen Hayes is apt to be critical of no one but herself.

A play, no matter how bad, always enchants her. But she

constantly struggles and studies over her own part. "Vic-

toria Regina" ran three years, but she never tired of her

part she was only afraid that the audiences might be bored

with her doing her eternal Queen Victoria.

It is interesting that the characterization which gave Miss

Hayes the final shove that pushed her up with the immortals,

was almost an accident. During the long, hot summer after

she had done "Mary of Scotland," she sat at her Nyack
home and vegetated. Everybody sent her plays. The most

promising was "Pride and Prejudice" but some queer quirk
in the back of her head kept her from agreeing to do it.

Among the unread plays on her shelf was one called, for-

midably, "Victoria Regina" a book so thick she couldn't

bring herself to read it.

One early afternoon Max Gordon called Helen and in-

sisted on having her decision on "Pride and Prejudice." She

begged for one more day. Then, bored and restless, she
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picked up the heavy Victoria book and went down by
the pool to read. After two pages, she was enthralled. Half

way through, she heard some people in the garden on their

way to take a swim. She fled to the steaming shower room,
locked the door and leaned against the wall to finish the play.

Then she rushed back and cabled to England that she must

have it. The die was cast. Helen Hayes's Victoria was even

then a'borning.
It was Charles Laughton, in England, who took the little

actress to museums; and who suggested that, when she

played Victoria at sixty, she tuck a good-sized slice of apple
in each cheek. England was so pleased with her earnestness

that many relics of Victoria's time were presented to her.

One of the amusing stories that proves the complete

authenticity of her characterization is about a Russian

Countess. Important, gracious, but completely unaware of

America, the countess saw Helen Hayes for the first time in

"Victoria." After the play, Miss Hayes snatched off her

bonnet and wig and was receiving friends still wearing her

8o-year-old face. The countess came in, curtsied and asked,

with much charm: "My dear Miss Hayes, how did you
make yourself so girlish in the earlier scenes?"

Helen Hayes has not been afraid of any art form. Her
first motion picture, "The Sin of Madelon Claudet" won
her the gold statuette, prized first award of the Academy
of Motion Pictures Producers. In 1938 she won the Radio

Stars' Award for distinguished service. Her motion pictures
"Farewell to Arms" and "Arrowsmith" were both success-

ful, although Helen has never felt that the motion picture
is her best medium. She has enjoyed her radio work, some
of it serious, some of it light. And she has received wide

acclaim, for she has managed to bring to it the lights and
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shadows of her own personality probably the greatest
tribute that can be made to her almost perfect phrasing.
Her family sometimes even her own daughter, Mary

treat her as a child, except in matters pertaining directly to

the theater. They choose clothes for her. They tell her

what to eat. In interviews, they answer questions for her.

That is one of the reasons why most of Helen Hayes's

opinions about the future of young people on the stage come
from the woman who has been largely responsible for

Helen's career her mother. Mrs. Brown "Brownie" to

all of her intimates has a horror of unprofessional acting.
It is she who is convinced, after seeing little Mary appear
in "Victoria Regina" one night it was a birthday present
to the little girl that Mary will never make an actress.

But she is equally firm in her belief that every person with

acting ambitions should be given a chance. She thinks less

of acting schools than of actual experience in the theater.

She believes that summer stock and Little Theaters will

provide the best background in the world against which

a talented young person may find her stride. But she is

honestly of the conviction that unless you want to act more

than anything else in the world, you will never succeed.

And, if you want terribly to act and have a deep respect

for the theater, you yourself will be the best judge of

whether you can be really good or not.

Katharine Cornell's story, oddly enough, is a better

example of Mrs. Brown's theory than is Helen Hayes's story.

Katharine was no child star. She loved the theater but she

had three great handicaps. She was painfully shy. She was

certainly not pretty in the accepted sense. And she was

a bad reader she still is, at the beginning of the play. Her

first job was with the Washington Square Players in New
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York. There she did bit parts and was paid not at all. The

second year, she had a few small parts and earned a total

of $40. Then Jessie Bonstelle, an old friend of Katharine's

father, offered her $50 a week for summer stock. Kath-

arine's father, who did not oppose her acting career but

felt that she would never be able to stand the grind, wrote

Jessie Bonstelle, "Have you gone crazy?" But Jessie Bon-

stelle saw something that nobody else had ever caught in

Katharine.

It was hard work. They played in Buffalo and Detroit

ten performances a week and a new play every Monday.
The thermometer slid between 94 and 100 all through that

record-breaking summer. Every minute when they weren't

giving a performance, they rehearsed.

They furnished their own costumes. Katharine couldn't

sew, was too tired to improvise. It took her years to pay for

the costumes she wore in three summers of Bonstelle stock.

But she learned how to act. That experience has convinced

er*that stock, under a good director, is the best discipline

and experience for a young actor and actress. "You learn

all the tricks," she says, "and to do them quickly. It can be

dangerous. You can't go on getting your effects with

counterfeits, using obvious devices. As you mature, and have

time to develop a part, you've got to discriminate decide

what methods to use and what to discard. If you don't go
on and learn to act creatively, you are bound to become

permanently stocky a ham. But there's nothing like it to

give you a foundation." "}

It was Jessie Bonstelle and Guthrie McClintic whom
Miss Cornell remembers most tenderly during those early

days. They believed in her when she didn't believe in herself.

Jessie, who produced countless plays during the winter,
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always kept an eye on Katharine. She took her to England
to do Jo in "Little .Women." She kept her in the theater

touring, trying out, always acting. And it was Jessie who

brought Guthrie McClintic into Katharine's life. Although
she at first opposed the marriage as the ruin of them both!

McClintic was hired as director of the Bonstelle Summer
Theater for Katharine's third summer, when she had ad-

vanced to playing alternate leads with Miss Bonstelle. Guth-
rie had seen Katharine once before. His often-repeated
remark has all the dog-eared quality of Charles MacArthur's

emerald-peanuts. For, seeing Katharine at the Washington

Square Players back in those days, the young director had

written on his program, he was talent scouting for Win-

throp Ames at the time "Interesting monotonous

watch."

When he saw Katharine again, there was no doubt in his

mind. He decided promptly that she was the girl he wanted

to marry. He pursued his courtship in the hectic routine of

Jessie Bonstelle's theater, on park benches in Detroit's post-

age7stamp Grand Circus Park, in all-night restaurants and

on street cars. They came back to New York together in

1921 and were married.

Guthrie McClintic and Katharine Cornell are as famous

a pair in the theater today as Romeo and Juliet and a lot

more human. They have grown together, they have a tre-

mendous respect for each other and they both have a feeling

of deep and honest obligation to the theater. They have

lived in the same house almost since the day they were

married rented it first, bought it, then watched a fashion-

able district grow up around it. Neither of them likes parties

or social life very much. Miss Cornell always has a dog or

three or four around ... she shakes her head despairingly
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when she remembers the hours she has spent in parks all

over the country, walking dogs after the performance.
She likes to stay home. She likes people, but in small groups.

And she is flustered as any of us might be when she has

to make a public appearance outside of the theater.

One of the nicest stories that she tells about herself is

the time she and McClintic went down to the White House

in Washington for her to receive the Gold Medal for

National Achievement from Chi Omega sorority. Katharine

was nervous almost to the point of hysteria. She took six

detective stories with her on the train, to keep her from

brooding. A presidential car met them at the station in

Washington and it didn't add to her confidence to have her

husband's faithful travel-worn bag choose that moment to

burst open and scatter shirts, ties and BVD's under the feet

of Washington.
But the real nightmare began at the White House when

they dressed for dinner. The bags were unpacked, the clothes

laid out and McClintic couldn't find his collar buttons.

They searched under beds and in pockets. Finally, they had

to ring for a maid and send a message to Mrs. Roosevelt.

She sent in two probably, Katharine thought mournfully,

belonging to the president. Then Katharine put on her new
white dress, bought especially for the occasion. It had fitted

beautifully when she tried it on. But even she and her hus-

band together could not get the dress to stay together.
The dinner hour was approaching tardiness was unthink-

able. Finally Katharine rang for the maid again, got firmly

safety-pinned together, snatched up the orchids the president
had sent her and beat the President and Mrs. Roosevelt

to the living room by a hair.

For their wedding present from the Theater, they had
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two successes. "The Dover Road," the first play which
McClintic had produced on his own, had a long run. And
Miss Cornell, after an unsuited part in "Nice People"
where one magazine editor damned her by saying she wore

sports clothes like a lady had a leading role in "A Bill of

Divorcement." After that, she played a great many diversi-

fied parts: the impudent Mary Fitton, Shakespeare's "dark

lady" in Clemence Dane's "Will Shakespeare," a dewy
young girl in Du Barry wigs in "Casanova," a glorified

drudge in "The Way Things Happen," a crippled girl in

"The Outsider," a Gallic shrew in "Tiger Cats," the

immortal "Candida" and Iris March in "The Green Hat."

Her first really long run was in "The Green Hat." The
book by Michael Arlen had been a tremendous best seller.

The play wasn't well written and the character of Iris was

completely unlike Katharine. Some of Iris's lines were cheap,

obvious, a little ridiculous. She succeeded in triumphing over

all this by making Iris allusive. Everything the story wanted

Iris to do smoke, drink, be worldly she never did. When
she came to a particular line with a cliche like, "Boy died,

he died for purity," she smiled it.

"I've always been grateful to Iris," she says, "for she

gave me a public, just as Sydney in 'A Bill of Divorcement'

gave me a place in the theater."

"The Green Hat" ran for nearly two years. It made

Katharine Cornell a star, with her name in lights. But it was

nearly the last play in which she was thus starred, for soon

afterwards she and Guthrie McClintic went into partnership.

No longer do the lights blaze out "Katharine Cornell in ..."

It is now "Katharine Cornell presents , . ."

"Miss Cornell has always been wary of moving pictures.

"I do think the rapid success achieved by some people in
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pictures has seriously hurt the chances of a lot of young men
and women who are studying for the stage," she says. "The

success stories make it sound all too easy. A youngster was

a chauffeur yesterday and today he owns four swimming

pools! It doesn't work that way on the stage." **ww
It didn't, even for the sensationally successful McClintics.

Guthrie put in nine years of apprenticeship before he pro-
duced "The Dover Road" and at the end of those nine

years, though he was known as one of the outstanding men
of the theater, he was earning just $125 a week. Katharine

worked hard in a vast assortment of parts some she hated,

some she liked and learned something from each. She

says frankly that getting started in the theater still has a

great element of luck in it, because a producer must see you
at just the right time. But to get that kind of break, she

knows a girl has to keep pounding away, tramping the street

from one manager's office to another, no matter how dis-

couraging that may be.

"And at the same time," Katharine adds, "a girl must

have the equipment necessary to capitalize on it, when the

break comes. I get the impression that most of the young
girls who come to me for parts simply haven't worked hard

enough. In New York they have every chance in the world

to round out their educations in spare time. Galleries

music books accomplished actors and actresses to see.

And my personal best advice to any girl learning to use

her voice is to read French aloud. I think that French makes

you use your mouth more than any other language I know.
I still occasionally read some French book aloud to myself
before a performance." *N

The first play that the McClintics did under their own

management "Katharine Cornell presents" was the now
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famous "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," the story of

Robert and Elizabeth Browning. Katharine bought the play
for her husband, ended by doing the part of Elizabeth her-

self. It was a difficult part actually physically difficult,

for Elizabeth was on the stage from start to finish, except
for three minutes at the end. In addition, she was played

lying on a sofa with heir feet up, doing all her scenes facing
a side wall. Her clothes were uncomfortable, for they were
made of heavy silks and brocades, under which she wore
two or three petticoats. Over her knees she always had an

afghan. And her hair was in long curls. The play opened
on Broadway in February. By the time a New York summer
had established itself, Katharine was near collapse. She and

her husband drove to the country every night after the

performance. Her hair was always soaking wet and she dried

it in the car. Although she didn't know it, she needed glasses

badly and she piled additional strain on her already exhausted

body by reading enormously she didn't feel well enough
to do anything else.

By the time October set in, she was seriously afraid that

she was going to break down. There seemed to be a constant

vibration at the back of her skull. She hated to close the show,

for the responsibility of the rest of the cast hung heavily
on her. ("Being a star just means you have added burdens,"

she says. "You don't dare take risks with yourself, for you
have to keep the show going. You can't let down and be sick,

for a great part of the play's drawing power is your name.")

Finally, she gave up completely and went away for five

weeks. But after she had been back at work two months,

the trouble returned. It wasn't until a specialist
made her

realize that it was the mental strain of feeling that she couldn't

break down, that caused her sickness. She gave the cast warn-
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ing that the show might close at any time with two weeks'

notice, regained her health, and "The Barretts" ran a year.

It was with "The Barretts" that Miss Cornell made her

grand tour of America, too. She had done a little touring
before and the taste of it was in her blood. But with her

little brown and white spaniel who played Flush in the

play, Basil Rathbone's police dog, a cast of 40, two stage

managers, six stage hands, an electrician, two carpenters,

and two wardrobe women, Katharine Cornell did a march

from Buffalo to the Pacific Ocean. She played 225 perform-
ances in 75 towns. She opened opera houses that hadn't been

aired in 20 years, played in motion picture theaters, in school

auditoriums. She alternated "The Barretts" with "Candida"

and "Romeo and Juliet."

One of those experiences that reads like a fairy story
marked her tour. It was Christmas Day. The cast was due

to play in Seattle that night. They were due to arrive there

at eight in the morning. But heavy snows and floods had

washed out the tracks. All day long, with the company
getting more and more frantic, the train crept on at a snail's

pace. Eight at night, and they were still miles from Seattle.

Katharine Cornell gave up, went back to her stateroom to

read. At 11:15 the train pulled in. The theater manager was
there to meet them. Katharine tried to apologize. But the

manager couldn't listen. For the audience was still there

in the theater, waiting for them!

The cast could hardly believe him, didn't know whether
to laugh or cry. But "Miss Kit," when she took to the road,

was a trouper. It was she who suggested that the stage cur-

tains be pulled back, that the audience be introduced to the

carpenters, property men and the electrician and the ward-
robe mistress and Flush and that they watch while the
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scenery was put up! At one o'clock the play started, at four

it was over. Katharine Cornell looks back on it as one of the

most thrilling experiences of her life. Never did an audience

love a show so much and neverwas a cast more appreciative.
The story has one amusing little side angle, which she

likes to tell about. At the end of the first act, she suddenly
realized that she was achingly hungry. She put her head on
her husband's shoulder and moaned, "If I only had a raw

egg." He dashed out to buy one, found that the wailing
audience had eaten up all the food in the restaurants for miles

around. Suddenly he remembered an old school friend. He
called him up. "Could you lend us an egg for Miss Cornell?"

Because Flush was so much a part of "The Barretts" and

because he was Katharine's own dog, too, she can't think

of the tour without thinking of Flush the parks she walked

him in, the number of times he was arrested. Flush came

into the cast when he was five months old, he was trained

in the tradition of the theater. Only once in the entire run

did he fall out of character. That was when he jumped up
one night to greet some people who came late into their box;

she had to get up from her sick bed, from which she sup-

posedly couldn't move, and rescue him. But mostly Flush

slept through the performance. For that reason, the

A.S.P.C.A. was constantly being summoned by well-

meaning people who insisted that Flush was doped during
the play. In half of the 75 towns she visited, Katharine had

to show the local authorities that Flush just automatically

went to sleep when he felt the heat and glare of the footlights.

Miss Cornell has done a great many plays under her own

management, "Lucrece," "The Wingless Victory," Bernard

Shaw's "St. Joan," "Alien Corn," "The Doctor's Dilemma,"

"No Time for Comedy"; but she still keeps coming back
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to "Candida," "The Barretts" and "Romeo and Juliet."

"Candida" is one of her favorites and the experts suspect

that she is George Bernard Shaw's favorite "Candida."

When her husband went to see Shaw about their produc-
tion of "St. Joan," Shaw demanded to know what Katharine

looked like. He was astonished to discover that she was

dark and beautiful, for he had always imagined her as a

bland and blond suburban English Candida. He was fasci-

nated by her picture, wrote her later, "If you look like that,

it doesn't matter whether you can act or not. Can you?"
Shaw also admonished Guthrie sternly for calling "Such a

great lady" by the absurd nick-name of Kit. But in later

cables to her, he used the nick-name himself. Shaw has

seldom had a kind word to say to any actress, which makes

this attitude toward Katharine Cornell verge on infatua-

tion for him.

Probably one of the loveliest tributes and she has had

thousands, millions ever paid to Katharine Cornell was

the article written by Douglas Gilbert commemorating her

fortieth birthday, published in the Buffalo Times, later syndi-
cated throughout the country and reprinted in herown book,
/ Wanted To Be An Actress.

It reads in part:

"Katharine Cornell was 'past 40' today. Time throws no darts at her.

Yesterday was her fortieth birthday anniversary which is like saying

tulips are up in Madison Square and how are you, Walter B. Pitlrin.

"Enjoying a much-needed sabbatical from the theater, she romps
around doing, for the first time in forty years, what she pleases

~ a

flitter-budget. Sneaks to the movies every day. Sobs unashamed at the

sad scenes and laughs like an apple-knocker at the comedy. Miss
Cornell is, in fact, having the time of her life while a couple of

hundred thousand dollars' worth of people are yelling 'CornelP at the
nation's box offices."
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ACTRESS AND WRITER

IF EVER a baby was born with the silver spoon of the theater

in her mouth, it was Cornelia Otis Skinner.

Her father was the famous and beloved Otis Skinner,

her mother the beautiful actress, Maude Durbin. She was

born in Chicago, chiefly because her father was playing
an engagement there, and spent most of her early life in a

market basket backstage in her mother's dressing room.

Breathing in makeup and cold cream and the exciting dusky,

dusty smell of the theater. And finding it agreed with her

very well, thank you.
But the trouble with Cornelia Otis Skinner, her father

once confided to an intimate at the theatrical Lamb's club,

was that she saw the amusing side of everything. She could

not take herself seriously. That is why she never turned into

another Katharine Cornell, or a Helen Hayes. That is why
she has developed her own particular niche, with her name

indelibly on it for she is part actress, part wit, part writer.

And she has done a magnificent job of combining the three.

Perfect proof of her inability to take herself seriously was

her experience in "Candida." When she opened, George
Bernard Shaw cabled "Excellent greatest." Miss Skinner,

entirely lacking in vanity, cabled back, "Undeserving such

praise." Whereupon Shaw, the wit, cabled, "Meant the

play." And Miss Skinner, her back hair bristling, answered,

"So did I."

Cornelia Otis Skinner, dark and vivid and tall, with

hardly a hint of the vixen pixy behind her beautiful eyes,
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looked like Candida. She played her for a year. Most actresses

could go on playing that eternal womanly heroine for the

rest of their lives. But not this one. Before the end of the year,

Candida was boring her to madness. "I hated her," she con-

fessed to a rattled press. "She was so smug, so efficient. I used

to long, some night, to play her in spangles."

One of the nicest things about her wit is that it is aimed,

mostly, at herself. She pictures herself, in her writing, as

just a shade more rattle brained than you, in your worst

moments. Actually, she is a source of amazement to everyone
who knows her. She works terrifically hard, both at her

writing and at her acting. She believes in both sleep and

exercise to keep you bright and does both. And she has a

grand mind. On the radio program of the intellectuals, "In-

formation Please," she was one of the few women who have

ever been asked to do a repeat.

The silver spoon of the theater, which was her father's

name helped her, of course. Doors opened when they might
otherwise have been permanently sealed. But the silver spoon
didn't make her what she is today. She worked out her own

destiny. And she sat in producers' offices for hours, she

wore the sidewalks on Broadway down, she learned a great
deal about disappointment and heartache before she did

achieve success.

Though she had what the old wives call the traditional

blessing on the stage a stagehand, holding the little girl

up so she could watch her father and mother in a Shakespear-
ean scene, brushed her against a piece of scenery she really
didn't grow up in it.

"My mother decided that a trunk was no place to bring

up a child," says Miss Skinner, "so she quit the stage and
we moved to Bryn Mawr to live, for no good reason other
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than the presence there of the college and a number of

schools. Neither Mother nor Father ever attended school

nor, indeed, did they even graduate from high school. And,

although they were the most exquisitely educated people I

have ever known, they stood in a curiously naive awe of

all educational institutions. To give me the proper intel-

lectual start, we lived for a time in a professor's house on
the Bryn Mawr campus . . . that is, Mother and I did.

Father came home for Sundays when he was playing near

Philadelphia."
A brown and solemn child, thin and tall, Cornelia went to

Baldwin preparatory school, joined her father on holidays
for delicious weeks of trouping, took rare and wonderful

excursions into Philadelphia to see Marlowe and Sothern,

Maude Adams and the Barrymores. One of the great dis-

appointments of her life was that, in a Bryn Mawr May Day
Festival, where the campus children were chosen to play
the parts of fairies, she took the part of Mustardseed, in a

drab costume of yellow and brown. Her only other theatrical

appearances around that time were the enactment of "Starv-

ing Armenia" or "Outraged Serbia" in various war-time

pageants with chains around her thin wrists and costumes

of rags in definitely unbecoming shades.

In school theatricals, she took an active part usually the

leading man, because she had access to her father's large and

glamorous theatrical wardrobe. More than once, in her

father's beautiful boots and trousers, she strode completely
out of her clothes in dress rehearsals. But, usually, for actual

performances, she managed to keep herself together with

safety pins, string and a stern will.

The dramatic club's presentation of "Macbeth" made

Cornelia the leader in the club. Looking back on the experi-
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ence, she wonders a little wistfully why that happened to

be the choice of a girl's school, for there were no women
in the cast but Lady Macbeth and the three witches, whose

sex is always somewhat doubtful. Cornelia was Lady Mac-

beth. Ann Harding, in a horned helmet and a fearful beard,

with somebody's hearth rug wrapped around her for the

garb of an ancient Scottish lord, was Macduff .

In a school where athletics were of prominent importance,
Cornelia struggled with the lowest form, folk dancing. She

chafed at the bonds of Latin, physics and advanced mathe-

matics. She already had decided that the one thing she

wanted to do was act. But, even then, she wrote. She shared

in the writings of the class plays and burlesques as well

as acting. Her first professional experience was in the summer
of her sophomore year, when George Tyler, who had

organized a stock company in Washington, let her play bits.

But the end of her sophomore year, she persuaded her father

that she really was going to be an actress and wanted to be

up and at it. So, instead of sending her back to college, he

let Cornelia and her mother go to Paris.

"It was a wonderful year of living on a shoestring," she

says. "My teacher was Dehelly, one of the pillars of the

Comedie Frangaise, the delightful kind of actor who at the

age of 80 will still be playing Moliere juveniles. He made
me memorize a new classic part every week; and I went
about in shops, art galleries and tram cars muttering to

myself, which was all right with the French, who just

thought me an eccentric."

She worked harder than she ever had in her life before,

and took things more seriously. In addition to the Comedie

Frangaise, she took daily exercises in diction and voice train-

ing, a course of lectures in French literature at the Sorbonne,
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haunted the art galleries, went five nights a week to the

theater sitting on the hard, backless stools that unfold in

the aisles.

When she came back to America she joined her father

who was producing "Blood and Sand," which ran for a

season in New York and on the road. She was beginning
then to be a real beauty. She was lovely in her Castilian

costume. But her part consisted of waving a fan and saying,
in the second act, "A bull can't help being a bull, can he?"

After that, her father said to her gently, "Daughter, you
are an actress. From now on you must work out your own

destiny. Don't stay with me; it would be a handicap. Go get

your own jobs."

For months, Miss Skinner paced up and down Broadway.
The silver spoon bounced back. Producers could not believe

that she had much more than looks and an actor's name. The

plays she appeared in were "Will Shakespeare*' (where she

understudied Katharine Cornell and had a small part)

"Tweedles," "In His Arms," "The Wild Westcbtts," "In

the Next Room," "White Collars." None of them was of

much importance except "Will Shakespeare." In several of

them there had been unintelligent direction and lost opportu-
nities. Cornelia, born to good theater, was unhappy. She

suffered horribly in parts badly cast. She saw the ridiculous

side of situations that were not meant to be funny. She began
to fear that perhaps she hadn't been born to be an actress.

It was Charles Hanson Towne who opened up a new
vista to her. In her college days, she had written monologues
and had done them as stunts. She had never stopped writing,

even when she was acting. Towne saw some of these mono-

logues and had her perform at a-party he was giving. And the

next day, when one of the guests called up to ask what Miss
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Skinner charged, Towne told her what to ask. It was he

who got in touch with a lecture manager, who signed her

up for the next four seasons. The young actress hardly knew
what was happening to her except that it meant doing the

two things she loved best, acting and writing.

"The first year of one-night stands playing for women's

clubs, culture groups, church and drama societies was a

nightmare," she says. "The actual work was all right, but

the horror of having to attend teas, luncheons and those

excruciatingly repulsive functions known as receptions near-

ly landed me in a mental retreat."

In a season she averages around 250 performances, 75

towns and 60 sleeper jumps. Now she doesn't mind traveling,

even in a day coach. She has reduced it to a system. She packs
as few personal belongings as possible. She fills her bag to

its fullest capacity and never uses a scrap of tissue paper.
She does most of her writing on the train, when she is touring.
Now she has developed a technique to avoid being a house-

guest and lives a life apart in her hotel room, walking for

exercise, getting all the sleep she can squeeze in.

She has performed in opera houses, churches, high schools,

ballrooms, even a skating rink or two. She has made up in

buildings which provided no dressing rooms save a series of

screens backstage; she has had a whole lonely tier of dressing
rooms of past grandeur to herself. But she loves the "on-

tour" audiences. One of the subjects which she cannot treat

lightly, even in her wittiest sketches, is the so-called "sticks."

"To know them," she says, "is to know the best part
of this country. I happen to be a pushover formy native land,

anyway, and can be counted upon at a moment's notice to

sob happily over the wheat fields of Iowa, the tall timber of

Oregon, the mockingbirds of Tennessee. Even the oil fields
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of Oklahoma give me a definite thrill. In the course of years
one learns to know and consequently to love and admire

the people who live in these places. They are not only grand

people, but they are the best audiences in the world. God

pity the actor who never goes on tour!"

In her monologues, Cornelia Otis Skinner (her married

name is Mrs. Alden Blodget she married completely out

of the theater and is the mother of a red-headed boy, who
has figured in much of her writing) has created more than

120 characters. Her first were contemporary, but she longed
for something more colorful, more theater. Her mother sug-

gested doing the "Wives of Henry VIII" in costume, with

light effects, props and a musical background. Thus, they
became solo-dramas. And, after the first, which terrified

her most to write, she has done many and more ambitious:

"The Empress Eugenie," "The Loves of Charles II," "Man-

sion on the Hudson" (where in six scenes she portrays the

downfall of a once proud and wealthy family, through por-
traits of its women through 54 years), and a dramatization

of Margaret Ayer Barnes's book, Edna, His Wife.
In between times, she has done considerable radio work

she has a wonderful radio voice; has written four books,

all full of light, warmly amusing sketches; has done Summer

Theater ("Romance," "Madame Sans Gene" and "Biog-

raphy" were the three plays) ; has found time for appearances
in Broadway plays and tended to her family. "It doesn't

leave me much time for hen parries thank heaven," she

says, "but it can be done."

She considers herself a laborious worker. Her fluffy,

amusing writing sounds as if she stretched out on a chaise

longue and dictated to a secretary, between laughs. Actually,

she declares she has almost no inspiration, after the original
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thought. It is all fearfully hard work. . . . "Blood, sweat and

tears." When she is at home and not working, she gets up
at 8: 30 (the middle of the night to most people in the theater)

and is usually at work by 9: 30. She has a writing cabin some

distance away from her country house on Long Island. Her
first drafts are usually in longhand, because she has to make
so many corrections.

"They start out sounding gray and dull," she says. "Not
until I've worked over them for hours do they begin to have

any form at all. I don't pretend to use the typewriter for

copying until my longhand drafts are so chewed up that

nobody else in the world but me could read them."

She works usually until 1:30 or 2:00 o'clock. Sometimes,
when she has a long job to do, she takes a sandwich with her

to the cabin and stays through until 3 or 4 o'clock. "It never

gets any easier," she says miserably. But she hopes it gets
better.

In her monologues, she also has the difficulty of rehearsing
alone. After hours of work, she tries them out on the family,
or on a few friends. Then she often goes hack to more

solitary work.

Her best advice to any girlwho wants to become an actress

is first to get a good background of general education. "The

day of the uneducated actress is over," she says. "In order

to interpret roles, you need more than a God-given talent.

You must have understanding and intelligence and experi-
ence. School and college can give you that. Even if you
Vnow you are going to try for the theater, if finances make
if at aU possible, try to finish at least one or two years of

IIeere. You will never regret it. It will give you a back-

ground you can use many times over. And acting schools

often are not as good as college theatricals."
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Even then, she feels that the theater is a precarious way
of making a living, a place only for the strong-minded and
the resilient. In the first place, the chances for a job are slim.

Even with her theatrical background, Miss Skinner's first

few years were bitter and discouraging. There are always a

hundred girls for every part on Broadway. "Your success is

usually a combination of luck and talent and persever-

ance," she says. "Some day you turn up and the perfect job
is there for you. That is luck. But you must have the talent

to do it. Some people without too much talent have had

breaks. Often people with rich talent never seem to find

themselves at the right place, at the right time."

She thinks the best training for a young actress, once she

has a good educational background, is summer stock and

repertory. First, it gives her experience. Second, it sometimes

enables her to meet well-known actresses and directors on a

friendly basis.

But, even once you have managed to find a place for your-
self in the theater, it is hard work. "Not all going to Club

Twenty-One and Sardi's," the famous monologist says. "You
have to have a tremendous belief in yourself. A bad notice

is not like a bad review of a book, or even getting fired from

a job. It is a bad notice on your own personality. You have

to be humble. You have to overcome the discouragement
in your own mind and make other people forget it. And

rise, like a phoenix, from the ashes."

She has done just that countless times. She is completely

intelligent, bright to the point of brilliance, yet without snob-

bery in any form. Her country place is pure country. Her

city apartment is filled with i6th Century furniture, heroic-

size oils, mementos of the theater. She carries herself like

as one of my Victorian friends expressed it "a real lady."
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Her face might be Juno-esque, if you found her in repose.

You almost never do. She has studied Russian and taken up

bicycling, much to the amusement of her husband and her

son, Dickie. She has that shrewd and pure female quality of

evaluating a group or a situation in an instant while states-

men and historians spend hours and years arriving at the

same conclusions. She likes small white scraps of handker-

chiefs and lots of clothes. Valentina does some of her stage

costumes, but "me, personally, I'm a Macy's budget-shop

girl," she explains. Cornelia Otis Skinner is one of the most

delightful persons I have ever met.



MARY ROBERTS RINEHART - KATHLEEN

NORRIS - MARGARET MITCHELL -

MARY ELLEN CHASE

WRITERS

"Ax SOME time during any given piece of work," Mary
Roberts Rinehart says, "discouragement overtakes me. I

want desperately to quit and I have a sense of actual nausea

at the sight of my desk. I think the distinction between

temperamental aspirants and the professional group is that

the first gives up, the second goes back with grim determina-

tion and finishes the job."

fMary Roberts Rinehart is one of the great writers of our

day. She has published nearly three-score books, has had

10 plays produced and has written innumerable short stories

and poems and all the while, writing was her subsidiary

job. For her main work was being a doctor's wife and the

mother of three boys. The children had every disease, as

children do, from measles to diphtheria. Mary had only a

general housework girl to help her. The home was a typical

doctor's house, full of confusion and alarm calls. And Mary
herself weighed only 96 pounds and was not well. !

"Small wonder," she says, "that I have little or no* patience

with those writers who use temperament as an excuse for

not working, and that I have no belief at all in inspiration.

I write now as I always have when I have the time for it."

Actually, although Mary always wanted to write, her

early published work was done usually in financial emergen-

cies.$Por Mary Roberts Rinehart has had no easy life. She
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was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.\Her father was an

inventor who traveled for a sewing macfiine company so his

family could eat. Mary wrote as naturally as most children,

only rather better, (fa 15, she was editor of her high school

paper and ran the debating society. But she never thought

seriously about being a writer. It didn't, as a matter of fact,

seem a very profitable existence>por, during a family crisis,

she had decided to save the honiestead and had sold three

short stories, each a column length, to the newspaper for

^

/ Her first ambition was to be an actress. But after sober

thought, and a hasty recapitulation of her financial status,

she went into the Pittsburgh Training School for Nurses,

against her family's wishes. She was just 16 and she was

frail and tiny. Nursing in those days was an even more

strenuous profession than it is now. But, through the hard

work, Mary saw the glamour^Many of her most appealing
love stories and some of her funny short stories, too, have

hospital backgrounds. For Mrs. Rinehart has a knack of

absorbing more fun from any background than anybody
else would think possible. And she stores little things in

the back of her mind, tucks them away. Sometimes a small

thing like a notation on a slip of paper, the name of a

street, or a particular spot, may be the inspiration for an

enjrire story.

{^For writing is work," she says, "and only part of it is

done, at a desk. The writer must take in, in order to give out.Y

She wasn't far wrong about seeing the possibilities of

romance in a nurse's profession, for it was there she found
hers. While she was in training she met a surgeon, Dr. Stanley
Marshall Rinehart. They fell in love, and although she com-

pleted her training, she never had the chance of becoming
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the stern and beautiful head nurse that she writes about.

At 19 she was married. And she had three sons before she

was 25. You don't have much time to do creative writing
when you are taking care of young children and having
new babies most of the time. But, at the back of her mind,
the hospital situations she had seen, and had heard of from

her husband, kept prodding to be written. Once, when she

had taken diphtheria from one of the children and was con-

valescing, she wrote two poems and sold them for $22. After

that, she wrote poems on the back of the grocery list, on

bills, on every scrap of paper that turned itself up in front

of her. Some of them she sold. But she could not persuade

any publisher to bring out a book of her poems.

1%_
At 27, she began to write in earnest. The Rineharts had

lost all their money in a stock market panic and were $ 1 2,000

in debt. Her first published magazine short story was in

Munsey's Magazine a hospital tale her husband had passed
on to her and it brought a check for $32. So casually did

Mrs. Rinehart's career start.

Their home wasn't the ideal creative atmosphere for a

young artist. There were constant interruptions. Terrible

noises, which meant the children were falling down stairs;

or silence, which meant they were planning something far

worse. There was constant financial pressure. And Mary
was almost never strong or well.

fit is interesting, but not surprising, that out of this period
came some of the gayest of the Rjnehart stories bright

pieces about rich girls,
about big houses and wealthy young

men, about crusty old maids with fortunes. There was no

poverty and there were few tears in her stories. Small chil-

dren were scarce; when they did appear, they emerged

tidily from the nursery under the care of perfect nannies
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and scurried back promptly. Her sick people were seldom

very sick. They almost never suffered.
1
"

"It was escape," she says. "Some people read and love

detective stories. I wrote them. Perhaps that is one reason

why writers keep on writing. They speak with loathing

of their jobs, but few of the professionals ever stop. For

another thing, the urge to write, in time, becomes the habit

of writing. We are often miserable at our desks or type-

writers, but not happy away from them. And most writers

also must always earn. It is an uncertain profession, at its

best. It does not lend itself to the accumulation of wealth."

During the next months (following the $32 sale), she sold

45 stories and made around $1800. Her first long story was

a mystery. The Man in Lower Ten. After that she wrote

other mysteries, comedies and love stories, most often light

and sentimental. She made no pretense of being a world-

stirring writer. And, curiously enough, her technique and

tales win more respect from the experts than many a writer

filled with portent and great messages. Her Tish stories, mad
and delightful, about three old maids who consistently
courted trouble, are classics. Her play "The Bat," started

the vogue for mystery plays in the ipzo's. Her Bab

stories, written at the time of the first World War, are so

human and funny that they are still exceptionally readable

and timely. There is no better training for the ambitious

young writer than to read Mary Roberts Rinehart care-

fully first, for pure amusement; second, for instruction

in clear, forceful story-telling.

"Writers who began in my day," she says, "were trained

in a hard school. We sent in our material, got it back or had
it accepted at any price an editor chose to pay. But it made

troupers of those of us who survived. The general idea that
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when I, or any other writer, wants something, it is only

necessary to toss off a story, drives me to fury. One day
at my desk would discourage that, as well as discourage
those amateurs who see in this profession an easy means to

wealth and reputation."
Mrs. Rinehart says that her only writing method, that

she can truly explain, is writing and re-writing. During the

progress of any work, she is surrounded by a sea of paper.
"Even today," she says, "my wastebasket sees far more words
of mine than the public ever does. And it wasn't so very long

ago that, with a novel half completed, I walked downstairs

to the furnace and burned the whole thing. I had been off

on the wrong foot. Luckily I discovered it."

She writes with a particular pen and a particular kind of

ink. And she works whenever and just as long as she can.

Theoretically, now, she starts early in the morning and is

supposed to be undisturbed until one o'clock. If she is writing

well, she keeps on until she begins to put down nonsense or

can't hold a pen any longer. Usually, both the ripening of an

idea and the putting of it down on paper come hard and

take time. Some ideas may take two or three years before

they are ready to write, even as short stories. And they may
take a month to write.

"But once in a blue moon," she says, "something else

occurs. I was in bed, resting before a serious operation. One

morning I wakened with a short story in my mind complete
and ready to write. I sat up in bed and wrote it that day, fin-

ishing at eleven that night. The next day Iwent to the hospital,

carrying it with me for rewriting. Nurses came and went,

but I hardly saw them. I sat in my high bed, a board on a pil-

low in front of me, and finished it at ten o'clock that night.

"It is useless to ask any writer to explain that. But it hap-
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pens only too rarely, and only, I suspect, to the steady reliable

writer. But the reliable trouper, even in moments like these,

does not throw temperament about the place. He is usually

sober and industrious. He does not expect to be nursed

along by either editor or publisher. If he has a deadline

he tries to keep it. And always he works. It is frequently

necessary to work against extremely adverse conditions. In

fact, it is axiomatic with most writing people that there are

no such things as perfect conditions for work. But, even at

the best, the strain is very great."

Today, Mrs. Rinehart has two grown sons in the publish-

ing house of Farrar and Rinehart. Her health, she says

wryly, has not improved with age. She has a rich life behind

her a year in Vienna with her husband, while he studied

there; a job during the first World War as war correspondent
for The Saturday Evening Post, during which she went all

theway to the front and knew Marshal Foch well; the oppor-

tunity to refuse the editorship of one of the leading women's

magazines.
But today she still works as hard as ever. It never seems

to get any easier. "Article, story or novel," she says, "each

of us must manufacture a new product each time. Truly,
the writer is like the man who caught the tiger by the tail

and couldn't let go. We must carry on. And the average
writer, if he is experienced, is a humble creature, ready to

wag his tail at a kind word."

(Mrs. Rinehart still has two firm rules she works by. One,
is to give the best she has) "if it kills me." The second, to

promise nothing until at least the first draft is done^or she

believes that, although some writers work better under pres-
sure, by and large, the best writing is done when the writer

has something to say and wants to write it.
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She sympathizes warmly with young writers because she

can remember her early days . . . "listening for the post-
man's ring from the top of the stairs, seeing him hand in

the bulky envelope, addressed in my own handwriting,
which told of a story coming back. And then taking it with

a sick feeling of discouragement, putting it in the desk, and

beginning all over again."
In her early writing days, she had the added disadvantage

of knowing no one who wrote, of living far from the editors

and publishers in New York. She had never heard of a

literary agent. The name of her first book publishers was
learned by the simple method of taking a book from the

bookcase. And the letter they wrote to her, accepting the

book, was read to her over the telephone while she was
at the butcher's, the telephone being set out for her especial

benefit among the chops and steaks.

"There was much in my favor, nevertheless/' she says.

"There was less competition. Fewer people were writing
and times were good. The magazines were prospering. In

those early days I would get an idea while making a cake,

write it in the afternoon and send it off the next day. When,
or if, it came back, I sent it off to another magazine. It was as

simple as that."

Oddly enough, even today, it is as "simple as that" and

as hard. One of the best lessons any ambitious young writer

can learn about how-to-be-a-success is to observe his writing
habits and to compare them with the writing habits of

successful writers.

{
Charles Norris, husband of Kathleen Norris (whose books

now number almost 50), likes to tell how his wife writes:

"She usually starts to write a novel by playing solitaire,''

he says. "She gets an idea for a plot, and then over the cards,
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her mind works on it while her hands are busy. Then she

types a brief synopsis of it and gives
it to me to read. We

discuss it and sometimes I am able to make a suggestion

which she adopts that makes me very proud. After that

she sits down at her typewriter and the story flows from

her fingers at the rate of two to three thousand words a day.

I use the word 'flows' because there is nothing in the world

that so suggests the way she writes as water flowing from

a pitcher pure, clear and clean. *\

"And once it is on paper, there it is, with hardly more

than a change in a word or two per page, no cuts, and once

in a great while an insertion of a paragraph. I think the secret

of her extraordinary facility in composition is the fact that

she is free from self-consciousness when she is at work, and

tells the stories in her novels just as she told her small brothers

and sisters stories when she, herself, was no more than a little

girl.
In addition, she has a quality of concentration. She can

write in a room full of chattering people, and even with a

piano banging within ten feet of her desk. I have seen her

utilize five minutes of spare time while waiting for dinner

to be announced, a quarter of an hour while I am finishing

dressing preparatory to going out for an evening; and I have

seen her sit down at her typewriter to do ten minutes' work
after coming home tired from the theater, but anxious to

do a paragraph more before retiring."
Those are the words of no fatuous husband, but of an

editor, who comes in contact with authors' copy every day.
But don't confuse Mrs. Norris's facility with slap-dash
methods. Kathleen knew so early the meaning of hard work
that it is, conversely, almost easy for her today. She was

orphaned at 20 and left with three brothers and two sisters

to care for. She went to work in a hardware store at $30 a
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month. The oldest of the brothers got a job, too. But their

combined incomes were so tiny that it isn't hard to see why
Mrs. Norris today knows about the budgets whereof she

writes! She dreamed of writing, but then had only time to

tell her stories to the four young brothers and sisters. It

wasn't until she was 23, with a job as society editor of the

San Francisco Bulletin, that she was able to steal time to try.
Even then, it was after-hour work, done late at night in the

empty city room of the newspaper, or stories painfully put
down in pencil, while the brothers and sisters struggled with

their homework under the same lamp.
It was not until she married Charles Norris, then on The

American Magazine, that she found the first leisure that she

had known since her father's death, to write. She kept house,

of course. But she still had what seemed to her, many precious
hours to write in peace. Her only difficulty then was shyness.
When she was about to show her husband her first manu-

script, she was so panic-stricken that, in terror, she tore

the pages into hundreds of small pieces and threw herself

on the bed and wept. For more than an hour, Charles Norris

knelt upon the floor and pasted the manuscript back together

again.
"I learned that night to forget my personal feelings," she

said. "I was so ashamed."

Success didn't come swiftly after she started to write,

but it did come. One of her first stories, after being returned

26 times from magazines, was finally accepted by The At-

lantic Monthly. After that recognition, things were easier.

But the turning point in her life was when, hearing of a

$2,000 prize offered by Delineator for the best 3,000 word

story, Mrs. Norris wrote Mother.

Her husband was so impressed with the result that he
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took it to his office at The American next day and had the

editor look at it. The American led off its August issue with

Mother.

But Charles Norris felt that even this was not enough,
that the story should be extended into a novel. So, in a noisy

boarding house in Freeport, Long Island, Mrs. Norris took

that story and rewrote it as a book. After it was published,

it was acquired by Edward Bok, then editor of The Ladies

Home Journal, for serial publication. It received amazing
acclaim. Even Theodore Roosevelt, then President of the

United States, expressed his enthusiasm. Today, Mother is

published in more than 20 different editions and has sold

over a million and a half copies.

Thus, it is no casual, inexperienced dilettante who sits

down and dashes off two or three thousand words a day.
It is a woman who has wanted so much to write, and has

used every spare minute so carefully, that her words are

written almost before they reach the typewriter.
The battle of to-write-or-rewrite is constantly waged

among authors as well as teachers. Virginia Woolf, the noted

English writer often made eight or nine complete revisions

of everything she wrote, typing out everything painfully
herself. On the other hand, oth6r experienced and prolific

writers have found that care in the beginning and thoughtful

consideration, often eliminates revisions.

Much, of course, depends upon the personality of the

author. Too careful weighing of each word, before setting
it down on paper, may interfere with the flow of the story.
But casual acceptance of second and third revisions may
mean that the first draft is hopelessly careless. Often it is the

humorous writer, like Mary Roberts Rinehart and Cornelia

Otis Skinner, who finds that constant polishing and pacing
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are necessary to make a manuscript not only bright, but easy
and quick.
Authors write under different compulsions. Jan Struther,

of "Mrs. Miniver" fame, said she would never write another

word if she didn't have to earn a living. Mary Roberts Rine-

hart says she can't stop even though she has now well

arrived at a spot where she could afford financially to do it,

and where her doctors and friends urge rest. And Margaret
Mitchell, a four-foot-eleven girl who wrote one of the

heaviest tomes of our times, Gone With The Wind, wrote

it for her own diversion. At the time she began it, she had no

serious thought of its publication because she knew it would

take years to finish the novel she had in mind.

She was born and has always lived in Atlanta, Georgia.
Her father is a lawyer and an authority on Georgia and on

Southern history. Margaret had hoped to study medicine,

but, while she was at Smith College, her mother died and

she left school to make a home for her father and brother.

A year or so later, she got a job on the Atlanta Journal and

wrote signed features for about six years.

After an accident, in which she sprained an ankle, she

was on crutches for three years and had to give up newspaper
work. During that period, she read voraciously murder

stories, love stories, history, medicine, archeology. "I can

and do read anything," she says. Finally Margaret Mitchell's

husband a former newspaper man now in advertising

who was responsible for obtaining the books, told her that

the library was running short. And suggested that she write

a book.

She thought about it, lightly at first, then more seriously.

"I was pretty tired of the 'realistic
5

fiction of the Jazz Age
it was then 1926 so I thought I'd write about the days
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of the fine kinds of people I know who had survived war

and Reconstruction.

"I chose the Civil War period because I was reared on it.

As a child, I listened for hours on Sunday afternoons to

stories of fighting in Virginia and Georgia, of the horror

of Sherman's approach, his final arrival and the burning
and looting, and the way the refugees crowded the trains

and the roads to Macon. And I heard about Reconstruc-

tion."

A large part of the book was written in the period from

1926 to 1929. Miss Mitchell did her last chapter first and

then, from time to time, took up whatever chapter currently
interested her. She jumped from action to action without

ever losing the plot thread, working on whatever subject
most interested her at that time. Her first chapter hadn't

been put into final form when she submitted the novel;

it came into existence "and still is not very good," Peggy
says after 7 1 trial flights, which is really re-writing. Some

chapters appear in the book as they came directly from

Miss Mitchell's typewriter, on some of those nights when
she had worked 18 hours a day without stopping. Other

chapters are the result of many editings, not for the purpose
of changing the characters or plot but in order to achieve

greater simplicity and smoothness of language.
She is one of the few people, who, having said that she

was not interested in publicity or exploitation, means it. In

the ten years, from 1926 to 1936 when she worked on the

book, only a few friends knew about it, and no one knew
what it was about, except her husband. When H. S. Latham,

vice-president of the Macmillan Company, publishers, was in

Atlanta, and prompted by her friends, asked about the book,
she informed him that she had nothing to show him.
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But a few hours before he left town, the telephone in his

room rang and Margaret Mitchell's voice informed him
that she was in the lobby and would like to see him. He went
down and found a picture he will never forget a tiny
woman sitting on a divan with the biggest manuscript he

had ever seen towering beside her. There were two stacks

reaching almost up to her shoulders.

"If you really want it, you may take it, but it's incomplete,
unrevised, and there is no first chapter," she said

hastily,

as though in fear of changing her mind. "I had no intention

of letting you or any publisher see it. I only wrote it for my
own entertainment.- However, your ideas about Southern

authors and Southern books have aroused my interest, and

I am curious to know what you think of this one. You can't

possibly be as surprised at being given it as I am at letting

you take it."

The result is, of course, history. Mr. Latham bought a suit-

case to carry the manuscript. The next day he began reading

it, and read all the way across the country with mounting
enthusiasm. And even after he and his colleague were certain

that they had in their hands a significant novel, they still

had a problem in convincing Margaret Mitchell that it was

even publishable. It went on sale June 30, 1936. By the end

of the first three weeks after publication, 176,000 copies
had been printed to meet the demand from all over the

country; by the end of eight weeks, 330,000. By the end of

October it had reached 700,000 copies, and the high record

for one day's sales was 50,000 copies. Little Margaret Mit-

chell had arrived. Selznick International Pictures, Inc. pur-
chased the story for the movies at what is believed to be

the highest price ever given for a first novel, and it was

released through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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In spite of all the provocation you give authors, they can

produce no slide nde of success, no generalizations. The

only point on which most of them agree is that the profes-

sional writer, if she hopes to be consistent, must make her

typewriter a familiar and unfrightening companion.

Mary Ellen Chase, a successful author who shares her

book-writing with a job teaching English at Smith College,

has a delightful story about this. Miss Chase had been writing

away at her novel, Mary Peters between reading freshman

themes and lecture trips,
between telephone calls, book

agents, classes and faculty meetings. The dog-eared com-

position book in which she wrote had traveled twice from

Massachusetts to the far West and back again and once back

and forth from New York to London.

"It had been opened," says Mary Ellen, "to receive a few

hurried paragraphs in railway stations, lunch rooms and

churches, in steamship cabins and on a snowbound daycoach
in Northern Minnesota. It had been fished once from a moun-
tain stream in New Hampshire and once again from a scrap-
basket to which it was consigned (perhaps quite wisely!)

by a Polish cleaning woman."

And, just as Mary Peters was being finished and its

harried author was beginning to relax, she took precious
minutes to talk to a freshman in one of her classes about a

particularly bad theme.

"It's absolutely essential," the freshman said to her, "that

I have a congenial time and place for my writing, a place
where I can find some inspiration. I'm sure that, as an author,

you must know what I mean."

"I'm afraid not," said Miss Chase. "You see, what I consider

my best chapter in Mary Peters was written in the ladies'

room of the Buffalo station at i A. M. while a fat cleaning
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woman slopped the dirty floor with soapsuds and sang lustily,

'Will there be any stars in my crown?'."

Writers begin in various ways. Some of them have a story
to tell and do it just by putting down one word after another.

Others, perhaps luckier, have teachers like Mary Ellen Chase.

Miss Chase is no conventional schoolma'am if any school

teacher can be called that today. She has written six books.

Her latest, Windswept, a tale of three generations of

Maine family, topped the New York Herald Tribune list

of best-sellers for months. Her classes and her conferences

are anything but traditional. In her course, "Types of English
Prose Fiction," she lectures so excitingly to a group of about

150 undergraduate students, that, in addition, the room is

nearly always crowded with parents, teachers from outside

and members of the college staff. A more select group of

talented students meets with her for informal discussion and

study of the critical and imaginative prose writers of the

1 9th century Lamb, Pater, DeQuincey, Hazlitt. One night
a week, in her own home, she holds a seminar course on

Thomas Hardy.
But, perhaps her finest work is done with the freshman

composition classes which she has organized. So interested is

she in this contact with young writers that she teaches one

section herself. But her love of all humanity, and her willing-

ness to suffer fools, does not appear on the surface in this

class. She announces on the first day that anyone sitting

before her who doesn't expect to work, had better depart
at once. Scorn of the lazy, the would-be sophisticate, the

idler, leaps forth in her expositions. Her rules are heeded,

come what may. And, while she infuses her pupils with an

enthusiasm not only for literature, but for life itself, she

has a sturdy New England respect for the tools of literature.
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Miss Chase tells stories to her classes stories of people met,

of places visited, literary gossip strange and wonderful but

her object is not just to entertain her pupils, nor to make

them laugh. Every story has a reason for being told; a reason

which is neither a point of grammar nor a literary principle.

Proof, I think, of Miss Chase's attitude is one of those grape-
vine stories which scurry around the Smith campus. I don't

know whether it is true or not. What matters is, that it could

be. Miss Chase, the story goes, was out on one of her lecture

tours. She was riding one night in a lower berth, and in the

anguish of literary creation, was thoughtfully tapping her

hairbrush on the ceiling. Suddenly, to her amazement, she

found a piece of pink note paper thrust through her curtains,

obviously poked down from the upper berth. It read,

"Madam; shall I come down?"
As the story goes Miss Chase said the next day, "Almost

more than my terror at this moment, was my horror at the

monstrous use of the semi-colon."

Because she was born and reared in Maine, many of her

books are set in New England. A Goodly Heritage is the

story of her early life. Mary Peters and Windswept are

both Maine tales, salty and wise. A Goodly Fellowship
tells about her teaching experience during the past 30 years
a degree from the University of Maine; teaching English
and history in Western boarding schools; a position on the

faculty at the University of Minnesota, where she was
awarded her M.A. and Ph.D.; and then Smith College.

Actually, although Mary Ellen Chase is the rare and rich

combination of both teacher and writer, the particular gift
she hands her students is an appreciation of good writing,
both for its quality and its structure. That is why she, and
other women writing today, urge that any student who
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dreams of writing, seize every possible chance to study good
writing, as well as to practice it. And the approach to any
book, classic or light modern fiction, should be made in the

student's personal spirit of inquiry.
Don't be discouraged because a book is listed in the

classics. It has survived for only one reason it is worth

your while. If you don't happen to like a particular writer,

no matter how famous, go on to another. Read the classics

first of all, as good stories, later as examples of masterful

technique. Take the same attitude toward modern books.

If they are not, on first reading, your stories, discard them.

But if you enjoy a book, re-read it and analyze its charm.

You can do this alone. Usually, however, you can do it

much better under the guidance of courses and teachers.

The same thing is true of writing courses. You can learn to

write alone, if that is all you can afford. But expert teachers

smooth your path, direct your writing in your best channels,

teach you the importance of grammar and structure, not

as ends in themselves, but as good writing tools.

The final answer lies, of course, always in yourself. The
old story that, "if you are going to write, you will write" is

still true today. When you look at the difficulties under

which the most successful authors today have made their

starts and under which many of them are still working

you cannot help realize that no excuse will work. And the

one book, above all others, which I would recommend as

required reading in this acknowledgment is Mary Roberts

Rinehart's own slim volume which you can find at the

library Writing is Work.
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ANNE HUMMERT, RADIO EXECUTIVE

JANE CRUSINBERRY, SCRIPT WRITER

Now let me tell you about the new and most lucrative field

in the commercial writing business. It is called, by the trade

and press agents, the "Soap Opera." Among the professionals,

it bears the more dignified name of the Daytime Radio Serial.

No matter what time of the day you turn on your radio,

you are pretty sure to hear one. Maybe it is "Just Plain

Bill" the success story of an unsuccessful person. Maybe
it is "Mary Marlin" a simple, good woman against the

world. Maybe it is "Stella Dallas," the heroine of the famous

old book, come to life again. They are the serials that you
used to read in the newspapers and the magazines, projected
into the radio.

They are tremendously successful. Women listen to them
and believe in them. They have won the name of "Soap

Operas" because the soap people who are tremendous

advertisers have found that they sell soap. The serials

usually go on the air five times a week, fifteen minutes a day.
About 1 1 or 1 2 minutes of that time is taken up with the

story and music. The rest of the time goes to the introduc-

tion, the conclusion and the advertising.
Men may laugh at them, but not if they use them to sell

their products. For the serials are often far more successful,

in sales per dollar, than the evening glamour shows which
have larger audiences and cost much more.
One reason the people who write these shows and they

are, for the most part, women are paid so well, is that the

shows are profitable. Another reason, less well known, is that
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they are hard to write. Understand that for it is cool,

hard wisdom from the woman who was greatly responsible
for putting them on the radio.

Her name is Anne Hummert. And it was she and her

husband, Frank Hummert, who formulated the idea of Day-
time Serials. They weren't married then he was her boss.

"I learned everything I know about radio from Frank,"
Anne says.

But she was a smart girl to start with. And an extraordi-

narily pretty one. She was born in Baltimore, Maryland and

is a graduate of Goucher College. She says modestly that she

had good grades and "happened" to make Phi Beta Kappa.
In school, she wrote well, but history was her major. Mark

.
that well, for she still believes that a knowledge of the passing
scene of current history is vital to anyone who wants to

write. She has no patience with the writer who stays in her

own little world, disregarding newspapers and magazines.
"You cannot write," she insists, "unless you know the

people you are writing for and what is happening to them."

She got her first job because an elevator broke down, she

says. That is Hummert flippancy. She wanted to get a job

during the summer after her freshman year in college. She

wasn't quite sure what that job would be, when an elevator

in which she was riding broke down in front of the office

of the managing editor of the Baltimore News.

She went in and sent in her nicely engraved card.

The managing editor couldn't have known from the card

that Anne was pretty and smart and someday was going to be

famous. But it was Anne's luck "and that has been im-

portant in my life, mind you," that the girl who edited the

"Advice to the Lovelorn" column had just asked for a sum-

mer leave of absence. P. S., Anne got the job at $ 1 8 a week.
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And had to wear a hat in the office all that hot Baltimore

summer, because she looked so young!
After she went back to school, she was the Goucher

correspondent for the Baltimore Sun at 3C. a line, which

didn't mount up very fast. Recently, the Sun ran an article

about her which said, "From 30. a line to $75,000 a year."
That $75,000 is an exaggeration, she claims. But still, Anne

manages very well.

When she was graduated, she went to work for the Sun
full-time. "I'd like to say I was wonderful," she says, "but

I did obituaries and women's news and you can't win a

Pulitzer prize on that. After a year, I had saved enough

money to go to Paris. So I took a leave of absence."

There again, luck was with her. But Cornelia Otis Skin-

ner's definition of luck is "something that happens to you
when you are smart enough to be on the spot." (It's leg-

work, as much as the hand of fate.) When she reached Paris,

Anne went around to the Paris edition of the New York

Herald Tribune. One of their women writers had just left

for America. P. P. S., Anne got the job interviewing celeb-

rities.

Paris was grand fun and good experience. But Anne had
no idea of settling down there. She is not an example of the

conventionalized idea of the languid Southern girl. Even

now, she confesses, although she tries not to work so hard,

her hours manage to be from early in the morning until

late at night. She and her husband have had just one vacation

in the seven years they have been married that was their

honeymoon. And she kept a dictaphone in her bedroom for

late-at-night inspirations, until the doctor ordered it out

because Anne wasn't getting any sleep.
After a year in Paris she came back to this country and
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at random picked Chicago as the setting for her future

newspaper career. She didn't want to go back to Baltimore

and she had enough money to live for a while, without

appealing to her family. Before she
finally found work, how-

ever, the living was not very comfortable just one short

step from starving. For there were no jobs on the Chicago

newspapers. And the advertising business, which she picked
as an alternate to starving, didn't seem too enthusiastic about

her experience.

Finally she wrote a letter to Mr. Sample of Blackett-

Sample-Hummert, Inc., (she's a girl who believes in starting
at the top) , and he asked her to come in to see him. He liked

her and wanted her to take a secretarial job working for

Frank Hummert. "He's the most brilliant mind in the busi-

ness," he said. "You should pay for the privilege of working
for him."

Anne couldn't afford that and she had no secretarial train-

ing, so she hardly expected ever to work for Mr. Hummert.

Afterward, she discovered that he shared her sentiments.

When Mr. Sample talked to him about Anne, he complained

bitterly that he had "enough trouble in life without some

woman crying whenever her copy was edited."

But one day a telephone call came, asking her to come

down and see Mr. Hummert at "exactly" i : 30. This con-

firmed all of Anne's imaginary pictures of Frank Hummert
as a demanding tyrant. But when she saw him he was so

mild that she couldn't understand. And she was probably so

lovely to look at that he thought the "crying" if there

were any would be a pleasure. Anyway, again she got

the job.

The date was 1929. Radio was a precocious baby! Nobody
knew much about radio technique but everyone wanted to
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have a hand in it. Part of Anne's "previous business experi-

ence" had been the lovelorn column. Frank Hummert
decided that the successful women's newspaper features

could be adapted to radio. Anne's first job was a question and

answer column, which was tried out on the West Coast.

In it, she answered all sorts of questions beauty, manners,

charm, love.

The success of that feature inspired them to wonder about

others. Together they considered the success of the news-

paper serial. Using this as a basis, they wrote the first two

Soap Operas. "Just Plain Bill" was the story of a small town
barber. "Betty and Bob" was the dramatization of the age-
old tale of a man and his wife against the world. All of their

other serials stemmed from those two.

They tried them out on the air, over a period of 1 3 weeks.

At the end of that time, they knew they had something.
The fan mail had started strong.
And it has been coming in ever since. Blackett-Sample-

Hummert, as an advertising agency, now has twenty of

these daytime serials on the air, each one five times a week.

Mr. and Mrs. Hummert have complete charge of these.

They dictate the "story line," with portions of dialogue
included. They turn these over to writers they usually use

one writer for each show. The scripts turned in by the

writers are edited either by the Hummerts or script
editors and put into rehearsal. They estimate that between

1931 and 1937 they received more than fifty million letters

from listeners. Whenever they make any special offer or

appeal on a program, they definitely expect around one

million letters. And they know, from the character of their

mail, that they are doing a good job giving listeners stories

they like. For when babies are born in the script, women
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actually send in presents to them. When characters are ill,

the radio station receives floods of mail with suggestions for

remedies. And when a vital change is made in the life of

one of the characters, the response from the audience is

prompt if they don't care for the happenings.
That is why the plot, or story line, is such a vital part of

any serial and why the Hummerts feel that they are better

qualified to decide its course than a writer. They also have

definite ideas of what a serial should and should not do.

First of all, they feel it should never offend religious beliefs.

Even more than that, it should keep alive the belief in the

power of religion. Anne Hummert believes that this motif is

growing stronger and stronger, and deserves strong emphasis.

Second, nothing in the script should ever hint that people
who overstep moral barriers can be happy. Her stories some-

times deal with divorce, but they point out the evils of it.

She will not let one of her leading characters fall in love with

another woman, get a divorce and live happily ever after

that would hurt him or her too much with the audience and

she could never restore him to his former place in their hearts.

"We try to be true to life in everything we do," Mrs.

Hummert says. "We keep away from the too-dramatic

scenes and we try to express emotion by the simplest possible

devices a woman turning away from her husband with a

quiet, bitter little statement, a man reaching down to pat a

child, or a dog. We also know that divorce happens in real

life and is in some cases justifiable
and right, but we don't

want to stress that sort of story. America is a nation of

idealists. Wives and mothers can be offended easily."

The stories should also be written so that they appeal to

everyone, from the college graduate to the simplest home-

maker. "It isn't hard," she says, "to make yourself clear to
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a Harvard professor. No matter how you stumble or how

badly you express yourself, he is fairly certain to understand

what you are trying to say. It is the person without education

or an elastic mind who must have everything said to him

clearly and succinctly. Yet never can the story be so childish

that your more sophisticated readers will be offended."

Each daily show, too, must be so complete in itself that

anyone listening to it for the first time will understand it.

A great deal of this lies in the preliminary statement of the

situation in the introduction a concise, clear explanation
of what has gone before. Good practice for this lies in going
over a list of plays you have seen and writing down in one

sentence exactly what the story was about.

This isn't easy writing. Professionals all know that it is

much harder to be simple than to be complex. The picture

magazines and the tabloid newspapers, which are all edited

for people to read quickly, without mental effort, are ex-

tremely difficult writing. For that reason, the pay on them is

high. Many a writer who could not keep a job on the

New York Daily News through sheer incompetence, can

write for the so-called intellectual magazines.
In addition, radio writing is hard unless you have a natural

ability to write for the ear. This is the only real difference

in writing for radio. When you are writing, for example, for

someone to read, you can tell your reader that "May opened
the door and tip-toed into the room." In doing this for radio,

you would have to have someone else say, "May, why did

you open that door so silently and why are you tip-toeing
into the room?"

The best way to tell whether you have this knack or not

and some people have it naturally is to send samples of

your dialogue to an expert. Any advertising agency doing
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daytime serials will look at your work, or a broadcasting
station, hiring writers. Their approval of your work doesn't

mean that you are hired; it simply means that you have

enough natural talent to keep on trying. When you send

your sample dialogue in, be sure that you make them under-

stand that you are looking for advice, not an immediate job
at $125 a week.

Few writers have started doing daytime serials without

previous experience. In the first place, an inexperienced
writer can seldom take the daily strain of turning out 50

pages of finished copy a week and finished copy in radio is

concise, polished, perfect, no matter how simple it may
sound. (Or, better, it sounds simple because it is so finished.)

In the second place a sound background of writing and

radio knowledge is extremely helpful. Many of Anne Hum-
mert's best writers have come from small radio stations,

where they have done everything from writing advertising

copy to acting in their own skits.

"There is no substitute," she says, "for knowing as much
about radio as possible its limitations and the things you
can do with it. My best advice to anyone who wants to

start writing for radio is first to get a job with a small station

in your home town. If your home town happens to be a big

city, the problem is a little more difficult, but every big city

has a few little stations. Be willing to do anything from

dusting the studio to soliciting advertising. You'll learn a lot.

Then go from there, if you can, to the writing staff of a

big broadcasting station or to a chain. When you want to

retire to write radio serials, you will be well prepared."
She also has writers who have done work for the "pulp"

magazines Love Story, True Confessions and the like

and have written serials for newspapers or women's maga-
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zines. But these writers always have to get over the great

handicap of writing for ears instead of eyes.

Many of the more experienced writers use dictaphones
not only is it a natural method of writing something that

has to be "talked," but it is a good way of developing a

professional "ear" for your material. Anne Hummert uses

three methods a dictaphone, dictating to a secretary, plus

long-hand. She started to use long-hand in her twenties,

when she was quite ill, and found she could turn out reams

of words that way.
Anne Hummert lives in Greenwich, Connecticut and does

most of her work from her office there. When she is in

New York all week, she finds that she does too much execu-

tive work and too little creative where her true interest

lies. She has been with Blackett-Sample-Huihmert, New
York, for 1 3 years during seven of which she has been

Mrs. Hummert. Her office, with its dull blue walls and dark

mahogany and blue upholstered furniture, has obviously
been created as a setting for her blue eyes and blonde hair.

She still has a trace of Baltimore in her accent more when
she becomes excited . . . enthusiastic is the better word.

For Anne Hummert is no ratde-brain. She is concise and
definite. One editor who worked for her says that she has

seen Anne Hummert discuss as many as 15 shows in a half-

hour hopping from one to the other without ever con-

fusing them, without ever forgetting a character's name.
Anne herself frankly admits that she can go into a radio

rehearsal where the leading lady is having hysterics, the

director is trying to cut his throat and the sponsor is ready
to cancel, and not lose her head. She simply makes a list

of the problems and solves them as she goes down.
"And I can come out in an hour," she confesses, "with
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everybody happy, and feeling pleasantly relaxed myself.

Things like that just don't make me nervous. But radio is

no business for the vacillating person. You are always writing

against a deadline. You must know what you want and have

courage and conviction in doing it. And you must be hon-

est never put your tongue in your cheek or laugh at your
characters. The public will catch on quickly and your

pretty, comfortable goose will be cooked."

When writers begin to do work for her, she pays them

$125 a week; they work up to $200 and $225. This is excep-
tional writing pay, particularly because it is regular. If you
can keep your health stomach ulcers and other nervous

diseases are not uncommon among radio writers and your

writing enthusiasm, you can live an almost ideal writer's life.

For you are not pinned down to office hours. You can live

in the country or travel. You can afford the Sally Victor hats

and Bonwit Teller dresses that are usually outside the realm

of any but the most successful fiction writers. And you will

get a lot of respect from other writers.

"I think," says Anne Hummert, "that anyone who wants

to write for the radio should write something every day,
Rewrite it 20 times, if necessary, until it's right. You may
not be able to get a job, but you can always work at writing
at home. Work to learn how to write. Expect to suffer a

great deal but in. silence if you're a writer. Most of the

time you won't like what you write, and sometimes others

won't, either. At the moment, our four best-known, most

popular daytime shows are Helen Trent, Our Gal Sunday,
Stella Dallas and Second Husband (the first daytime semi

to have a big-name star, Helen Menken) . I suggest that you
listen to these, if you can, and analyze them carefully if

you're interested in doing radio writing."
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Less certain of success but even more remunerative

is the daytime serial which is conceived and written by one

person. There are a number of writers who have reached

the top income brackets with two or three daytime serials

on the air. These women usually hire writers to work under

them sometimes men, of all things. If they own the rights

to their own shows and are able to find faithful sponsors,

the rewards are good. On the debit side of the ledger, how-

ever, lies the mental strain. Ten pages of copy a day may
not sound like an enormous stint. But try it for a few weeks

writing on the same subject doing each page over and over,

working out plots. And then, at the last minute, pretend
a sponsor or director has found some flaw and sit down
and rewrite six of them over a week-end.

Nervous breakdowns or prolonged vacations for health

are not uncommon among these radio writers. But Jane

Crusinberry, who does "The Story of Mary Marlin" is a

notable and healthy exception. She came into radio by a

series of lucky "accidents." But she has been writing "Mary
Marlin" for eight years. She has had the same sponsor six

of those eight. She leads a busy life and keeps regular office

hours. And she is even now planning another show to

occupy her leisure.

"Mary Marlin" started out to be the story of her own life.

Since it has been alive so long, however, Jane has found the

story growing and reaching far into the field of fiction.

Jane was born in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Her father was
in the furniture business and the whole family traveled a

great deal in Canada and Europe, as well as in the United
States. That is why Jane Crusinberry speaks so convincingly
and so impressively of far-away places China, Russia,
Mexico. She has known them intimately. And she is so
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anxious that the entire atmosphere of a foreign country shall

be accurate, that she often hires authorities to advise her

on tiny details and dialect. She carries the same spirit into

the lives of her characters. Time passes just as it does in life.

Characters as human and as subject to human failure and

magnificent virtue as they are in life. And, with it all,

Mrs. Crusinberry instinctively uses all the dramatist's arts.

For, ever since she can remember, Jane has been interested

in the theater. Her brother, Tom, was an exceptionally
talented amateur. Jane wrote the plays, directed them and
acted in them.

"I was a cruel taskmaster," she says, "for I demanded
realism. And I made all my actors suffer hideously for

results."

When she was twelve years old, she wrote what she now
considers the forerunner of all daytime serials. It was during
summer vacation. Between acting and directing plays, Jane
filled a complete suitcase with a manuscript called "Gatherers

of Flame." India was the last subject she had studied in geog-

raphy at school, so India was the locale. She used to retire

to the brook near the house, eat watercress and weep over

the pages as she wrote.

She says, "It was a hopeless love story, everybody was

always unhappy and nothing was ever finished. When
school was ready to start again, I was still going strong.

But I decided that I had better reach some conclusion."

So, in the way many a harrassed script writer would like

to end an endless serial, Jane blithely had her two leading

characters walk into the Ganges hand-in-hand and "end it

all."

Teachers were always telling Jane that she should write,

but she dreamed of becoming a singer. When her family
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moved to Chicago, she asked to take lessons. Her family

thought she was too young, so, in her indomitable way, she

went out and found herself a teacher, paying for her lessons

by playing accompaniments. She had had no voice lessons

and only a few piano lessons, but her talent was natural.

By the time she was 16, she was singing with symphony
orchestras.

Then came one of those interruptions which have so much
to do with Jane Crusinberry's life. She was married and had

a little
girl.

Her marriage didn't work out. She was desper-

ately unhappy. She wanted to sing again, but she had neither

the heart nor the time.

So her family, in hopes of restoring her spirit, sent Jane to

Europe to study voice. She traveled in Italy, Belgium and

France. She did some singing in small places, but about the

time that she was ready to make her debut in opera, financial

difficulties sent her hurrying back to Chicago.

Here, again, she had fine real-life experience with the

troubles that life offers. She came back prepared to
sing.

But the great talk was about radio and no radio executives

then felt that they were ready for grand opera. "Wait,"

they said.

But Jane is not a very good waiter. While she was abroad,
she had been writing for her own amusement in French,
to improve her knowledge of the language, and had done

some blank verse. One day, as she bounced down town on
the bus, the idea for a radio story popped into her mind.

"A story," as she puts it, "without mushy romance or melo-

drama, a story that might happen to any of us."

She got off the bus, and rented a typewriter that day.
And started off, on two fingers, "The Story of Mary Marlin."

She has a natural radio talent, according to the experts.
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Her interest in drama is fine background, for she interprets

everything in the form of acting. She never sees people before

a microphone. She sees them in action, she makes them do

things.

"In all the years I have written for radio," she says, "I

don't think I have had my leading characters sit down and
talk more than once or twice. Sometimes, I think, the sponsor
would like it if I would let them relax more. But action is

the heart and soul of radio drama to me."

The three original scripts of "Alary Marlin" ran almost

exactly as she wrote them a most extraordinary thing. But

everything wasn't quite so easy as that.

She had trouble getting the studios to read her material

While she was marking time, she went ahead with the script
in the evening. During the day she worked with settlement

children. There, if she ever needed proof of the theory she

propounds in her radio show people can do anything
if they help themselves she had it. She took settlement

children without advantages, helped them write music,

poetry, plays and interpret their writings in acting and

dancing. The settlement workers advised her against such a

course, for they were sure it would never hold the children's

interest.

Jane started with a tiny class. Within a few months, she

had built it up to 285 children and had to separate them

into smaller working groups so that she still could give them

individual attention. She has always been convinced that

she had a life pattern which she could no more avoid than

she could avoid breathing. She conveyed some of this feel-

ing to the children in odd, mystical talks which, curiously

enough, they understood better than they did the other

settlement teachers.
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"I'm just passing by," Jane would say. "You will never

see me again. But I am bringing you something you may not

get from anybody else. Listen to every word. Look at every

tree, see every bird, every sunset. I will help you see it as

part of a pattern. I will go away but maybe ten years

from now, you will have something left of what I can give

you."
She organized orchestras and used musical backgrounds

for plays in the class. Unconsciously, she was working
toward the radio form. The theme that she taught her chil-

dren is the same thing she is teaching her radio characters.

Mary Marlin can do it a blind boy can do it even Danny,
behind prison walls, will choose to work out his own salva-

tion rather than ask for liberty.

One day Jane decided that the time for action had arrived.

She called for her scripts at the radio station although they
had not found time to read them. She took them over to the

only advertising agency she had ever heard of. She asked

the elevator man whom she should see. She got off at the

radio department and sent the scripts in with a note, "These

are three scripts of a play I know you want."

That was the Friday before Labor Day. The agency called

her early Tuesday morning. She was started on the road.

It required only a little time to sell the show. The profes-
sionals were afraid not of the show but of Jane's ability

to write it. She didn't look successful neither her clothes

nor her manner. They expected radio writers to be more
assertive. Even after the show was sold, they expected her

to break down and ask for help in writing it.

It was the wife of the sponsor who first really bought
Jane's show. She heard the recording of it and several others.

"I must know what is going to happen," she cried. "And
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other women will feel the same way. It's a real story, you
must buy it."

The show was auditioned on Friday. The agency wanted
her to start on Monday. Jane was terrified. ''Wednesday,"
she begged. She had only written six weeks ahead on the

story. Now, when she sometimes works from show to show
in periods of emergency, she can smile at that terrified

girl.

It was one of those early emergencies which convinced

her, in her own mind, that she was strong enough to go on
with radio writing. From the very first, she had been work-

ing with a double plot. She feels that in radio writing, one

simple plot is not true to life. Every person in the world is

constantly part of two or three plot threads one set of

circumstances in the office, another in the home, still another

in the church or school. The complexity of the plot is, she

thinks, one reason why she never tires of her characters.

She is not bound by one field of action she goes easily from

one to the other.

But the early radio station "experts" were convinced that

her double plot wouldn't work, that it was duR and stupid,

that the listeners would miss the melodrama of the conven-

tional serial of that time. Some of them took her aside and

told her that Mary had to be shot by the next Friday or they
would recommend a new writer.

So Jane threw everything away that she had written except
the script for the next broadcast. She worked all night.

She planned a plot that was, as she says, "hopping" with all

sorts of grim action. She had Mary shot, accidentally. She

delivered two scripts the next day.
For four weeks she wrote that grizzly plot. It was the hard-

est work she had ever done. She wrote and re-wrote. She
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grew thin and pale. But she kept at it. Then one day the

sponsor asked her to see him.

"Do you like the story?" he asked.

"It isn't my story," said Jane. "It was what I was told

to do."

"What would you do if it were yours?" he said.

"I'd do it the way I originally planned."
That was how "Mary Marlin" went on a national net-

work. It started all over again, from the beginning, with

Jane's original three scripts. It kept the double plot and

slowly developed more. And it gave Jane tremendous con-

fidence in herself. In her early lack of experience she was

afraid the "experts" were right. This incident made her

sure of her own strength.

The technique of radio writing never bothers her. She

not only listens as she writes she sees, too. The characters

are, for the most part, drawn from real life. Timothy, the

little blind boy who has been adopted by friends of the

Marlins, actually exists and the music he is supposed to

write is written by another real boy. An old voice teacher

inspired a pianist in her play. Mary is the fundamental

woman she has sweetness and dignity, yet she is every
inch a human being. The very name Mary, was Jane's

choice because it was so fundamental.

She uses character development, too. Her people do not

remain perennial "Orphan Annies," but grow and change,

just as people really do. She is definitely fond of every one

of her leading characters. "I couldn't live with them if I

weren't," she says.

Radio people who work with her say that the characters

in "Mary Marlin" are so real to Jane Crusinberry that it is

almost spooky to work with her.
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"I had a terrible feeling," said one radio executive

after a conference with Jane, "that if I sat down in

a chair I might accidentally find myself sitting in Alary
Marlin's lap."

Occasionally, for 1 3 week periods or less, script writers

of shows like "Mary Marlin," take vacations. This gives the

ambitious embryo radio script writer an opportunity to

step in and prove that she can make the grade. An English

girl I know, who did considerable serial newspaper work

abroad, has for three years been trying to sell her own show.

The radio experts, though still young in the business, have

gathered even more complicated terminology since Jane's

day. They admitted that she writes well for radio, but feared

that she could not take the grinding daily pressure. So they
never gave her, or themselves, a chance to find out.

Finally, after literally years of effort, she has had her

chance. She has been doing work at home besides keeping
house for a husband who is also in the radio business, walking
a large dog and exchanging daily gossip with her mother,

who also lives with them. When the opportunity to do the

summer script series came along, she found that die pressure
of radio writing for deadline and keeping house, didn't mix.

She rented a one-room apartment nearby and there keeps

regular office hours every day, breaking her fingernails on

a portable typewriter that belonged to her husband when he

was a foreign correspondent.
If she does the summer show to everyone's satisfaction

and some of the principle characters in the script are not

hers to use, because the author is afraid that she will change
their personalities too drastically in the writing success

is nearer at hand. Not around the corner, but she will have

a less difficult time persuading the experts that she not only
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has the "x" quality, but she can do her daily stint without

turmoil crises and all.

She really earns the $250 a week she is making she gets
better than an average hired writer for her work, because

she does both plot and story. She spends part of it on her one-

room office and on a dog-walking service. And she must

consider that the high salary also pays her for those years
of waiting.

However, once you arrive, and the salary check becomes

a matter of routine and not dizzy excitement, the radio script

writing business has its rewards. The fun of listening to your
own words in the mouths of actors and actresses is consider-

able. The prestige you enjoy when you walk into a studio is

not to be discounted. And the money well, even if you
spend a few hard years getting in practice for it is definitely

superior, for a man or a woman.



VALENTINA - SALLY MILGRIM
DRESS DESIGNERS

THE blue and white awning over the sidewalk says "Valen-
tina." The stairs are lined with gull gray carpet. The upstairs
salon is white baroque, with pink upholstery and mirrors,
and diaphanous white curtains and sea shells.

You can be in no doubt from the minute you put your
dusty feet on that carpet that you are visiting one of the

girls who has arrived Valentina.

She is, according to Gladys Swarthout, the greatest force

in dress designing since Vionnet. Her list of clients reads

like a catalogue of the best-paid and most known women
in America. . . . Helen Hayes, Katharine Cornell, Norma
Shearer, Grace Moore, Gladys Swarthout, Lynn Fontanne,
Katharine Hepburn, Lily Pons, Paulette Goddard and on,

endlessly. It includes every socialite who can possibly afford

to pay $275 and up for a dress mostly up. Some of her

clients have accounts running between $25,000 and $30,000
a year.

This fairy-tale set-up was not unknown in Paris, birthplace
of the designer. But American designers, for the most part,

have not dared venture into their art on such a grand scale.

Even such a revered name as Hattie Carnegie has a faintly

commercial tinge. Hattie sells at retail^ has even been known

during these bitter days to sell little cotton "numbers" for

around $25. Valentina makes no compromises. She does

things in the grand mannerT)She puts a seam where she

believes a seam should be, not where the material will cut

best or most economically. She knows not the meaning of
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"little" dresses. Everything she does is important and for a

reason.

She is the only one of the designers who believes that the

final beauty of a dress lies in the way it fits. She likes to

supervise each fitting personally, is willing to tear a design
to pieces at the bat of an eyelash if it does not conform to

the bodily plan of the woman who is purchasing it. Such

things are, naturally, expensive. So are other things that go
into a Valentina gown. The material for one dress, for

example, often comes to over $100 and this an ordinary

dress, no gold Iam6 or ermine tips. Her labor costs often

run to one-third or more of the retail price of a dress, incred-

ible as that may seem. Bul^Valentina dresses are, of course,

masterpieces!?
No fine artist would think of economizing in the quality

of his Cobalt Blue. Valentina insists that every hidden

detail, every stitch, every inch of fabric be perfect. In stage
costumes of which she does many this precious thor-

oughness is valuable. An actress's dress is under constant

strain, must be cleaned and pressed far more frequently than

any ordinary frock. Valentina clothes, because they are

made of fine materials and exquisitely made, are actresses'

dreams. Even a famous stage star will preen a little when
she tells you that Valentina is making her costumes.

This grand manner does not hurt business, naturally. Nor
does the physical appearance of Valentina herself. She is

small-boned and frail. The first time I saw her was during
a hot summer. In a short beige cotton dress, with her blonde

hair streaming down her back, she seemed like a little girl

not a debutante, but a little girl who had just dashed off the

boat from some foreign convent school. The next time was
at the theater. She arrived looking like pictures of ladies
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who attend first nights. Her hair was piled high on her head,

shining. Her face was pale a fine face, full of paintable

planes.
Her gown was black, intricate. And around her, in

voluminous folds, was the first of those red evening capes
that swept the country. She entered and the minks and sables

parted to stare. She was holding a cigarette tube that seemed
a foot long, and the incredible length of her fingernails added

to the effect. I've been told that part of this act a part
of which I missed was the pulling out of a platinum comb
and carefully lining up her prominent and emphatic eye-
brows. The characterization (done by Lynn Fontanne)
of the Russian Countess in "Idiot's Delight" was borrowed

from Valentina. Valentina's true smartness is proved by the

fact that she was more amused and delighted by this than

anybody else in the audience!

For Valentina, however much shemay comb her eyebrows
in public with a platinum comb, or recommend little $500

negligees to her clients, is not a fly-by-night. She has real

talent. Probably genius. Half of die act she does is good
business. Half of it is the actress in her coming out. You
cannot tell where one begins and the other ends. Personally,

I don't care. It's too refreshing to find a true and vivid per-

sonality in a mouse-colored world. And Valentina is surely
both true and vivid.

And she is just as surely Russian. She may not have made

a great effort to conquer her Russian accent. But why should

Valentina? There again, it's good business. She was born in

Russia, child of a wealthy family, just 14 years before the

Revolution. When her home was invaded, she fled to Khar-

kov, all her fortune and dowery in a pocketful of jewels.

She entered art school, saw her mother and brother killed

in the Revolution, and a year later was forced to flee again
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by the encroachment of the Red Army. In the Crimea, she

matured quickly. She was a refugee, with few friends, with

her pitiful
store of money and jewelry nearly gone. It was

during this chaos that she met her future husband, George
Schlee, who is the man and manager behind Valentina.

George at that time was the young and enthusiastic pub-
lisher of the only important newspaper in battle-torn Sevasto-

pol, rallying about him most of the outstanding Russian

writers and journalists. He was about to leave a disorganized

city on a crowded train. The friend with him, a writer,

spoke to a little girl with a white face and frightened eyes
huddled in a passageway. "What are you going to do?"

George asked her. Valentina said she didn't know. George
took her under his wing. A year later they were married.

When the White Army collapsed, the Schlees fled first

to Turkey, then to Greece. From George's family's estate,

they had salvaged money and jewelry. Figuratively, they ate

diamonds. After countless fruitless attempts to set up all

kinds of businesses George is an enterprising and ambitious

worker he established a war supply. Greece was fighting

Turkey. France was friendly to Greece. George arranged

through France to supply the Greek army with shoes and
woolens. In a few months he made a million francs on

paper. Then the government was overthrown, a pro-German
king came back into power, and France refused to release

supplies. Everything he had made was swept away in a

currency inflation. After a trial attempt to establish talking
motion pictures in Greece, the Schlees decided to leave while

they still had a little money. They spent that on an Italian

honeymoon young, sure of themselves, very much in love

and certain that something, in the words of Dickens's Mr.

Micawber, would turn up.
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They reached Paris in June. For the first time they were
afraid. Reluctant even to spend money on bus fare, George
walked from one banker to another. Eventually he managed
to get some money by acting as counsel in a lawsuit. (He
has a law degree from the University of Petrograd). With
this he started a theater. A number of famous actors joined
them and for eight months they were the sensation of Paris.

Life looked rosy. The Schlees were making money not

much, but enough to live comfortably and be happy. Valen-

tina acted in the group occasionally. So when America

nibbled, they were thrilled. But the young Russians were
no match for Broadway producers. The theater went on,

the Schlees were stranded again. And penniless.

From a suite in an expensive hotel, they went to live in

a $io-a-week basement. They had friends in America. But

they went to parties, not to ask for help, but to eat for the

refreshments very often made a welcome addition to their

menu. They were only grateful that their clothes were still

presentable.
And thereon hangs the story.

For it was at one of those parties that Valentina was,

as she well might have been, the center of much admiring
attention. In a party full of short, low-waisted dresses, flimsy

and conspicuously decollete, she was the first to introduce

a woolen, highnecked and long-sleeved evening dress with

the waistline at its natural level. She had always worked

with dressmakers in designing her clothes, had definite and

specific ideas about color. But, to her, it was a womanly
talent, nothing to be used commercially. An elderly woman

approached George and suggested that they open a busi-

ness she would supply the capital; they would do the work.

George was intrigued. He describes himself as an optimist.
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But when he got Valentina home and told her of the plan,

tears streamed down her face.

"I can't! I can't! I don't know anything about it. It would

be hopeless. . . ."

But she did. The first venture ended badly when their

friend, the woman who had backed them, terminated the

fairly profitable business by putting all the money in her

pocket and disappearing. But she had taught Valentina to

have faith in herself. Now she knew she could design. The
Schlees had to give up their shop and most of their clothes,

to settle debts.

And they opened, on their own at last, in a tiny Madison

Avenue store. They had few dresses because they didn't

expect a rush of business. But Valentina's fame had spread.

She already had a clientele which was part theatrical and

part social. The customers stampeded. Valentina brought
out her own wardrobe and sold it. Within two hours after

the opening, she had $1,400 worth of orders.

Nor was that little shop a flash-in-the-pan, something
to be talked about one day, forgotten the next. For they
worked on a close basis. They concentrated on a certain

type of dress. It was a simple square silhouette that was

easy to fit, becoming to all types of figures. The tricks came

in the fabric and colors. Women bought the dress by the

half dozen. It became famous. Out of her back door, Valen-

tina passed the handwork to Russians in need of work. The
fable grew that it was a Russian dress. Even a museum wrote

and asked her for one, as a sample of Russian costuming.
But it was pure Valentina.

If Valentina has one word of advice for a young person
who is opening her own designing or dressmaking shop, it is

not to over extend. Make one kind of dress, the sort you do
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best. Try to create a style that is easily fitted, because work-
room costs can eat into your profits ruinously. And it is easier

to build up a reputation if you concentrate you become
much better known than if you spread your talents thin.

Valentina didn't ask $ 2 75 a dress in those days. She pinched
pennies, worked long hours, did everything humanly possible
herself. But as soon as she had gathered enough money to-

gether, she took a trip to France to learn the technical side

of the dressmaking business. Those were the days when
Paris was the beginning and end of fashion. All American
stores sent their buyers to the openings to get models, which
were brought back and duplicated in all sorts of price ranges,
Mrs. Astor and her cook often had dresses inspired by the

same Paris design. Valentina, with her true instinct for

fashion, saw the opportunity for herself in this situation.

She knew that there were thousands of important women
women whose job it was to appear in public and create atten-

tion who didn't want to see their clothes repeated on every

hand, at every price. She decided that she could fill this place.

She learned all that she could from Paris, her most im-

portant lesson being, never to copy. She came back to New
York and started in, this time with a real plan. The theatrical

people were the first' to discover her. She pleased them,

influenced them in their choice of color, of line. But her name

wasn't important enough yet, so they kept her a secret.

The very women who now treasure Valentina labels used

to clip hers out of their clothes and substitute other better-

known shops and dressmakers.

Her first big job was to do the costumes for Judith Ander-

son's "Come of Age." The producer was urged by his wife,

who wore Valentina clothes, to take the risk of using an

unknown. The play wasn't a hit, but every reviewer in
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New York mentioned Miss Anderson's clothes. From then

on, Valentina labels weren't disregarded. Celebrities who

experienced the delight of wearing Valentina clothes in

professional life, chose them for their private appearances.

Now, probably more than half the stage plays have "Cos-

tumes by Valentina" and a great many of the moving

pictures whether they give credit or not have been

costumed by her.

For the stage is completely enraptured by her talents.

And the Broadway stars who have commuted to Hollywood
have spread her fame. Among the costuming sensations

which she has perpetrated are "Idiot's Delight" with Alfred

Lunt and Lynn Fontanne; "Amphitryon 38," where she

did the costumes for the whole play; "No Time for Comedy"
with Katharine Cornell; Vera Zorina in "Louisiana Pur-

chase"; Clifton Webb, when he went into Monty Wooley's

part in "The Man Who Came to Dinner;" Katharine Hep-
burn in "The Philadelphia Story."
One of the interesting Valentina stories is about Katharine

Hepburn. Although Katharine is neither a clothes horse nor

even a consciously chic woman, Valentina finds her exhilar-

ating beyond compare. She was given this girl who wore
slacks almost exclusively in public life, to make into a Phila-

delphia Main Line doll. One of the costumes she did for her

entailed yards and yards of crepe mowse for the bridal scene.

It was in three shades of pale pink, with long sleeves and

high neck, but it managed to give Miss Hepburn exactly
what the author had dreamed of. When Valentina and

Katharine, both a little bored with the costumes, wanted to

change them when the play went on tour after its

long run, the author had come to identify his character so

strongly with this particular dress that he objected strenuous-
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ly to any change being made. And his decision prevailed.
Of this sort of designing Valenrina says: "On stage or off,

it is essential to know a woman's physical and psychological

equipment as well as and often better than she knows it

herself, in order to create a dress that will have meaning in

relation to her as a woman; or to her in relation to the char-

acter she portrays. Only then can a designer help a woman

project herself or herself in character as she should.

Every dress should identify a personal style through the

elements of personality which it accentuates. This, in turn,

will give the wearer freedom in self-expression and self-

assertion which are important in life and absolutely vital

in the theater."

Valentina feels that not for a moment can a costume do

the -actor's creative work for him. But the stage costume

can be of real service by immediately signalling her interpre-
tation to the audience. She feels that all costumes, modern or

period, should have values heightened in the theater. For

example, in "There Shall Be No Night," Robert Sherwood

described his Miranda Valkonen as "beautiful, chic and

enjoying the whole situation intensely." So Valentina pro-

jected Lynn Fontanne by designing for her a flowing red

dress of heavy silk, ample and yet revealing, with white

organdy jabot and cuffs gloriously flattering, fresh as ice.

In the drawing room, a woman such as Miranda could have

dressed more subtly, waited for her effect. In the theater,

she had to make herself felt immediately.
In designing for a specific actress in a specific part, Valen-

tina has a number of problems. To make one woman glamor-

ous, a certain line or color must be stressed. With another

actress, you might do exactly the opposite. For example, if

Helen Hayes and Ina Claire were to play the same part they
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could not be dressed alike. In order to obtain the same effect

with two such different and compelling personalities, the

designer would have to work with completely different tools.

Brooks Atkinson, famous critic, once wrote; "Valentina

has designed costumes that act before a line is spoken."
Valentina treasures this statement because it so aptly ex-

presses the part that she feels costumes should play in a

theatrical production. Before a word is spoken, she wants

her costumes to introduce the audience to the imaginary
world the playwright has conceived and established at once,

in complement with the scene design, the atmosphere and

mood of the play.

In doing period plays,
she is not a museum hound. In fact,

she believes that the costume which is slavishly correct to

period often fails in giving an impression of that period.

Times change, people's eyes become accustomed to different

effects. A heroine who looked exactly like a Louis XVI
court lady might simply be ridiculous on our present-day

stage. But a heroine whose clothes give the effect of the

Louis XVI period captures us completely. The flavor of

the period and the impression of it seems to Valentina much
more important than the accumulation of authentic bric-a-

brac.

In "Amphitryon" with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
Valentina did one of her most spectacular jobs. Her impres-
sion of the period setting was associated in her mind with

the flutings of Doric columns, the cursory line of an Attic

vase-painter. The play was humorous, so in her costumes

Valentina followed the suggestions of the light-hearted at-

mosphere of the play and the personal characteristics of

Lunt and Fontanne, whom she admires devotedly. Her
costumes were as much a part of the background of the play
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as the scenery or the lines. Jupiter had a beard of beautiful

cork-screw curls, mad and not unseductive. His clothes were
God-like in conception, in extravagance, in color. The

gasp that swept out of the audience every time the curtain

went up was proof that Valentina is undoubtedly the greatest
modern costumer of period pieces.

Out of their dressmaking profits, the Schlees have pur-
chased the building which Valentina occupies and a private
house for themselves in one of the choicest sections of Man-
hattan. They entertain lavishly and often, one of their gayest

parties being the Russian Easter celebration. They are seen

everywhere. In the pre-war days, it was London, Paris and

Venice; in war-time, they have devoted themselves to tour-

ing the Americas. It is, of course, excellent business. And
when Valentina is looking her coolest and most pampered,
it is a safe bet that her mind is clicking away at some new and

extremely profitable design.
One of the rare features of Valentina's genius is her knowl-

edge ofwoman's anatomy and what to do about it.jhe knows
more about female curves and angles than many physicians
She likes to do fitting herself and is unhappy if, through un-

toward circumstances, a dress goes out without her fitting

room O.K. Unlike many designers, she does not lose interest

once an original sketch is satisfactory. She knows that every
dress should be adapted to the figure credits and defects of

the wearer.

The story goes around the best circles circulated mostly

by young society matrons who love to be bullied by Valen-

tina that she makes you wear what she thinks you should.

That you order a green dress, but it will arrive red if

Valentina likes you in red. Actually, Valentina only uses

strong persuasion and charm to change your tastes. And
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when you are paying Valentina prices, you are smart if you

get what she wants you to have.

Valentina does not care particularly about doing very

pretty young girls
she finds them difficult because they

have a tendency to look insipid. Katharine Hepburn in worn

slacks under a mink coat, is a challenge to Valentina but

a delightful one. In "Philadelphia Story," the job of making
the tomboy into a girlish girl was importantly a clothes prob-
lem and one that Valentina enjoyed enormously. She loves

dressing Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett because "she can wear the

most exotic clothes and still looks refined." She sent Lily Pons

to Paris Lily's home wearing Valentina clothes. And

proudly. She sent Gladys Swarthout out to her first Holly-
wood engagement with a wardrobe that electrified the film

colony. Now many of the Hollywood glamour girls make
the long trek to New York specifically

to get Valentina

wardrobes; and many a movie features Valentina clothes

uncredited or credited to somebody else. For Valentina and

Hollywood don't mix. Neither of them has to bend to the

other. And they won't.

One of the great features that has protected Valentina

clothes from the devastating effects of copyists is their

intricacy of cut. A Valentina dress, reduced to the essentials

of ready-to-wear, no longer is recognizable. That is a rare

although probably unconscious advantage. Valentina had

to cut her dresses with seams from arms to hem (routine

ready-to-wear fashion) for a good many years, to make

fitting easy, to make profit possible. She never was an ardent

penny-pincher. When the opportunity came to drop all

barriers, the seams fell any place they might.
Her advice to any girl who wants to be a designer is the

same that she learned in Paris never copy. Give what you
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have to give. If it isn't good enough, then you should never

be a designer. If it is good enough, you will eventually be

discovered. The panic that swept the country when the

Paris dynasty of dressmaking fell, seems to her pathetic. She

respected Paris, she admired Parisian genius. But she felt that

any American designer who looked toward Paris for inspira-
tion was not worthy.
For Valenrina, despite her swathed turbans and platinum

eyebrow comb fripperies, is serious to the point of reverence

about clothes. Her office is simple almost bare, except for

a life-sized wooden figure neither man nor woman, on which
she sometimes works out designs. Its sexlessness is important,
Valentina feels, because she can see line and pattern more

clearly without the problem of working to conform to a

certain figure. Upstairs in the workrooms, however, she keeps
dummies shaped and to certain glamour customers, all neatly

labeled, "Greta Garbo Do Not Touch" and on, down the

line.

And Valentina is not above modeling some of her own
creations in a fashion show. She likes her own clothes, feels

that they do things for her "green-gold" hair, has closets

filled with them. No shoemaker's daughter, she is a perfect
model to all her clients. Practically the only items of wearing

apparel which she does not make for herself are her shoes.

In order always to have the perfect pair of shoes for every

occasion, Valentina has somewhere around three hundred

pairs of shoes, all with low heels.

Valentina is undoubtedly the romantic of designing today.

Her background helped her advance quickly, and even today
there are some few snobs among her clientele who admire

Valentina clothes because the designer herself uses a long cig-

arette holder and is sometimes a Ettle difficult to understand.
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reason she makes beautiful clothes that make women
beautiful. And there are countless other designers, many of

them with less exciting backgrounds who are important in

the field today for exactly that same reason.

The fall of France automatically transferred the heart of

the dressmaking industry to New York. America was the

only free country in the world which was prepared to take

over. At first, there was some doubt in high places about

the talents of American designers. It was felt that they had

copied France so long that their own creative ability might
have been stifled. The doubters have all had to eat their

words without salt and pepper. For American designers

were already so good that the absence of Paris only stimulated

them to freer and more exciting efforts.

Valentina, for example, had learned only one thing in

Paris: to trust her own judgment. Hattie Carnegie, who
started as a little milliner on New York's lower East Side,

had been in direct competition with Paris for a long time.

Even the young commercial designers, who did clothes for

wholesale houses in the lower price brackets, have readily

proved that they needed no French guidance.
And Sally Milgrim, who has for years been designing

clothes for some of the wealthiest women in America, is a

genuine, stamped-U.S.A. product.
Even if you're not old enough to remember, your mother

can tell you about the good old days of the moving pictures
when Mary Pickford shook her golden curls and Pearl White
faced death regularly every Saturday afternoon. Back then,

there was a lovely red-headed girl working as model in the

Brothers Milgrim establishment devoted to the creation of

tailored costumes for milady. The
girl's name was Sally
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Noble (later, in true American tradition, she married her

boss, Charles Milgrim, and bore him two sons.).

Mary Pickford and Pearl White were among the cus-

tomers. Whenever IVkty came down to order a suit, thou-

sands of youngsters would stand outside to get a peek at her.

And here inside was the lucky Sally Noble, actually

talking with the most beautiful of all screen stars! It was
a magic world. Sally had reverent respect for the Brothers

Milgrim tailored suits. But she also had a secret nudging
ambition.

One day she bought some dolls just ordinary dolls, the

kind children play with and began to make dresses for

them grown-up styles that were almost as simple as the

Milgrim tailored suits, but infinitely softer and gayer. The
Brothers Milgrim were a little amused by such childish play.

During lunch hours and after work, she would go around the

cutting room collecting scraps of cloth, and then set to work.

But one day Mary Pickford, coming in for a fitting, stopped
for a friendly word with Sally and saw one of the dolls

she had been working on. She called Charles Milgrim.
"What about making that for me?" she asked. Charles

looked at his other brothers. It was all out of reason but

he couldn't think of any good excuse why Mary shouldn't

have the dress. So it was done. And when Mary Pickford

started a fashion, there was no question about its success.

The carriages began rolling up to the door, disgorging Van-

derbilts and Cabots and Lodges. Sally had to stop modeling
and devote her time to the dolls. It was the turning point of

the business.

The Milgrim's moved to larger quarters, in uptown New
York. Gradually, they added more and more stores and

agencies all over the country right now they number 1 50.
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They still do fine things, but most of the clothes they sell are

ready-made; and many are even in the so-called budget
brackets.

The changes haven't happened all at once. But Sally has

proved herself an extremely flexible and versatile person.

She walks lightly with the times.

Soon after the dolls made her famous, she became the girl

behind the Follies beauties. For it was Sally Milgrim who did

all those fabulous Follies costumes you have read about.

She also designed clothes for the Schubert show of the day,

equally extravagant. Then, when 1916 came along and the

men began to go off to war, Sally was automatically the

dean of fashion designers in America.

That is why she had anything but a case of stage fright

when Paris was removed from the fashion picture. She had

gone to the foreign openings abroad regularly, of course,

but more as a polite actress goes to see another great star.

The great success of Milgrim's had been based on her

original designs.

Mrs. Milgrim's great boast is that she takes inches off a

woman's hips in every Milgrim dress. That is because she

has a trick. She cuts her skirts so that they cling to the figure
in front without any jutting-out lines and then in back

she inserts a ripple of fullness. This makes walking move-

ments graceful and always gives an illusion of slimness.

She designs without self-consciousness. Her penthouse
workroom is usually littered with dozens of wet swatches

for she loves to experiment with dyes and colors. She can,

and often does, drape her materials directly on human models

these days.

But, she confesses, when she is perplexed or when inspira-
tion fails to knock, she still goes back to miniature. In fact,
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not long ago she did two tiny dolls dressed in modern-day
fashions to be sealed in the Crypt of Civilization at Ogle-

thorpe University, Atlanta, Georgia to tell students 6,000

years hence how women looked and dressed in our day.
There are many routes to dress design open to women

today for an American girl designer isn't the rare bird

she was even a few short years ago. IVlany of our prominent

designers today came through the department store route

first learning through selling and buying what women
wanted, then eventually making it themselves. Florence

Gainor, who creates sports clothes slacks, blouses, tailored

jackets and skirts for some of the finest shops, was the

sportswear buyer of Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, for

many years.

Others come up through fashion drawing and sketching.

Occasionally a fashion artist grows tired of copying other

people's dresses and begins planning designs of her own.

Jo Copeland, who creates clothes for Patullo Frocks, is one

of these girls.

Still others have worked as models or apprentices in whole-

sale houses and, having shown talent, have graduated to

designing staffs. There are no hard and fast rules. But on

one point they all agree designing is much more than draw-

ing pretty pictures. A good designer must understand the

human body, must be able to make clothes that feel comfort-

able and look as well in motion as on paper. She must have an

eye for color Schiaparelli, who long held forth in Paris,

created many of her most sensational dresses merely through
the surprising use of color. And the complicated science of

pattern making the cutting of one style in a variety of

sizes, from 1 2 to 20 must be learned, if she wants to create

clothes for the wholesale market.
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An excellent practical place to learn this science is in one

of the organizations that make paper patterns. The operation
of enlarging an original design is far more complicated than

the average person guesses for the increase in size can't

be made all over the pattern, but in certain specific places
such as the armhole, the bust, the hips, the back. Bone

structure doesn't change when a woman grows fat. For that

reason, wrist measurements and the like remain almost static,

while bust and hip measurements soar. The paper pattern
houses have definite hard and fast rules for the scale of

enlargements and anyone who has ever worked on master

patterns in these houses has experience which a wholesale

dress organization values.

There are also numerous excellent schools that teach the

system of pattern grading and other phases of design. Pratt

Institute in Brooklyn is one. You will find that the less pre-
tentious a school, and the more basic the courses it offers

the better preparation it gives you as a designer.
If you can't afford a school, you will find that a department

store is fine training ground. It isn't romantic, it is hard

work, but girls with ideas and design talent are always
welcome and you will learn more in six months on the

direct firing line of the dress department in a store than in

six years of sitting in your ivory tower, drawing pretty

pictures.
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MILLINERY DESIGNER

MEN have always complained that women buy hats to

astonish other women. Sally Victor is the living refutation

of this. For Sally Victor's meteoric success has been based

on one principle and one alone that a hat must make
a woman look pretty.

In her blue and white salon on 53rd Street in New York,
the front is almost one huge window. The curtains are

drawn back to admit the brilliant, trying daylight. She places
her customers at mirrors directly in front of this daylight.
The result is sometimes a little disturbing to a new client.

Even the youngest sub-deb is apt to discover an incipient

wrinkle or a head of hair badly in need of good oil treatments.

Sally isn't concerned about this.

"I want my customers to see themselves as they are. I

don't believe in the fake atmosphere of soft lights and rose-

tinted mirrors to make them buy my hats. When a woman
tries on the hats I make, I want her to pick the one that does

the most for her even under trying circumstances. Then
she will never regret her decision. It will make her prettier

on her worst days. It will be the sort of hat that she leans

on for moral support. And it will be the kind that her

husband, or her best beau, will like."

That is why Sally can't worry in the least about women

going hatless in town. Other milliners may sit up nights

trying to figure out ways to make women feel they must

wear hats for all occasions. Sally, a complete realist, knows

women will wear them so long as those hats do things for

them.
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The reason behind her success is that attitude. For
Sally-

Victor is a remarkable person* She has a drive and an enthu-

siasm which leave you a little breathless. She thinks only
the weak-willed and spineless will bow to circumstances.

She has never known what it was to admit defeat. She has

had severe financial blows in her day. But she does not think

that she has been remarkable in triumphing easily over ob-

stacles. She simply wonders why other people don't do the

same thing.

She was born in Scranton, Pennsylvania, the middle rung
on a stepladder of nine children. Luckily for her future

success although Sally needs luck less than anybody I

have ever seen her family moved to New York when she

was a baby. Her father designed bronzes and was an inventor.

"I was almost lost in the shuffle," she said, "until I went
to school. Then suddenly I covered myself with glory. I got
the best report card of anybody in the class. I did mental

arithmetic like a streak and my photographic memory got
me almost perfect grades in examinations. All I had to do

was look at a page and I knew it. My father decided that

I could be a school teacher."

Sally loved school, but everything came so easily to her

that she wondered whether she would ever be a good teacher.

She was afraid that she might not have the long patience
that a teacher needed. Besides, she had that dream in the back
of her head.

From the time she had been a little
girl,

she had made her

own hats. She did it as easily and as naturally as another child

might make a doll's dress. Her mother was old Pennsylvania
and she taught the girls to sew just as she taught them to

read or brush their teeth. But Sally had something a little

more than plain sewing facility. She had ideas. She begged
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her mother to let her make her a hat. She took a stiff buckram

shape. She twisted it, turned it up in back, made a real design.
Her mother, watching her, was horrified, afraid she might
ruin it. But the hat was so successful that, by the time she

was twelve, she was the milliner for half the neighborhood.
At no pay, of course. And she didn't mind. Although she

sometimes wonders now if she might not have had even

a better trade if she had charged a little.

That's the way Sally's mind works. She has a business head.

Her father, curiously enough, was the only one who saw
in Sally's talent a possible future maybe because her hats

made the neighborhood women look prettier. That was why
he didn't object too strenuously when Sally re-enforced her

regular school work with a night course in dressmaking.
And that was the turning point of her life.

For she immediately left the routine fields of dressmaking
and her imagination flew. She had a good basis for that talent.

Her father was a true artist. Her mother, in the interests of

economy, had always designed as well as made the children's

clothes. Neither of them was self-conscious about talents or

dreamed of handing them down to the youngsters. But Sally

felt it. Then, as now, she had a magic instinct for color.

As she learned more about the basic routine of sewing, she

soared farther and farther afield. She stopped "just working"
with the hat shapes and materials that her mother's friends

brought her, and began shopping for certain shades, certain

combinations. Still, there was no pay except an occasional

box of candy, a trip to the movies. But she was more than

repaid for all her hours when one day a woman for whom
she had made hats, came with a letter from her husband.

"He is sending you to the hat department of MacyV she

said. "He is a member of the millinery association and he
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has seen the hats you make for me. He thinks you are going
to do something important someday."

Sally, just 1 8, was both thrilled and terrified. She was a

tiny thing, weighing just 85 pounds, with enormous eyes.

She looked hardly over 14, but Macy's were impressed.

They hired her for the millinery department at the unheard-

of salary of $25 a week. They told her that they wanted

her to go in the workroom when she wasn't busy on the

floor and see what she could do. And they recommended her

for the executive training course.

Many an embryo designer would have turned her nose

up at the training course as too commercial. Sally Victor

looks back on it as one of the cornerstones of her success.

It was in this course that she learned exactly how to promote
what she could do. Daring all of her career, she has put into

practice the things she learned at Macy's training school.

For she feels that it is both ridiculous and wasteful for a

talented person to fall short of her goal because of lack of

business training. Nothing annoys her more than when a

designer says airily: "I have no business sense. I am not

interested in commercializing my work."

She brought all of her enthusiasm to that Macy job. She

dreamed about it. She worked at home over designs. She

sold the right hats to women and the women came back.

She sold many a Macy hat by adding touches of her own.

And, as they had suggested, she wandered in and out of

the workroom.

After 14 months, she was made assistant buyer and given
real authority to create workroom designs. Her models

simply walked out of the store. They couldn't make them
fast enough. She knew nothing of old millinery traditions,

of seasonal demands for certain colors and fabrics. So she
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dared to go ahead and do the unusual. She jumped from $40
a week at Macy's to $100 at Bamberger's, Newark, with a

contract. There she developed one of the best millinery-

departments in the country. For eight years she was the

darling of the store. She went to Europe twice a year and

brought back anything that suited her fancy . . . dresses,

dolls, furniture. Her salary was raised every year, her bonuses

fat.

"I might have stayed there the rest of my life," she said.

"But I had been married and my husband wanted me to stay
home. So in 1929 I stopped work and had my baby. And
six weeks after the child was born, we lost every cent we
had in the stock market."

If you're a smart fighter, you swing with the punches.

Sally felt she wanted to go to work again. But, oddly enough,
she didn't go back to a store. She took another long chance.

Her husband had a wholesale millinery business to which

he had payed almost no attention, because his interest had

been centered in Wall Street. He asked Sally to go down and

look at it. She was supposed to work an hour a day. Within

a week, she had a more than full-time job, she had taken

the designing end of the business off her husband's hands and

released him to see customers. And, while the rest- of the

millinery world was rubbing its hands and wailing about

the depression, Sally was revolutionizing the industry with a

new land of hat.

Those were the dreadful days of trying high-crowned,

face-hugging hats that were becoming to nobody. Sally re-

fused to make them. She did, instead, a tiny flat-crowned

sailor in all sorts of materials. It wasn't being done in those

days. Paris didn't say so. But Sally took half a dozen of these

hats around to Dorothy Shaver, one of the guiding geniuses
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of Lord & Taylor's store on Fifth Avenue, New York.

Dorothy was a little shocked.

'Tut one on," Sally urged.

Dorothy did. She was delighted. She bought them and

they sold by the hundreds. A curious side-light on the trans-

action is that Florence Cavanaugh, stylist for the J. L. Hud-
son store in Detroit, wore one of Sally's flat-crowned sailors

to Paris that season. Next year, Suzy, famed Paris hat-maker

launched the same style in her collections.

During the depression years, Sally and her husband made
more money than ever before in their lives. As Sally puts it

crisply, "We sawed wood while the others cried." They
made gay, young hats to cheer up people. She introduced

the white baby bonnet for winter. She went more and more

into fresh color. In September of 1933, under the persuasion
of her husband, she opened her own exclusive retail shop on

53rd Street, which creates personally designed models for

her clients. And Sally, who used to make hats for clients

for the fun of it, today gets up to $50 and more per head-

piece.

Hers has been a terrific success. She payed for a rather

costly salon in less than six months. Society people, actresses

and even more flattering the women who set styles in

New York, the ones who have big executive jobs in fashion,

all wear her hats.

She has been selected to do many a hat for advertisements

and billboards. Men executives like to work with her. She

has none of the airs with which many millinery designers
surround themselves. She has a quick understanding of busi-

ness and what her associates are trying to do. And she makes
the poster girls pretty.

Sally has always known what she was about. She has
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made a great deal more money than the average designer.

But, to her, the actual money is unimportant, except as a

yardstick of her success. And it never occurs to her to rest

on her laurels. In addition to the wholesale end of her busi-

ness, she personally directs her millinery salon. She is in

the workroom constantly, she helps with fittings, she will

spend hours designing a hat for a friend or for some pretty

young customer whose face attracts her. Besides this, she is

paid a captain-of-industry salary to go over to Bamberger's
for two hours a week to supervise their millinery department.
She teaches a career course in design at New York Uni-

versity. And she makes one or two speeches a month to

women's clubs.

Yet she is young, gay and completely without the nervous

shrewdness which can come to successful women. She

makes money, but she is so improvident about herself that

her shop manager always has to watch her pocketbook to be

sure Sally doesn't wander out on her various affairs without

a penny's carfare. She frankly admits that "great chic" bores

her. That the nicest compliment anyone can pay to one of

her hats is to tell the wearer that she is looking prettier than

ever. And, though she intends to go on making hats the rest

of her life, she has a new and fresh ambition. In working
with the Museum of Costume Art, she has found in herself

a feeling for painting. The Victor's have a real farm near

Princeton, New Jersey. One of these days, Sally wants to

take a year or two off and go there just to paint.

She is constantly urging young people to follow in her

footsteps. She feels there is a keen need for creative young

designers in millinery. Her great advice to young girls with

talent is to forget about copying, to look ahead and not back-

ward. Although she has no patience with the forced origi-
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nality of some designers, with the hats that look like shoes

or watch fobs or bird cages, she is constantly urging girls

not to be afraid of the unorthodox. "If you have any true

designing instincts," she says, "follow them. Don't ever be

afraid to do something because it isn't in the current mode.

So long as you make hats that become women, that make
them look prettier than they really are, the world is yours."

She thinks the best way in the world to start on a hat

designing career is to do as she did get into a department
store. There a young person will find not only ready fields

for her talent but a good background of business sense, facts

and figures. "And," she says, "I am sure, that any young
girl who really wants to succeed, can do it. Work is fun,

hardships don't exist, if you really have the spark. And I hope
that thousands of girls all over America have that spark.
We need it."
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DOROTHY SHAVER - SARA PENNOYER
RETAIL EXECUTIVES

NOT long ago, a friend of mine from Mexico arrived in

New York with some Mexican jewelry that she wanted
to promote in New York. She came from one of the old

families in Mexico City and she had sheaves of letters to

important Americans. She started making the rounds of

these important people.
About three o'clock in the afternoon, she called me up,

"Who on earth is Dorothy Shaver?"

"She's first vice-president of Lord & Taylor's, one of our

better department stores," I told her.

"Well," said my friend, "she's it. I've chased all over

New York, I've seen bankers and stock brokers and presi-
dents of steamship lines and, to a man, they have sent me to

Dorothy Shaver. I'm scared, really. What is she like to be so

important?"
That is a hard question to answer. You can say that

Dorothy Shaver is slim and beautifully put together, with

brown hair and enormous eyes. But that doesn't explain why
she is such a dynamo. You can say that she has a zero quality
of enormous chic, which is part fine breeding (she is de-

scended from the Kentucky Bordens and her paternal grand-
father was "Fighting Bob" General Robert Glenn Shaver,

of Civil War days) and part vision. But even her smart hats

and her distinguished clothes and her long, uncolored finger-

nails don't typify Dorothy Shaver.

For she is one of those arresting people who might have

been successful in any number of fields. Probably, if she
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had soberly settled down to consider a career when she was

a
girl,

she might never have thought of a department store.

But she happened into a retail job. And, once established,

her particular genius saw the exciting possibilities.

Today, department stores have their own particular

glamour. Many a girl with enormous career ambitions is

selling you hosiery, or helping you squeeze into a girdle. A
girl with department store experience is welcome in almost

any business; some almost demand that you have retail ex-

perience. The debutantes and artists, the writers and the

voted-most-likely-to-succeed in college classes, all work in

department stores, punching time-clocks, eating lunch in

45 minutes, learning that the customer is always right. And,
most important of all, learning about the customer.

The glamour that has been injected into this business is

the result of the efforts of a small group of men and women
who came upon retailing back in the days of lady-buyers-

with-pearls; who found the romance and the excitement in it;

and who promptly set about making department stores the

fascinating places they are today.

Among the heroines of this period are a number of very
attractive women. Mary Lewis, who was for years at Best's

and now has her own business, was a potent influence. Sara

Pennoyer, who started as an advertising copywriter and now
is Vice-President and Sales Promotion Manager of the fash-

ionable Bonwit Teller's, gets high honors. Bernice Fitz-

Gibbon, of Macy's, Wanamaker's and now GimbePs, de-

serves important mention.

Dorothy Shaver is not only one of the great retailing

experts, she has been one of the important influences in

American design. The Army recognized her by appointing
her as general consultant on merchandising to the Office of
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The Quartermaster General on May 15, 1942. She has served

as Chairman of the Board of Governors of the exclusive

and demanding Fashion Group, a national organization of

women working with Fashion. She is a member of the Board
of Directors of the Advertising Federation of America. And
she has helped launch some of the outstanding design figures
of today among them Elizabeth Hawes, Muriel King,

Clarepotter, Sally Victor, Brigance, Merry Hull, William

Pahlmann, Vera Maxwell, Dorothy Cox and Helen Cookman.
She is always hesitant to mention this side of her career.

"For the people themselves do the work," she says. "I only
have the vision, and horse sense, to recognize their talents.

I am not an artist, but I can see with artists' eyes and speak
their language. And, on the other hand, I am a merchant.

I listen constantly to what women want, I follow trends

and guess what they are going to ask for next. The com-

bination simply means that I recognize something good
when I see it."

Perhaps it is that very simplicity of outlook which has

made Dorothy Shaver great. She has no patience with the

chi-chi of the fashion world, with the turmoil over sleeve

lengths and hat heights. I have seen her march into a group
of fashion people important fashion people and stop
their eternal shop talk with a few simple sentences. She is

so much more interested in the world at large, than in the

details of one or two particular branches, that she inspires

other people to take the long view. And the long view that

Dorothy Shaver can take, is probably responsible for her

enormous vision about less important details.

A doll, or rather, a set of dolls, started her on her career.

She and her sister, Elsie, came to New York after they were

graduated from college. Elsie was an artist, Dorothy had a
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vague idea of finding some sort of job. One night, Elsie

designed a doll, a modern doll, that captivated the spirit

of a doll. She did it for her own amusement. But Dorothy,
with already a keen merchandising sense, remembered the

stories of the money that the Kewpie doll had made. She

put her doll under her arm and went out to stores.

It was then she had her first taste and the thrill and variety
of merchandising. The doll, under her untrained yet amaz-

ingly expert management, was an almost instantaneous suc-

cess. Dorothy and Elsie created a whole group of them,

called "The Little Shavers." They worked through strikes

and shortages. Their friends taught them to keep books.

Dorothy's very lack of experience with the problems of

producing and selling, made her attempt solutions that the

seasoned manufacturer wouldn't have dreamed of. It was

this quality, and her particular easy charm, which first inter-

ested Lord & Taylor. She had sold them dolls.

And they sold her the idea of going into retailing. Their

Comparison Shopping department, a division of the store

which keeps a watchful consumer-view eye on prices and

merchandise quality, was in need of reorganization. The

management, having watched Dorothy Shaver at work,
decided that her knowledge of manufacturing and of selling
made her the ideal person to do the job.

Dorothy was young. But she wasn't afraid. One of her

constant qualities, even today, is her delight in the new,
the untried. She flew, when few people were interested in

aviation. She took up mountain climbing, even when she

had a secret conviction in her heart that she would hate it.

Department store work was a challenge. In addition, she

felt that the dolls were keeping her sister, Elsie, from more

important work.
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She attacked the Comparison Shopping Department with

vigorous energy and no inhibitions. She wasn't afraid to ask

questions, although sometimes her questions were so pene-

trating that it took courage for the buyers and executives

to answer her. She had small knowledge then of the magni-
tude and difficulty of manufacturing problems. Little by
little, she learned. But she never let the trees blot out the

forest.

Edna St. Vincent Millay, the poet, once said, "I like to

hear people's troubles, and I will even cry with them, but

after a while I wish they would go home."

Dorothy was much like that. She would listen to manu-
facturers' and buyers' problems, she would sympathize, but

inevitably she would come back to her original object
what the customers of the store wanted.

After a year's experience, she wrote a plan of action for

the store. The year, Dorothy remembers, was about 1925.

She suggested that the store have a Bureau of Fashion Ad-

visors, an organization that would advise on buying, that

would keep abreast of fashion trends, but would not be

limited by the trying daily schedule of the buyers in the

various departments.

Today, nearly every store in the country, no matter how

small, has its stylist or fashion bureau. Then, Dorothy
Shaver's staff was the first of its kind. She gathered together

a group of women with interesting and varied backgrounds.

They spent part of their time in Europe, part in America.

They acted as advisors and specialists. It was no luxury

staff, but a hard-working, hard-headed group of women
who studied constantly to keep abreast, and ahead, of the

trends.

No large store today dreams -of functioning without some
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advice of that sort. Sometimes it comes from an outside

organization, sometimes from within themselves. Lord &

Taylor's recognized Dorothy Shaver's contribution by elect-

ing her a member of the Board of Directors in 1927. In

1931 she became a vice-president of the store. In 1937 she

was elected First Vice-President, the position she holds

today.
Her work is varied and flexible. In 1928 she brought the

first comprehensive showing of modern French decorative

art to this country. Starting in 1932, under her leadership,

Lord & Taylor sponsored the American designers in fashion

and decoration. Those were the days when Paris was every
retailer's dream of heaven, when a French name on a dress

meant more than the design. Dorothy Shaver, with her con-

sumer point of view, and her artist's eye, encouraged the

manufacturers who came to her to produce original things.

Her office door was always open to young designers. Nobody
was too unimportant for her to see, no one was too important
for her to challenge. The result was, that when world affairs

suddenly switched the heart of the fashion business to New
York, Dorothy Shaver and her protegees were well pre-

pared. She also fostered the American Design Awards the

four $1,000 awards Lord & Taylor gives each year to four

American designers who have done outstanding designing

jobs.

In addition to her keen sense of trends, she has a fine

feeling for dramatics. She loves the theater. Brock Pember-

ton, the producer, says that the shows Dorothy Shaver

stages at Lord & Taylor's are as fine as anything she has

admired in the theater. The famous Lord & Taylor Christmas

bell windows which held no merchandise, only giant

golden bells tolling were done under her direction. So
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were the blizzard windows which started a flurry of snow
in department store windows all over the country. The
"Bird Cage" lunchroom and Men's Soup Bar all bear the

Shaver imprint although she is reluctant to take the credit

for these, or the countless other Lord & Taylor ideas which
have created so much sensation.

"I often do nothing but recognize, or organize, the idea

when it is presented to me," she says. "My great talent is in

my understanding of people and their work. More and more,
as I have added responsibilities I must delegate to other people
the origination of ideas. My job, and a job I love, is to give

inspiration, to bring a fresh point of view to selections and

to correlate all the ideas that are fed to me."

That, if you stop to think of it, is quite a job. But, no

matter how much it absorbs her or how busy she is, Dorothy
Shaver is always ready to talk of outside affairs. She is in-

tensely interested in world and social conditions. And she

likes to learn at first hand. She flew into Russia in a rickety

plane, long before people were thinking much about Russia.

She chartered a -boat and lived on it for six months. "And,"
she says, "at the risk of life and limb, I learned to ski. Once
I had mastered it, I came back to New York, put my skis

on the shelf and thanked heaven it was over. But I wouldn't

stop until I had learned."

Her only complaint about women in business these days
is that they take it too seriously. She realizes, of course, that

women in many professions have had to fight for recognition.

She knows that women are naturally intense and conscien-

tious. But she is convinced that if a working woman does

not have an outside life, and a full and interesting one, she is

perilously hampered in her job.

"Men have learned to work and play, too," she says. "You
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seldom see a group of successful men sit around a dinner

table and discuss their work. But all too often you come

across career women who dissect their jobs along with their

chicken every night/
7

She doesn't mean, of course, that the path to success is a

light attitude toward your work and responsibility. For

Dorothy Shaver is known throughout the industry as a

whirling dynamo* She has done her share of staying up

nights until the last touch was put on an exhibition, until

the inspiration for Christmas decorations finally crystalized.

She is eternally grateful for her buoyant health, which

makes it exciting to do things like that occasionally. But,

by and large, she deplores the "too busy to have fun" attitude.

"The greatest mistake career women make," she says, "is

in never broadening themselves. In order to be a true success,

and a happy one, you must work at all things. Listen to

music, go to shows, to prize fights. Outside stimulation

counts for a lot . . . even in your daily work, to say nothing
of your happiness."
She feels that this applies as much to girls getting their

start, as to established career women. She doesn't hold with

the candle-burned-at-both-ends school. But she does have

a conviction that the girl who has an understanding of out-

side life, and still maintains a keen interest in her job, has

a greater chance to succeed.

As a store executive, she feels that die chief objective of a

store is always to supply the needs of its customers with

better merchandise at a minimum expenditure of time, money
and energy. "There are two major functions of this job,"
she says. "The first is the seeking out the selecting, buying
and pricing of merchandise which is usually termed, 'buy-

ing.' The second is to see that time and energy of customers
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are saved; to see that relationships with customers are right,
fair and pleasant; and to sell to customers in the most efficient

manner possible the great number of objects a shop carries."

These two major functions break down into many types
of jobs for women in stores. You can use one of these jobs
as a training ground for another profession decorating,

drawing, writing or designing. But Dorothy Shaver feels

that store work itself has fascinations and opportunities far

beyond most jobs. And that the department store itself is

varied enough to give any girl a chance to find her proper

opportunity.

She lists the possible department store jobs as:

Personnel work employing, handling and training of people who
work in the organization.

Publicity and Advertising copywriting, layout, fashion art, and

executive positions, such as advertising manager and production

manager. Under this, she also includes the planning of interior

and window displays and their execution.

Fashion jobs fashion advising to the organization, directing fashion

shows, clothes modeling.

Special jobs comparison shopping, interior decorating, managing

special service shops in the store, section managers.
Heads of non-selling departments telephone and mail order, beauty

shops, tea rooms.

Selling and buying selling positions, can, if a girl is ambitious and

intelligent, lead to buying, one of the most important and best-

paid fields for women in a store.

Dorothy Shaver says that the employer in a store looks

for four things in an applicant. And she suggests that any

girl with retailing ambitions, check these over carefully

before she applies.
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Intelligence not merely the intelligence required to make good

grades in school, but the ability to apply what intelligence one

has to a practical business situation.

Appearance dressing and grooming are important as an indication

of your innate taste and of your interest in an environment and

your alertness to other than intellectual ideas.

Experience this may not mean actual business experience, but only
a record of doing things well which have come your way. It can

be indicated in your extra-curricular activities; what you have

done with your summers; if you have worked your way through
school; if you have been head of your sorority, business manager
of your school newspaper, or a class officer.

Personality a well-adjusted, outgoing person with a good sense of

reality. The employer constantly looks for girls with no sense of

inadequacy for which they must compensate; who are confident

without being egotistical; aggressive without pushing; and grown
up enough to fit into a competitive group with poise and ease.

She feels that one of the tremendous joys of department
store work is that the girl who wants to do something, but

isn't sure in what direction her abilities lie, can find herself

in a retail organization. There are so many different phases
and branches of store work that no. girl need be bored.

Certainly it isn't time wasted. Even if you find your great
romance quickly, and settle down to being a wife and mother,

you will discover that the little kernels of information you
picked up in your retailing career have made you better

at your job as a wife.

However, the real dyed-in-the-wool department store

girls can't imagine anything more fascinating than a depart-
ment store job.

Sara Pennoyer, who is Vice-President and Sales Promotion

Manager of Bonwit Teller's, explains something of the lure

of retailing when she says, "I felt the attraction of a big
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store when I was a child. We lived in Philadelphia, in the

spiritual shadow of Wanamaker's. Like all Philadelphia

children, I regarded Wanamaker's as pure enchantment* I

used to buy their wonderful five cent French-designed bags
of candy and cherish them. I used to sneak in at the back
of the auditorium while fashion shows were going on
watch the models pull fox wraps across the dusty stage,
wonder at the extravagant loveliness of the Paris clothes.

I know now they never made a nickel on those terrific

exhibitions, but it gave me a beautiful impression of retailing.

Even today, when I know department store work so well,

it still has great romance and wonder. Fm never quite happy

anywhere where I don't see the goods turn over."

Sara grew up planning and knowing she would work.

Her aunt was the careerwoman of her day. Sara had watched

her through her various professions, with frank envy run-

ning the dining room of a hotel, selling Gibson Girl shirt-

waist "supporters," working in department stores, and doing

everything with zest and enthusiasm. Sara's mother managed
an apartment house. Together, they gave the little girl a

feeling of respect toward work and of pleasure in accom-

plishment.
Sara first dreamed of being a school teacher. But her

career was settled by one of the women who lived in the

building her mother managed. She was Jennie Chamberlain

Brown, assistant advertising manager of Lit Brothers, Phila-

delphia. It was extraordinary for a woman to do work of

that sort in those days. But Jennie had been a school teacher

with a flair for writing. And she, too, had been captured

by the opportunities and thrill of retailing. Sara used to sit

by the hour and listen to her talk about it. She heard of

buyers who got trips to Europe. She heard of the excitement
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of finding out what customers wanted, and of selling them.

And from pioneer Jennie, she learned a few of the basic

facts about writing copy.

Advertising was a bright new toy in those days. Not very

many people understood it. But Jennie, wiser than most,

managed to give the girl some picture of the power and

importance of advertising in a retail store. Sara liked to write,

but she was perfectly happy to settle for copy, for it seemed

to her the real answer to having fun and working to earn

a living. She went.to the University of Michigan with her

one ambition tucked securely in her mind.

Today, she is grateful and happy for the background
of that college education. Many girls,

and successful
girls,

have gone directly into work, afraid to give up the four

years to college. Sara feels that a college education is a sound

springboard for greater success. It gives you information of

the kind that you might not otherwise possess, it opens new
fields and broad horizons, "But," she says, "the great thing
in retail work is not to wear your college education like a

rose in your lapel. A degree is only useful to you if your
fellow workers wouldn't guess that you had it."

When she was graduated, she came straight to New York.

She got a job as a contingent at McCreery's on 34th Street.

(Contingents, in retail parlance, are girls without regular

posts on sales floors; they are extras who fill in during sale

rushes, vacations, staff shortages.)
"And the people in the advertising department, though

there was no place for me there, used to be terribly kind and

sympathetic," she says. "I couldn't keep away from their

offices. So, occasionally, they used to let me write. I was

terribly young and eager. And I was often horrified to see

my epic poems come out in the paper as 'Gloves, $1.95.
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Blue, black, brown and gray/ 1 couldn't imagine why people
were paid for writing that."

She started at $12.75 a week at AlcCreery's, increased her

income by doing fashion reporting, in her spare time, for

Amos Parrish, who ran a merchandising and advertising
service. Eventually, Amos Parrish offered her a full-time

job at $25 a week. McCreery's asked her to stay on there,

as assistant buyer.
"It was a tremendous honor," she says. "But even then

I knew I would be better in advertising than in buying.
Store work is clearly defined. If you deal with ideas best,

your work belongs in the promotion end. If you deal best

with objects, you should go toward the buying. If you do

both, you are one of those rare naturals; you can go any

place you want."

Those were the blaze-of-glory days in fashion work.

"Standard Publishing Company" had bought up the Par-

rish fashion reporting service, and the staff worked in

lavishly decorated offices, had expense accounts for taking
out-of-town buyers to fancy night clubs, wrote brightly
and wittily and knew not too much about what they were

doing. Prima donnas came and went. A new executive would

be hired and have the office done over completely, to suit

his personality.
"Blond mud," says Sara. "I'll never forget it. Our office

moved farther up Fifth Avenue and our new offices were

all done in a shade we then called blond mud. Presently

a new executive was hired. He came in, bursting with the

importance of Early American decoration and bringing his

own set of Early American furniture. So, in a few days

the painters were back again, scurrying back and forth from

the executive's office, furtively carrying samples of wall
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paint color. One week-end, they went to work. When we
came back on Monday his office was freshly painted. Only
the new color, called honey maple, was so near the old blond

mud that none of us underlings could tell the difference."

A great many stores subscribed to the fashion reporting

service. The material was sent out to them in mimeographed
form. Sara, reporting New York stores, restaurants, first

nights and race openings, learned a great deal in spite of all

the fancy work. But she still wanted to get a job directly

in the advertising department of a store. To see merchandise

in her hands before she wrote about it, to watch people come
into the store in answer to her advertisements and to see

the figures next day, that proved the goods had been sold.

So it was heady excitement when she was offered a job
at Wanamaker's in Philadelphia. To be fashion, copywriter
for a store that large was wonderful in itself. To work at

Wanamaker's, her old dream store, in such a capacity was

joy almost too great to bear.

When Sara talks about this phase of her life, she is apt to

laugh in all the wrong places. She was head fashion copy-
writer at Wanamaker's for a while, then back to Standard

Publishing to be editor of the publication, "Modes and Man-
ners" and then, nostalgically, to a job assisting Margaret

Macy in the advertising department .of Jay-Thorpe's on
New York's smart 57th Street.

In between, she had a Paris assignment ("I hated it, my
French was terrible") and when Margaret Macy left Jay-

Thorpe, she was given the job as advertising manager.

"Jay-Thorpe was either very brave, or very adventurous

to try me out," she says. "I was still pretty green."
But it was at Jay-Thorpe that the real genius of Sara Pen-

noyer began to
jell.

She worked closely with the buyers
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and she knew every bit of merchandise in the store. She

followed promotions from the time they were a gleam in

a buyer's eye to their completion. She learned a great deal

about customers' habits and customers' reactions. She was
at Jay-Thorpe five years, every one of them fun, although,
"I fought all day and worked all night."

She might have stayed there years longer, she thinks, if

fate hadn't picked her up by the hair. Sara, even while she

was working frantically, had been doing a double job. For

she had been married and she was terribly in love, and enor-

mously interested in her home. The day of the NRA parade,
when most of the store was marching, she decided to move.

Between the exit from one apartment and the arrival at the

new, Sara decided that she had better dash to the office to

look over the day's proofs. With her, having no permanent

place to store them, she took her two dachshunds. (Sara was

once secretary of the Dachshund Club). She tied the dogs
under the desk and went to work.

In the midst of her corrections, her boss, Air. Charlie

Oppenheim, president of the store walked in. The parade
had been hard on him. He was tired and unhappy. And,
ever since early that morning, he had been hating a proof
of an advertisement and looking for Sara Pennoyer to tell

her so. It was unfortunate that the dogs resented his entrance

into her office. Sara said, "Mr. Oppenheim I'm sorry about

the dogs but I'm in the midst of moving and they had no

place else to go."
"You should move at night," said Mr. Oppenheim, keep-

ing his distance.

"So," says Sara, "that was where I gathered up the dogs
and put on my hat and walked out. Next day, I decided it

was the best thing that ever happened to me. I guess I needed
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fresh outlooks. So I went back only to pick up my papers

and announce that I would help my successor to find stuff

in the files. When I began my hunt for a job, no one worked

harder for me or was more interested than my ex-boss. He's

a nice man."

Here, again, is a pause for luck. Sara quit her job. And she

landed almost at once as promotion director of Harper's

Bazaar Magazine. But she missed store work. Then one day,

she had a telephone call from a woman who had been one of

the Jay-Thorpe buyers.
"We had fought constantly," Sara says, "but we re-

spected each other. In a retail store, there is so much annoy-
ance and there are so many complications, that an advertis-

ing manager often has to battle continuously, if she wants

to do a good job. But fighting should be done fairly, with

all your cards on the table and no knives hidden. If you
work that way, you seldom make enemies."

The Jay-Thorpe buyer had moved over to Bonwit-

Teller's, on Fifth Avenue between 56th and 57th Streets.

Hortense Odium had just become president of Bonwit's that

autumn. Bonwit's, in those days, was an unknown quantity.
It had been a fine store, but it had gone back terribly. Mrs.

Odium had been brought in as another unknown quantity
without experience. And it was common knowledge that

the store could be closed any day if things did not improve.
"Mrs. Odium wants to see you," the Jay-Thorpe buyer

said.

Sara likes to curl her feet up under her and reminisce

about that day. "Mrs. Odium was wearing a pink shirtwaist.

She was lovely. I was immediately impressed by her direct-

ness and spirit."

"We need help," Mrs. Odium said. "We have a new
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general manager and vice-president corning next week to

take some of the weight of this store off my shoulders. I arn

leaving for Paris shortly. You come to see Air. Holmes, the

man of whom Fm expecting so much."

A week later, Airs. Odium's secretary called she had
known Sara at Harper's Bazaar. "Baby, come along," she

said. "This man is all the answers. You'll like him."

Sara went. She met Bill Holmes he is now president of

the store, Sara is a vice-president and Mrs. Odium is Chair-

man of the Board. Holmes was a North-of-Irelander who
had worked his way up to the top at Eaton's in Canada and

had already made an outstanding success at Chapman's in

Milwaukee. At Bonwit's, he was tackling a job particularly
to his liking pulling a tottering store back from the edge
of disaster. He talked to Sara and hired her on the spot.

And she says today, "It was a chance made for me. My
first interest was advertising, so I headed up the promotion
division which included fashion coordination, publicity and

windows. In addition, I had the privilege of working closely
with Mrs. Odium, who was really doing something new in

the retail world."

For it was then that Mrs. Odium made history by her

Advisory Committees. Homespun, salty, charming, Airs.

Odium, having been a customer all her life, felt that store

heads had moved too far away from their public. Each

month, she invited a different group of customers to sit

down with her and discuss how shopping at Bonwit-Teller's

could be made pleasanter. Mrs. Pennoyer was secretary of

these meetings. Today she says, with a sigh, that the cus-

tomers taught her more than all the text books she ever read.

While Airs. Odium was creating minor retailing revolu-

tions with her customer work, Bill Holmes was doing a
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brilliant job of fashion merchandising. And Sara Pennoyer
would snatch each idea of his as it came giving it a

dramatic launching in advertisements, windows and fashion

follow throughs. She didn't, as you can see, have much time

to sit, dreaming. She still doesn't.

If you should ask the women in the fashion business in

New York today to name one woman who was doing a

difficult job and doing it beautifully, nine out of ten would

name Sara Pennoyer. Actually, Sara doesn't feel that it is

difficult because it is so completely enthralling to her. "It is

the most magnificent thrill to watch an idea develop into

concrete form and then watch it succeed. Retailing is just

as exciting as writing and producing plays. The suspense,
the joy of creation, your dependence on public acceptance,
are all the same. You have to be smart about your public, or

you look for another job."

Personally, Sara Pennoyer is delightful. And vigorous and

fun. She is a mad and charming hostess. She cooks steaks

over the fire in the living room for you while she puts her

small son to bed. She paddles about in a beautifully designed
chintz hostess gown (which almost matches the roses in her

dining room paper) and no shoes. She is terribly smart about

food and even in the midst of bedlam at Bonwit's, shops
for her own salad greens.
The reason Sara Pennoyer can do so much, and lead such

an interesting life, is because she is an alive person, without

temperament. She admits her work is hard, love it as she does.

She has had time, with everything else, to write a book,

Polly Tucker, Merchant which is fine reading for any-
one interested in a

retailing career. She also teaches in the

Tobe-Coburn School. But she doesn't plan to spend the

rest of her life in the same harness.
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"I believe that the kind of work I do is for young people,"'
she says. "I love it now. But some day, I think I'll go back

to my first love, teaching. I'd like nothing better than a

quiet college campus, one of these days, and the opportunity
to tell girls a little of what I have learned."

For Sara Pennoyer is no glutton for either money or

power. One of the nicest things about her is the way that the

girls under her in her department have constantly stepped
to more and more important positions. And the way she is

constantly urging her secretaries and assistants to do more,
to look beyond their jobs.

"My best advice to any girl, in any career," she says, "is

to do that little bit more than is necessary. It is good for your

present job, it may lead to much more interesting work.

Even if you are not planning to be in business all your life,

do make a job plan. Analyze yourself and see yourself in

the complete picture. Find out where you fit best and try
not to move too far away. If you make a mistake of judgment
in accepting a position, try to correct it as swiftly as possible.

Don't be afraid of giving up something if you know it is

wrong for you, that you cannot do the work well and

happily. I believe in work, but I believe in work that makes

you happy. The question of money doesn't even need to be

important, for if you put yourself in a store job where you
can do good work, you will be paid well for it."
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GLADYS SWARTHOUT
SINGER

IT WAS Gladys Swarthout's first season in opera with the

famous Chicago Opera Company, of which Mary Garden
was the bright star. Gladys was very young and not quite
able to believe that such an honor had come to her. But she

was already wise enough to recognize the value of Miss

Garden's suggestion to her that she come early and stay late,

absorb every bit of advice and information that might be

tossed her . . . and that she keep her eyes and ears wide open
during rehearsals.

One afternoon, about two hours before a performance of

"Carmen" in which Gladys was singing Mercedes, she was

sitting in her dressing room going over her score. Suddenly

Mary Garden stalked across the stage and peered down
the dressing room corridor.

"Swarthout," she called imperiously. "Swarthout! Where
is Swarthout?"

Gladys went stiff with fright. She couldn't find voice to

answer. When Miss Garden came into her dressing room, her

knees were shaking so that she just sat there. She hardly
knew what to expect dismissal severe discipline for

having annoyed the great star or, worst of all, kind advice

to give up opera because she never would be quite good
enough.
No! Miss Garden held out her hand. In it was a triangle

of shawl beautiful stuff. Gladys gasped. She recognized
the shawl that Mary Garden always wore in the second act

of "Carmen."
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"I've cut it in half/' the great star said, "half for me half

for you. Wear it tonight as Mercedes, but some day you
will wear it as Carmen."

And so, today, when Gladys Swarthout sings Carmen, she

wears that mantle of greatness the shawl that Marv Garden
handed down to her. And she wears it humbly. "For some-

times," she says, "when I make a particular entrance, a mem-

ory flashes in front of me of how Mary Garden walked.

And, quite without any conscious plan, I know I am walking
like her."

Miss Swarthout is typical of the new era of opera stars.

She is slim and lithe and so lovely looking that she has

played in motion pictures where she didn't sing a note.

She is chic Valentina designs all of her clothes. She works

hard harder now than when she was climbing to the top,

for today she feels a terrible responsibility to her public. . , .

"They expect so much and I must keep trying to give it

to them. I must keep trying to live up to the nice things

people say to me and write to me."

She is diffident about her talent, as if it did not belong
to her. "I owe so much to so many people," she says. "They
have done the hard part. All I had to do was sing which

I love." And she is completely absorbed in her husband,

Frank Chapman, a baritone who finds managing Gladys
Swarthout a full-time job. (Or, he did, until he went into

active service as a captain in the Marine Corps.)

Gladys was a genius child, but without any child prodigy
demonstrations. Her birthplace was Deepwater, Missouri

... the day, Christmas. Her family moved to Kansas City
when she was a baby. Her family was mildly musical. Her

mother played the piano and her father sang. She and her

sister were brought up in the atmosphere of music as natur-
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ally as some children are in the atmosphere of reading. It

was quite expected that the two girls would join the family
recreations. Soon Gladys was singing, accompanied on the

piano by her sister. No one ever gave Gladys's childish talent

a half thought, until one night a neighbor stopped by to

see her mother.

"I enjoy your singing so much, my dear," she said. "Last

night my husband and I simply hung out the window to

hear you sing 'The Lost Chord.'
"

Then it was that the Swarthouts sat up sharply, for "The

Lost Chord" was Gladys's song! For a little while after that,

Gladys dreamed of being a great prima donna. Then she

entered high school and was too busy to think of singing.

She forgot all about having a career. She studied voice under

compulsion, with off-hand assurance and no expectation of

doing anything but marrying the best dancer in school.

But even then fate was catching up with her. When she

was 13, and had been studying voice' about -six months,

Gladys sang at a small home concert that her teacher was

giving. All of the other performers were older, but her

teacher used her as an example that "contrary to opinion,
if a child sings continuously, it is not harmful providing
she has a teacher to guide her."

Gladys chose "My Cavalier" for her song. She sang

smoothly until she came to the high note at the end. Her
voice broke. She stamped her foot and whirled around to

her teacher at the piano. "We'll repeat that," she dictated,

"from the beginning."
The teacher was so amazed at the arrogant child that she

did start again, from the beginning. This time Gladys hit

the high note clearly and the audience, completely delighted
with the youngster's pluck, rose to its feet and cheered.
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After that concert a friend approached Gladys's mother.

"That child should study," she said. "Someday she'll be great.
We've just had a family conference and well advance the

necessary money."
The mother was not quite ready for Gladys to stop her

education, so they marked time. Singing lessons continued.

Meanwhile Gladys had pinned up her curls, pretended she

was 19, and applied for the position of soloist in their church

choir.

"I'm ashamed to admit now," she says, "that I didn't try
to get the job because I wanted to advance my musical

experience. I did it because I had sat in church Sunday after

Sunday watching the former soloist move her music up and

down in time to the music and I couldn't stand it another

instant!"

When Gladys's mother felt that her daughter's education

and her voice were ready, she moved the family to Chicago,
to study at the Bush Conservatory (recently Gladys received

a Doctor of Music degree from her old professors). And it

was then that Gladys lost her childhood carelessness and

developed her sense of responsibility. ("Now," says her

husband, "she's the most conscientious woman alive. She

never forgets, never leaves anything undone.") She knew
that her voice was responsible for uprooting the lives of her

mother and sister. She knew that, because of her voice, the

family had gone deeply into debt. She began to study seri-

ously. She was weighed down with a sense of obligation

to her mother, to the people who had advanced the money
for study. She knew, even at that early age, that she would

not be happy until the debt was paid. And it was this driv-

ing impulse that was probably greatly responsible for push-

ing her quickly into an active career, so that today she
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doesn't look old enough to have done the things listed

beneath her name.

Her sister left Bush Conservatory to go to college, but

Gladys could not spare the time. Even from the beginning,

she managed to earn money. Her first job was that of soloist

at a Christian Science Church, for which she received $86.68

a month. At the same time she was taking a full course at

the conservatory. And then, one of the prominent women
in the church sent her to see her husband, an executive of

the Balaban & Katz chain of movie theaters. Balaban & Katz

were doing the forerunners of the big musical extravaganzas
that later became such an important part of the program at

de Iwce moving picture houses. Gladys and her sister were

hired her sister to play the piano, Gladys to dance and

sing ballads. This is a part of the Swarthout career that the

concert publicists and high-priced opera press agents are

apt to ignore. Miss Swarthout is equally eager that it be

known.

"I can never be thankful enough for that experience,"
she says, "for it gave me a chance to face an audience for

the first time. And I promise you, you had to work for those

movie audiences. For the stage performances were just some-

thing that happened before the movie."

"I never stopped my school studies or my church sing-

ing. And I played four and five shows a day. But I kept

myself going by the knowledge that we were self-supporting
at last and even beginning to repay some of the borrowed

money. Each month the check from the church was mailed

to my backers in Kansas City."
And she recalls delightedly one incident during those

hurried days. She came home from school so tired that she

stretched out on the bed to relax a minute before she left
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for the theater. She fell asleep and wakened an hour later,

to discover that she had just 15 minutes in which to get to

the theater, make-up and be on the stage. She snatched her

make-up box, rushed down to a cab, did her face during the

trip and arrived breathless on stage just in time to start

her dance. She took the dance slowly, but when the rime

came to sing, her heart was still pounding so wildly that she

had to speak the words.

Miss Swarthout has never danced on the stage since, except
in "Carmen" and "The Merry Widow." (In private life,

she likes to dance every chance she gets. Her only regret is

that these chances are so few and far between. A singer
cannot risk the rapid changes in temperature that a simple
exercise like dancing would produce because of the imme-

diate effect on her throat. But she married the best dancer

she knew, after all. For her husband learned his tango from

Isadora Duncan.) But soon afterward she began her serious

musical career.

Her first symphony appearance was with the Minneapolis

Orchestra; soon afterward she did a series of concerts in the

Middle West. Then a friend of hers, who was head of

a large music company in Chicago, took her aside, "It's

time for you to give an audition at the opera house," said

she.

Miss Swarthout was terrified. This same friend had shep-
herded her down to sing for every music celebrity who had

stopped in Chicago even between trains. She had obeyed

docilely. But opera was different. To Gladys, it was some-

thing for only a few great voices with foreign training,

and usually foreign names, too. To her mother, it was some-

thing not quite respectable the Balaban & Katz episode

had been made quite all right because Gladys was working
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for the husband of a church member. But, because her friend

persisted,
she finally went to audition.

Quite simply, she was accepted. And then she was even

more terrified. At the time of the audition, she knew no

complete operatic part. During the summer, she learned 23

parts. And in her first season she sang more performances
than any other member of the company, 58 in all. She had

never sung in Chicago before, except at the Conservatory
concerts. She knew little of foreign languages, and nothing
of how to handle herself on the stage. The hard work she

had done before gave her a good basis of discipline. But she

always had time to realize her amazing good fortune.

She studied languages and she learned her parts. The opera
house was a fascinating world where all languages were

spoken and where she could sit and watch the people whom
she had only heard from the very top of the gallery be^

fore. She accepted advice from everyone the scene

shifters to Garden and Chaliapin. Being Gladys Swarth-

out, and shy, she didn't know how honored she was, when
once Chaliapin stopped a rehearsal of "Boris" to ex-

plain to her what her reactions should be in their scenes

together.
From Chaliapin too, she learned about stage fright. One

night they were singing "Faust." Gladys had been too busy
to think of being frightened by an audience. ("And I was too

young and too unimportant to have much of a sense of

responsibility," she says soberly.) But, as she stood in the

wings waiting to go to sing Siebele's aria, she was astonished

to see Chaliapin pacing up and down backstage, looking
almost green under his make-up. She ran to the stage

manager. "I'm afraid he's ill," she cried.

The stage manager looked at her pityingly. "He's just
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nervous. Haven't you noticed? He's always like that before

he goes on."

And that night she had her first attack of stage fright when
she made her entrance. And she has had it with her ever

since particularly accentuated whenever she has had to

sing the part of the boy in "Faust," the part she sang that

night. In fact, Gatti-Casazza, while he was still director

at the Metropolitan, finally omitted that particular part from
her repertoire. He was afraid that some night she would not

be able to go through with it at all.

After the Chicago opera experience, she sang at Ravinia

for three seasons. Ravinia, a suburb of Chicago, was at that

time the home of Summer Opera. It was a beautiful
setting,

for the performers sang on a star-lit stage and the audience

sat in the open air, on benches underneath the trees. At the

time she was singing at Ravinia there was no exchange of

stars between the Chicago Civic and New York Metropoli-
tan opera companies during their regular seasons. But to

Ravinia came such stars as Rethberg, *\lartinelli, Edward

Johnson, Bori, Mario. Pappi was the conductor and Pelletier

his assistant. And so Gladys Swarthout had her first contacts

with her future colleagues. The year with the Chicago Civic

Opera had been fine schooling. Ravinia was post-graduate.
For Ravinia was not only a wonderful experience, but it

gave her a name, an identification with well-known singers

that made concert work easy to get. "It would have taken

me twice as long without that association," she insists. And
the conductors sympathized with her eagerness to learn, and

were always willing to help her. (This was still true when

she went to the Metropolitan.) She remembers the opera
"Norma" particularly. The music is extremely complicated;

no singer can pick it up quickly. Tullio Serafin, who was
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leading conductor at the rime, worked with Gladys on the

part of Adalgisa in odd moments all during two seasons.

One Spring in Cleveland, when the opera was on tour, the

mezzo-soprano who had been singing the difficult Adalgisa

part,
fell ill. Gladys Swarthout, to the astonishment of the

entire cast, was able to step into the part with no rehearsal.

And Serafin's coaching also enabled her to step into the

difficult part of Mrs. Dean in "Peter Ibbetson" on the

following day.
While the summers at Ravinia were most important from

the standpoint of opera training, it was in concert tours

during the winters that she made her living. Her debt was

constantly decreasing and she was able to devote herself

to much more intensive study. During Ravinia summers, the

Metropolitan was naturally constantly under discussion.

Miss Swarthout honestly didn't want it yet. She did not feel

that she was ready. But one day, when she was leaving for a

concert in the East, a friend wired her that he had arranged
an audition. She had no alternative but to go through with it.

For even a girl from Deepwater knows that you don't refuse

an invitation from that august institution.

She wasn't nervous or eager. She didn't want the job.

Julio Gatti-Casazza, the great director of the Metropolitan,
was in the darkened audience. Miss Swarthout sang one

number and started to leave the stage. There were murmurs
from out front and a voice called her to sing another number.

She sang it* and again gathered up her music. They asked

for still another. She was more surprised than flattered. And
she was convinced that everybody's time was being wasted,
for she was sure the Metropolitan couldn't possibly want

her; and she was equally sure that even if they did, she

would be much too frightened to accept.
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The Metropolitan, as it turned out, did want her. They
called her hotel the next day and offered her a contract

which she refused. But in the next few weeks, her ambirious-

for-Swarthout friends talked to her. After a little while she

decided the offer was too flattering to refuse.

So she moved East and began a new life. "It was hard

to do," she says. "Probably because I hate leaving friends

and places where I have been happy and have felt at home.

But I have never regretted it. I found living in the East

wonderfully stimulating and the Metropolitan was thrill-

ing."
The first season at the Metropolitan very closely paralleled

her first season at Chicago. She took part in 56 performances,
more than any other performer. It was not unnatural that she

played a number of boys' parts the tights are a bit trying
for the average woman opera singer. Miss Swarthout was

the answer to an impressario's prayer for such parts as Siebele

in "Faust," Frederick in "Mignon," Stephano in "Romeo
and Juliet," and a number of other so-called soubrette parts.

Almost immediately, the motion picture industry and the

radio wanted her. But her head was not turned. She realized

that if she were going to become really important in music,

her first great opportunity was the opera.

She refused radio, except for guest appearances, although
since she has done considerable in that medium. She has

been starred on such programs as Palmolive Soap, Firestone,

and is now the star of Prudential's "The Family Hour."

She feels that radio is extremely exacting. "Your voice goes
out to thousands of people," she says. "Many more than

you could possibly ever sing to in person. But it isn't the

numbers that frighten me. It's the inevitability. That little

metal box takes your voice and hurls it out it's got to be
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right. In opera, if you make a mistake, you can cover it

with a little acting. A bright smile has compensated for many
a vocal flaw in a concert. In motion pictures and recording,

there is always a retake. But in radio, you have only one

chance. That's the reason I die a thousand deaths every time

I sing on the air."

After her third season at the Metropolitan she accepted
her first regular radio series and after her fifth she was finally

induced to go to Hollywood to try pictures.

Hollywood puzzled Gladys. Directors, who knew what

to do with ordinary stars, were equally dazed and alarmed

at having to handle a prominent singer. She finally over-

heard one of them say to his producer, "What on earth do

I do with her when she isn't singing?"

Everything worked against her. The stories they gave her

were highly stilted and improbable. She herself didn't seem

to conform to what an opera singer should be. So the execu-

tives finally decided the only thing they could do would
be to make her over in the Hollywood pattern.

Gladys Swarthout had always worn her hair the same

way parted in the middle and to her shoulders, with a

soft halo of curls around her face. The experts said it

wouldn't do for the movies, so they frizzled it. Valentina had

made her a special wardrobe for California, because the

temperature is warm during the day and cool at night. The
studio wouldn't let her wear it, but designed "opera star"

clothes for her that did all the wrong things. And Gladys
was so young, and so amazed at Hollywood, that she did not

have the courage to insist about things she knew were right.

(She has now, I might add, for in the last movie she made,
she did her own make-up, her own hair and wore her

personal wardrobe.)
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But it took a really bad movie to make her realize that

the person who is paying you, isn't necessarily always right.
And a taste of Hollywood life made her suspect that she

might have something to contribute to Hollywood, too. For,
after she had finished her work and was about to go back to

New York, she went to a party given by Sam Goldwyn,
movie czar. She looked about her and was amazed to see

several great stars wearing almost duplicates of the Valen-

tina wardrobe she had imported to Hollywood the year
before the same wardrobe the picture fashion experts
had rejected. Later she even saw these same copies on the

screen. And, during dinner, Norma Shearer leaned over and

said to Gladys Swarthout, "Your hair is so charming. I had it

copied in wigs for me when I play 'Romeo and Juliet' it is

so young, so like Juliet. I hope you don't mind."

Gladys said she didn't mind. She didn't she merely
wanted to bash her brains out on the nearest Hollywood
sidewalk. Since then, she has made five motion pictures;

"Rose of the Rancho," "Give Us This Night," "Champagne
Waltz," "Romance in the Dark" and "Ambush." Each one

has been just a little better, more professional. In fact, Holly-
wood has learned such respect for Gladys Swarthout the

actress that in "Ambush" they didn't have her sing at all!

She isn't superior about Hollywood for she feels that the

possibilities there are limitless. But she also knows that her

stories so far have not been worthy of the music and lyrics.

And she feels that the moving picture industry itself is not

aware of the great medium they have and of what eventually

can be done with it.

But Miss Swarthout's first interest is, and always will be,

singing. She doesn't plan to extend herself beyond that;

decisions about movies and radio are left to her husband.
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Her fervent advice to any girl with a good voice is, "Don't

talk about building a career. First of all, build a voice. The

career will take care of itself."

She is the only woman singer at the Metropolitan who
has ever graduated there directly from supporting parts to

title roles. In fact, a number of her music-wise friends advised

her to further her career by leaving after her first season and

going elsewhere to star; then returning to the Metropolitan

as a lead singer. Miss Swarthout reached stardom by the

simple device of studying more and more, improving her

voice and her knowledge of music.

Her chief operatic roles are in "Mignon," "Carmen,"

"Norma," "Forza del Destino," "Tales of Hoffman," "Peter

Ibbetson." She has sung not only with the Metropolitan, but

also in the seasons at Chicago, San Francisco, Cincinnati,

and St. Louis operas. She does much concert work; and has

appeared once in light opera, "The Merry Widow," at

Central City. At the height of her concert season October

through March she averages five nights a week on Pull-

mans and often has to make frantic plane-train-car junkets
to fill engagements in the West and get back to New York
for broadcasts. Her annual income is in the neighborhood of

$100,000 but heavy expenditure in running the business,

and in items such as travel, concert wardrobes, publicity,

accompanist, commissions, insurance and music, only leave

her about 15 cents on the dollar.

She studies harder every year. During her busy season,

from 15 to 20 hours each week are taken up with practicing.

During the summer, when she lives on her farm in Redding
Ridge, Connecticut, she has time to practice five hours a day.

"It isn't an easy life," she says, "but it is
fascinating. There

are a great many things you must sacrifice to it. You must
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keep yourself in buoyant good health. Smoke-filled rooms

and late hours are not for you. Sports are excellent but in

moderation. You must constantly be careful not to let your-
self get over-tired, or catch colds. A very rare cigarette is

a luxury you can permit yourself I smoke about one a

month. Over-indulgence in food or drink, is absolutely off

your schedule."

One of Gladys Swarthout's greatest trials is the entertain-

ment that often accompanies a concert tour. When she is

scheduled for an engagement, friendly townspeople usually

plan some sort of "small" reception "for two or three

hundred people," she says ruefully. Occasionally, when she

has a free day between engagements, she tries to attend these

parties. But she has found that she cannot do it and sing her

best.

She has discovered that the bestway to forestall any events

of this kind is to tell her prospective hostess, "I have been

hired to sing and that is my important job. I can't sing well

and go to parties. Please forgive me."

At first, she admits, there was some bitterness. Now, even

the most ardent lion-hunting hostess has been made to under-

stand that Gladys Swarthout's career is music, and music

alone. She doesn't mix anything with it. If she had to give up
concert work, or accept concert plus entertainment, I am
sure she is such a strong individualist that she would imme-

diately, without any question, turn to some more solitary

form of music.

"When you think you can be a really good singer," she

says, "you must be prepared to give up your life quite cheer-

fully to it. Don't plan to sing unless it means enough to you
to do this. For singing is completely personal. Like being
born and dying, it is something you must do alone, A teacher
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can help, but only help. You must have the strength and

character to make your voice what it should be."

Out of her own career, she has learned three lessons well.

The first, that you must be an individual, even if it takes

enormous courage. The second, that your voice must be such

a well-trained instrument that you can forget it, so that your

public is never conscious of singing technique. And a piece
of advice which came from Mary Garden: "Listen to other

singers with a broad point of view and an open mind. Young
students are too critical. A little humility will go a long way
toward opening new paths and smoothing old ones."
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RUBY ROSSWOOD
DECORATOR

As I WAS going up in the elevator to Ruby Ross Wood's

decorating shop, my friend whispered to me, "Don't be

afraid of her. That grande dame attitude of hers is simply
to scare people away, so many of them bore her. The trouble

with Ruby is, she is just too intelligent.
5 *

It was a bad beginning, for I had come with no thought
of being scared. I had been doing some writing on decorat-

ing and trotting in and out of a great many of the top-rung

decorating and design shops in New York. As I trotted, I

usually stopped and took time to ask, "Who is the ranking
decorator in New York?" Almost invariably, the reply
had been, "Ruby Ross Wood."

So I had to see Ruby. By the time I reached her, I don't

know what I expected. I had heard of the all-red room she

had done in her apartment, of a bedroom with licorice

black rugs and walls. Of the exhibitions she had done of

Fantasy in Decoration, of the Exhibition of Bad Taste. I

expected a flitter-budget, possibly, or some one living in

another world, ornate with Victorian clocks and bunches

of great "amusing" red roses.

Ruby Ross Wood isn't like any of these. She is warm and

amusing. She is as practical as a penny bank. And she is

smart. Her mind bounces paces ahead of you. She probably
could have been a success at anything. It happened, by one of

those odd sequences of events, to be decorating.

She was born in Monticello, Georgia, oldest of eight

children, in a town that was still feeling the backwash of
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poverty from the Civil War. It would be pleasant to report

that the beautiful old house, with its magnificent old family-

furniture, gave her the background which later made her

turn toward decorating. But it isn't strictly true. The house

she was born in, was a gracious and beautiful old Southern

home, with columns in front and wings at the sides. But soon

after Ruby was born her mother sold the house and its 700

surrounding acres and moved down nearer her friends to

an Edwardian house which Mrs. Wood says, "could not have

been homelier."

The house was bare, the furniture make-shift. In an effort

to make her own bedroom more pleasant, .Ruby used to cut

out pictures from magazines and pin them on the wall. Even
her education was unembroidered. She went to a little coun-

try school, where all the classes sat together and the funda-

mentals of arithmetic and spelling overpowered all of the

fancier things of life. But Ruby's grandfather was an artist.

And an old maid aunt used to tell the children stories every

night.
It was this aunt who inspired Ruby to write. There was

no question of going away to school. So at 16, Ruby began

sending poems and stories and articles to the Atlanta

Journal. Each week she wrote under another pseudonym;
her writing was published, but she received no pay* Ruby
decided that she must hunt for other fields. With $100 bor-

rowed from her grandmother all the help she ever had

she set out to New York with two friends.

"My great advantage was that I didn't have sense enough
to be afraid," she says. "I went into the New York Times
and asked to see the editor. They were so astonished that I did

get in to the Sunday editor and he gave me an assignment."
She writes like mad today. She is doing a book on beds now.
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Even then, her freshness and excitement made up for edu-

cation and experience. She had no trouble getting jobs. She

wrote on space rates for the newspapers, did personality
articles for magazines. One summer she edited a farm journal
for Hearst. This experience is memorable because her assis-

tant, a young man, city-bred, wrote a caption on a picture
of a bull, referring to it as a "heifer." Ruby, a farm girt knew
better. But Ruby, a Southern lady, was too refined to call a

bull a bull. The artists many of them now famous in the

big editorial room where Ruby had her desk, still remember

her storming excitedly up to her assistant and saying, "This

this isn't a lady cow! Can't you recognize a gentleman cow
when you see one?"

By 19 1 1, she was practically on the regular staff of Deline-

ator Magazine. In those days it was the training ground for a

great many people Elmer Davis, Sinclair Lewis, Walter

Lippman, John O'Hara, Charles Hanson Towne. Theodore

Dreiser was editor. Ruby did personality stories for them.

One day Dreiser sent for her.

"I have just contracted for a series of articles on decorating
with Elsie De Wolfe. I want you to do the introduction and

edit them."

Ruby was startled. "But I don't know anything about

decorating! How can I?"

Dreiser smiled. "You probably don't realize that when you
do an interview you invariably do the background just as

much as you do the person you're talking about. That's why
we picked you."

It was the turning point of her life. Elsie De Wolfe was in

France. Ruby wrote the introduction to the series, then dis-

covered to her amazement that De Wolfe was ready to

supply the decorating information, but wanted Ruby to do
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the actual articles. There's an old saying that a reporter who
writes a story on how to bathe a baby is immediately a baby

expert. Ruby wrote decorating articles for a year. She

couldn't help learning a lot about fundamentals and rules.

That first year, the De Wolfe series brought 5,000 letters

record mail in those days. Ruby answered them, became

more and more involved in decorating problems. The second

year, she contracted for another De Wolfe series to appear
in Good Housekeeping Magazine. By this time, the decorat-

ing world was beginning to recognize her; realized that a

great part of the De Wolfe articles was really done by Ruby.
The Century Publishing Company asked her to do a book

and sign her own name. Ruby felt it would sell better under

Elsie De Wolfe's name. So she wrote it that way. That book

was The House of Good Taste and it has been a best-seller

for thirty years.

When die book came out, Rodman Wanamaker bought
hundreds of copies, to distribute among all his executives and

all the salespeople in his home furnishing department. Finally,

he decided that was not enough he wanted the author of the

book, too. So he persuaded Ruby to come down to Wana-
maker's store and start a decorating department. So, from

writing about decorating, Ruby was pushed into doing it.

Oddly enough, it was a natural transition. Ruby knew so

definitely what should be done, and she had such a natural

flair, that she never felt a moment's panic. From the begin-

ning she was sure of herself, certain of her taste.

She stayed at Wanamaker's ten years. It was the first

decorating service in a department store. She was the first

person even to attempt to show furniture in its proper room

settings the start of the so-called "furnished" and "model"

rooms of today. She went abroad, buying. They were grand
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and stimulating days. She did not only the \

houses, but houses for all of their relatives and friends and for

hundreds of other people. . . in New York, Philadelphia,
Palm Beach.

In 1925 Ruby Ross married Chalmers Wood. Her husband

was anxious to have her stop working, so she gave up her job
and turned her attention to their house on 38th Street. But

clients began to gravitate toward her. It was impossible for

her not to be busy. At last her husband persuaded her to give

up everything. They sold their New York house and moved
down to their place in Maryland. He loved fox hunting, but

a week-end of fox and hounds was usually enough for Ruby.
She tried to settle into the life of the country-side. . . tried

desperately hard. But sheknew she was never going to be able

to be happy unless she worked.

She came back toNew York and opened a shop of her own.

And the clients came. For Ruby has a touch. And a rare

feeling for color. Back in 1916, before even the dressmakers

dared to use light-high-keyed colors, Ruby electrified New
York by painting the ground floor of her house on Eleventh

Street pure pink. Because she has worked familiarly with fine

old furniture, she has little reverence for it and an impatience
with period rooms. She likes to use modern wallpapers and

chintzes with classic furniture. Yet, despite her quick and

soaring imagination, she does not believe in imposing her taste

on a client. She thinks there is nothing more terrifying than

a decorator who leaves her individual touch on a room. She

believes that you can do much more interesting and exciting

things by studying your client and reflecting him in the

setting of the room you plan for him. . . or her, as the case

may be.

A perfect example of this is the apartment she did for
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Air. and Mrs, Ludwig Bemelmans. In one room, the walls are

frescoed with copies of Mr. Bemelmans's own distinctive art-

work. There is a mirror from Quito, the locale of one of his

books. There are old Pennsylvania Dutch chairs, which he

picked up in his journeys. And a chest from the Tyrol. A
fireplace is in the same shocking pink which he uses so much
in his paintings. The whole apartment is wonderfully imagin-
ative, yet pure Bemelmans. It looks like something he might
have done himself. Ruby Ross Wood interprets her clients'

homes in terms of themselves.

Another client of hers is Ina Claire. Ruby did her New
York apartment and several rooms in her Hollywood house.

In doing settings for Ina Claire, Ruby always builds them

around Miss Claire's own loveliness. Ina likes to see herself

against the fabrics and colors that Ruby is going to use

thus, whenRuby does rooms for her, they are always a jewel-
case for the blonde Claire beauty.

In planning settings for Ilka Chase, Ruby considered not so

much her client's looks as her unrestrained and vivid person-

ality. She put every color in the world into Miss Chase's

rooms filled them with original drawings done by
friends; books, comfortable chairs, conversation groupings.
The result is a room that looks like Ilka Chase and that

is very personally hers. "And tremendous fun to do," says

Ruby.
For her sister-in-law, Mrs. Louis Bromfield, Ruby designed

a bed that is one of the talking pieces of this country. It has a

scalloped headboard decorated with names of her famous

husband's novels. Dramatically, in the center, she used the

title of his book A Good Woman and framed it in ribbons

and true-love bow-knots.

She likes to do all kinds of work. In addition to the great
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houses in which she had had a hand, her decorating has ex-

tended to hotels, clubs, boats, railway cars. Besides her city

apartment, she has a country place at Syosset which Harper's
Bazaar Magazine described as "A one-story, Malmaison sort

of house she designed herself. . . here you may come upon
her any quiet off-business afternoon, rug over knees, glasses
at nose end, playing solitaire."

In her own opinion, her greatest contribution to decorating
is an imaginative and uninhibited use of color she frankly
admits that she has a real talent for it. If anything marks her

work, it is the original use of unexpected shades. She also has

an unexpected and lively approach to decorating as a pro-
fession.

From her early days, she has amused herself and her friends

by giving exhibitions. Back at the time when she was writing
the Elsie De Wolfe articles, she opened a little Modernists'

Gallery. So far as she can discover, she was the inventor of

the word "Modernist." She showed all kinds of modern

pictures and fabrics from all over the world. She put most

of the money she made into it. People came to look, were

amused, but never bought anything. Finally, she went

so far into debt that she had to give it up and as a

result of that experience, was unsold on modern art for a long
time.

But one spontaneous exhibit during that Modernists' Gal-

lery experience, she remembers with delight. It was called the

Exhibition of Bad Taste. It was just before the first Armory
Show of modern pictures. She thinks that perhaps people
were exhibition-minded. Because she had no intention of

attracting the public and the public flocked in. The show

had more publicity than any decorating exhibition ever be-

fore put on in New York. Everything in it was begged or
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borrowed. Into that little converted stable on 39th Street

were packed Victorian horrors, modern-day shockers, fan-

tastic ornaments, rescued from attics and store houses and

dark corners of homes. Many of them were surprisingly valu-

able probably the only reason they had survived. Ruby
charged joe. admission, it was the only time she ever made

money out of the Modernists' Gallery.
As she became more and more a top-flight decorator, with

leisure and money to indulge her whims, she remembered

this first exhibition. And so she has had two other exhibitions

in her present delightful Madison Avenue offices full of

beautiful old desks, charming old pieces of china and glass,

books to the ceiling, low chairs, ash trays. The first was of

mirrors. She believed that a mirror should be selected as

thoughtfully as a painting. Yet she had the strong conviction

that, because a mirror reflects the everyday passing scene

of men and women in modern dress, doing modern things,
it should be specifically contemporary, no matter what per-
iod home it finds itself in. She began buying up old mirror

frames, painting them in new colors. She asked artists to

present original designs. The exhibition created a furore,

was a tremendous social success.

But her favorite and probably best-publicized, was on

Fantasy in Decoration, done with James Pendleton. The

opening was as terrific as any first night.

Everybody came. Charles MacArthur passed peanuts to

Helen Hayes. Lucius Beebe rubbed refined shoulders with
Edna Woolman Chase, editor of Vogue. Ruby rated columns
of newspaper space. Actually, the exhibit represented some-

thing about which she feels very seriously and warmly. On
the program, she did a foreword. Which, incidentally, shows
how well she writes.
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"ESCAPE FROM BOREDOAIE. Men and women of

ever)- age have expressed their fantasy in new and strange
household gods. The taste of a period no sooner found its

standards than it was betrayed by those adventurous souls

who sought to escape from its boredome. When Mrs,

Montagu decided to hang her bedroom in feathers, in 1781,

it was the talk of the town. Poets sang of it, essayists laughed
at it, but everyone wanted to contribute a feather. When our

grandmothers wrote voluminous letters begging for bits of

bright silk for their crazy-quilts they were pursuing a like

fantasy. King Solomon is supposed to have received the

Queen of Sheba on a floor of glass under which fish swam for

her astonishment and pleasure. Homer sang of the fair ivory
chair of Helen of Troy on its purple carpet. We read that in

the Golden House of Nero there were ivory panelled ceil-

ings which spilled flowers and perfumes on his guests. Philip

of Spain boasted of his chairs of rock crystal and silver.

Cardinal Wolsey had two hundred and eighty guest beds,

each formally christened with a high-sounding name. An
ancient Duke of Burgundy had gilt leather summer carpets.

Montezuma had an apartment hung with jewelled humming
bird feathers. Isabella d'Este, four hundred years ago, had a

magnificent mezzanine floor built and furnished for her pet
dwarfs. Madame de Pompadour built a conservatory and

filled it with porcelain flowers properly scented. Marie An-
toinette adored her Chinese roundabout with its sham pea-
cocks. She also stuffed her mattresses with rose petals and

filled the Trianon gardens with gilt and porcelain flowers in

winter. We read of Indian floors of blue crystal, of Italian

floors covered with cloth of gold, of Persian rooms panelled
with ivory and emerald headed nails, ofTurkish rooms walled

in mother-of-pearl, of crystal beds with green velvet mat-
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tresses in India, of English mirrors framed in amber, and

Greek bread-baskets made of ivory strips,
of ten thousand

and one such ancient wonders is it surprising that we are

bored with maple chairs and hooked rugs?
"

She dedicated the show "with permission" to a great

many celebrities. To Louis Bouche, because he combined

lace curtains and fish in his paintings and the public admits

it is art. To Air. and Mis. Alexey Brodovitch, because of their

fantastic collection of hands in a pale blue room. To Lynn
Fontanne and Alfred Lunt, because they brought Swedish

1 8th Century elegance into their Wisconsin farmhouse, even

to a fabulous Baroque ceiling dripping with cupids. To Helen

Hayes, because she had all the best Victoriana and "what

Victoria had not taste and humor." To Claggett Wilson,

for his decoration of a hall in New York's smart River House
dark tete de negre lacquer walls overlaid with silver, with

feathery trees of sparkling color like jewels. And to a long
list of others, including Airs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Airs. T.

Reed Vreeland, Richardson Wright, Hatrie Carnegie, Je-

rome Zerbe. Some of these people were her clients, others

friends, still others just people whose spirit she admired. Alost

of them came to her party, drank champagne, went away and
talked about the exhibition. Which was precisely what she

wanted.

Although Ruby Ross Wood came into the decorating bus-

iness in a rather unorthodox way, she has definite ideas about

the kind of training that makes good decorators. But first

of all, she believes strongly that any girl who hopes to be a

decorator should have a definite flair. She must have just
that little extra ability which makes her stand out from the

crowd. It helps ifyou are able to draw. Many good decorators

can't. But on the way up, any extra facility you have will
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count for you. And, whether you can draw or not, you do

need an art background, an understanding of color and how
to use it. Without a good basic knowledge of color and

harmony, you don't ever dare to be different and break the

rules.

Design schools are fine, and some of them have turned

out excellent decorators, she feels. But a design school only

develops qualities which are inherent in you you can't

expect them to make a decorator of anybody who stops in

off the street, with only the desire to be in an interesting

profession.
And it is an interesting profession. But more so than in

most, the beginnings are hard. You can, if you are lucky,
be employed as a sample girl by a decorator; your job is to

explore the market, wear out shoe leather and develop taste

and judgment by watching other people do the creative

work. You can also learn a certain amount and develop back-

ground by reading books and articles. But Ruby feels that

the best start in the world is in a department store.

In the first place, department store jobs are not hard to

get. Bright girls are always in demand. A girl who makes

good in the drapery or furniture department is sure to learn

much. She finds out how to handle a customer and guide her

judgment in a pleasant way. She has an excellent opportunity
to learn about the market. And she learns discipline.

This, of all things, is most important. A sales slip and a

cost sheet are part and parcel of a decorator's trade. Airs.

Wood has hired many a talented girl who proved impossible,

just because she couldn't find it important to be accurate.

Every decorator must be accustomed to figures, to working
with budgets. And the best decorators are proud of the fact

that they can keep within them.
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One of the boasts that nearly every good decorator makes

is that she can do a job on as small an amount of money as

any inexpensive department store and do it better. For,

though fine decorators get chances to work on magnificent
houses and hotels, they also must know how to cut corners,

to have infinite good taste and work miracles in any situation.

And no assistant can be more irritating than the charming,
talented girl \vho is without feeling for figures and method

and who invariably manages to get her employer and the job
into an unfathomable mess. No amount of ability or even

sheer genius can excuse that.

In addition to regular decorating \vork, there are numer-

ous positions with manufacturers where decorating training

is helpful. Some companies employ women who travel from

store to store, answering decorating questions with specific

relation to their merchandise. There are other styling jobs,

and positions answering decorating questions from custom-

ers. But all of these require some previous training and busi-

ness experience. And most manufacturers are most eager to

get young girls who have had, in addition to decorating

knowledge, actual experience at the point of sale, in stores.

Once you have fulfilled your preliminary apprenticeship on

the selling floor, you can pointtoward your goal. If your store

has a decorating department and you have shown ability
in that direction, that is a splendid training ground. Some

big stores have special attendants stationed in their furnished

homes or model rooms to answer questions another good
opportunity. Other organizations have training departments
which specialize in teaching salespeople not only the tech-

nique of selling, but rudiments of home decoration. Any
experience of this sort, plus that natural "x" quality, is wel-

come to the professional decorator. And, Mrs. Wood advises,
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don't be afraid to confess to a little outside studying, or a

night course in decorating in some school. There is nearly

always some spot for a girl who is capable and isn't afraid

to work hard.
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LOUISE TAYLOR DAVIS

ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE

THERE WAS A daywhen a copywriter, according to the fiction

in The Saturday Evening Post, lived in a plushy, movie-style

apartment; spent her evenings going to First Nights at the

theater; and, in odd moments, dashed off bright sayings while

sitting in a carpeted office with fresh flowers and Venetian

blinds.

Of course, such a girl
had to make a great deal of money.

Her silver foxes and minks alone ran into real expense. But,

in the stories, she had always arrived at her dizzy spot on

top of the ladder with comparative ease. She had climbed

over the scrawny necks of brighter, but less decorative copy-

writers, by charm appeal alone. Or she was one of those

natural wits from whose lips
the epigrams flowed effortlessly.

This story-book picture of the advertising copywriter

was, for a while, so well publicized that every girl who had

a tooth-paste smile and a nice pair of legs, wanted to go into

advertising. Of course, those were the dayswhen the advertis-

ing business was young and full of hocus-pocus. There is a

fabulous story about one young genius (male, this time) who
chartered a plane to go out to present an advertising campaign
on hose to a company. Unfortunately, when he arrived he

discovered that the prospective client made garden hose,

not ladies' hose, on which he had based his prospectus. There

are also other tales of giants-in-those-days.

Some young men could write only at night, in the dim

recesses of carpeted chambers, with pretty curly-headed
secretaries tip-toeing outside.
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One handsome young blond executive felt that his bril-

liant mind could function only when he was flat on his flat

tummy in a private office. And there is a tale about a dynamic

young genius who had a private handball court attached to

his ballroom-size office. He disliked, it is said, hiring any

young executives who were not proficient at the game.
It is hardly any wonder that, in those days, the girls who

wrote advertising copy had gilded reputations. Actually,

then, as now, it was often the girls who brought sanity into

a fairy-tale world. For women, despite all the fables you hear

to the contrary, are the ones who have always washed the

dirty dishes. And, when men stopped having inspirations,

it was often some quiet little girl copywriter in the back room
who put the name of the product, and its price, and what it

would do to the hall woodwork, in the advertisement.

Those glamour days of advertising fortunately are gone
forever. Advertising has grown up and come of age. Today,

writing and selling advertising is as hard and tough a job as

you can find. But it has one great advantage it does offer

jobs, and key jobs, to women. These women, however, are

seldom the dancing, cocktailing girls.
More often, they are

quiet and simple, without fanfare; without party wit; with-

out any mark of the career woman. Some of them are reputed
to earn captain-of-industry salaries, from $10,000 to $40,000
a year. But when you are with them, you are never conscious

of their success. They usually look nice, but they seldom

have the Hollywood hankering after furs and jewels, or the

pampered-wife passion for matching accessories.

They have a beautiful sense of humor. They have great

pride and pleasure in their homes, in their husbands and in

their children. They look down not in the least at the business

of being a good cook, a quick hand at the vacuum cleaner, a
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cow-milker or a vegetable canner. For these women who
have succeeded in reaching the top in advertising, are those

who have remained women.
One of the leading advertising women in America today

is Louise Taylor Davis. She is Associate Copy Director of one

of the largest and most successful advertising agencies in

America, Young & Rubicam. She looks neither like your fic-

tion copywriter, nor like your big business executive. Instead,

if you met her casually for luncheon, you might think of her

as simply an attractive woman. She has a gracious manner,

a well-groomed figure, and a faint trace of a Southern

accent. She is always gentle, always composed. You have to

know her well before you glimpse, beneath that air of repose,
a quick competence and a mind that snaps at every morsel

tossed to it.

Her position is important for two reasons. First, because

Young & Rubicam is one of the great agencies of America,

handling such accounts as Borden's milk (they invented Elsie,

the cow); Arrow Shirts; Birdseye Frosted Foods; Sanka

Coifee; Jell-O and numerous others. Second, because they are

regarded in the trade as an agency which puts first emphasis
on copy. There may not be many words in a Young & Ru-
bicam advertisement, but each phrase is carefully pruned and

polished.
The high standard of Young & Rubicam writing and of

their copywriters is tribute to their group of Associate Copy
Directors. Mrs. Davis must not only be a watch-dog to be sure

that copy is bright, sensible and selling; but she must also keep
an eye out for the kind of copywriters who can do Young &
Rubicam "style." And she writes as well as directs. She has

contributed much, for example, to the famous Johnson &
Johnson Baby Powder campaign in which the babies talk.
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She has also worked on Borden's Condensed and Evaporated
Milk, Cannon Sheets, Clapp's Baby Food, International Ster-

ling, Lipton's Tea, Sanforizing Shrinking Process, and Grape-
Nuts, Jell-O, and Swans Down Cake Flour, among others,

for General Foods.

Her advertising career is notable because it was in the days
of those bright-tongued literary boys and their dancing-

writing assistants that Mrs. Davis came into Young & Ru-

bicam, then a struggling two-year-old agency. She had been

writing fiction with considerable success for some time. But

she had a small daughter to support and she felt that she

wanted the stability of a regular salary. She brought two

extremely valuable gifts to Young & Rubicam. She could

write. And she was a practical home-maker.

She is Virginia reared and Virginia trained. Born on a farm.

A member of a large family. And schooled in the pre-Civil

War traditions of a Southern lady not to be helpless, but

to be able to run large houses and large families with ease

and charm.

The Messrs. Young &Rubicam were bright. From the very

beginning they acted on what is today one of the basic ad-

vertising theories: that, if awoman is yourultimate consumer,

why not get another woman to write to her? Louise knew
about canning and cooking, she knew about bathing a baby
and making curtains and slip covers. Her advertising copy
was full of womanly wisdom and knowledge. It seemed

simple, but it sold goods. And Louise has been with Young &
Rubicam ever since, nearly 20 years selling goods.
She thinks the advertising business offers a fine opportunity

to any young woman because it needs the woman's point of

view. But she is quite as firmly convinced that, while a girl

must retain her basic femininity and her woman's-eye-view
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of purchases, she must not trade on her sex in a business of-

fice. It is fine to understand completely the processes of your
woman customers' minds and emotions; it helps you write

good copy. But let your understanding be your own best

warning. An all-girl helpless posemay be charming in a draw-

ing room, and may even get you a husband. But it is only ir-

ritating and a little
silly

in an advertising office. For, if you are

hired to do a job even a woman's angle job you must do

it.

And, though Louise Davis is sure women are important in

advertising, she does not think that they should take it over.

Men are more competent, and better suited, to countless

phases of the business than women.

Actually, the workings of an advertising agency are far

more complicated and bewildering than they look from the

outside. Most uninitiates do not realize that it is harder to

tell a story in ten words, than in one hundred and ten. And,
in the second place, advertising writing is not just writing.
It is, essentially, selling hard selling, because you have room
for only a few words, you must attract attention, and the

space is usually expensive.
When you work in an advertising agency, you are em-

ployed by the client as an expert, a middle-man, to sell his

product in print. You must not only know how to advertise

that product, so that the public wants to buy it, but you
should also have a knowledge of all the various media

newspapers, magazines, radio, trade papers so you will

understand which is the most profitable way for tie client

to spend his money.
This mature judgment doesn't come from reading books

or even from listening to other experts, sadly enough. It is

usually the result of one thing years of experience, mistakes
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made, happy accidents, lessons learned in a bitter school. That

is why the bright young men and their dancing copywriter

partners were such a joke, and why they are obsolete today.

True, some of them are still in advertising. But the bright

young man of the 'zo's is middle-aged now. If he is still

in advertising, he has grown much wiser and calmer. Though
you would hardly believe it, he is often the rather quiet
and settled-looking man who sits behind the big mahogany
desk and advises embryo copywriters that there is no royal
road to advertising success.

For there isn't. If you have been naturally good at writing,
if you were the one who thought up the stunts at sorority

meeting and were asked to write class songs and poems, you
have a good chance of being a copywriter. But, when you
start, you must immediately accept the fact that you have

an enormous amount to learn.

A good way to cut your baby teeth in advertising is in a

department store. You won't get very much money $20 or

$25 is standard even in the big-city stores but you will

seldom be worth even that. You will start out on the kitchen

pots and pans, on the listing of month-end clearance sales

and notions. At first, you will leer jealously at the head

fashion copywriter and dream of what you might do, with

a chance to write her plump copy assignments. Then, one

day the fashion copywriter is sick. Or she is busy. Or she is

discharged. Without half a thought, the assistant advertising

manager you haven't seen the advertising manager, except
in meetings, since the day you were hired throws you a

piece of fashion copy. And you find that it isn't so easy.

For by that time, if you are worth three pins, you have

discovered that, in order to write a good advertisement, you
must have all the facts. You rush down and interview the
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buyer. You find out everything you can about that black

wool dress. You investigate the seams. Maybe you even try

it on, yourself. Then you ask the salespeople in the depart-

ment about it ... why it will sell, if dresses like it have done

well. After that, it's a simple matter of tracing its fashion

significance from the magazines or your own knowledge,
if you've kept up.
You have, by that time, pages of information. You could

write a short novel. Only you don't. For when the layout
comes through, you find to your horror, a tiny block of copy.
"I can't say it in this space," you moan.

But you do and how well you say it, depends on how

good an advertising woman you are. And whether you will

ever have a chance of stepping into the fashion copywriter's
shoes.

There is another way to learn the A B C's of advertising,

and that is as a secretary in an advertising agency. Here

again, you go in without bugles blowing. You may confess

to the office manager, when you are applying for a position,

that you hope some day to write. But, mainly, you get your

job on the basis of your ability to take dictation and type.
And you keep it that way, too.

Your great advantage is that you are in a wonderful spot
to widen your ears and eyes and learn about advertising.
If you have any initiative and a sympathetic boss you
can, as you advance in his esteem, ask for an opportunity
to do odd writing jobs. It is seldom that a secretary jumps
from dictation to an office of her own, in one or two years.
But it has been done. And many of the big name copywriters
of today could, if necessary, shed their executive skins and

jump to a typing contest and do pretty well.

There are other routes to copywriting, too. Margot Sher-
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man, who now writes a great deal of woman-appeal adver-

tising copy for McCann Erickson, a large agency, started

out as a feature writer for a newspaper. A large department
store admired her descriptions of merchandise so much in

her shopping column that they hired her away, at a larger

salary. And some salespeople in stores have shown so much

ability in suggestive selling and the creation of smart ideas,

that they have been offered chances in advertising depart-
ments.

Actually, selling disagreeable as it may seem to the

person who likes to hide behind her typewriter is fine

training. I know of one mid-western advertising agency that

always sends a new copywriter out on a three months' house-

to-house tour, asking women about the product to which

she has been assigned. The writer usually returns dragging
her heels behind her it isn't easy work but it makes her

a great deal wiser and harder-of-head when she begins to

write the little words that go into the magazine advertise-

ments.

I also know some department stores which require their

advertising departments to have actual experience on the

selling floor, a certain number of hours each week. This

also comes under the heading of experience gained the hard

way. But it is excellent training, for it gives a writer a good
idea of the problems she must meet and of the job she

has to do.

There is a growing trend, toward specific research and

readership polls in advertising agencies. It is a little frighten-

ing, and amazing, but it is challenging, too. McCalFs Maga-
zine, for one, did an excellent poll on reader interest prov-

ing that doctors, babies and recipes led the field in attracting

women customers. This changes from time to time, of course,
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but it is a sample of the kind of information a copywriter
must know, and like to know, if she wants to be a success.

In department stores, the problem of the copywriter is

specific. She can see day-to-day figures. She can find out,

if she has the energy and the interest, which advertisements

"pull" and which ones leave her public cold. Certain elements

enter into the picture the weather, other stores' advertise-

ments, the rime of the month (before or after pay-day).
But this, too, is a liberal education, which is interesting as

well as enlightening. The copywriter who is all-curious,

has great chances of going far. The copywriter who is only
interested in words, and in getting her copy passed by her

superiors, has prospects not too rosy.

It used to be, in the transition period between the giant-

days and the modern fight-for-business epoch, that the de-

partment store copywriter was not welcome in advertising

agencies. Today, just the reverse is true. All advertisers

recognize the importance of basic store training and respect
it. And an agency, when it is doing a campaign, depends
as much upon subsidiary advertising, in trade papers and

broadsides, as upon the high-priced magazine advertisements.

I know one girl who used to work in department stores,

who today is handling the "consumer" copy for a great

many important accounts in an agency. The so-called "con-

sumer" copy is directed toward the public t mostly in maga-
zines and on the radio. Whenever she sees me, she is apt
to sit in a corner and complain that she is writing important

copy at a small salary. I recently talked to her copy chief,

an intelligent and charming person.
"The trouble with Susan," she confided to me, "is that

she cannot bring herself to write good, dowri-to-earth copy
for the trade magazines and for our sales presentations. The
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consumer copy is fine, but a person who is capable of earning
a large salary in an advertising agency must have a complete

picture of all phases of the business. She must be interested

in producing customers in all ways, not in just seeing her

words in magazines."
The girl

who gets one of the big-figure advertising sala-

ries whether she is in an agency or advertising manager
of a department store, or special consultant to a mail order

firm must have a good business head, and her feet firmly
behind the counter. I have seen some girls, good writers,

who did their daily copy chores not too badly, but who

kept their heads in the clouds, dimly dreaming of the days
when they would write fiction, or articles, or be magazine
editors. Some women can write fiction and be good advertis-

ing copywriters, too. But very few. Mostly, you have to

make up your mind to devote your thoughtful energy to

being a good advertising writer or toward being a story-
teller.

They are entirely different kinds of business. Copywriting
means having a good business head, as well as an ability to

write. It usually necessitates, also, a pleasant manner, so that

you can meet people and get along well with them. Many
a time, a copywriter must deal directly with the client,

handle corrections of copy and try to satisfy him and, at

the same time, preserve the advertisment which she feels

will sell merchandise.

In her capacity as Associate Copy Director of Young &
Rubicam, Mrs. Davis comes constantly in contact with

young people who want to write advertising copy. "It is

difficult to settle on what kind of preparation a girl should

have for a copywriting job, because the problem is always
so individual," she says. "Recently three young girls came
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into my office the same morning, all wanted to become adver-

tising copywriters. I suggested that one take a secretarial

course; the second I advised to get some sort of a selling

job she was not an exceptional writer, but she had a real

flair for figuring out merchandising angles; the third was

such an extraordinary writer even without experience, that

I urged her to try to go directly into an agency or a depart-
ment store as a copywriter."

Copywriting, she is certain, does not require the highest

literary talent. But you must be able to write clearly and

convincingly. Mrs. Davis usually advises girls who plan to

go into advertising, to take considerable English and the

writing courses offered in school. "There are also excellent

advertising courses and business courses," she says, "but

even while you are spending time and money on them,

realize that they are not enough. Your best preparation is

to study people, to find outwhy people use certain products,

why they want certain things. Ask questions of your friends.

During vacation get a selling job and look on it as one of

your regular school courses learn everything you can

while you are doing it. For the people you are going to have

to reach with your copy, are the people you meet every day.

They aren't going to be special folks whom somebody else

has tabulated and figured out for you. And the more you
know about people, the easier it will be for you to write

to them."

In Louise Davis's case, the experience she had to offer

was a definite writing talent, a good background of education

in home-making and ten years' actual experience in running
a home. In other cases, she has found that a good, lively back-

ground of store or even door-to-door
selling gives a

girl valuable copy training. And she thinks that marriage
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and having a home of her own and maybe a baby or two
sometimes helps a girl's copy.

She also tries to explain to
girls who come to her, that

there are many branches of advertising research, mer-

chandising, radio, production, as well as creative writing.
She feels that a girl is wise to examine all the fields carefully
before she makes up her mind and examine her own
talents in relation to those various fields.

If she meets people easily and is interested in them, she

might consider research. Many agencies maintain large re-

search departments which are constantly making surveys
on what people are doing, where they are spending their

money, what they like and dislike about certain products.
The young girl who works in research has a great deal of

meeting people to do and she must have a special talent for

it. The ultimate big-money jobs in research are not many,
but a background of research work is always good experience
for other branches.

Merchandising is the study of markets and of products
and of ways and means of selling products in the markets.

It is essentially woman's work and can be extremely well-

paid. Some women have a natural merchandising sense. To
find out if you are one of those women, get a job in a depart-
ment store. See if little ways to display merchandise are

always occurring to you, if you have bright ideas on how
windows could be arranged to appeal more to customers.

See if you can work out any new tricks to sell slow-moving
merchandise. (A toy buyer I knew was stuck with a great

many dolls. One of the bright girls in his department sug-

gested buying some toy roller skates and putting them on the

dolls' feet. In a week, he didn't have one of the roller skating
dolls in stock. That girl had merchandising sense.) If you
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find that you can, and enjoy working out little stunts like

this, your future is going to be both safe and interesting.

Stores will scramble for you. Industrial designers will like

you. And advertising agencies will pay you well.

Production which is the mechanical side of advertising,

the type-setting and ordering of cuts and buying of print-

ing requires special talent and interest in that field. The
art end of an advertising job also presupposes considerable

native ability. But, in between those technical jobs, there is

a field for women in styling advertising, in being sure that

the clothes selected for models and the furniture for rooms,

are in good taste. These are usually not jobs you can apply
for. But I know of several smart secretaries in advertising

agencies who have worked themselves into positions like

this, are getting good money, and find their jobs fascinating.

Radio writing the writing of straight commercials

requires the same kind of creative talent required for copy,

plus a certain feeling for dramatics. Actually, the dividing
line between magazine and radio advertising copy is not

sharp. Some writers can do both well. Some magazine writers

bloom when they find themselves in the freer field of radio.

Others, who do fine visual writing, discover that the radio

technique is not theirs. This is something that your bosses

know better than you. And it is something to worry about

after you have a copywriting position.

The one great flaw in advertising copywriting is in its

anonymity. You can't sign what you consider a great piece
of copy and let the world know you wrote it although
Kenneth Collins, who was in charge of advertising at R. H.

Macy's store in New York, once considered letting the ad-

vertising copywriters under him sign their initials to Macy
ads. As a matter of fact, often the greatest pieces of adver-
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rising copy are not those which trip lyrically on the tongue,
but those which are so simple that the average person
wouldn't even consider them writing.
For the main object, after all, in writing advertising copy,

is to sell merchandise. And the greatest piece of copy is the

one which interests the largest number of people and sells

the most merchandise. Sometimes you sacrifice dignity to

do it, sometimes you sacrifice every pretty word and picture,

sometimes you even have to sacrifice grammar. Your friends

(who don't know about clients' whims, about whole cam-

paigns torn up and rewritten overnight, about your struggle
to put a volume of information into 60 words of type) too

frequently look upon you as a business parasite. Your client

such is the ease of the written word frequently has the

secret hunch that, if he had time, he could have done better

than you. You often have the terrible shock of discovering
that your favorite advertisement, one which really was your
brainchild and satisfied you, simply isn't being read, accord-

ing to the research polls.

That is why the women who have reached the top in

advertising have a nice sense of humor. You have to, or you
can't stick. On the other hand, it is a pleasant and unusual

joy to work in a business where there are so many nice

people; where working conditions are grand; and where,

in spite of a few bad moments, you can have so much fun.
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IT TOOK a publicity man you know it 'would be a publicity
man to organize the secretaries of famous men. In his

travels from the offices of great man to great man, he dis-

covered secretaries were a very important factor.

If the secretary liked you and you were clever enough
to catch her esteem your path was eased. So one day, he

had a thought. He printed a number of certificates entitled

"Seraphic Secretaries" and sent them out to the women
secretaries whom he particularly admired.

The girls secretaries of such people as Lowell Thomas,
Herbert Hoover, Brigadier General Theodore Roosevelt

all had funny bones prescription # i for a good secretary.
The honorary degrees so amused them that they formed
a club. They meet sporadically they earn publicity in the

public press (which also appreciates the importance of sym-
pathetic, seraphic secretaries) and they have no trouble

getting famous speakers for their dinner affairs.

Katherine Grimm is one of the directors of "Seraphic
Secretaries, Inc." Katherine is tall, lovely looking and effi-

cient. She is secretary to Colby M. Chester, Chairman of the

Board of General Foods Corporation. She works in a white
and blue office that might be the dream of every girl who
aspires to a job. I've seen executives who had less pleasant

spots to work. She has three telephones, which ring often.

She has her own secretary, who answers those three tele-
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phones when Katherine is doing other important business.

And she meets such interesting people.
For Colby Chester is one of those active Chairmen-of-the-

Boards who not only keeps a strong hand on business but

who does countless other things, too. In the New York head-

quarters of General Foods, there are 865 persons. They have

offices in seven floors of the Postum Building at 250 Park

Avenue, New York it is the first building you see as you
come north out of Grand Central Station's concourse under

New York Central Building. Over 1 1,000 persons are in the

organization and Colby Chester is the chief executive officer.

In addition, he is prominent not only in business but also in

public spirited activities- He has helped in Red Cross Drives,

United Hospital Funds, United China Relief, Boys' Club

Drives and when Colby Chester helps, it means hours

a day on the telephone for his secretary.

In addition, Katherine has to keep the wolves from the

door. Naturally, any man in Mr. Chester's position has many
demands on his time some legitimate, some which should

be delegated to other sections of the organization, some

which must be tactfully shown the elevator. It is Katharine's

job to pick and choose. The highest compliment which can

be paid a secretary was handed to her quite unconsci-

ously by an executive of the organization. "We like her,"

he said, "not only for herself, but for her fairness in dealing
with people inside and out of the organization. She never

annoys us I can't imagine why, because we must con-

stantly annoy her."

It is another compliment to Katherine that her own secre-

tary who had heard that "it might be dull and hard work-

ing for another woman" enjoys working for Miss Grimm.

On the infrequent days that Miss Grimm is absent one of
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the Grimm phenomena is superior health so that she is no

annoyance to her boss the under-secretary has been heard

to wonder, "Everything runs so smoothly when she is here;

the instant she leaves I realize more than ever how efficiently

she handles things."
Katherine herself is extremely modest about her profes-

sion and proud. She was a smart girl to start out with,

which probably explains how she manages to help oil the

complicated wheels of General Foods machinery. She was

born in the Bronx of New York and won Gold Medals at

Public School just ask any New Yorker how hard that is.

Her family wanted her to go to college, but something rest-

less in her rebelled. After attending high school, she went

immediately to business school.

She studied book-keeping and stenography. From the

very start, she was a natural. And it wasn't only her ability

it was a certain grace and poise which lets her handle tough
situations today and still emerge gentle, charming and likable.

It is sometimes difficult for one woman to supervise another

woman, but Katherine does it with ease and friendliness.

The school recognized her talents with such delight that

she was sent out, before she was graduated, to answer a call

for secretary to John J. Dunnigan, who was in theNew York
Senate. He was in Albany three days a week. He needed

a secretary for very little work. So he gave her $8 a week
and let her study and complete her business course on his

time. It wasn't very long ago but those were the days
before secretaries were really appreciated. Nobody called

her seraphic. Katherine called herself a typist and considered

$8 a week generous.
After she was graduated, she won her business spurs as

stenographer to the credit manager of a small business. She
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made all of $15 a week, thought it terrific. But some secret

urge kept her fingers straying the "Help Wanted" section

of the newspaper. She found a job in Wall Street, in the

stenographic "pool" of the American Sugar Refining Com-

pany.
She thinks that one of the important things any typist

in the "pool" can do is to learn about the workings of the

company, what its aims are, how responsibility is divided,

who are the various division heads. "Pool" typists are usually
called on for substitute work. If a girl

is prepared not only

willing but efficient her chances of being chosen quickly
for a good secretarial job are greatly increased.

Before long, Katherine was secretary to James F. Brown-

lee, who was General Sales Manager. When he was offered

a position at General Foods, he asked Katherine to continue

as his secretary. For seven years they worked together.
A good secretary, says Katherine, should be completely

willing to do simple, ordinary tasks. If her employer's desk

has not been dusted, it is her job to do it and afterwards

call the porter. She must remember what engagements he

has personal and business. Many a secretary is called on

to do everything from shopping for her employer to having
his ties cleaned. This is part of her job. The more she does

without complaining, the more important she is and, oddly

enough, the greater her chances for shedding less interesting

responsibilities and taking on more important matters.

A number of secretaries at General Foods and other

organizations have become what amounts to assistants as

well as secretaries to their bosses, with gradual rise in im-

portance in the organization.
Katherine's ambitions have been mixed. She liked being

a secretary. But she also liked the General Foods organiza-
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tion. It appealed to her imagination. When Mr. Brownlee

left to join the Frankfort Distilleries in Kentucky, she stayed
with General Foods.

She was transferred to the secretaryship for the vice-

president in charge of Maxwell House Coffee sales. One day,
when Mr. Chester's secretary was ill, she received a call to

come up and substitute for her. The secretary never re-

turned, and Katherine has her favorite of all jobs now.

Because she knows a great deal about the General Foods

organization, she is an excellent buffer for Mr. Chester.

She knows exactly where to direct many of the people who
call on him for help. She also knows enough to handle

figures discreetly and intelligently and forget them the

instant they leave her typewriter. She is constantly stimu-

lated by the contacts she makes in her position for she

never knows whether Alfred P. Sloan, or Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., or some senator or university president will walk in the

door.

Through her contacts, she is invited to teas, to receptions,
to art gallery showings all of which she finds fun. She

also has the advantage of working closely with Mr. Chester

when he prepares important statements and intricate reports,
an education in itself.

She feels that one of the great rules for a secretary is that

she must respect her boss and what he is trying to do in

the business world. This adds interest and earnestness to your
job. In her job, her business duties are so numerous that the

personal affairs are reduced to a minimum. But she keeps a

personal set of books for Mr. Chester. Occasionally she does

emergency shopping for him, and she remembers countless

small personal things to relieve him of pressing details. When
he has a personal letter he has postponed, she jogs his mem-
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ory. She never intrudes into his personal life, but she takes

responsibility when she knows her efforts are welcome.

Her best advice to a girl starting out as a secretary is to

look pleasing and to want to please. Sometimes it may seem

silly to you, when you have been hired to take dictation, that

you spend the first two weeks of your sojourn with a new
boss, cleaning out old filing cabinets. Or delivering packages,
when the mail room gets into a jam. Think nothing of it.

It has happened to the best of us. I can remember when I

was hired at Delineator Magazine as a writer and spent my
first month reorganizing the files and delivering enormous

transcription records. At first I was annoyed; then I decided

philosophically that the work wasn't taxing to my brain, it

kept me out in the sunshine and I was probably the highest

paid messenger boy in New York. Later, by some freak

of fate, when a new general manager came in and my whole

department was cleaned out, they kept only me largely,

I have long suspected because I alone knew the intricacies

of the filing system. Hadn't I, with no previous experience,
set it up?
Another important thing to remember is Miss Grimm's

admonition "The boss is always right." Don't attempt to

bring yourself to his attention as a personality, by aiguing
with hum. A secretary is always a secretary. Your big task is

to be completely loyal. Even when he makes a mistake, don't

correct him. An error in grammar you may correct, after

you have grown to know him and understand that he isn't

doing it deliberately, to be funny. In the beginning, take his

dictation as he gives it to you unless he asks you to watch

him on his tenses.

I know of one too-bright girl who was working as the

secretary of the advertising manager of a department store.
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It was a hectic office and more and more responsibility fell

on her shoulders. She got pretty cocky about her ability.

She decided she could become a better writer than any of us

copywriters. So, when the boss dictated, she revised his

letters, adding fine literary touches. Most of the time the

boss, in simple faith, signed his letters without reading them.

But one day, he picked up a particularly important letter

he had dictated to the editor of a national magazine.
He turned almost purple. The too-bright girl, in her

literary eagerness, had completely garbled the meaning of

what he wanted to say. Then the girl,
not too abjectly,

explained what she had been doing. She could see herself,

just as she had seen it done in the movies, being turned into

one of the big copywriters' offices and the proud copywriter

fleeing into the snow.

Unfortunately, after the boss had cast his eyes over a

few of her letters, it was she who got her hat. I've never

heard of her since. I know one thing the boss was always
"out of town" when someone called to ask him to recommend
her.

Other simple little things which, Miss Grimm says, are

most often forgotten by the new
girls,

are: don't be a clock-

watcher, wait until your boss leaves at night unless you
have an extra-special engagement; show him you're trying
to please, look bright and cheerful; and keep clean.

Ilka Chase, daughter of Edna Woolman Chase, editor of

"Vogue," says that, in her experience as an actress and radio

commentator, she had discovered the sad American fault

women don't keep themselves clean. Her first beauty
admonition is "scrub."

That is particularly important in an office. Your clothes

can be inexpensive, but they must be clean. Katherine
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Grimm says the smartest outfit she knows of is a suit navy
blue or black or brown worn with a fresh blouse every day.
Your only duty is to be lavish with the soap and water and

cleaning fluid and to keep your iron in a handy spot so you
can press your suit every time you take it off. Men are more
meticulous than women; this is the easiest way to make a

quick good impression.
Katherine Grimm says that an important item of any

working girl's wardrobe is a comfortable pair of shoes. She

has found that low heels are a great deal more comfortable

for her and no less smart, of course. But she knows other

secretaries who insist that they are happier in high heels.

She is quite sure men don't care so long as they don't

stroll out to the secretary's office unexpectedly and find her

typing in her stocking feet.

On nail polish, Miss Grimm is liberal although she wears

a pale shell pink herself. General Foods has no company
ruling. Many of the secretaries wear dark shades. "It is up
to the girl herself," Katherine says. "I personally think pale

polish is a little wiser, because the dark shades might be

distracting to a man. But, unless your boss makes a mild

suggestion about your hands, you can usually do as you

please. The only thing I do object to strenuously are the

horrible claws that make even me creep. They have no place
in an office. They certainly don't look efficient."

She believes that make-up is a fine thing, if handled with

a light hand and in the washroom. A shiny nose is better

than a compact constantly in evidence. However, a good

powder base will keep your make-up fresh for several hours

and most girls who work in busy offices use it. dean, well

groomed hair is another important asset. You will probably
work in close contact with men. Out-of-condition or oily
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hair is likely to hurt you with them, no matter how efficient

you are. And, although a light cologne is desirable, heavy

perfume is not only out of place it is often irritating and

headache-making to busy executives.

One of Katherine Grimm's hard-and-fast rules is always
to get plenty of sleep. Her job entails considerable detail.

She has to be alert. She finds that if, occasionally, she does

stay out late, that her office work goes badly the next day.
She may forget important details and her temper suffers.

"Which is very bad for a secretary," she says.

Health is also another important consideration, if you
want to climb to the top. Executives like girls who are in

the office regularly and are capable of taking over responsi-

bilities. A girl who goes out too often may be able to do her

daily work without difficulty, but over a period of time

her health is sure to suffer.

For the girl who wants to get ahead, two simple things
are very important, Katherine Grimm is sure. A thorough

knowledge of the company's routine and business not only

gives you more interest in your work, but also makes you
more efficient. And a certain amount of initiative, after you
have learned your boss's way, is not only permissible, but

welcome. At first, she warns, be careful always to ask ques-

tions, and never to overstep a secretary's position. Later,

when you know how you can be helpful, take responsibility

quietly.

Some famous secretaries have earned a great deal of

money if not in direct salaries, in knowledge of wise in-

vestments. When you have reached the top as secretary to

a big man, salaries have been known to reach $125 a week.

This is not movie star money, but it is enough, if you have

no other heavy responsibilities, to enable you to live in a
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good hotel or have an attractive apartment; to dress well;

to go to concerts and theaters and entertain; to travel; to

perhaps have a small place in the country. It is a comfortable

and satisfying life.

Another advantage, if you have been with a company or

an executive over a period of years is the fact that age makes

no particular difference in your employment. Of course,

you are expected to keep alert mentally and to be pleasant;
but gray hair or a few wrinkles won't take your job away
from you, if you have reached a key position.

If you intend to remain a secretary, there is much satisfac-

tion in being secretary to a big man. You earn a decent salary.

You meet interesting people. You are in touch with stirring

activities and sometimes can be of considerable help. But you
also lead your life a little vicariously.

Many girls have worked into other branches of business

through being secretaries. The draft, in countless large com-

panies, pushed well-trained girls into positions as assistants

to their bosses. It is also possible, in advertising agencies or

in radio stations particularly, for a secretary to slip quietly
from her position into a creative job. Or, if you are expert
on figures, to become the financial secretary of a wealthy
man or woman.
But the great advantage of secretarial work is that it keeps

you alive and active in the world of business you are in

the swim, not in the backwashes. There are also countless

opportunities for jobs. A good secretary seldom has diffi-

culty finding a position. And it is one career in which there

is no prejudice against women in fact, it's one place where

a woman has the advantages.
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JUDGE DOROTHY KENYON

LAWYER

DOROTHY KENYON and, mind you, it's Judge Dorothy

Kenyon didn't start out to be a lawyer. But the best prep-
aration for law that she could have had was living with her

father*

He was a patent attorney of the "Life With Father" school.

When Father was working on a case, the whole household

hung on his nod and scuttled away at his frown. Meals were

eaten in silence if he appeared, for the processes
of Father's

mind were not to be disturbed. If he was not at the table, the

youngsters still sat in strained stillness, for the thought of

Father weighed down by problems was a burden too great

to shake off lightly.

But when the case was over won or lost, although Father

usually won the Kenyon family bubbled over. From a dig-

nified stranger, Father became a clown. He would take off

his glasses and pretend he couldn't see. Meals were hysteria.

Dorothy can still remember Father dumping a spoon of

jelly in his water glass and looking up in mock surprise and

grief to the delight of the children and the horror of their

mother. And Dorothy, when she tells the story today, still

laughs at thatmental picture.

The law became to those three youngsters who sat around

that table, a wonderful and exciting profession. It had drama,

it had mystery and it had importance. All three of them

became lawyers but Dorothy's two brothers followed

family routine procedure. While Judge Kenyon loves to

say that she became a lawyer "in spite of, not because of her
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family," that isn't quite true, because she always had the

feeling that being a lawyer was a
thrilling life in itself. And it

is family history that when she was a tiny girl, after one of

Father's spells of release and gaity, she put her hand in his

and asked seriously, "Can girls be lawyers?
"

At any rate, she forgot about being a lawyer as she grew
older. She was pretty, she liked parries, she fell easily into the

routine of expecting the wrorld to dance for her particular
amusement. Her high school was Horace Mann in New
York she is one of the few New Yorkers who really was
born in Manhattan which had the added charm of being, at

that rime, coeducational. Her college was Smith. She looked

frivolous. But she wasn't quite. For one thing, without any

apparent effort, she excelled in her work. She made Phi Beta

Kappa (today she is a Senator of the United Phi Beta Kappa
Societies) . She is still remembered at Smith as one of their

most brilliant and inquisitive students.

And she was naturally competitive. This found expression
not only in her school work but in athletics. She played tennis

like a professional. (She still is a menace with a pingpong bat

in her hand.) Whenever a match seemed just a little beyond
her, she won. She is the same way in a law court today. She

goes in, expecting to win. And when the cards seem stacked

against her, it only makes her a little more brilliant.

All this, in spite of its apparent aimlessness, contributed to

her career. She still advises girls who come to her that a full

and liberal education is the best basis for any career. She is

one of the most asked-for speakers at girls* colleges today,

probably because she loves doing it. Her frank conviction is

that a girl, if she can afford it, should go through at least part
of college without pointing toward any specific profession.
For she believes that, unless you have a talent so great that
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it will not be denied, a good general background of education

will do more for you in the long run than too specialized

training.

All during school, she dreamed of being a composer. She

played the piano well, and music seemed a pleasant and fitting

occupation for a girl in those days. She was graduated in 1 908
from Smith. There was no economic pressure. Her father

could afford to support her and, in the way of those days, ex-

pected and preferred that arrangement. If she had needed

money, she might have gone into a type of work altogether
divorced from law which speculation makes her a little

frightened, for law is the most exciting thing in the world to

her today. As it was, the turning point of her life was a trip

to Mexico.

That trip was by way of being a post-graduation present.
Mexico was a lovely, lazy country with scores of handsome

young British Colonials to every presentable girl. Dorothy
had proposals on every hand, she danced through dozens of

pairs of shoes, she was a belle and a legend. But, gradually,
she began to look around her and see deeper than the pattern
of parties and music and serenades. She watched the Spanish,
the Mexican Indians. She became concerned with the fruits

of Imperialism. Instead of staying a few months, she spent a

year in Mexico. And the dancing became less and less im-

portant as her sense of public obligation and world horizons

grew.
She came back to the United States alive with undirected

energy. Her native curiosity hadbeen awakened. She wanted
to work and she wanted to do something regular, solid, disci-

plined and competitive. To the joy of her family, she selected

law. One of her brothers was in Harvard Law School then,

the other inNew York's splendid Columbia University Law
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SchooL Her aunt and her father had their own firm of patent

attorneys. Her cousin was Judge William Kenyon in the

Senate from Iowa. She was coming into the fold.

But there Dorothy Kenyon stopped and considered. She

was going to be a lawyer, but not the kind of lawyer that the

Kenyon family knew. She wanted something more exciting,
more vital, more tangible. She wanted to mix with life and

do something for people. Her family did not understand or

approve. Later, her father was amused enough to tell friends

that "we divide the world of law between us I handle

patent cases, Dorothy does everything else."

And Dorothy plunged into law in the same quick, vigorous

way she does everything. At that rime, women were not ad-

mitted to the big name law schools. So she enrolled in New
York University, with some feeling of inferiority. But while

she baited professors and made herself a general problem
child, she realized that big name schools do not necessarily

make good lawyers. And she worked hard.

Even then, she had a small quiet hunch that women ought
to be good in law. Now it is practically a religion with her.

She feels that women are experts in sizing up situations and

in human relations; that they have logical minds and that

they can express themselves. ("Don'twomen always have the

last word? " is her punch line.) The preliminary part of law,

the esoterics and die spinning of fine theories, means disci-

plined thought and work. Actually, she thinks that many
women grasp theory more readily than men, and, that despite
its ponderous dress, law is notso frightening or so dusty as the

men pretend. Once the preliminaries are over, it is more

thrilling and more varied than any other profession in the

world.

Picked at random, a day in the life of Judge Dorothy
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Kenyon includes a law suit against a real estate firm by a

Polish woman who has been victimized; a husband asking

Judge Kenyon to file suit for divorce against his wife; cu-

riously enough, she defends more men in domestic relations

matters than women; a refugee begging her to find some way
to allow his relatives to be admitted to the United States; the

winding up of litigation in connection with the floating of

a million dollar bond issue; and a neighbor, whose child had

been hurt in an automobile accident, appealing to her for

guidance. In the course of a month, she touches almost every

point of human behavior. "And not only do I come into

direct contact with life, I am usually able to do something
about it. Can anybody in the world ask for a job more thrill-

ing than that?"

She even has little sympathy with a girl who finds routine

law clerk work dull. For she feels certain that, if you throw

yourself into a routine job and take more and more respon-

sibility concerning it, your employer will be delighted. Nine
rimes out of ten, it is the bored clerk who makes the work
dull not the work itself. And she knows what she is talking
about.

For, at the end of her second year in law, she went to a

friend of the family's and offered her services as a clerk in

summer vacation for no pay at all. She specifically wanted to

find out if she was any good. And so, getting no salary, she set

out to show herself the best law clerk the office had ever

had. She worked hard and she found the work stimulating
because she did work harder than necessary. At the end of the

summer they asked her to stay on with pay. But Dorothy
knew by that time that she wanted to become a good lawyer,
fast.

Her last year in law school she worked as a clerk part time
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and finished one of the top students of her class. Her first job
was with a group of lawyers that were starting studies for the

group that went to the Peace Conference. She did research

for them for a year and a half. Her first personal client she

loves to tell the story was the ''Kingdom of Siairf
'

in the

league. From there she moved, by easy stages, to another

group of young lawyers and then to her own office.

Her appointment to the judge's bench came through

Mayor LaGuardia, who was running a vigorous pro-labor

campaign in New York. Dorothy, despite her good looks,

had established herself as a person fully aware of the problems
of the world and of people. The little mayor, who never

quite managed to pronounce the "h" in "Dorothy," chose

"Dorotty" when there was a vacancy in the Municipal
Court. Dorothy was unwilling to take it at first. She is a clear-

minded, realistic person. (That is probably why, when she

sets out to do something about the world, she accomplishes

it.) She knew there was small chance of reelection in a dis-

trict which was pledged to Tammany, the New York
Democrats.

Mayor LaGuardia called her on Christmas Eve. She was
in the midst of packing. . . "of the most female sort, involv-

ing hairpins and soap flakes and whether to include two pairs

of evening shoes" . . . for she was taking the Normandie

next day to attend aLeague ofNations conference at Geneva,
Switzerland. "It isn't fair to ask me," she said. "You know the

circumstances. I won't be reelected."

"What sort of a government is it when qualified women
won't serve because they can't be reelected?" LaGuardia

asked her.

It was the right question. Dorothy took it to sea with her,

and in mid-ocean cabled back that she would accept the
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honor and became New York's second woman municipal
court judge.

Actually, although being a judge was exhilarating and the

honor gave her considerable weight as a lawyer, Dorothy

Kenyon much prefers the competitive excitement of private

practice. She loves to argue motions and appeals. She likes cor-

poration law, finances and real estate. She is retained by a

number of large organizations.

"No girl who goes into law should ever think of herself as

specializing in the so-called 'woman's end' of it," she says. "I

do plenty of work in the Court of Domestic Relations, but I

take criminal cases just as cheerfully.And I find that if I don't

think about being a woman, my client forgets it, too. No
manwould think of referring to himself as a 'man lawyer'."

She isn't an extreme feminist, for this reason. She believes

that when women have to march the corridors of business

and professional life, carrying banners about women's rights,

they are showing weakness. But, because she chose law as her

career, she has unconsciously stumbled into a few situations

where she had to line up on the side ofrecognition forwomen.
I might add she won.

She was one who fought for the admittance of women to

the New York City Bar Association. Naturally, this was no
idle honor that she was asking for. It was an uphill battle.

Finally she got the gentlemen of the Bar Association reduced

to such a point of confusion that they agreed women like

Dorothy Kenyon should be permitted to join but how
could it be arranged for the Association had no lavatories

for women?
It is typical of Judge Kenyon's womanly technique that

she turned this statement against the Bar Association and won
her case. Afterward, a dignified old lady, a prominent mem-
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her of a club of which Dorothy is also a member, had made a

public talk, offering to take up a collection for Ladies Rooms
in the Bar Association.

In court, Dorothy feels that a woman lawyer is neither

discriminated against nor has special advantages. Once in a

while a young attendant will rush up and try to bar her ad-

mittance to chambers, saying,
bi

Lady, are you a lawyer?"
"Then," says Dorothy, "is the one rime I like to gathermy

skirts around me tell him in my most lady-like manner that

I'm not only a lawyer I'm a judge, too."

Today, the path for the girl who wants to take up law is

smoothed. Every fine law school in the country ^except

good old archaic Harvard" takes women. Harvard is Judge

Kenyon^s particular pet whipping boy. She's even grown
rather fond of it. "Because," she says, "I'd be at a loss without

some place to scold."

The best law schools now require three years of study,
which Judge Kenyon heartily approves especially for

women. For, in spite of her avowal that women make good

lawyers, she recognizes the fact that there is no place in our

present scheme of things for a mediocre woman lawyer. The
mediocre man lawyer may work at his small practice and

make himself a living, with no one protesting too loudly. The

woman, if she is not exceptional, is apt to be laughed out of

court. ButJudge Kenyon thinks that anywomanwho is will-

ing to devote three years to law school is not very run-of-the-

mill and need not worry about being mediocre.

The average law clerk, after graduation, gets all the way
from nothing to $ i o, $ 1 5 or $2 5 a week. After she has proved
herself, she may climb to dizzy heights of $35 or $45. Some-

times this seems discouraging, but it is a much wiser way for

a woman to enter the field of law than by the better-paid
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route of stenography. For a legal stenographer, no matter

how brilliant, is never quite recognized as an equal by the men
with whom she works. Her struggle to try cases and have a

private practice of her own is heartbreaking. It takes the

truly brilliant and exceptional girl to rise above a back-

ground of legal stenography into law, Judge Kenyon believes.

Only when financial difficulties are violently pressing, does

Dorothy condone it at all. Even then, she thinks that if the

choice were up to her, she would advise going into debt, or

taking some kind of outside work, to avoid that unnecessarily
hard road.

Law is hard work, but it has its special and compensating
excitement. Only after Judge Kenyon became a lawyer her-

self and learned something of the hard work and terrific

strain it entailed, did she really begin to understand why her

father acted like the Mad Hatter at Alice in Wonderland's

tea party when a case was finished. So a boy out of school

might feel when the responsibility was over.

"Almost any kind of a job that is worth doing means hard

work," she says. "But if you like it, it is bound to be exciting.

Otherwise it probably isn't the kind of job for you. For to do

a job well you must love it; and anything you love is exciting.

But I think the excitement of law practice is a very special

kind."

In order to explain what she means by "special," Judge

Kenyon feels that we must first forget some of the wrong
notions we have about lawyers. To the average person, law
is something terribly difficult and complicated if not im-

possible to understand. Because we can't understand it, it

seems always to be tripping us up, forcing us to go to lawyers
for advice. So the idea has been built up that you must be

unusually gifted to be a lawyer.
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"A girl often says to me that she wouldn't dream of

studying law because she hasn't enough brains," Judge

Kenyon says.
tfc

Yer I will find out later that same girl is going
to be a teacher or a doctor. Medicine is just as difficult as

law, any day. And teaching, if done properly, not only calls

for a great deal of knowledge, but is a fine art besides."

She has a quiet hunch that lawyers themselves have been

partly responsible for spreading the doctrine that only clever

people can study law. They, too, are greatly responsible for

the old saying that a man who tries to be his own lawyer has

a fool for a client. Judge Kenyon does believe in the sound-

ness of this theory just as it is wrong and silly for people
to try to be their own doctors. A lawyer is a specialist in legal

affairs not because he necessarily is smarter than a layman
but because he has studied law and so is a trained

specialist.

"The feature that really makes law so different from

other sciences," she is sure, "is not its study but its practice.

Most people have a very distorted idea of what the average

lawyer does. He is always supposed to be in court, dramat-

ically saving his client's life by fiery speeches before a jury,

or equally dramatically condemning crooks and racketeers

to well-deserved prison terms. But behind this excitement

and conflict there is a tremendous amount of study and hard

work. Some of the most successfully handled cases in the

world never reach court, but are settled with quiet words,

in armchairs."

Nevertheless, she feels there is enough excitement in law

to make it different from most professions. Doctors cannot

engage in battle over their patients' deathbeds or pit one

patient against another in good, old-fashioned battle. But

controversy constantly surrounds the lawyer. And ifyou like

it as Judge Kenyon does you will find it gives your
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working hours that "special" excitement she talks about.

There's also another "special."

"The lawyer is the center of life," she says. "Law itself

is nothing more or less than social custom, the rules we have

laid down for getting along with one another. These rules

cover almost every aspect of human conduct, our family life,

our parents' responsibilities to us and to one another, their

relations to the government and its relation to them, our

entire social and economic fabric. The lawyer is the person
who has expert knowledge of these rules and interprets them

to the rest of the world.

"Of course, every lawyer doesn't know every rule. She

couldn't possibly the field is too vast. Within the great
framework she usually finds it necessary to specialize. So she

is either a criminal lawyer, an admiralty lawyer (dealing
with ships and the sea), a patent lawyer, a divorce lawyer, a

real estate lawyer and on down the list. Human life is your

study, whatever field you select, and human rules of conduct.

And the lawyer is in the center of it like a social engineer,

planning and experimenting, adapting the old and creating
new rules in the hope of making a better world."

She gives as the first qualification for a good lawyer an

affection for people.A lawyer is always dealing with people
and their rights. If she is going to understand the rules of

conduct and explain them to her clients, she must understand

people. She must know how to handle people in difficult

situations, how to work with her own witnesses in court and

how to break down or win the hostile witnesses of her oppo-
nent. Judge Kenyon believes that the art of asking questions
in order to bring out facts at a trial, whether on direct or

cross-examination, requires a rich background of knowledge
of human nature.
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Another important requirement, she believes, is the ability
to think clearly and logically, to be able to select the signifi-

cant facts from a mass of irrelevance. This requires a clear

head and a mind trained to analyze. Law does the training
but you first must have the mind.

Reading and writing must be easy for you, too. The writ-

ing need not be flowery or clever, but every lawyer, in her

preparation of briefs, must be able to write clear and forceful

prose. The brief is your presentation of the fruits of your

reading and judgment. The better it is, the better job you
are doing as a lawyer.

And, to be a good trial lawyer, you must have a litde bit of

actress in you. Actually, this isn't hard for most women. But

debating, and particularly the training in rebuttal "to

think on your feet" is enormously important.
These are the reasons she thinks that a good educational

background will help any girl enormouslywho goes into law.

English prose composition is not a waste of time it is ad-

vancing you immeasurably if you have chosen law as your

profession. Nor are dramatics, or public speaking. Psychol-

ogy is another study which helps you in a law career, for it

gives a fine background oftheory foryou to apply in practice.

Other studies which make fine law backgrounds are history,

economics, political economy and sociology. And a good
solid background of current events, gained by reading the

newspapers and listening to the news analysts on the

radio.

"It isn't such a hard program of study as it sounds," says

Judge Kenyon, "for many of these courses are required in

colleges today. And the woman who makes a good lawyer
must be eager to learn, and curious, anxious to absorb all the

material in life or school that comes her way."
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She believes that a girl should choose a good law school,

but one as near her home as possible. For she has a strong
conviction that a girl or man can do much better in law

practice if she or he chooses to hang out the shingle in the old

home town. A city like New York is apt to swallow up the

young lawyer. And a woman who begins practice in her

father's law office, or that of a friend, has a much better

chance for fast recognition. Your first work will be better

accepted, i you have some boss who is benevolently inclined

toward you, even if you are a law clerk. "And then,
'

she says,

"go ahead and prove to him that you are the best law clerk he

ever had."

Another advantage of a school near home is that you do not

lose track of your friends during your long training period.

That will count later, for your friends are your future

clients. Friends are important in the law business. If they
don't have faith in you, or if you don't have friends around

to suggest you to other people, you cannot expect strangers
to walk into your door and trust your advice.

"It's a long, slow, hard pull," she says. "But it is worth it

and more. And the first day you go into court to try a case,

probably under the watchful eye of some senior associate, will

be the most exciting event in your life."

"Once you get into law and have some reasonable experi-

ence," Judge Kenyon promises, "you have an enviable future

before you. For the whole complicated web of modern life

is spread out at your feet. The history of law is the history
of civilization, and the struggle of man to get away from

brute force, the concept that might makes right; and to work
out certain simple rules of conduct which will permit every-

body, weak and strong alike, to live in peace. It's important
work, and work in which women are needed badly to help."
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Then she leans back in her chair and looks around her

office all dignified leather and old prints and dark woods,

yet a place for a woman to work.

"All I can say is I love law," she declares, "and I recom-

mend it to young people."
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CONNIE GUION

DOCTOR

WHEN SHE WAS a little girl, Connie Guion used to dream of

being a doctor riding through the North Carolina hills

in a carriage drawn by two zebras.

Her dream has nearlycome true. It took years of hardwork
and endless patience, but today she is one of the distinguished
women doctors of America in a key position as chief of the

General Medical Clinic of the Out-Patient Department of

New York Hospital. She isn't riding through the Carolina

hills, but she is doing a magnificent job of retaining that

simple country practitioner attitude in the great city ofNew
York. And the only thing she truly regrets is, she hasn't her

zebra-drawn carriage. "Not yet," she says.

For somehow, when you meet Dr. Guion, you can't escape
the feeling that almost anything is within reason for her. She
wanted to be a doctor, but was faced with every possible

obstacle, which she overcame steadily lack of the right
educational opportunities, very little money, responsibilities

to other people. And today she proves her true greatness by
looking back not at her own accomplishments, but at the

kindness of those friends who helped her along the way.
She came from fine Mayflower stock with a rich

sprinkling of fine soldiers and doctors. She herself was the

ninth of 1 2 children, 8 girls and 4 boys, all born on a North
Carolina plantation. It was a healthy, practical way to grow
up, for she early learned the facts of life.

She knew about cows having calves, dogs having puppies,
and even her own mother having babies. One of the pleasant
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things about the Guion family is the sense of responsibility
that the mother and father gave their 12 children. It was, of

necessity, a step-ladder arrangement; each child was respon-
sible for the young ones under her. Three of Connie's older

sisters were nurses; one of whom became an army nurse

during the Spanish-American War and married a doctor

and has a daughter who is today a doctor associated with Dr.

Guion. Sisternumber three became a
telegrapher, due to early

training in Morse code between members of the family in

town and on the plantation. But it was the fourth sister,

Laura, who determined that Connie should have the best

education obtainable, and started her, when she was 10 years
of age, in the public schools of Charlotte.

At this early date she had heard of a girl who was working
her way through Wellesley College. So she decided that

Connie should go to Wellesley.

Amusingly enough, it didn't occur to either of them in

those intervening years that Connie's educational background
wasn't orthodox. Connie had never gone to school, or learned

the ABC's until she wras ten. But she had learned a great deal

about literature and life, just living with her family. They
had lessons in the winter, but they all did their share of work
on the plantation. When Connie was fifteen, she went to

boarding school in Lincolnton, but even then it wasn't exact-

ly a formal education. For she studied under Miss Kate

Ship, who had been at Cambridge, England, and knew very
little about college curricula in America. And the lessons

Connie learned, although they were wonderful and far in

advance of education in the South in those days, had no re-

lation to college entrance requirements. When Connie was

graduated and ready to enterWellesley, the sisters discovered

to their complete amazement that, while Connie had studied
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all the required subjects and more, she did not have enough
formal credits for entrance. In despair, they wrote to the

Dean of Wellesley, who recommended Northfield Seminary
in Massachusetts.

When she talks about those days of schooling, Dr. Guion

is characteristic. She said, recently to a group at Northfield,

"I am just the same stick-at-it that I was in Northfield days
when I sat opposite Miss Hall in her office about nine p.m.
after entrance examinations were done, and I had flunked

everything. Miss Hall made a neat little schedule for me of

government, geography, grammar, arithmetic and cooking
in keeping withmy mental equipment. I had prepared one of

Caesar, geometry, physics, French, junior English. There we
sat. She argued I was not fit to take my planned courses and I

insisted that I had forgotten all those baby subjects once and

I didn't see any sense in forgetting them again. After a long
time, Miss Hall gave up from sheer exhaustion. And, for the

sake of those who want to go to college, to study for some

profession, let me say that all they need is determination to

do it. I know because that was all I had not as much train-

ing as 90% of my classmates, no more brains, and nobody
ever had less money, butmy one asset was 'sticktoitiveness'."

After two years of Northfield, she entered Wellesley,
where she worked herwaythrough, paying for her tuition by
scholarships, and studying always toward the medical course

she planned to take at Johns Hopkins University. "I went
to Wellesley with great ambition and an empty purse," she

says. "Through mysterious ways of my sponsors, my college

expenses were always paid and I always had jobs sufficiently
lucrative to meet all my needs. I cannot express my gratitude
even today. For I went to Wellesley an utter stranger, and
did domestic work to help pay my expenses, but I never
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found my situation a handicap. That is why I cannot help

saying that college education is within the grasp of every
student. The only requisite is a desire sufficiently great to

make the student herself exert her talents to the point of

acquisition."

Those are brave words, but they are delivered simply, by
a womanwho has done all of the hard things and found them,

surprisingly enough, not hard at all. For even after she was

graduated from Wellesley, her path was not clear, for there

were two younger sisters ready for college. She had to be sure

that they were started, just as her older sister had arranged
her own career. So Connie accepted the position of an

assistant in Chemistry at Vassar College. For two years, she

worked at $400 a year .

In 1908 she went to Sweet Briar College in Virginia at a

raise to $600 a year; her duties were the instruction of chem-

istry and physics. To prepare herself, during the long sum-

mers she took Summer School courses in physics at Cornell.

She enjoyed Cornell so much that she went every summer

afterward, and took courses in chemistry, physics, physiol-

ogy. At the end of five years, she had her Master of Arts

degree in chemistry. And her sisters had finished college and

were eager, in their turn, to help finance Connie so she

could at last enter medical school.

The Summer School work brought her in such close

contact with the Medical School in Ithaca, that when the

time came for her to begin her medical training, she wanted

to do it at Cornell. After one year at Ithaca, she was trans-

ferred to the New York division of the Medical School and

that, probably quite by accident, explains why she is practic-

ing in New York today. Of her Medical School days she

says, "There is no school today in which students work so
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hard or so long as we did. It was a continuous grind. The

work of one day could not be carried over to the next, for

every day was full. No one jacked us up. We did the work or

we were dropped. If we wanted help, we could always get
it for the asking. If we wanted more experience, all we had

to do was let it be known. It was a strenuous four years, but

it was fascinating."
Doctor Guion was graduated from Cornell Medical Col-

lege first in her class and so won the $300 Polk prize for

general efficiency. She also won a second prize, $50, in

otology (science of the ear and its diseases) . She took the

$300 to pay the expenses of a sick sister. The $50 in gold

pieces she still treasures as a souvenir. For money immedi-

ately upon graduation became something unimportant.
She knew that she could always earn enough to eat. Her
other ambitions had nothing to do with dollars.

When she was graduated, the only large hospital in New
York which was willing to give an internship to women
was the City Hospital, Bellevue. It was strenuous work for

a woman. She leafned, in actual case histories, about every
kind and type of disease. "And I entered in July, 1917,"
she says, "just after our entrance into the first World War.
Within six months every man in my class had entered the

army. The hospital was depleted of most of the interns of

experience, and those of us who were left carried on the

work with substitutes and students. But it was marvelous

training, work we never could have had under usual circum-

stances."

Riding the ambulance (or the "bus," in medical parlance)
often makes a great appeal to the pre-medical student. But,
to the intern, it becomes a weary monotony. Connie went
into every quarter of New York, at all hours of the day or
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night. She saw the worst side of life at its worst, in Hell's

Kitchen, New York's Mott Street, in prisons, dives, speak-
easies and houses of prostitution. She learned, with hardly
a moment's hesitation, to give dope to addicts and sedatives to

murderers, to set bones and deliver babies "on the spot,"
with the able assistance of policemen, to whom it was an

old story.
At Bellevue, she had sixmonths in pathology, six in surgery

and a year in medicine. She did her surgical service under

Dr. John Rogers, a thrilling experience to her . . . "and the

first time I ever found pleasure in the use of a needle."

She had valuable training in all types of minor surgery and

the experience of performing such major operations as

appendectomies, herniotomies and the like, under expert

guidance. In addition, she saw almost every kind of operation,

every type of accident, and had fine opportunity to observe

surgical diagnosis and post-operative care.

Today her private practice is still a unique mixture of

old friends from Bellevue and clinic days and the more
fashionable and wealthy who learned about her skill much
later. She is prouder of the old Bellevue patients than any-

thing else, for there she had no prestige, no private office.

Their evidence of faith in her is a true compliment to her

ability as a doctor.

During her surgical training, she was supposed to be

junior resident physician at Bellevue, but there was no one

to fill the senior resident post, so she was automatically

appointed to that. And when she went over to Medicine, the

same shortage of doctors made her house physician instead

of junior house physician. With only student help, she took

charge during the terrible influenza epidemic of the first

World War.
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The epidemic was dynamite. On a Saturday, three seamen

were landed in this country on a troop-ship and were dis-

covered to be suffering from influenza. By Monday, there

were over 100 cases reported. At Bellevue, the wards were

equipped with 27 beds for women and 60 for men. On that

famous Saturday afternoon, she had 50 patients. On Monday
morning every bed was full and within ten days she had

270 to 280 patients. Wards that were meant to accommodate

30 were crammed with 90 people. Every available spot was

used for beds and cots. They finally took down doors and

screens, supported them on chairs, and covered them with

blankets, as the patients poured in. For four weeks, the

nurses and doctors were on duty all the time and left the

wards only long enough to take a bath, change clothes and

eat. At night, in between the admission of a new patient or

the confirmation of the death of an old one, they stretched

out on laboratory tables or on shelves and slept a little.

"Those two years at Bellevue," she says, "were invalu-

able. For the first-hand experience of New York life at its

worst and at its poorest the criminal and the destitute,

the underworld and the under privileged gave me both

understanding and experience."
Another great advantage of the Bellevue work was the

forming of contacts with fine doctors. Among them was
Dr. Frank Meara, Professor of Medicine and head of the

Cornell Medical Service of Bellevue. He asked her to go
into his office as his assistant. She was associated with him
until his death, 10 years later. When she joined him, he had
been practicing for 20 years and had a selected group of

patients, most of them endowed with more than moderate
incomes. He turned over all his house calls to Doctor Guion
and confined himself to consultation work. It was a radical
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change for a young doctor who had interned at Bellevue.

"To most of Dr. Meara's patients," she says, "I was the

first woman physician they had ever seen. Had I not come
from Dr. Meara, I'm afraid that many rimes I couldn't

have gone past the door. But I had his full support.
And with that, and a great deal of attention paid to my
dress and grooming, I managed to survive the probation

periods."
But she did have experiences that are today amusing to

her. Once, a famous doctor whose practice included many
prominent people, called Dr. Meara for help in taking care

of an overwhelming number of patients it was during
the pneumonia epidemic of 1919. Dr. Meara agreed to send

his assistant. He ended the telephone conversation, "I'll send

her right away."
Then the famous doctor blazed, "I won't have a woman.

I don't want any petticoats mixed up in my business. Til

lose all my patients."
But doctors were scarce and busy in those days, so finally

Dr. Guion was dispatched to give pneumonia serum to a

demanding old lady. To her horror, when she arrived, she

discovered that the old lady was also enormously fat. The
doctor and a corps of nurses waited in polite silence while

she felt the woman's large arms for a blood vessel, for the

veins were not visible beneath the rolls of fat.

"I couldn't feel a vein," she says. "I was weak with fright.

But then there flashed through my mind all the rats, rac-

coons, sheep, dogs and all those enormous truck drivers

and fat women at Bellevue that I had punctured, without

nervousness. I plunged in the direction that a vein ought
to lie, pulled on the barrel of the syringe and, with -a gasp
of relief, saw the red blood run into it."
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The last five years of Dr. Meara's life, he was a semi-invalid

and Dr. Guion took care of most of his practice. When he

died, in 1926, a large number of his patients had come to

consider her as their family physician. To these she added

hernow "private" practice, which she had always maintained

outside of Dr. Meara's office, at his advice. And it was

this which consisted of the old Bellevue friends and clinic

patients.

She is tremendously proud to be a general practitioner,

both because of the importance of the work to be done and

because she is able through her work to help raise standards

for the family doctor. "Specialists do a great work," she says,

"but there should be no rivalry between them and the'general

practitioner. And the fine research workers and full time

hospital staff must realize that one of their great tasks is

to supply the simple family doctor with more information,

so that he can serve his patients better."

And because she is a warm and human person, she finds

the many sides of being a family doctor are wonderful fun.

She is called on to settle family disputes, to discuss possible
sons and daughters-in-law, to be an ear for personal problems.

Through her knowledge of the patient's home and personal

life, she is often able to find the source of nervous diseases

sources which neither the patient nor the specialist might
suspect. She is friend, confidante, advisor and she never

tires of the variety.
As she maintained a tiny, independent office near Gra-

mercy Park while she worked as an assistant in Dr. Meara's

large one, so she also established a separate and independent
personality in hospital work. Along with her practice, she

ran the heart clinic at the New York Infirmary for Women
and Children, for five years. In 1926 she became Director
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of the Department of Medicine at this hospital. In 1929 she

was made Chief of the Cornell Medical Clinic'and assistant

professor of clinical medicine of Cornell. She held these

positions until 1932 when the clinic closed and the college

merged with the New York Hospital, where she was made
Chief of the General Medical Clinic of the hospital. She

is Associate Attending Physician at New York Hospital
and Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine. At the present
time she spends every afternoon, five days a week at New
York Hospital supervising the Staff of the General Medi-

cal Clinic.

This is a giant task. There are 50 men and 16 women
on the staff. Around 50,000 patients a year are cared for.

To organize and plan the work for this department is a

task indeed, demanding on time and executive talents.

And this, with her practice, keeps her days full. She says,

"In my office, I have an associate, a secretary, a nurse and

a technician who are busy every minute. My day starts at

about eight o'clock when the telephone begins to ring and

ends anywhere from six to eight to the pale hours of the

morning, depending upon the season. The life of a doctor

isn't easy as evidenced by vital statistics, which show that

a great many of us die in the early sixties of heart disease.

Our days are never done, for we can never slip off our pro-

fession, like a cloak. But, in spite of it all, I am still glad I am
a doctor."

Dr. Guion, in her professional capacity as doctor, psychol-

ogist and teacher, believes that it is vitally important for any

person man or woman to be completely happy in his or

her work. The more she sees of the sick, the more she realizes

that the greatest number of illnesses are due not to organic
disease but to maladjustment in life. This wrong adjustment
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may be in family ties, in marriages or in work. Unconsci-

ously, the human being develops ills of the flesh to escape

the problems of the mind. Some patients may have definite

organic conditions such as ulcers of the stomach, goitre,

headaches; others may have complaints which vary from

one day to the next gas, palpitation of the heart, shooting

pains.

Because she deals with these unhappy sick people so much,
and because she feels that they constitute the great problem
of the medical profession, she is intensely interested in the

guidance of young people toward congenial and absorbing

professions. Money cannot be an important consideration,

unless the things that money can buy are overwhelmingly

important to your happiness. But a congenial profession is

an enormous satisfaction to any person. Hard work and long
hours can be endured with little physical harm if there is

exhilaration in the task and warm personal satisfaction in its

accomplishment.
Medicine is a demanding profession for women, but it

has the advantage of being always truly fascinating, and,

eventually, of offering a woman who reaches the top, honor
and satisfactory remuneration. She is glad, always, to see

a young girl take up the study of medicine, but she warns
that only the student who is honestly willing to work and
to be a good doctor should take the

step. Her great im-

patience is with the girlwho leaves medical school or hospital

internship before the completion of her course. This not

only wastes the student's personal funds, but it throws away
the money that the school has invested in her. And further-

more, the selfish student who drops out has deprived some
one else of a coveted place in a medical college, where the

applications are 10 times greater than the openings. This
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is one of the chief reasons why some schools are reluctant

to accept women students.

Though not all medical schools admit women, there are

plenty of fine institutions which make no discrimination

between the sexes, among them Cornell, Bellevue Medical

School, College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York

City, Yale, University of Virginia, and Johns Hopkins in

the East. Almost all of the Western medical schools now
admit women. In these, the training and opportunity for

women is the same as for men. And in hospitals, the opportu-

nity for women is much greater today than when Dr. Guion

was graduated. Women are now taken by competitive ex-

amination into countless fine organizations, such as New
York Hospital, Presbyterian, Bellevue, and Mount Sinai in

New York and Philadelphia General.

"After your internship," she says, "if you have proved

yourself a competent doctor, you need not worry too much
about getting started. There are few interns who, at the

completion of the training period, are not offered posts in

doctors' offices, in hospitals or industry. Today, much of

the old prejudice against women's holding important medi-

cal positions is gone. The men in hospitals have had to admit

that women make excellent doctors, and executives. It re-

mains now, only for women to break down a few outmoded

customs that have obstructed their progress in medicine."

Dr. Guion feels that women, when they become doctors,

have a personal obligation to their sex. A bad woman doctor

can work irreparable damage to the future of women in

medicine, for if she is not satisfactory she is not just a bad

doctor, but cc
a bad 'woman doctor." She feels that in her

own case, and in the situation of hundreds of other women
who are practicing physicians, that her sex now makes no
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difference. A man patient said recently, "Why should I be

any more embarrassed about having a woman doctor, than

my wife should be to have a man physician?"
The opportunities for women in medicine today are

greater than ever before. Positions are open in women's

schools and colleges, in public health, in state institutions,

in industry, and there are never enough women to fill the

empty posts. But the most interesting and varied experiences
lie in private practice, especially in the treatment of women
and children. All of the specialties

are open to women who
care to spend extra years in training.

Dr. Guion constantly meets the same set of questions.

The first is, Can a woman doctor continue to practice after

she marries? Dr. Guion believes that medicine, demanding
as it is, does not preclude a normal married life. To be a

general practitioner, and at the same time to be married

with the responsibility of a home and family is difficult.

But to be a specialist, or to hold an industrial position with

regular hours, offers to a married woman doctor the oppor-

tunity to serve and yet to live her own life. There are many
such positions today.
Another question she is frequently asked is, Why does

a woman want to study medicine? Dr. Guion likes to answer

this question with another. "Why isn't a woman asked to

explain her desire to study nursing or social medicine? The

only difference in tfie two courses of study is fundamentally
one of degree." And she feels keenly about this, because her

three older sisters who studied nursing would have much
preferred medicine but were financially forced into a

profession which prepared them more quickly to earn a

living.

Furthermore, she feels that women are by nature, experi-
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ence and training, far better fitted to be doctors than are

men. This is a strong statement, but Dr. Guion has her points

ready. "It is the womenwho care for the sick in their families,

who know the symptoms and their significance. It is the

women who have been midwives. It is the women who have

the nimble fingers, who do delicate needlework. Isn't it

natural, then, that women should desire a profession in a

science that is natural to them?"

It is obsolete custom, in her opinion, which makes us used

to men doctors and women nurses. But this, in Dr. Guion's

opinion, is wrong and harmful to society. "Women," she

says, "have a contribution to make to medicine that no man
can supply. Many women will not be examined by men until

they develop a disease too advanced to be treated. Many
women are semi-invalids because of some minor illness

which, if sympathetically explained to them by another

woman, could be cured easily. Mothers fail to have young
girls examined by them and allow them to suffer unneces-

sarily, even to grow into hypochondriacs. Women doctors

can not only fill an important role in present medicine, but

are badly needed. They won't ever supplant men they
should not. But, just as men doctors are needed for certain

duties, so are women. They must work together and comple-
ment each other, if the profession is to attain its fullest

possibilities."
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REGISTERED NURSES

THE DATE was 1904; the scene, the New York Hospital
School of Nursing. A tall, blue-eyed girl stood at one end

of the ward, looking scrubbed and trim in her home-made
blue probationer's dress. It was her first day and she had been

delegated to make the rounds, putting clean linen from a

basket on to the shelves.

Julia Stimson was excited and thrilled, because at last

she was entering upon a career. She looked up and down
both sides of the ward, at the people in those hospital beds,

and wondered about them.

They were sick and she, Julia Stimson, was in training
to help them. All her doubts and nervousness vanished. She

knew instantly, with a rush of happiness, that she had chosen

the profession which, of all the rest, would satisfy her most.

It is partly this satisfaction with her job that has made

Major Julia Catherine Stimson a leader among nurses. She

is today president of the American Nurses' Association; she

stimulated the organization of the National Nursing Council

forWar Service and served as its chairman from July 1 940 to

July 1942. After being Chief Nurse of the Red Cross Nurs-

ing Service and of the A. E. F. Nursing Service in France

during the first World War, she is now a member of the

Red Cross Advisory Committee and National Committees
on Nursing Service. She has received the American Dis-

tinguished Service Medal; the British Royal Red Cross, ist
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Class Citation; the Medaille de la Reconnaissance Frangaise;

the Medaille d'Honneur de FHygiene Publique and the

International Red Cross Florence Nightingale Medal.

Yet she happened to go into nursing at a time when few

young women of her education thought seriously of that

profession. She was the first nurse in a distinguished family
of lawyers, doctors and clergymen. Her grandfather had

been president of Dartmouth College. Her father was a

famous clergyman. Julia was the third of seven children.

She, along with all the others, was expected to go into some

honorable profession. To this end, her family, although

they were not wealthy, planned for each of their children

a good education and a background of social understanding.

"Fortunately," Major Stimson says, "everything my
mother and father did for us was fine guidance. But it did

leave us children pretty dependent. I never thought for

myself until I went to college. And when, at this late date,

I was faced with important decisions, I felt unsettled and

inadequate."

Julia's preliminary education was at Brearley School,

New York City, and she received her bachelor's degree from

Vassar College. The other children were piling up behind

her in school. "And what," asked her family, "are your

plans?"
In college, biology and Greek had been her major inter-

ests. She consulted a distinguished surgeon uncle about

medicine. He advised against her taking up a doctor's career

until she was 28. So she temporized by enrolling as a graduate
student in biology and sociology at Columbia University

working at medical drawing there and later at Cornell Medi-

cal College. Her grades were excellent although she could

not convince herself that she had found her profession.
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But she continued to work toward her Master's degree.

And, in her mind, she struggled to find an answer.

One vacation she went abroad with a friend. At the opera
in Munich they met Annie Goodrich, Superintendent of

the New York School of Nursing. There, in that quiet little

German city, Miss Goodrich talked seriously to Julia about

her future life. She listened to Julia's problems, she carefully
noted Julia's well-trained mind and radiant personality.

"I think you should become a nurse," she said, at last.

Nursing had never occurred to Julia, but she carried the

thought around with her all that Summer in Europe. When
she reached New York, she went immediately to the New
York Hospital Training School and enrolled. Even without

Miss Goodrich's interest, she would have been an excep-

tionally desirable student, both because of her formal and

medical education. In those days, college-educated nurses

were rare. Only one other student in her class had a degree
from a university. But the heads knew then, as they do now,
that the better educated a girl is, the better nurse she makes.

For nursing is much more than a cool hand on a fevered

brow. It requires sympathy, of course, and a liking for

people. But the really valuable nurses are those women who
are so informed and so intelligent that they have a complete

understanding of what doctors and medicine are trying
to do for patients.

That is why entrance requirements today for nursing
schools are so high. Only high school graduates in the upper
third or half of their classes are accepted. And many schools

state that, other things being equal, preference is given
to young women who have had some college work. Girls

entering high school, with nursing in mind as a profession,
are urged to take the college entrance or preparatory pro-
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gram, which includes such subjects as economics, civics,

social studies, chemistry, biology, physics, all important to

nurses. Even seemingly unrelated subjects are valuable train-

ing for a nursing profession English, history, religion,

even spelling and arithmetic.

Miss Stimson's unusual background, and natural aptitude
for nursing brought her rapid advancement. Immediately
after graduation she was offered the post of superintendent
of nurses at Harlem Hospital, New York City. There, she

encountered the wider duties of an executive in nursing

finding the solutions to nursing problems, guiding the

students through their courses in nursing education, advising
other girls who wanted to study nursing. Julia Stimson came

from a family of leaders. It was natural that, when her time

came, she should accept responsibility easily.

Today, one of the most amazing things about her is an

unusual combination of vital charm and executive qualities.

She doesn't let trifles worry her, for she has a complete

understanding of human nature and an ability to see the

broad aspects of a picture. That is probably the basis of

her never-failing good humor. She likes people and it upsets
her to disagree with anyone; but should a cause arise where

she recognizes the need for a champion, Major Julia Stimson

is always ready to fight and work hard.

From 1908 to 1910 she was head of the Nursing Depart-
ment of Harlem Hospital and became so deeply interested

in the possibilities of hospital social service that she accepted
the position of Administrator of Social Service at Washing-
ton University, St. Louis, Missouri. Later, in addition to this

work, she also became Superintendent of Nurses of the

Hospitals and dispensaries associated with the Washington

University Medical School. With the widening of her field
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of work, she took the opportunity to do a certain amount

of social education among those who worked with and under

her showing them the family as a unit of society and the

patient as part of that unit.

The first World War interrupted her. She had been a

Reserve Red Cross nurse for some time. During Dayton
floods she was in charge of the nurses from her district. So,

answering the call for nurses, she sailed for Europe on May
19, 1917 as Chief Nurse of Base Hospital No. 21, the

St. Louis Red Cross Unit.

Their headquarters were at Rouen, France, with the

British Expeditionary Forces. Her office was the jockey
room at the race track. The work was hard, but exciting.

It meant taking care of patients under all sorts of difficult

conditions lack of equipment, over-crowded wards, short-

age of doctors and nurses. Such a job, seen from afar, is

rich in excitement.

But at close range, it was Julia Stimson's desperately
difficult task to keep the wheels moving, the people under

her happy and efficient and always as rested as possible.

She did a magnificent job hinted at by the awards she

received. Quiet, direct and big with wide shoulders and

a fine build she seemed to inspire order #nd confidence

wherever she went.

"The work done by our army nurses during the war,"
said one official, "was in no small way due to Major Stim-

son's guidance and vision."

It was a not unexpected promotion when she was ordered

away from the St. Louis Unit and assigned to duty with the

American Red Cross in Paris. There she was made Chief
Nurse of the Red Cross Nursing Service in France, and in

November of that year she was appointed Director of Nurs-
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ing Service, A. E. F., where she had under her supervision
more than 10,000 members of the Army Nurse Corps. With

headquarters at Tours, she made inspection trips all over

France and into Germany, where the Army of Occupation
was stationed.

It was demanding work, but during it Julia took time

always to write long and interesting letters to her family.

These were later published in a book called Finding Them-

selves, The Letters of cm American Army Chief Nurse in

a British Hospital in France. It was her second book, for

in 1910 she had written and published Nurses' Handbook

of Drugs and Solutions.

When she came back to America in 1919 she was made

Acting Superintendent of the Army Nurse Corps and Dean
of the Army School of Nursing. And in 1920 was appointed

Superintendent of the Army Nurse Corps, where she be-

came qualified for her title of major, the only woman in

the army at the time eligible for that high rank.

Her family was enormously proud of her. A younger
sister wrote, "As a child in our early home in -Worcester,

Mass., where I was born, I can remember a friend of my
father, who was interested in importing sheep and cattle,

speak of us Stimson children as being of 'fancy breed/ It

meant nothing then, but the older I grew, the prouder I

became of what the generations handed down through my
father and mother. It is a record, in every line, of high

principles and conscientious service, as shown by the large

proportion of ministers, doctors and lawyers; with an intel-

lectuality far above the average but with a corresponding

simplicity of living either by preference or necessity.
"I am the third of seven children, all of whom are busy

with interests which carry on the family traditions. Two
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are doctors, one a lawyer, one a trained nurse, at present

holding perhaps the highest position
for a nurse in this

country, and still another sister is dean of one of our large

women's colleges."

But, despite her importance in this picture of carrying on

family traditions, Major Stimson felt, when her father died

at 94, that it was her duty to retire from active work and

take care of her 82-year-old mother. "All my brothers and

sisters were busy at their jobs," she said. "I felt that this was

my personal responsibility."

Her mother's death five months later, however, released

her again for active service. She is working as a volunteer

on the war effort, working with the same plunging effort

and tireless vitality that made her invaluable in the last war.

As always, the importance and efficiency of nurses is first

in her thoughts. One of the Stimson battles was waged not

long ago against an unwitting injustice being done to the

nurses. The orders were being widespread that all materials

in all types of uniforms were to be cut drastically;

nurses' uniforms were under special fire. Major Stimson,

in her capacity as President of the American Nurses' Asso-

ciation, immediately had to assure the authorities that the

nurses' uniforms were not the result of accidental or romantic

thinking, but were designed especially to facilitate the

trained worker in her job which entails so much bending,

lifting and stretching.
She is earnestly interested in the career of nursing for

women because it is so important at all times, war or peace,
and because she feels it is one field where, once qualified,
there is no difficulty in finding employment.

"Getting a start in nursing is not difficult," a bulletin

of the A. N. A. (American Nurses' Association) says. "The
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real test lies in the progress made, as the years roll by,
measured in terms of the quality of service rendered and of

individual growth. Many nurses make their greatest contri-

bution by continuing in a chosen field of work or in a special

kind of job, refining their skills, keeping in touch with new

developments and sharpening their knowledge all the while.

Others are happier and make their best contributions by
progressing to positions involving increasing responsibilities,

carrying to each deeper understanding of the problems to be

solved and greater appreciation of the opportunity for

service. Much depends on the nurse herself, on her tempera-

ment, preparation, health, ambition and personal obligations.

If she takes advantage of opportunities to add to her knowl-

edge and her skills, if she accepts responsibility for her work,
if she is enthusiastic, takes pride in doing the job and works

well with and for people she will succeed."

There are literally scores of different kinds of nursing

open to women. Major Stimson warns against going into any
branch with hopes of high financial rewards. But studies

made by the United States Office of Education show that,

during the first year out of college, nursing is the best paid

occupation for women; and that eight years after college,

the largest salaries received by college women are in the

field of nursing and research. "And it is the enormous satis-

faction which is your best pay," says Miss Stimson, "of a job
worth doing and the opportunity for unlimited service."

There is urgent need for more nurses today, but not just

for ordinary nurses. That is why the entrance requirements
to leading schools are so strict. In addition to the educational

requirements a high school education with superior grades,
or even sometimes a college degree the candidate must be

between the ages of 18 and 35 and able to pass a rigorous
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physical examination. And many schools now require appli-

cants to pass intelligence and occupational aptitude tests,

for the demands of nursing call for speckl qualities of per-

sonality and temperament . . . courtesy, steadiness, self-

control, tact, adaptability, resourcefulness and even a sense

of humor.

There are around 1,300 schools of nursing, distributed

across this country. Most of the schools, including the most

famous ones, are owned and operated by hospitals. A grow-

ing number are connected with universities and colleges. If

you have selected a school and wish to check its standing, or

if you want a "first" list of 70 accredited schools, write to

The National League of Nursing Education, 1790 Broad-

way, New York, N. Y.

The cost of these courses varies. In some schools, small

monthly allowances are paid to students who have completed
the probation period. The typical tuition fee, according to

the National League for Nursing Education, is around $75
for the three-year course, in addition to modest charges for

textbooks, uniforms and the use of laboratories. Students in

schools affiliated with universities pay the regular tuition

fees for stated units of the course.

The usual nursing course is three years and leads to a

nursing diploma. Some colleges offer a four or five-year

course, which not only means a nursing diploma but a college

degree. The college degree does not mean wasted time, for

many nursing positions require it. And a great number of

nurses, even after practicing a considerable length of time,

go to designated colleges and universities to secure it.

The student's work includes classroom instruction, study
and nursing practice known as clinical work in the

hospital. The A. N. A. booklet explains: "Through classes,
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you learn the meaning of health. You learn wherein sick

people differ from the well; what symptoms are typical
of the various diseases; how medicines act; how peo-

ple may be protected against illness. Just as in any other

school, you are expected to prepare assignments and to pass
examinations.

"Classroom instruction is closely related to 'practice' on

hospital wards. There you give care nursing care to

actual patients, under the supervision of registered nurses.

In this way, your eyes, your ears, your touch are trained to

detect the slightest change in condition; your hands are

trained to be quick, sure and gentle; your mind is trained

to be alert and to relate cause with effect. You may be on

active duty on the hospital wards eight hours, day or night.

In some schools, classes are included in this period. In others,

you attend and prepare for classes in off-duty time. But you
will always be expected to balance your off-duty activities so

that you keep yourself at a high point of efficiency."

After graduation, you must register in the state in which

you plan to practice. This entitles you to the cherished

"R. N." after your name. In some cases, there are examina-

tions; in others, your diploma from a recognized nursing
school is all you require. New York is the only state which

charges registration fee.

During training, you have time to study your particular

aptitudes and talents. Rarely does a girl graduate without a

specific idea of her own talents. The fields of nursing may
be broadly classified as institutional nursing, private duty,

public health nursing and nursing education.

In hospitals, positions include those of general staff nurse,

head nurse, supervisor, director of nursing services and hospi-
tal superintendent. Nurses for staff positions are usually
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appointed to them upon graduation from nursing school and

the administrative positions are filled from the staff; for

nurses who have worked up in the hospital are frequently

given preference. The A. N. A. recommends a 48-hour week

working schedule, which is observed in a great many hospi-

tals. Many ofthem also grant four weeks' vacation with salary

and provide free care for illness to members of the nursing
staff. Salaries average from $999 a year with full maintenance

for the newly appointed general staff nurse to $5,000,

maintenance included, the "high" for a seasoned director of

the nursing service. Institutional positions may be secured

by applying directly to the institution or through nurses'

placement services.

In private duty nursing the nurse is virtually in charge,
under the direct supervision of the doctor. She usually cares

for just one patient in the home or hospital, nursing him

through the acute stages of illness. Unlike most other nurses,

who are employed on a salary basis, the private nurse's in-

come is dependent primarily on the number of patients in

her locality who can afford to add the cost of individual

nursing service to the other costs of medical help.
Not all nurses succeed in private duty. People are becom-

ing more discriminating. More and more, the private nurse

must be a trained specialist in one particular field; or an alert,

seasoned nurse who not only has developed a high degree of

nursing skill through preparation and experience, but who is

also amiable and adaptable in the home.

Conditions of private patient nursing are more and more

satisfactory. The average expected day is 8 hours, instead of

1 2 or 24. Incomes vary, according to the locality. But the pay
usually is good and a higher fee may be demanded by the

nurse who has built up an established clientele, or if she is,
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through post-graduate work, a specialist in certain types of

illness such as communicable or mental diseases.

In public health nursing, the regular hours and the free-

dom of having your own apartment and evenings to your-

self, appeal to a great many nurses. The work ranges from

blazing health trails in the remote rural districts where

hardships are salted with romance to regular work in city

health centers. A nurse's job is seldom dull. Public health

nursing is additionally interesting because it means two

duties caring for the sick, and the prevention of disease

through education. Many different kinds of agencies and

organizations employ public health nurses. Some services

are state, county or city controlled, and may be conducted

by the department of health or education. Others are pri-

vately controlled, like some of the visiting nurse services.

Schools and industries use public health nurses. The Ameri-

can Red Cross has pioneered in establishing health services.

The National Organization for Public Health Nursing,

1790 Broadway, New York, has outlined requirements for

various positions, which will be sent to you on request.
Salaries range from $ 1 500 a year for staff nurses, and from

$1860 to $6000 for supervisors and executives. Living ex-

penses are not provided, but seven to eight hours is the

accepted working day; the working week is five to five and

a half days.
In nursing education the pay is usually better and work-

ing situations extremely pleasant, but only particularly well-

educated and experienced nurses can qualify. Positions range
from that of head nurse to that of dean or principal of the

school. With the increased participation of colleges and

universities in the education of nurses, larger numbers of

nurses are given faculty positions in those institutions, and
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some nurses also teach health and hygiene in public schools.

Countless other fields for nurses include Army and Navy
Nurse Corps, the Indian, and the United States Public Health

Services, and the Veteran Administration Hospitals. Addi-

tional information on these various branches may be obtained

by writing The American Nurses' Association, 1790

Broadway, New York City.

In addition to the nurses permanently employed by the

American Red Cross, all registered, graduate nurses are urged
to enlist as reserve members. In order to be enrolled with

the American Red Cross nursing service, you must present
credentials covering academic and professional preparation,

registration, membership in the American Nurses' Associa-

tion, age, health, citizenship and personal qualifications. The
reserves of the Red Cross are a picked group, who have

signified their willingness to serve whenever an emergency

may exist when a river overflows its banks and leaves hun-

dreds homeless; when dust storms or epidemics or explosions
demand expert nursing skill; or when war makes its heavy
demands.

This gives you an idea of the range of opportunity and

the fields of real adventure and service open to anyone who
is qualified to become a nurse.

One of the most exciting stories I know is that of Louise

Zabriskie. She is a nursewho never saw service abroad, whose
main concern for 30 years has been babies and their mothers.

But she is so extraordinary, that it seems to me if she finds

the nursing profession interesting, satisfying and challeng-

ing, there must be much in it to appeal to alert, serious young
women of today.

I met Louise Zabriskie for the first time while I was

doing a story for Look Magazine on the care of babies. I
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asked one or two doctor friends for advice regarding where
to get my information. In one voice, they recommended the

Maternity Consultation Service. I called Miss Zabriskie and

she immediately set a date. (I have found later that one of

her great charms is that she sees everyone who comes to

talk with her whether it is doctor, nurse, patient, sales-

man or a wanderer from off the street) . When I kept the

appointment, I found her sitting quietly behind a big desk,

with one of those incredible stiff plaster collars around her

neck.

"I have to wear this once in a while," she explained. "I

broke my neck 20 years ago and occasionally I have trouble."

She put no emphasis on it, nor could I for her baby story
was so absorbing I soon forgot. She moved little behind

the desk, but I thought nothing of it. I saw her three times

after that. She was always behind the desk. It wasn't until

weeks later that a friend of hers told me that Louise Zabriskie,

as a result of a terrible accident in which her neck had been

broken, had not walked for 20 years. Yet, in spite of this

tremendous handicap, she has always worked.

Directly after the accident, she was desperately ill and

her convalescence was slow and tedious. She knew that it

would leave her partially paralyzed. But as soon as there

was any sign of improvement, she conducted her conferences

with the nurses on the staff of the Maternity Center Associa-

tion from her hospital bed. She continued to work with them

when she went home, although she knew that she never

would be able to get about unaccompanied. As she grew

stronger, she was able to make the short automobile trip

to the office and take up her regular work of supervision,

teaching and individual conferences with nurses and pati-

ents. Her spirit was then, as it is today, such that she never
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seems conscious of her difficulties and has the happy faculty
of making you forget it, too.

"I've never been depressed or discouraged," she says.

And it is that very quality
which has won her so many

admirers and friends. To her no problem is too grim to be

without an answer. No person ever leaves her without a feel-

ing of encouragement and stimulation. Yet she is dependent

upon her friends to know much of the world that goes on

outside her windows. She cannot travel in buses, trains or

subways. She hears only from other people about new plays,

new movies, what is being displayed in shop windows; yet
she is better informed than most of us. She reads a great deal,

she enjoys music. She always has a dog at present, a

beautiful old airdale who looks at Louise Zabriskie with his

heart in his eyes. And she is completely happy, for she knows
that what she is doing is truly useful.

She didn't start out in life planning to be a nurse. But she

came of unusual parents. Her mother, who wrote poetry
and was musical, died when her family of six children was

quite young. Her father was a farmer, a philosopher of those

days, an amateur musician, and served in the Connecticut

legislature. Louise grew up, helping to take care of the ani-

mals horses, chickens, pigs, a herd of 22 cows. She spent
most of her life out of doors more help than some of the

boys.
In a less vigorous family Louise might have stayed on the

farm. But every member was considering a career, some

way to make a definite contribution in the world. She had
a brother in the United States Consular Service, another

who was studying to be a teacher. Still another was a musi-

cian, as well as a farmer. A younger sister was planning to go
to Columbia and be a teacher. An older sister was planning
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to go into nursing. Nursing, from the first, enchanted Louise.

But her very liking for people, and her fear of seeing them

suffer, made her afraid that she would not be a good nurse.

So she decided to become a teacher and went up to North-

field Seminary, working her way through.
"It wasn't until ill health forced me to stop school," she

says, "that a curious circumstance made me consider nursing

again. I had a minor operation in a large New York Hospital.
The nurse who took care of me was charming. Finally, I

confided in her and she persuaded me to apply for training."

So Louise Zabriskie started her nursing career. She en-

rolled at New York Hospital. It was hard work. The hours

were long and the work different from any she had ever done

before. "Nor was it a question of reasonable working hours

then," she says. "We just stayed in the ward until the last

patient had been cared for. I nursed sick people easily and

enjoyed it. But my greatest thrill was when I was put into

the operating room. I learned that all my fears of seeing

people hurt were ridiculous. From the moment I hadmy first

emergency and realized that I could help alleviate suffering,

I lost completely any horror of it. So today, when girls tell

me that they can't stand the sight of blood, I tell them not

to worry a nurse doesn't see much."

She went through all phases of training medicine,

surgery, mental work, contagious diseases and obstetrics.

And it was in obstetrics that she found her great satisfaction.

She had the same knack of handling babies, of realizing intui-

tively if there was anything wrong, that she had shown with

animals, on the farm. So excellent was her record that she

was appointed Night Supervisor of New York's Lying-in

Hospital, while she was finishing her student-nurse course

at New York.
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As Night Supervisor, her working day began at seven

at night, lasted until seven in the morning. One well-remem-

bered night there were 22 babies born and she was sup-

posed to be present at every delivery! It was marvelous

experience. During it, she had the opportunity of working
with some of the famous obstetricians in the country and

others, today well-known, who were interns when she was

Night Supervisor. Many of these doctors now send their

patients to her for instruction in the nursing care of mothers

and babies.

For Louise Zabriskie is one of the great authorities on pre-
natal and baby care in the country. Her book, Mother and

Baby Care in Pictures is recommended by countless doctors

not only for its expert advice, but for its delightful sanity.
"Don't let a baby take over your household," she advises.

"Make him fit into yours. He can adjust himself to your
schedule just as well as you can to his. You, of course, have

to make to him certain concessions. But let him do the rest."

She also is author of The Nurses' Handbook of Obstetrics,

and a lecturer at New York University.
When she was in Lying-in Hospital, the war came along.

She tried to enlist and, to her amazement, was rejected physi-

cally. It was a great blow. She had always considered hers

a tough constitution.

"Now," she says, "I know I have, for I have the resilience

to bounce back from things."

Just at that time, she had been taking especial interest in

one of the babies born in Lying-in. She likes all babies, but
this one had particular charm. She understood him well.

Just before his mother was ready to take him home to Nash-

ville, he developed a heart condition.

"Come home with us," the baby's mother urged, "and
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call it your vacation. You need a rest. And you will be near,

to keep an eye on the baby and give us both confidence."

The offer came at the right time. Louise went to Nashville

with them. But after a few weeks, her natural vitality

bubbled over. She went to work with the Public Health

Nursing Association in Nashville. She found the field even

broader and more interesting than hospital work. So, when
this organization was replaced by another group of nurses,

she decided that she would go back to New York and make

public health care of mothers and babies her profession.

In 1919, she went with the Maternity Center Association

as a field nurse. It happened just then that the first organized

prenatal work was being done in New York City. Louise

Zabriskie helped with this pioneer effort, the aim of which

was to discover the cause of the appalling death rate of

mothers and babies in the United States. She aided in produc-

ing proof that death rates could be reduced by intensive

prenatal care. Before long, she was made Supervisor and had

the responsibility of teaching nurses, from all over the

United States and abroad, the fundamentals of prenatal
care.

"She values everyone," a nurse who worked under her

at that time wrote. "You are never just a nurse. You always
have some contribution to make. And, though she has seen

thousands of babies come into the world, no baby is ever

just a 'case'."

In 1922, after her automobile accident, she not only con-

tinued her daily activities, but worked constantly with

manufacturers to develop more modem styles in baby
clothes. This was the first time that nurses, teachers and

manufacturers began working together, for the advantage of

everyone. Soon, in the vigor of old and new efforts, Louise
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Zabriskie was so much back at her job that the accident

receded. It wasn't important largely because it had never

been important to Louise Zabriskie. The devotion of her

friends is wonderful and, curiously enough, it is not because

of her triumph over her physical condition, but because she

is the person she is. In 1933, at the New York Hospital
Alumnae Meeting, a program was arranged to provide an

opportunity for the younger graduates and students to meet

those graduates who have contributed outstanding service in

the field of nursing. Louise Zabriskie was one of 27 thus

honored.

But, even as she worked at the Maternity Center, her

heart shot forward to ambitions she dreamed of her own
service, a personal consultation and training course for all

young mothers. And, after 20 years, that dream came true.

In 1939, she organized the Maternity Consultation Service,

of which she is director. It is in the north fringes of Man-
hattan near the river. It isn't an English baby-carriage neigh-

borhood, but you see plenty of Bonwit Teller dresses at

her classes. And there isn't a week that some one of her

"babies" ages varying from four to twenty doesn't stop
in for a chat. Some of the older "babies" even bring their own
children for her to see!

Her classes, at the Maternity Consultation Service, are

open to everyone, free of charge. Her course consists of

four lessons, each lasting about an hour. At the end of the

course, each young mother receives a certificate. ("I'm

prouder of that than my Phi Beta Kappa key," one said

recently.) So popular have the lessons become that she has

even opened an evening course for prospective fathers and

mothers, the first of its kind in this country. And she has an
afternoon class in which she trains high school students
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both for future motherhood and for being well-trained and

reliable "mothers' helpers."

During my series of interviews with Louise Zabriskie, I

stumbled one day into a class quite without intent, because

I am not a mother. It was an enthralling experience. The
room was crowded with women, earnestly taking notes.

Miss Zabriskie's assistant was demonstrating, with a doll, the

technique of baby bathing. She was wonderful. I, who have

never bathed anything more important than a puppy, felt

immediately that I could have been an expert. Everything
was made so simple, so normal and there was such an air

of happy expectancy in everyone's attitude.

Then, before I was able to see Miss Zabriskie, a pretty
blonde girl who was receiving her "graduation" certificate

that day, paused to say good-by. After the other students

had cleared out, the blonde girl motioned to someone outside

the window. A young man came in; she introduced her

husband. They were obviously very young and had little

money. But the husband laid a check for five dollars on

Louise Zabriskie's desk. And, when Nurse Zabriskie looked

up in surprise, he said hastily, "Please take it. The course

has been worth so much more than that to us. Fd never get
over the embarrassment if you didn't."

When they had left, Louise Zabriskie turned to me. "I

think you have seen one of the pleasant things that happen
to me. The Consultation Service is endowed, of course. We
also make a little money selling mothers their first layettes.

But the most thrilling thing in the world is an assurance

like that, which makes you certain you are being helpful
to these fine young people."
And that, in spite of all the careful talk about opportunities

for employment and financial remuneration, is the great
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charm of being a nurse, I am sure. I've never seen a
really

good one who hadn't, beneath her starched uniform, the

heart of a romantic. Sometimes they are young and
pretty,

with blonde curls and a blue pocket handkerchief to match
their eyes. Sometimes they are tall and austere, with gentle
hands and warm eyes. Sometimes their hair is graying, some-

times they're approaching the stylish stout size in uniforms.

But they all are drinking deeply of satisfaction and
whether it's in a hill town of Kentucky or the battlefields

of Australia adventure. It's quite a lot of woman, being a

'nurse.
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HELEN HOKINSON - SUSANNE SUBA

ARTISTS

I HAVE IN front of me a cartoon from The Ne*w Yorker

magazine. It shows a garden party a big one, full of ladies

in flowered hats and stylish stout chiffons. The hostess is

unmistakable. She has a soft mull dress trimmed with Irish

lace, no hat and her hair done in a style of two decades ago
*

She is a little more than stylishly stout, but her feet and hands

are tiny and she carries a palm leaf fan. One of her guests
a vigorous and dressed-to-the-last-irtinute-woman is shak-

ing hands with her and saying, "It was sweet of you to let me

bring my car pool!"
Aiid the lady in mull, flanked by a rose arbor and a lace-

covered table heavy with punch bowl and plates of sand-

wiches, is looking bewildered and meek. For things like this

are always happening to her.

The humor isn't blatant. You have to know the lady well

really to appreciate how funny the cartoon is. But most

readers of The New Yorker do know her well. She has been

appearing in the pages of that magazine, and in all sorts of

commercial advertisements, for nearly 20 years. She is the

"Hokinson lady/' because she is drawn by Helen Hokinson.

Peoplewho don'tknow Helen Hokinson are apt to imagine
her as that lady. It is quite startling to find Miss Hokinson
a little bit of a thing with masses of soft curly hair warm,
red-brown, now touched with gray and a face that flashes

with humor. She isn't quite pretty in the accepted sense. She

has none of that sharp brittleness of manner or the eternal
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"how much will you pay?
7 '

attitude. You would hardly
think of her as a Big Success.

But she is definitely. The Ne*w Yorker is known as one

of the hardest magazines in the world to "make." Other less

successful artists, who submit scores of ideas to it each week
in the hope of having an occasional drawing accepted, almost

beat their heads on the floor at the mention of the sacred

Hokinson name. For the week hardly passes that Hokinson

isn't in that magazine. Sometimes she has three or four

cartoons. Sometimes, plus that, a cover. For this, she is

paid handsomely far better than most illustrators and art-

ists. In addition, her "Hokinson lady" has achieved such

renown that advertisers approach Helen diffidently, willing
to pay plump sums for a cartoon to advertise their products.

Helen did a book, My Best Girl, entirely composed of the

"Hokinson lady" in various moods. And so much a part of the

national scene has the "lady" become that Russel Grouse

and Howard Lindsay, co-authors of "Life with Father"

are now trying to write a play with her as the central

character.

All this has left Helen Hokinson delighted, but com-

pletely modest. Her first remark to you is, "Anybody can

draw all you need is training. I never had any marvelous

talent."

That, of course, is debatable. Helen's greatest talent, per-

haps, is her lively sense of humor. She laughs a great deal

more than most people and her laugh is a warm, lovely

thing that sets everyone around her laughing, too. It simply
took a while for Helen to realize how to use that sense of

humor.

Like most youngsters, she drew pictures from the time
she was little. She was born in Mendota, Illinois. Neither her
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father nor her mother drew. There was no history of land-

scape or even house painters in her family. "I look at my
early attempts now," she says, "and I am horrified. I see

youngsters all around me now with much more talent than I

had and their parents wouldn't dream of letting them study
art."

But Helen's father was impressed with her early attempts
to caricature her teachers. "I don't know what my father

did," said Helen, "and I don't know to this day. He had a job
with a plow company and was traveling a good deal. He used

to make designs at home, but they were mostly of plows and

wagons. They didn't seem like art tome, but he must have had

a buried desire to be an artist himself, for it was he who kept
me drawing."

So she drew her way through high school, doing what

she calls now "funny pictures." Her favorite drawing paper
was the stiff boards that came in the shredded wheat pack-

ages the ones that were put between the biscuits. When
she was graduated, her father packed her off to Chicago, to

art school.

There, in the Academy of Fine Arts, she began to take a

more realistic view of her career. She looked around for a

way to make a living, now that all thismoneywas being spent
on her training. Fashion art seemed to be the road up which

most girl artists made their way. So Helen concentrated on

that.

"I was a terrible fashion artist," she says. "I wonder now

why people boughtmy drawings. My only saving grace was
that even I knew they were bad and I worked hard over

them."

But she did drawing for Chicago's best stores, among
them Marshall Field's. In those days, fashion figures brought
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little money. A day's work might mean $5 or possibly $10.

But the life was fun. One of Helen's great interests in life is

people. She knew many artists like herself in Chicago, some

of them better, a few worse. They went to the theater, they

spent afternoons in the Art Institute, they talked.

But finally one of them, who had gone toNew York, wrote

Helen, "There's more money and twice as much to see in

New York. Why don't you come on down?"

So Helen went for six months and plans to stay the rest

of her life. She did fashion drawings for Best's and Lord &

Taylor's. "Still bad," she said. "I finally decided that what I

lacked inmywork was a sense of design. So I determined that

if I ever had the money, I would take a year off and really

seriously study design."
This is Helen Hokinson's story, as she tells it. Actually,

her friends say that Helen's early work was not nearly as

bad as she says it was; that even then it had freshness and

talent. But one of the curious things that Helen will not ad-

mit, even to herself, is her sure and highly developed critical

sense. Her standards of art are almost impossibly high. When,
after her cartoons had received considerable recognition and

she could afford foreign travel, she went to Paris to study,
she was confused and depressed by the quality of the work
in classes. The teacher himself did not come up to her de-

manding standards. So she took her canvasses and went out

alone to draw the streets of Paris.

The chance to study design came about in a curious way.
A friend of hers, Alice Ramsey, was doing a racing strip for

the New York Daily Mirror. Horse betting tips to gamblers
was not Alice's best medium, but the money was wonderful
and newspaperworkwas stimulating. So she persuaded Helen
to go over there and do a

strip called "Sylvia in the Big City."
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It was the adventures of a girl who didn't know her way
around.

And Helen recalls delightedly that every morning the

Qty Editor would come in and give the two girls a short

talk. To Alice, he would say, "Now, young lady, your pub-
lic are the gamblers, the people who hang around Broadway.

Keep them in mind every minute."

Aid then he would turn to Helen, "And, young lady, your

public is the ignorant. Never forget that."

Helen never forgot it. It still is one of her best stories. But

doing a comic strip for the ignorant made her money. After

six months, both girls were discharged, but sent out into the

world with comfortably cushioned bank accounts. Helen

didn't want to go back to fashion drawing, until she had a

surer sense of design. And the zealous fashion people, who

panted over the drop of a skirt or the curve of an armhole,

were beginning to bore her completely.
So she approached the turning point in her life as an artist

with complete carelessness. She had enough money to live

for a while; she needed additional training. She heard about

a course in Dynamic Symmetry. So she decided to take it.

Dynamic Symmetry is based on geometry. Nature is geo-

metrical, hence all design must be geometrical. Dynamic
Symmetry shows how to use design in motion. Helen feels

that all good artists know the principles of Dynamic Sym-
metry, some of them instinctively, some of them through

study. She felt immediately that it was her great lack, so she

studied it over a period of five years. She was able to for

Dynamic Symmetry set her on the way to success.

In Dynamic Symmetry, the city itself was her sketch

class. She was sent out with her notebook to ride buses, and

go to ball parks, and walk up and down Broadway. It was the
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sort of thing Helen Hokinson had always liked to do. She

came back with her notebook full in a few short hours. She

was using the principles she had learned in class that of con-

veying the feeling of curves and curved motion with mostly

straight lines. She was not conscious of making caricatures.

And so she was completely astonished when her teacher

laughed.
"It looksmore like the people than they do," she said. Helen

has always remembered the impression that remark made on

her. She went on studying harder than ever. She went on

sketching. For she had found a way of drawing that not

only was interesting and wonderful, but for the first time in

her life her work really satisfied her.

"That's an important thing with an artist," she says. "I

don't feel that I work hard at all. It can't be hard work, be-

cause I enjoy it so much. Occasionally I run into something
that can't seem to get done right, but mostly I feel like a

sloth sitting around and watching my writer friends

struggle over their typewriters."
Miss Hokinson lives in Silvermine, Connecticut during the

summernear Faith Baldwin, the novelist; Mignon Eberhardt,
the mystery story writer; and H. T. Webster, the artist

with whom she plays serious bridge regularly.
"I work in the mornings," she says, "and in the afternoons I

want to play bridge. I have a bad time withmy writer friends.

They work all the time."

Her pet story in this connection is about Jan Struther,

English writer and author of the best-selling Mrs. Miniver.

At a tea, Helen innocently remarked that Mrs. Miniver
must have been fun to write. Jan threw up her hands. "Writ-

ing fun? It's the most awfulwork in the world. I hate it."

"Don't you ever like to write?" asked Helen timidly.
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"I'd never do another word if I didn't have to," said Miss

Struther crisply. And Helen retreated quietly, feeling a

little guilty of her own laziness and lack of character pick-

ing a profession that was fun.

Her entrance into a lucrative and pleasant business asso-

ciation was so easy, too, that Helen is sometimes a little em-

barrassed. She was seeing a friend off on a boat. It took, as

such occasions always do, a great deal longer than anybody

expected. Helen pulled out the sketch pad that she nearly

always carries with her. She drew a picture of her friend,

waving.
The New Yorker magazine was then only six months old,

but it was a precocious and much talked-about baby. That
was 1925 about the most important date in Miss Hokinson's

life. She walked into their offices with her drawing. Sheknew
no one, and had no-reputation. They saw her, bought the

drawing promptly, and asked her for more.

Always a little shy, Helen thought it might be wiser to

waittwo weeks until she turnedup with anything else. When
she walked into the magazine office, they greeted her with,

"Where were you last week?" So even Helen knew every-

thing was going to be all right.

In the beginning, she drew all sorts of people. Her plump
ladywas only one ofmany. She illustrated different magazine
features. She didn't ever start from a funny idea in fact,

when she did her drawings she didn't expect them to be fun-

ny. Of course, from time to time she had sent her friend,

Alice Ramsey, ideas for the old Life then a humor maga-
zine. When The New Yorker asked her to supply captions
for the pictures, she was terrified. Now it is part of the fun of

being an artist.

She does a great many of her own ideas. Others she buys
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from a writer friend whose mother mingles much in the

woman's club atmosphere that her "Hokinson lady" breathes.

Still others come from women all over the country. The war

stimulated a great many more suggestions from her readers;

they saw situations similar to her cartoons in their war work.

Most flattering of all, recently a woman from Akron,

Ohio, wrote Helen Hokinson that she and a group of other

ladies were fairing a reducing course at the local Y.W.C.A.
and wanted to know if Miss Hokinson would mind if they
called themselves the "Helen Hokinson Girls' Club." Helen

wrote back that she would be delighted. Secretly, although
the "Hokinson lady" is her best girl,

she was a little surprised
that a group of women would want to identify themselves

so certainly with her.

The "lady" came about in an accidental manner as most

pleasant things that happen to Helen do. Plump ladies with

plump minds have always interested and amused her. She

put a number of them into her drawings. One day Harold

Ross, editor of TheNew Yorker, called her in and announced

itwas abouttime thatshe did a cover.

"I don't know anything about color," she objected.
"You don't need to," he said. "Just put one of your fat

ladies on it and paint her in her natural tones."

The cover was a success. More and more, Hokinson work

began to feature the "lady." More and more, The New
Yorker bought the "lady." Actually, Miss Hokinson doesn't

always use the same plump lady for her cartoons. She has

several women she likes. "But they all think the same, so they

get identified as the same woman."
The Ne<w Yorker does not take everything she does but

her batting average is much higher than most artists. She does

three or four sketches a week. Sometimes, when she is living
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rough pencil sketches first. This is routine with most artists

who work constantly for The Ne<w Yorker. Sometimes she

hits a problem which troubles her. If she does, it may take her

months to solve it. "And then sometimes I can't sell it," she

says. She seldom does work over. When it satisfies her, it

usually satisfies an editor, too.

Her success story sounds easy, just as her work does, but

that's Hokinson technique. "Whenever I went out and tried

to sell myself," she says, "I'd come home discouraged. When-
ever I sat and did something I knew was good, I didn't need

even to try to sell myself."
Her best advice to a talented person is to do what you like,

then other people are pretty sure to like it. She doesn't

believe in trying to change your style to please people, or in

working special ways for special clients. When she found

herself, she never deviated from her method of work. In

fact, she has never even needed an agent to sell her things.

People ask for her and the agents have to come to her.

Her opinion is that most of the girls who don't succeed

after studying art, lack ambition and an ability to keep on

training themselves, rather than talent. She sincerely feels

that her drawing talent was negligible and that it was study-

ing that put her up in the top ranks.

Because Dynamic Symmetry meant so much to her, she

feels that everyone should know something about it. She sug-

gests the books written by Jay Hambidge, Dynamic Sym-
metry: the Greek Vase, The Elements of Dynamic Sym-
metry, and Practical Application of Dynamic Symmetry
as rather difficult, but extremely worth-while reading.

George Bellows was another artist who believed strongly in

the theory. She advises careful study of his work.
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But most of all, she insists, you must have a desire to put

things on paper. Even without much talent, this is the urge
that will keep you studying and learning.You must, also, have

an ability to see things; training onlyshows you how to inter-

pret them.

Miss Hokinsonwould not like to live in the country all year
'round. She comes toNew York every winter and lives in the

immediate center of town so she can see city people, what

they are wearing, what they are doing, hear what they are

talking about. She goes to plays and movies constantly, not

sure they help her with her work, but because she likes to go

places. She reads detective stories and not much else except
her friends' books. She begs her friends to call her up wildly
the minute they see or hear anything she might use. And they
do.

One day Mignon Eberhardt called her in Silvermine from

New York to tell her something she had overheard in the

fitting room at Bergdorf-Goodman's, fashionable New York

specialty shop. One size 50 lady (from her voice) was saying

plaintively to the saleswoman, "Of course it's a nice dress,

but it will never make history."
"It could have waited, I suppose," says Helen laughing

again. "But then maybe she might have thought about it

and decided it wasn't so funny. The salesgirl who heard it

with her wasn't amused at all. But I think it will make a good
cartoon."

And if Helen Hokinson thinks so you can be pretty
certain it will.

Helen Hokinson's experience is fairly typical of most of

the big name artists today. They have been talented as chil-

dren, gone to art school and then spread out into various

fields of endeavor.
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An interesting person, Susanne Suba, is representative
of the young people today in that her attitude is that there

is small distinction between the commercial and fine arts.

She does children's books, grown-ups' books, advertising il-

lustration and some surprisingly accomplished paintings
which she lumps together in one sentence "I like to draw."

She started, as a matter of fact, crouched under a drawing
board in her father's office in Budapest when she was three.

Her mother was a pianist, her father an architect. In those

days and they were hungry days because of the firstWorld

War, with little to eat and often no heat in their rooms she

used to like to draw the people of Budapest, dressed in their

Sunday best. Today, she still likes to do people. And animals,

and houses.

When she was six, Susanne returned to America. At

twelve, she was entered in Dr. Fritz's free art class for tal-

ented children, supported by the state. The pupils' ages

ranged from eight to eighteen. Selected children could at-

tend for one month; after that, they were re-invited; many
went for several years. There were no models and the pupils
were left almost entirely alone and encouraged to use the

available paints and materials. Susanne says this method of

teaching, new at that time, developed her memory. She

seldom carries a sketch book, and she works almost entirely
from mental pictures.
Herfamily didn't havemuch money, so she helped put her-

self through Pratt Institute, Brooklyn,New York, by check-

ing classes. She didn't mind most talented students in the

class worked their way through, doing everything from

minding children to being hotel clerks and waitresses.

Susanne also sold occasional drawings to hat shops her

first professional job was decorating the walls of a corset
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shop and won a partial scholarship. She and her friends

oftenwent to the zoo, or the circus and drew everything they
saw. She has a particular charm with animals and her ele-

phants have something of the soul and charm of the "Hokin-

son ladies," if not yet the fame. And she and her father, an

excellent painter as well as an architect, spent many hours

on painters' pilgrimages all over New York.

After three years at Pratt, she started the rounds of book

publishers. The lirst year, she had no agent and no intro-

ductions. But she found people charming and easily access-

ible she thinks book people are the nicest in the world.

Among the books she has done are Life Without Principle

by Thoreau; Katherine Brush's This Is On Me; Here

Comes the Circus by Horace Moses; The Little Cat That

Could Not Sleep by Frances Margaret Fox; Lottie's Val-

entine by Katherine Wigmore Eyre; Sabina by Elizabeth

Howard; String and the No-Tail Cat by Christine Noble

Govan, and The Tinkers of Turntable by B. G. Herzog.
Several of these books she designed herself, creating the

format and suggesting the type style. In order to get a

working knowledge of type, she went to a New York

printer and persuaded him to allow her to set type in the

shop. She learned working directly on forms as printers do.

In addition to her books, she has done considerable mag-
azine work and advertising illustration. Among her mag-
azine drawings were covers for The New Yorker and carica-

tures of musicians and theater people. She has a real feeling
for music and a good background, because of her mother

although so far as actual playing is concerned, she reluctant-

ly admits that she was her mother's worst pupil. Her

acquaintance with ballet technique she used to paint

backstage at the Russian ballet inspired her to go to a
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publisher with an idea for a book on Anna Pavlowa. The
publisher had the book written; Susanne illustrated it. In
addition, she has done promotional advertising illustration
for Time Magazine, Strathmore Paper, Abbott Labora-
tories, the Chicago Tribune and designs for the Container

Corporation and The Lakeside Press.

There are numerous ways to break into artwork. Nearly
every town, no matter how small it is, has a department
store with an advertising department. This is an excellent

training ground for the young artist, for it nearly always
gives her a sense of layout and design as well as varied draw-
ing experience. In larger cities, there are often large art
services where the beginner can start as an

apprentice, at
errand girl pay, and work up when she improves.
One friend of mine in Chicago began that way and

launched into a career as a fashion artist in a strange way.
They used to send her down to a department store to have
corset drawings corrected. She grew tired of making the

trip back to the studio, so, after the corrections were indi-

cated, she would retire to the ladies' room with another
artist's drawing, take her pen and ink out of her bag, make
the changes and go back to the studio with an O. K. It

wasn't long before the studio began to probe into the

mystery of the always-perfect corset drawings. And she

got the job.

Some busy artists - and some
girls not quite so famous

but who hate to make personal contacts have represent-
atives. These agents not only sell your drawings, but come
back with assignments and take care of getting information
on changes. Unless your work is known

intimately to the

person selling it, this may run into
pitfalls and rejected

work. The uninitiate does better to act as her own agent,
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leaving the representatives to the better established com-
mercial artist. Even then, the well-known established artist

often doesn't need to try to sell her work; the work comes to

her.

Although she is already gaining fame Susanne Suba

has had a one-man show at the Composing Room in New
York Gty and at the Art Institute in Chicago she feels that

her best work has been done on specific order for books,

advertising and the like. In fact, the limitations of color,

methods of reproduction and client's needs are an incentive,

rather than a handicap, to her talent. Just as an architect likes

to know the size of a lot and the problem of the house, so she

feels that a knowledge of her problem is a challenge and

often a help in beginning to draw.

In this, she is typical of the new-era artist. The line be-

tween commercial and fine art is every day being erased.

The good commercial artist nearly always has the same

background of study life classes, color and a knowledge
of old and modern painting that the "fine" artist has.

And many a "fine" artist does painting that could hang
in galleries for advertising accounts.

The answer is, of course, that advertising and book pub-

lishing houses are growing up. And that artists have grown
tired of starving in attics and have cut their long artistic

hair. The result is fine for everybody.
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HOME ECONOMISTS

"EDITH BARBER can prepare scrambled eggs in a white satin

evening gown without putting on an apron."

That was the first time I ever heard of Edith Barber. And
the wondering praise came from the lips of a cousin of

mine, a newspaper-man-about-town who, like most dashing

young blades, was enormously interested in what went into

his stomach. I had just moved to New York, into an old

apartment just half a block from Washington Square an

old apartment, which in fact had once housed Richard

Harding Davis.

"She lives just
a couple of blocks from you," he said. "I'll

take you over some time to a party."

I have always entertained an allergy to women who are

constantly thrust in my face as paragons. I began to work

up a fine distaste for this white-satined food expert. But every

night my cousin would bring home the New York Evening

Sun, so I could read her food column. And as I read, I began
to change my mental stripes. For her food not only
sounded good and sensible, but she wrote about it in a grand

way. She told about parties in her garden, particular tastes

of her famous friends, and places she had been. (Once,

several years later, even I made the column when Edith

came out to our farm over the week-end and proved herself

a perfect darling as well as a perfect cook by letting me do

the cooking and eating every crumb with enthusiasm.)

So, one night I went over to meet Edith Barber. She lived

in a beautiful old apartment, filled with family furniture.
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It had, I well remember, an enormous back window which

you walked through, and down a ladder, to get to the garden.
I knew most of the guests were regulars, by the ease with

which they descended the ladder. And there were scores of

guests being fed, with complete ease, by Edith and one

colored servant.

And what guests! It was the kind of party I had dreamed

of, before I came to New York. I played bridge with Helen

Hokinson, who did drawings for The New Yorker. I had

supper with an aviator and one of the editors of Good House-

keeping. I met a fashion photographer whose work I had

long seen in Vogue. Everybody seemed to be doing some-

thing interesting. And everybody talked warmly and enthu-

siastically about Edith, her way with food, and her charming
sister Mary, who, it turned out, was also a food expert, for

the Kellogg Company.
For the Barber girls are the first ladies of food in this

country. Edith has pioneered in a great many movements
which have put home economists into the important part

they now play in this country. And Mary, when the war
came along, was appointed expert food consultant to the

Secretary of War, in charge of the special balanced diets of

our fighting forces.

Yet they started in the simplest way possible, with no

real plan of developing their careers to such proportions.

They were born in Titusville, Pennsylvania, part of a big

family of four girls and one boy. Titusville was a gay little

town, the spot where the first oil well was sunk in the

United States. Life for the Barber girls was a succession of

parties. Edith watched her older sisters and found something
in their lives not quite satisfying.
She and her younger sister, Mary, would spend long hours
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in the kitchen learning to make the wonderful Pennsylvania
Dutch specialties pretzels, tomatoes stewed in butter and

cream, raised doughnuts, Easter bread (a rich, sweet bread

painted with egg yolks to achieve that mahogany-color

typical of the traditional loaf.)

"You'll feel differently about parties when you grow up,"
her mother promised Edith. But when Edith grew up, the

parties didn't seem any more fun than when she was little.

"I love parties today," she says, "both giving them and going
to them. But now I have the feeling that I have earned them.

Then, it was like a diet of whipped cream and cake, with

no meat and potatoes."
So she persuaded her father to let her go down to Drexel

Institute to take a two-year course in Domestic Science.

Afterward, she was offered a position teaching domestic

science in the Philadelphia public schools.

She even persuaded the family to let Mary take the same

course at Drexel. (The Barber girls are among the really

distinguished alumnae of Drexel. In June, 1942, Mary went

up from Washington to get a doctor's degree there) . After

Mary was graduated there was a teaching position in Phila-

delphia for her also. Together, they gave each other courage
to continue their unprecedented careers.

For Edith knew, almost at first, that it was going to be her

career. After a few years in Philadelphia she gave up her

job and came down to New York to take her Bachelor's

degree and later a Master's degree at Teacher's College,
Columbia University, and emerge a true home economist.

Today, the home economics field is so popular and profit-

able for women that it is hard to realize that there were only
a handful of dieticians in those days and only one person,
Ruth Watson, employed as a consultant to a large com-
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mercial organization Ruth was with Royal Baking
Powder. But public health officials and doctors were

then just beginning to realize the importance of hav-

ing women food-wise, working with them on how to eat

for health.

During World War I Edith and Mary joined Mayor
John P. MitcheTs Food Committee in New York and went

all over the city, making two or three talks a day on dietetics.

"I was astonished at myself," Edith said. "For I never had

expected to be able to stand on my feet and talk. And my
sister Mary was even more amazed. She declared that she

never would be able to do it. But she did, when her time

came. Today, we not only make speeches without even

thinking twice, but we both have done radio work. Several

times, I have taken over radio shows in the absence of reg-
ular commentators and Mary has even been on Bing Crosby's

program!"
The Barber girls

cherish a quip made on the program.

Mary was explaining how much food the army eats every

day milk, butter, meat, vegetables, eggs. "Then every
time a chicken lays an egg," said Bing, "it is bundles for

Barber!"

Back in those days, the bundles for the Barbers were all

in the arms. Both were tramping all over greater New York,

carrying huge knitting bags filled with demonstration equip-
ment. They put on dietetic food conversation demonstrations

in women's clubs, church basements, any place a group of

women made signs that they wanted them. It was did

hottest summer Edith remembers. She rode street cars inter-

minable distances. And she had her trials.

She remembers appearing in Bayside, Long Island, one
week and telling, during her demonstration, about some
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things she had seen in nearby Flushing. She was astonished

when a member of the club before which she was speaking

jumped to her feet and told Miss Barber that "those things

might be all right for Maspeth, but not for Bayside!" She

also remembers with real embarrassment the day she ap-

peared in Ridgewood and gave a long talk on war conserva-

tion of fats and sugars. She thought she had made a real

impression, but what was her chagrin after she sat down,
to have the ladies blithely serve the refreshments which in-

cluded every kind of coffee cake and pie, in prodigal quan-
tities.

When the war ended, while Mary stayed in New York,

Edith went to the Home Bureau in Syracuse, New York.

She stayed there for five years, doing extension work, op-

erating a thrift kitchen and carrying out the first nutrition

work in schools. It was fine background, practical and

interesting, but Edith couldn't help feeling that this wasn't

the exciting career she wanted. She had done some writing
on food for Pictorial Review Magazine during the war. So

she wrote letters down to New York, asking about the

chances for a free lance food expert.
The replies were encouraging. So again, Edith Barber

packed her bags and came back to New York. She man-

aged to pay her way while she got her Master's degree. By
the end of the year she had lined up $5,000 worth of work;

only to see it evaporate before the summer was over, due

to changing conditions which always affect the work of a

free lance.

The temptation to return to a regular job with a salary

might have been strong. But one of the interesting things
about Edith is that, although she is a distinguished home
economics expert, she is much more than that.
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Life to her is full of a host of fascinating things. She has

managed to gather crowds of interesting people around her,

not because of the food she serves (though that is nothing to

ignore) , but because of the gaiety and magnetism of her own

personality. She is interested in everything in the world.

And that is why she has so broadened not only her own

aspects as a food expert, but the horizons of everyone else

in the field today.
"When all I had planned blew up," she said, "I made up

my mind that I wouldn't be scared back into doing some-

thing that did not interest me. Women are often stopped
before they even get started, by that awful feminine fear of

insecurity. I had a strong mental picture of the kind of life

I wanted for myself. I decided to try free lancing for a little

while longer. Somehow, I couldn't imagine a food expert

really starving."
Edith Barber's faith was justified. "I sometimes think,"

she says, "that women lack a certain resilient, adventurous

attitude toward life- They are so afraid of the things that

might happen. Personally, I have found that a woman who
never takes a chance seldom succeeds, either."

When she comes to this part of her life, she is apt to take

up the time-worn phrase, "I was just lucky." Actually, if

she had not mustered the courage to risk complete failure,

she wouldn't have been ready when the luck happened.
For the New York Evening Sun came along and asked her

to do their food column.

Even today, though she has had countless jobs consult-

ant to advertising agencies on their food products, super-
vision of food photography for advertisers, free lance articles

on food for magazines, radio work, lectures her column is

her favorite stilL It gives her an opportunity to write, as
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she likes, about food. It is now published all over America,

distributed by the Bell Syndicate.
She has also published numerous books bright, inform-

ative works on housekeeping as well as Edith Barber's Cook

Book, which is used in many testing kitchens today as the

standard control the cook book from which other recipes
are evolved. That is, of course, the amazing part about

Edith. She has a fine background of home economics. She

knows all the modern tricks. Yet she was writing recipes

before half of the modern day tricks were accepted

temperature control, meat thermometers and the like. She

is one of the few nutrition experts, sad to say, who can

really cook and really loves to eat. And, though she is thor-

oughly impatient with anybody who sacrifices good, solid

cooking information to a bright remark, she can be as

amusing as anybody when she becomes interested in a sub-

ject.

Her Speaking of Servants, a sound, down-to-earth vol-

ume, which deals not only with the foibles of servants, but

of employers, too is far from routine. It is full of pertinent
anecdotes and is smartly illustrated by one of the less inhib-

ited of cartoonists, Chichi Lasley. Yet it was so completely
sane that Household Training Schools all over the country
seized it with delight, and even our First Housekeeper,
Eleanor Roosevelt, spoke of it enthusiastically in her column.

Edith Barber
7

s Cook Book, though it is essentially a work-

ing cook book with explicit recipes and directions, is full

of the warmth of Edith Barber's personality. Her chapter
on breads tells how she learned at five from her grandmother
to make bread. And she quotes her, "Every lady must know
how to make good bread. The very word lady means loaf-

giver, and if you can't make good bread, you'll never get
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a good husband." In a section, "Time and Temper Savers,"

she informally lists all the housekeeping time-savers that

she has learned or discovered during her years of experience
in kitchens from treating burns with strong tea, to shak-

ing chicken to be fried in a paper bag filled with seasoned

flour.

Her chapter on appetizers is so familiar to all of us who
have been entertained at her cocktail parties that it makes

me hungry just to read it. Among my favorites are her

watercress butter and Chili butter. The watercress butter

ismade by mixingwith i cup of butter, i cup of watercress, i

teaspoon lemon juice and i teaspoon onion juice. (Spread on

thin bread and serve with cold drinks or tea.) Her Chili

butter, also wonderful, is made with the same amount of

butter, to which i cup of Chili sauce has been added. And I

can remember one afternoon in the country, when Edith

was our house guest and we had unexpected company, that

she appeared out of my bare kitchen larder, carrying

appetizers made of peanut butter and Chili sauce, mixed

together with a firm hand.

"It's easy to plan good meals and cook them," she says.
And she actually makes it so, when you are with her. She
is equal to any situation; an impromptu meal for a dozen

people in the gray hours of the morning after a party; the

good-natured life-saving of a meal when a hostess has sud-

denly been taken with stage-fright; or the complete abdica-

tion, in her own kitchen, in favor of a man who has some
obscure and dish-dirtying way of frying the good old-

fashioned potato.
Before the last Newspaper Women's Ball, she had a little

supper party for 60 in her not-too-large apartment; then
danced all night afterward. Her parties have a way of
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enlarging out of control, for everybody likes to come to

them and Edith cannot resist feeding everybody. But her

best, and most famous affair, is the annual Christmas dinner

for which she and Mary are joint hostesses. It is always two-

turkey size and two monster turkeys. She builds a table

to stretch the entire length of her apartment I think

Edith always rents apartments that open all in one mainly
because of the Christmas dinner. And she frankly admits

that she invites mostly "orphans" people who can't be

with their families on Christmas Day, people who are alone

in New York, people who have some particular reason to

welcome Christmas less warmly than other days.
The guests are all ages, from children with whom Edith

has a special gift, because she treats them as if they were her

own age to young people stranded in New York for their

first Christmas, to career women with no particular holiday

plans. Sometimes the guests are famous. Sometimes they are

refugees. A few people are "regulars." Others come only

occasionally, when there is a special reason. I know that the

year my father died, Edith made a great effort to find me,
because she knew that a family Christmas dinner would be

a dreary affair for me then.

One year Mary and Edith, much in need of vacations,

gave up the annual dinner and spent the holidays in Porto

Rico. Their friends rose up in heart-rending protest. Edith,

if she ever doubted the importance of those holiday parties,

was reassured. "I'll never do it again," she promises.
Besides the two books I've mentioned, she is author of

What Shall 1 Eat? and co-author of Nutrition in Health and

Disease, which has sold more copies than any other book of

its type. She has also edited booklets for a score or more of

food distributors. But one of the high spots of her career was
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in 1938, when she was awarded the New York Newspaper
Women's Club Prize for the best woman's page feature of

the year. It is not very often that a food columnist is so hon-

ored And Edith's friends were even more delighted than she

was. Her French hairdresser to whom she confided the

news the afternoon before the award party was so excited

that he did her hair free, as a present.

Mary Barber chose a different route to fame. After she

finished carrying her street car bundles and giving cake-

eating ladies lectures on saving sugar and fat, Mary stayed
on at Teacher's College, as an instructor. She is a delight-

fully warm, vivid person with an incredible quality of look-

ing younger each time I see her. In the old days, this used

to be often, for Mary was Director of the Home Economics

Department at Kellogg's, in Battle Creek; holidays and trips

to New York for her were frequent.

But since she has taken over planning meals for Uncle

Sam, we catch her only,between broadcasts, or speeches.
She used to be the one who always led the charades, at

Edith's parties, and she was as good an actress as she was a

dietician, I am sure. Today, if she appears, she is flanked by
army colonels on all sides; and I am certain that her sense of

propriety wouldn't allow a colonel to crawl on all fours

over Edith's floors, impersonating I can't-remember-just-
what.

Mary's induction into the army came in a way she least

expected. At Kellogg's, she did a great many good-will jobs,
in addition to testing recipes and writing booklets. One of

them was the preparation of menus and recipes for the army.
This came about naturally, for the army used Kellogg prod-
ucts and the company made it their business to give all of

their customers service. Mary knew that the army some-
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times followed her suggestions, but it was in no way com-

pulsory.
But when war broke out, and the problem of feeding

millions of hungry young men well came up, the Quarter-

master Corps remembered little Mary Barber's menus. They
approached the Kellogg Company and asked for her. And
so like many of the great men in Washington she was

"loaned" for the duration, only going back to Battle Creek

occasionally to supervise material.

Feeding the army is more than a man-sized job, but Mary
seems undisturbed by it because, she says, the Quartermaster

Corps officers really do the work she only talks about it.

Planning well-balanced meals is just part of the task. The
other part is telling wives and mothers at home how well

their men are eating.

Mary does this some times in person, in appearances she

likes to call talks, not lectures. She has an appealing tech-

nique, for she simply makes an effort to explain her troubles

in the most casual way. She tells women why and how the

day-by-day menus are planned. And she also tells them,

"If occasionally, your son or husband complains about a

meal at camp, just remember that you have had failures and

bad days in your own kitchen, and he has been equally un-

happy about your efforts."

So much good-will has been spread by her occasional

appearances, that she is more and more in demand as a writer,

as a speaker and as a radio guest. Mary, who was amazed

when Edith first began to speak in public and said she

never could write, Mary has learned quite painlessly that you
can do the things you must do.

In a recent Good Housekeeping Magazine a brief state-

ment written by Mary is typical of the gentle but powerful
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story she is telling. In it, she says: "The Army menus are

planned to include all the essentials for nutritional health

in balanced proportions. The work of the menu-makers in

the Quartermaster Corps is of little value, however, if the

soldiers do not eat the variety of food provided, and it is

difficult for boys of service age to change their food habits

quickly.

"Vegetables seem to be slower to gain popularity than

any other foods. Is it because they have not been an invit-

ing part of the home meals? There are so many attractive

ways to cook and serve vegetables that it is too bad to have

them rejected as unappetizing.
"The mess sergeants often wish that their 'boarders' had

learned to like everything. Perhaps the boys growing up
today will have wider food likes. The way has startled many
mothers into the realization that their children might be

ill-fed in the midst of plenty. It is the hope of the Quarter-

master Corps that Army life will improve the soldiers'

nutrition and food habits, and that someday their limited

taste will become unlimited."

The success of the Barber girls, while it is outstanding
both of them arelisted in Whets Who is not at all isolated.

The field of home economics is wide and green. It is open to

all
girls who have intelligence, a willingness to work hard and

a natural talent for home-making. Edith feels particularly

strongly about that home-making. She thinks that any
woman, whether she is married or not, is happier in her own
home. A career is no excuse for a hotel life. In fact, she

believes that a woman who does not have a husband or

children particularly needs the social atmosphere and pleas-
antness of her own place. For, if you are alone, you must
make your own life outside of working hours. And you can
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entertain so much more easily, and attractively, in your
own apartment.
Neither of the Barber girls looks like a lady executive.

They both dress attractively, care about clothes, and have a

nice talent for making men feel important. And they frankly
admit that this, as much as anything else, has helped them
in their professions.
For home economics is something which cannot be learned

alone out of books, or in school. Edith feels strongly that

the girl who is planning to take a home economics course

must first practice at home. "Writing recipes is hard work,"
she says. "It isn't a case of making a dish once or twice. I

test my recipes under all sorts of conditions, in my own
kitchen. I give them to friends. I let my maid try them. I

have to make sure that, when the recipe is printed, it won't

disappoint my readers. A newspaper or a magazine can

create more ill-will by printing an insufficiently tested re-

cipe than by shooting the heroine of the leading serial at an

unfortunate time."

A career in home economics demands more than an in-

terest in cooking, however. The girl who is half-planning
to make her career in home economics should early point her

education to include courses which will help her: chemistry,

mathematics, English literature and writing.
That may seem like an imposing array or, it might

have seemed like an imposing array in the old days. For home
economics is a comparatively young profession. It came of

age just at the time of the first World War, when health

officials began to realize how badly nourished were most of

the men who applied for military duty. Even then, the

scholastic requirements for home economics work were not

particularly stringent. Commercial firms had not felt the
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restraining hand of the Federal Standards, which imposes
definite checks on advertising food products; and the "cook-

ing" editors of newspapers and magazines were more of

the marshmallow-and-fudge-upside-down-cake school than

of the nutrition end of the business.

Today, any girl
who hopes really to succeed in the home

economics field must have been graduated from a full four-

years' course in a college or university of recognized stand-

ing, with major study in home economics. There is no reason

for being an amateur in a field of experts. Both the Barber

sisters feel that, unless you can afford this education, you

might better select another vocation.

"This doesn't necessarily mean that you have to have

money," Edith says, "for some of the brightest girls in the

business have worked their way through college. But unless

you can afford this plus-education, or are willing to make
sacrifices to get it, forget this particular ambition."

On the other hand, she thinks that the girl who has no

particular talents in other fields, but who is quick and gets

good grades, is wise to major in home economics. "It's a

wonderful background to have if you do want to earn a liv-

ing. And if you don't, it is the finest preparation for being
a good wife and mother that I know. You have no idea

how a solid background of knowing how to cook and shop
and budget, will stretch a small income."

Her reason for recommending arithmetic and chemistry
is that any expert in nutrition is constantly confronted with

technical experiments and tables. Literature and writing are

also necessary to most food specialists, for most of these ex-

perts make their money by telling other people how to cook
and count calories. The Barber girls are two-finger typists.

They both feel that, if they were starting out on their careers
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today, they would first take courses at secretarial schools.

They dictate the material they write now; but it's a little

hard for a beginning home economist to afford a secretary.
And sometimes a knowledge of typing and an ability to

take dictation will find you a good job in the home economics

department of a big corporation directly after college. You
won't have much glory at the beginning, but you will be

in a position to snatch the first opening that comes along.
Edith also is sure that a knowledge of typing makes class

papers more readable and professional and gives you an

opportunity for better grades and this is teacher really

talking out of school, for she gives a course each summer at

Columbia University on the History of Cooking. Aside

from grades, she believes that the assembling of material on

a typewriter helps to clarify thoughts. "And if you're good,"
she says, "you can always sell the idea of well-typed themes

to your friends and earn extra money that way."
The most certain chances of jobs, after you have com-

pleted a college course and have your degree, is in teaching
and public service. Many government agencies use the serv-

ices of properly accredited young women. Salaries are not

large to start. They usually begin around $1,800 a year. But

you may, in the course of time, work up to $6,400. And your

path is eased and made pleasant by the fact that many of

these jobs come under civil service and mean relative per-
manence.

The larger salaries and there are many of them in this

field lie, of course, in directorships of college and school

departments and in business where big companies are the

sponsors. Magazine writing about food pays well, but the

number of magazine food editors is small compared with the

hundreds who are in home economics today. You have to
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have considerable charm and selling ability, together with

a solid background of experience, to be a free lance food

expert. But you can earn a really imposing salary, if you are

fortunate enough to get yourself a job as head of the home

economics department of a large industrial corporation.

For food advertisers are the most sought-after clients

in the advertising business with the possible exception.of

soap manufacturers. Everybody has to eat and wash. And
food advertisers are not only controlled by government laws,

to be truthful and upright, but they have their customers

to think about.

I know one expert cook who says that she always uses the

recipes on the packages of products she buys, because she

knows that the manufacturer wouldn't be careless enough
to turn out a recipe that wasn't practically fool-proof. She

is completely right, of course. Editors of newspaper and

magazine food columns must be accurate, for readers will rise

up thousands strong if mistakes are printed. But manufac-

turers are in an even more delicate position. For if anything

goes wrong with a dish when the consumer has followed

the package recipe, the product is always to blame.

That is why your Mary Barbers in industry have to be so

clever and so sure, why they earn the substantial salaries

they make, and why young home economists must work up
gradually to complete assurance. The large corporations
often hire young people just out of college, with salaries

varying from $ 25 a week to around $ 40. In these jobs,
as in all other business, a good personality and ability to

get along with other people helps. And a broad knowledge
of all forms of advertising and publicizing should be picked
up as quickly as possible.

To give you an idea of the vastness of the field, Edith
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Barber did considerable work with advertisers in the earl]

days of food photography. Today, the finest photographer
in the business work on food. But in the early days, pumpkii

pies and cakes looked as if they were made of wood anc

sometimes were. After the first crude efforts, the school oJ

"flowers with" came in, and the technique of applying gobi
of whipped cream in pastry tubes. (Edith won't allow t

pastry tube in the house.)

Edith was one of the pioneers in persuading advertisers

to use food that looked natural, that had an appeal in its

own attractiveness. Today, most photographers who do

much food work have kitchens in their own studios. But in

those days, Edith had to cook her food at home, scream for

a taxi from the window, and, holding the dish-to-be-photo-

graphed in her arms, dash for the photographer's studio. She

still remembers one terrible day when, after experimenting
for hours with Eggs Benedict, she arrived at a successful,

tempting-looking dish and jumped in a cab; only to have the

happy mailman saunter up the street, nod cheerfully at

Miss Barber, and toss her mail into the cab, directly on the

eggs.
In her food pilgrimages abroad, she has found interesting

china and linens which add considerably to food photo-

graphs. But she always is of the opinion that the accessories

are only incidental, that the food itself should be the selling

feature of a magazine page, or an advertisement. And direct

sales results have proved her completely right.

Checking radio and advertising copy is another job for the

woman who is a technical food expert. She knows the law

and its technicalities and it is her job to keep the copy en-

thusiastic, yet completely within the law. In addition to

this, and testing new foods and new uses of old foods, prep-
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aration of booklets comes under her direct supervision. And

large companies, like Kellogg, often do intensive food re-

search studies with no direct advantage to themselves, except
as the reports affect their standing in the field and the

ultimate policies of the company.
Part of the excitement of a home economist's job is in

the responsibility, and the variety, of her work. And part
of her reward lies in the broadening of her aspects. Food is

a much more interesting subject than most of us suspect.
It has its chemistry and it has its history. The Barber girls

have used food often as a good and legitimate excuse for

travel to foreign countries. Counting calories and doing
nutrition charts have made them pretty good at mentioning

high figures when their services are solicited. And they are

amiable enough to let beginners know their secret of suc-

cess.

But the only trouble is that the women in key positions
are usually exceedingly healthy and live long, active lives.

"And why not?" says Edith. "We have the secret right
in front of us everyday.We eat right."
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ONE OF THE fabulous problems of a great city is feeding
all the people who pour into it. Take Rockefeller Center in

New York, for example.

Imagine the thousands of people who work in those

giant buildings and in the surrounding stores and offices.

Each morning, they come in from Long Island, from

Brooklyn, from Jersey, the Bronx, Staten Island, West-

chester, Connecticut. The offices suck them in. From

9 until 1 2 the streets are quiet, populated only by shoppers,

by agency men off to see clients, by radio actresses in search

of jobs, by Rockettes on the way to work.

But, from noon until two, bedlam breaks loose. The
crowds surge out. They're hungry. Some want to eat and
run. Some want to combine business and food. Some want to

take a best girl to lunch. But they're all hungry. And so,

literally hundreds of restaurants dot the Radio City area. . .

Swedish, French and Italian; Chinese and Armenian; sea-

food and English. Some open one week, fold their tents the

next. "Under New Management" signs come and go. An
ex-bouncer builds a tower of red brick and grabs the radio

star business, from under the noses of everybody else. Great

establishments take up where chicken sandwich teashops
leave off. And most of them complain constantly about their

transient business, the lack of stability in their customers.

But two restaurants, like the two New York rivers, go
on and on. From month to month, from year to year. They're
landmarks, they're standard places to lunch, they have
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regular customers and they make money. I don't know
whether it is coincidence or fate, but both of them are run

by women.
The Barbour has been on 52nd Street, just off Fifth

Avenue, for 1 1 years. About 80%, Mrs. Barbour estimates,

of the people she feeds every day are "regulars." Susan

Palmer's, which marks the other end of Radio City, is on

49th Street, also just off Fifth. She has been there for 13

years, almost antedating Radio City. And her customers,

too, are the kind who come back and back.

Both of thesewomen have built their success on one theory

they try to give customers the kind of food they would

serve guests, in their own homes.

Susan Palmer so believes in this idea that she never hires

hotel- or restaurant-trained help. She much prefers to use

men and women who are experienced in private or home

service, and train them to adjust their ideas to large scale

cooking. She uses only the materials in her cooking that she

would employ in her own home, for she feels that it never

pays to use substitutes or short-cuts. Her food is seasoned

with salt and pepper in the cooking, but nothing else is

ever added unless it is so noted on the menu. Her gravies
are made with meat juices, not artificial flavoring.
And she herself stays in the kitchen, supervising every-

thing that goes out. She feels that she can hire a competent
girl to act as hostess in the main room, but that her place is

where the cooking is done. And, again back to the home
idea, she staggers her cooking all through the noon and eve-

ning hours, so that vegetables, especially potatoes, are always
freshly cooked.

"It is hard work," she says, "a full-time, long-hour, con-
stant job. If you want to have a successful restaurant, you
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must give it your personality and stay constantly on the

job to be sure that everything is right. Your time is not your
own, for most restaurants have three peaks of business that

come at such times that there isn't much use in trying to get
other work done between times. It's like the show business,

too no matter how tired you are, no matter what crisis

occurs, the restaurant must go on."

Susan Palmer was married at 1 7, and did nothing but man-

age her own home for 14 years. When she opened a res-

taurant, she had no commercial background. But she did

possess lively common sense and an almost inspired ability
to train servants. Her first restaurant was a tiny place, mod-

estly called The Polly Tearoom. It was in the heart of

Chicago's loop district, across from Marshall Field's and

Mandel Brothers, both large and thriving department stores.

I remember it well and nostalgically, for I was a wage-slave
at Mandel's then. The Polly wasn't fancy. Itwas tiny and the

tables were so close together that you often found yourself
in the midst of a conversation at the next table, whether you
really cared to be or not. But the food was good, and cheap.
On our tiny salaries, The Polly was a blessing. We were

nourished fast (just how fast, even I didn't suspect until

Susan Palmer began to confide her restaurant secrets to me) .

We seldom dropped more than a nickel tip; sometimes not

that, when payday seemed too far away. But we were

faithful.

And, I learned years later, we should have been, for the

food was fresh and good and well worth the change we

spent. Susan Palmer achieved success not by cutting corners

on it, but on knowing the trials and habits of the working

girls.
She had room for only 120 customers at a time in The

Polly. But she estimated that, by simplifying the menu and
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giving good service, 1 2 minutes was the average fed-and-out

period. Her lunch hours began around 1 i, when the window
trimmers for Marshall Field's would drop in, on their way to

work. She averaged around a thousand customers a noon.

It was a goldmine, because she made it a point never to waste

food. She only had three items on the menu, beside the
easily

prepared sandwiches and salads. She had certain standard

pies which were delicious and made with the best ingre-

dients, although the portions were small. And she never

disguised bad food with highly seasoned sauces, as some

of the other working-girl tearooms were apt to do.

Before she left Chicago, she had six Polly's working, all

at break-neck speed. But family affairs made it necessary
for her to sell out and move to New York.

"For three years," she says, "I settled down to being a

housewife on a small scale. During that time, I had plenty
of leisure to look back over my experiences, to sort them
out and decide which had been the best. I still believe, just

as I did when I started out on that first gay adventure, that

the success of a restaurant depends most of all on the ingre-

dients, that go into the cooking. I still also believe in complete
candor in writing menus. People want to know what they
are getting. So, instead of giving fancy names to dishes,

it is well to put down exactly what is in them. You have no
idea what a rage some men go into when they discover that

eggs 'a la Florentine' means 'with spinach'!
"I also came to one strong conviction," she continues.

"No parsley. Parsley may seem like a small item, something
the average person can take or let alone, but we active mem-
bers of the anti-parsley brigade don't feel that way about it.

It represents meaningless decoration, like frills on lamb

chops and salads arranged to look like flowers or candle
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sticks. I always suspect and I find hundreds of other people

agree with me that dishes prettied up with such extreme

care may be better to look at, than to eat."

She is convinced that any girl can become a successful

restaurant manager without any special training except a

talent for running a home, endless energy and patience, and

strong convictions about food.

She needed all her patience and courage when she opened
her New York restaurant, in 1929. The country was in

the depths of the depression and the family really needed

money, for her husband was a newspaper man out of a job.

No sooner was she open for business than the street outside

was torn up. When the sidewalk eventually became passable,

the national Bank Holiday was declared and no one had

cash. When that was over, six weeks of rainy weather set

in, as prelude to the hottest and most sudden summer on

record.

But, gradually, an occasional customer came in. The

place was different not only because of Susan's careful

standard of "small quantity" cooking, but because it was
furnished with her own belongings and looked personal.

(She did that mainly because she couldn't afford to buy any-

thing else when she started.) Slowly, the word-of-mouth

advertising brought her more people. And Susan was on her

way.
"You must realize," she says, "that when you open a

restaurant, you can't expect to let loose a blast of publicity
and have the customers come running in. The best way is to

feel your way slowly and count on friend-telling-friend.
That's how to get your really steady customers, who count."

Her advice to any girl who wants to open a restaurant is

to do considerable thinking and figuring before she starts
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out. "Buy a big loose-leaf notebook," she says, "and put
down everything you want to remember about food the

things you dislike about some restaurants, the fearures you
like about others. If you go to dinner at a friend's home and

find it particularly good, write the menu down before you

forget it. Don't hesitate to ask for recipes; cooks are always
flattered by such a compliment.

"Study the market, too, and learn when foods are really

in season. Don't restrict yourself to your neighborhood
stores. Go to the big markets like Washington Market in

New York. They are wonderful, and sometimes I suspect
that the men who work down there know more about foods

than famous chefs. For they will not only show you how
to tell the best fruits and vegetables and meats, but they
often suggest unusual ways of preparing them."

Susan Palmer believes that any restaurant-keeper must

have interesting food specialties.
Hot breads cheese buns,

orange rolls and the like are among hers. And she makes it

her business, in answer to a steady demand, to have certain

specialties on definite days codfish cakes on Friday; egg-

nog pie on winter Wednesdays; rice pancakes on Tuesday.
She has also built up an increasing customer demand for her

stews "probably because people who know me, know

they can trust what goes into them," she says. She has a story
about that. One morning, with her hat on, she went to her

downstairs Oyster Bar and said to the counter boy, "What's

good for breakfast?" On learning that they had beef hash,

she ordered that. A man sitting across from her said, "You

certainly have confidence in this place." Susan laughed, "I

own it," she answered.

"And so," says Susan, "he ordered beef hash, too, and has

been ordering it ever since."
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In addition to all these things, she is sure that no woman
should try to run a restaurant unless she is quick at paper
work. She must be able to figure percentages, to know
whether she is making money. Susan Palmer believes that a

restaurant that seats 200 is a good working size. Food costs

should run about 40%; rent 8%; payroll 20%; miscellaneous

(gas, light, etc.) 12 to 15%. If you are making an 8% profit,

you are doing a good business; and once you do enough
business to cover your overhead, you are sure of 60% profit,

for your food is your only additional item.

Ella Barbour, the success at the other end of Radio City

row, has many ideas like Susan's. And she also believes that,

in addition to really wanting to feed people well, her real

reason, for success is in her executive ability. She learned

how to be an executive when, as one of the prettiest girls in

Georgia, she was made Queen of the annual Floral Parade.

It wasn't an empty honor. Ella ran things, selected maids

of honor, decorated no less than 15 Victorias, was in charge
of a constant whirl of festivities. In retrospect, she says, "It

was enough to try the patience of a saint and strain the

executive powers of the president of General Motors. But

it certainly taught me business."

And that knowledge was welcome, when her husband died

shortly after they were married and left her with a little

daughter to support. Ella was offered a home with a wealthy
relative, but she was too young and vivid to want just a

comfortable place in which to settle down. So she took

inventory of her possessions. She had some lovely old glass,

linen and furniture. She had her training as a hostess. "So,"

she says, "I put them together. What else could I do but open
a dining room?"

When she was 25, at Peachtree Street in Atlanta, she went
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into business with an original capital
of $300. She was imme-

diately successful; never, in fact, got to the end of that $300.

She next leased the whole building and made it into apart-

ments, and then took another apartment nearby. "My atti-

tude even then was that these people, for one reason or

another, couldn't eat dinner at home, and so it was my job
to give them surroundings and food as much like their home

as possible."

Her business became so intricate that she felt she had to

have a more intelligent grasp of figures. So, while she was

still running the dining room and the two apartment houses,

she took another job, as paying and receiving teller in a bank.

"Many a long afternoon," she said, "I would pore over books,

trying to find a lost cent. But I wouldn't trade that experi-
ence for anything. A person in the restaurant business has to

understand figures, and respect them. I have only a medium

understanding, but a very healthy respect."

Just as she was able to buy a piano for her daughter and

aigrettes for her hat, she fell in love with and married a young
Kentuckian and moved with him from Atlanta to New
York. She retired from business for ten years, managing
her home, devoting herself to her daughter's education and
social life. But when her daughter went abroad to study

painting, Mrs. Barbour suddenly felt she wanted outside

work again.

So she rented a yacht and motorboat showroom, with high

ceilings and enormous full-length windows and opened her

present restaurant, The Barbour. She painted the walls

cream, the ceilings raspberry and bought simple maple
furniture. It is pleasant and airy, but not in the least "deco-

rated." In this, and her downstairs
grill, she feeds around

1,000 people a day, 75 to 80 per cent of them regular custo-
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mers. Her clientele divides itself sharply into two large

classifications. A large percentage of her customers are men;
she has whole parties from Rockefeller Center, Standard Oil,

Chesterfield Cigarettes, and the National Broadcasting Com-

panywho have been coming in for lunch every day for years.
She has Crowell Publishing Company groups who haven't

missed a lunch in years. The majority of these men have their

favorite tables and favorite waitresses. And Mrs. Barbour,

for a while, had a superlative hatcheck girl who trained her-

self so well she didn't have to give checks. She remembered

each man's hat, his face and often his name!

Outside of the business regulars, men and women, she

has a large suburban clientele, women in from the suburbs

with children, who want to be sure their youngsters. get
balanced diets and healthy food.

She says, with great conviction, "You can't do anything
unless you put some spirit into it. After that, you need tact;

level-headedness; an ability to work hard without feeling
that you are working hard; a liking for people; and flexi-

bility. A really solid success is built on giving your best,

under all conditions. And don't ever expect the impossible,
from your customers or from your help."

Mrs. Barbour hires colored people, for the most part, and

they receive the same attention and interest that they would
if they were personal servants in her own home. They are

cared for when they are ill and are given raises according
to length of service and efficiency. Some of them have been

with her for 20 years in Atlanta, later in New York.

Some one once said of her, "Ella doesn't expect a pint
measure to hold a quart of anything, but she does expect
it to hold a good pint." That explains more than anything
else, her attitude toward her restaurant. She expects com-
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petence, she expects interest of her employes. In her turn,

she is always eager to recognize effort. And she is eternally

vigilant about her customers.

Even before the days of vitamin-consciousness, she

planned her menus so that the foods were balanced. Inevit-

ably, she has found that a well-balanced meal makes an

attractive plate, too. For example, dieticians today recom-

mend that both a green and yellow vegetable be eaten at

each meal.
cTve always combined them they look so

well together!" she says. But Mrs. Barbour has an old-

fashioned good-cooking belief that appetite and healthy
food mean more than faddist diets. She feels that a colorful

plate will make you enjoy your food more; therefore, your
food will agree with you. She would never dream of putting
white squash and mashed potatoes on the same plate, for

example. She uses a slice of apple, glace, for color value,

as much as for taste. And she believes that anything with a

browned crust is far more appetizing than a pale-face
concoction.

She maintains a high standard of food, because it is her
f stock in trade. She recalls lovingly the day that her expert
seafood cook called up the fish company because one crab,

out of their order of a hundred was "daid." When she serves

beef, she orders the same cut for every portion, instead of a

whole steer so that every portion she serves is as good as

the next one.

She specializes in certain Southern dishes, corn bread

made with Southern water-ground meal, Southern hominy,
country sausage, corn meal griddle cakes with pure maple
syrup. She also is particularly proud of her seafood. And her

desserts are not only mouth-watering to look at, but they
are so good that people come all the way across town to
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eat them. But mainly, because she has so many day-in-and-

day-out customers, her real specialty is in the variety she

constantly maintains.

She always deals with two or three tradesmen for every
item. This, she feels, is for healthy competition in the quality

of food, as well as to keep prices down. Another important

personal duty of any restaurant keeper, she believes, is to

know every day how you stand know it, before you go
home. By four o'clock in the afternoon, she figures out

whether she has won, or lost, for the day. Mrs. Barbour's

banking experience taught her one other handy rule she

pays all bills on Tuesday, and takes 2% off for cash.

Mrs. Barbour feels that one of the really good ways to

learn the restaurant business is to work as a hostess. "Being
a hostess isn't just a question of running around pulling out

chairs," she says. "First and foremost, you must be a lady.

You must know people well enough instinctively to do the

right thing in a crisis, for you will have many of them. You
must be gracious, you must have a certain amount of execu-

tive ability, for supervising waitresses. You must be able to

inspect tables, do inventory, type menus, and relieve as a

cashier, if you are needed. You must not try to control

customers, but to give them what they want, if you can.

"Sometimes the customer's complaint is justified; then the

hostess's job is to recognize immediately that fact. Some-

times, with a customer who is purely a complainer, the

hostess can courteously-explain away the trouble. But, in all

events, the customer must be satisfied.

"If any girl is really serious about wanting to run a

restaurant, she will learn more in six months in a well-run

dining room, than in all the study in the world," Mrs. Bar-

bour says. "And, most important of all, she will have a free
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chance to find out if she really wants to do the hard work."
For it is hard work, she admits. But it's fun, or Mrs.

Barbour wouldn't be doing it. And she says, "It is a real

satisfaction to know you have given employment to many
worthy helpers, and healthy nourishment to thousands of

customers for so many years."
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FLYER

ALINE RHONIE is one of the prettiest pioneers I've ever

seen. Not to coin a phrase, but really, her pictures don't

do her justice. She is made of tough wire and steel she is

one of the first flyers in this country, man or woman. When
you look at her, you can't help getting the feeling of good
bones and sound nerves under a Hattie Carnegie dress. She

has talent that drives you a little to madness; besides being
a commercial pilot whom men respect, she is a good enough
artist to have learned mural painting from Diego Rivera him-

self and even taught him a few things about tempera. And,

although money has never been a special problem with her

her grandfather was one of the founders of General Motors

she has worked harder for aviation than most girls have

for a little apartment and an occasional lamb chop.
She was born in York, Pennsylvania, one of five girls.

Her professional name Rhonie came from a painter
aunt. Because her mother's family was Southern, as a littie

girl she was always called by her first and second names

Aline-Rhonie, sometimes Alrhonie. When she started to

paint, she adopted that as her professional signature. Now it's

her legal name, on her plane, and a definitely recognized one

in aviation.

As a little girl, she lived on her father's and grandfather's

adjoining farms in Warrenville, New Jersey. Her father

was a gentleman farmer. One year it was cows, the next

pigs, the next sheep. (Aline can milk a cow and tell whether

a pig is feeling up to par. Last year a friend who was starting
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a catde ranch in England tried to get Aline to come over and

help her getting into the country as a cattle expert.) But

always, her grandfather and father had horses. A Shetland

pony was AUne's first horse. By nine, she was riding jumpers
and doing herself well in paper chases- She swam and played
tennis expertly, too, And baseball probably her early

experiences with sports have much to do with the splendid
coordination which makes her such an instinctive flyer.

She never dreamed of flying when she was young. But

two important things are responsible for her career. First

of all, her grandfather was a rugged individualist. Aline

has inherited that quality in great quantities. Grandfather,

because he liked to play his golf game in his own way, finally

had to have a private course built on his farm. Then he could

go out and start at the green and end up at the tee any time

he pleased.

Second, when Aline was nineteen, a delightful thing hap-

pened to her. Her grandparents had left her a little cottage
on their estate. One summer morning, rainy and dismal,

she was painting at the cottage. An airplane whirled out of

the sky and almost took off her chimney. Being an individual-

ist she was only annoyed. Everyone else in the house took off

to see the airplane land on her grandfather's golf course.

Aline sat. Finally a call came through from a local news-

paper asking Aline if some airmail pilot had made an

emergency landing anywhere near her.

Even if Aline hadn't been a perfect lady, ready to help

anyone who asks if it kills her, she had a strong vein of

curiosity. She ran out to ask about the flyers. She ended by
inviting them to lunch. There was one lamb chop in the

house for her lunch and eggs, contributed by the farm
chickens. She cut the lamb chop into bits and mixed it with
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the eggs. It was the best meal she ever ate, for it introduced

her to flying.

The flyers turned out to be the American ace of the last

war, Colonel George A. Vaughn, Jr., and an amateur

enthusiast, an executive of the Portland Cement Company.
All that rainy afternoon they lounged around her living
room and did what she now, in her knowing way, calls

"hangar flying". . .just as fishermen talk about the "last

one I caught." Aline sat on the edge of her chair, her eyes

blazing. When they left, Colonel George Vaughn casually
invited her to come over to Newark airport sometime "and

he'd take her up."
A year later she accepted the invitation but she arrived

in her own plane, a licensed private pilot.

She learned to fly in Nevada the following spring. She

went out to paint, but airports drew her. It was the days
of the barnstormers "two minutes for $ 5.00." She passed

impromptu airport after airport in her car. Finally she

stopped and asked at one if they could teach her how to

fly.

A youngster in overalls strolled out to the car and leaned

on it familiarly (I've already said that Aline Rhonie is a

very pretty girl.) listen, kid," he said. "It's safer to stay
on the ground. Take my word for it."

But Aline isn't a girl who stays on the ground once she had

made up her mind to try flying. Hal Roach, of movie fame,

flew out to Nevada over the week-end. Aline asked him. He
told her the name of an old mail pilot who had a small field

and was giving instruction.

Aline was twenty. She wanted to fly, but itwas no madcap

urge. She went nervously to the field.
cTd love to learn to

fly 'straight and level'," she said, "but I don't want to do
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any loop-the-loops or tail-spins.
I get dizzy even when I do

a summersault on the ground."
The pilot assured her that he could teach her to fly

"straight and evenly" from San Francisco to New York,
so Aline went to the town and took her physical examina-

tion. The physical examination for flying is hard; stricter,

even, when you get your commercial license. A commer-
cial pilot has to be examined every six months and be in

perfect form. Standards for men and women are the same.

If you forfeit an examination, you have to take your writ-

ten and flight tests all over again when you apply for rein-

statement. Married women who have been forced to let

their commercial licenses lapse during the time they were

having babies, have found this rule unfair. It is one of the

things that the flying women pioneers have been fighting.

They feel that it is fair only to ask women flyers to take a

new physical test after confinement.

For make no mistake, if you take up flying as a career,

you are a pioneer. Aline is out there preparing the ground
for you. So are 206 other women with commercial pilots'

licenses in the country today. It still isn't easy. But it has its

rewards.

Aline Rhonie, with her talent and looks and charm, could

have done almost anything else in the world. But flying had
cast its spell over her. Whatever painting she does now is

about flying. -Whatever ambitions she has today are for the

future of women in the air oddly enough, not for herself.

Except as a landmark.

She did her first solo flight on her twenty-first birthday.
It wasn't by accident. She had a good teacher. From the

first, he taunted her into asking to do more. He had rec-

ognized a good natural flyer. In those old days, he was one
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of the few men in the business with little prejudice against
women trying their wings. He didn't ask her to "loop."
When she read of a man being killed in a tailspin she asked

her instructor how to do it right. He taught her. Always,
all the things she had thought she wanted to avoid, she ended

by doing at her own request.
"The flying

c

bug' is bad," she says, "if you really have it.

It isn't horribly expensive at least not out ofreason formost

girls with an intense desire to fly and some way of supporting
themselves. You can learn enough flying and navigation to

get a private pilot's license for about $350 far less than

a trip to Europe in the old days."
But she has one important theory and a sound one,

according to experienced teachers. She feels that nobody
can learn to fly in a slap-dash manner. The person who takes

two years to solo a "week-end flyer" she thinks, will

rarely be a good pilot.
It is the steady pounding, day after

day, hour after hour, which counts. Two weeks of consistent

effort will bring better results than two months of occasional

flying. She is sure of this and she bases her certainty on her

experience with many other fields where physical quickness
and assurance are important.

This theory of hers doesn't exclude girls who have jobs

some of the best women flyers in America today are girls

with jobs, who have eaten corned beef hash instead of

steaks, for flying lessons.

Many secretaries have got up in the chilly hours of dawn
to crawl out into their coveralls and take flying lessons. It

isn't tiring to a girl who really loves flying it's exhilarating

and a reason for making fewer mistakes in typing, to get
more money to go flying. But Aline feels that, if you really

want to be a pioneer, you have to make sacrifices whether
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it's in food and clothes (as many other girls do) or whether

it's in your own life as Aline does. For, if you love flying,

it is always worth it.

Take, for one example, Aline's twenty-first birthday

party.
Aline was a girl who might have had caviar and

champagne at the Waldorf. Instead, she celebrated that

coming-of-age in a little town Susanville, California

barnstorming. Her instructor had refused to let her solo

before, although she had timidly worked herself to the point
where she wanted to very much. But on her birthday, the

first she had ever had away from home, her instructor asked

her to go barnstorming with him.

Barnstorming is completely gone now. In the old days, it

was the training ground of some of the best flyers this

country has produced. Only transport pilots were allowed

to do it; the planes for the most part were not the most

modern, nor in the best condition. But, on the whole, it

simply meant better and more experienced flyers. They
would go to towns where state fairs were being held, where
rodeos were holding forth. And they would post their

signs "two minutes for $ 5.00" and set up barkers to get
business.

That day, Aline's instructor under the pretense of

wanting to adjust a loose cowling climbed out of the

Gypsy Moth and let her go up for the first time alone.

It was her most cherished birthday present of all time: They
flew to Susanville in his Challenger Robin and she got out

and "barked" for her instructor. She traveled from car to

car telling the country folk, miners and shopkeepers, that

she had made her first solo flight that very day, that the

pilot was her instructor, that he was wonderful, the plane
was wonderful, the experience was wonderful. She was a
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good saleswoman she is today and they brought in almost

$250. Everybody was happy. After a long day they stopped
at a typical Western inn. They cleaned the dust off of them-
selves and had a typical Western cowboy meal her in-

structor, several other pilots, a parachute juniper and some
mechanics who had driven over for the meet.

At the end of the meal, there appeared an ice cream mold
in the shape of an airplane and a birthday cake with "Hap-
py Landings and Happy Birthday" on it. They had flown

the dessert over 500 miles from San Francisco the ice

cream packed in dry ice since early morning. They had

all chipped in for the surprise.

"It was one of the sweetest things that ever has happened
to me," said AJine. "Ever since, no matter where I am on

my birthday, I take my cake to an airport and distribute

it 'in memory'."
She is quite a regular girl, you see. And you can understand

that when the men pilots sit around the airport restaurant

and drink coffee and make remarks about female flyers

they don't mean her. Her flying nickname is Pat. She wears

it proudly on her matches. She wears her barnstorming

proudly, too.

Her horseback riding was useful to her in flying. During a

trip to a rodeo, (she would ride in that meanwhile,) like

a perfect saleswoman, she would persuade the cowboys to

come over and take airplane rides. In fact, during her early

flying lessons, she spent half of the time with her arm in

a sling the result of falling off a horse in the excitement of

teaching true Western cowboys the game of
polo. One of

the friends she met during the early barnstorming days was

Will Rogers.
When the time came for her to go back East, she couldn't
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take a train. Her family had no idea that she was flying, al-

though she had her private pilot's
license in her pocket. She

couldn't take an air transport they were rare birds in those

days so she bounced along home in a mail plane. And
told the family all about it when she landed.

When she came of age, a small trust fund fell into her
lap.

It was the conventional thing, among girls she knew, to take

a trip around the world with a trust fund or as far around

the world as the fund would take you. Pat decided that her

future was up and not around the globe. She bought an

airplane.

"It was a beautiful plane," she says, "black and white and

enormous for me, a Wasp Junior Stereman." She flew it from

the factory at Wichita, Kansas, to Miami for the first air

races. When she came back to New York, the ground was

hidden tinder snow. But she wanted to show it off to her

family. So a few days after she landed, she decided to fly
to her home in New Jersey, do a circle and wave to the folks

and come back to New York. It was a bitter day in January.
When she reached the airport, she hesitated to go without

a weather report, for the skies looked leaden and ominous.

But the pilots who were congregated around the little air-

port office laughed at her and suggested, irritatingly enough,
that she was a fair-weather pilot.

She wasn't happy, even then. But her pride forced her to

jump into the plane in her best nonchalant manner and take

off. Just as she was about to leave, the airport police officer

came alongside in his motorcycle and wished her a cheery
"good luck." It was all she needed. Aline has been cynical
about that phrase ever since and no one who knows her ever

lets it escape from the mouth, when she is starting out on

any flight.
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She did get over her home, and circled in the best pro-
fessional manner. But even on the way over, wisps of fog
made her wish that she could turn back. Once she started on
her return, however, she realized all her misgivings had

strong underlying reasons. The instant she headed for

Roosevelt Field, she knew that she was trapped. The

fog had descended in a solid wall along the south-east coast

and was spreading rapidly along the entire area. It had
started to rain and sleet. Thicker banks of clouds massed

at low altitudes. Suddenly for the first time in her life, she

found herself flying blind at about 400 feet, over the

tops of the buildings of Newark. The Newark airport was

covered, as were the skyscrapers of Manhattan. She

throttled back, skimming the tree tops, until she found the

Hudson river. Following its dim, silver thread, she got her-

self clear of the high buildings. With a gasp of relief, she

headed toward Long Island Sound.

But even over the airport the fog was so dense that she

could not distinguish land from water. She went off again,

hoping to find one of the small and remote airports in Con-

necticut or Westchester. In the swirling fog, without a map,
she could see nothing. But peering out, she did notice a

coating of ice on her wings and struts.

She knew a forced landing was the only possible answer.

She watched. She found a long field, white with snow, with

a house and road nearby. It seemed perfect. There was even

a windmill, to give her wind direction. Pleased, almost con-

fident, she flew in for her first emergency landing. But, to

her instant horror, a deep ditch which had been covered

with snow, stopped the plane. It went up on its nose

abruptly. "That was a greater blow to my pride than to

my plane," said Aline. "But it was a good lesson. I learned
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then to think twice before I started on any trip, not to

venture beyongfmy depth in tackling weather I could not

understand and to take all precautions, in the form of

weather information and maps. I learned, quite clearly then,

that I was riskingmy own neck and purse when I flew, and

that the taunts of others, who weren't risking theirs should

not be important."
Grim as that day was, it didn't end too badly for Aline.

She was welcomed into the house near the long field and

served supper complete with friends. It was, in fact, one

of the many pleasant experiences she constantly is having in

connection with flying. "People are so nice," she says. "I'm

constantly delighted and amazed. It has been impossible to

show my appreciation of their constant kindnesses."

Since then, she has had many flights which were much
more difficult. To date, she has had 18 forced landings. But

she has learned something from each one: modesty, courage,
tremendous caution. She has gone off her course and found

it. She has discovered that "stunting" and "racing turns"

are not foolish business, but practical hard-headed experi-

ence, to help you in tight places. But those early experiences
served their purpose. When it came time for her to take

her commercial license, she was infinitely wiser and more
serious.

~

A commercial license means that you have had enough

experience in and knowledge of fundamentals and prin-

ciples of flying to be entrusted with the care of passengers.
Men and women pass the same exacting tests flight, phys-
ical and written. It's something to be proud of, for a great

many reasons. And no one who has ever passed a com-
mercial test, looks upon it lightly.

Aline Rhonie was one of the first women in America
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to get a commercial pilot's license. That is one of the reasons

why men flyers treat her as one of themselves. She has an

amusing story about that. One day she was in a restaurant

with a group of men pilots exchanging "hangar flying"
stories, talking in technical aviation terms. A girl walked
into the cafe obviously a newcomer, wearing helmet and

goggles. The man next to Aline looked up. "A woman
flyer," he said, with a gentlemanly sneer.

"Wait," said Aline. "What am I?"

He looked at her for a minute. "Gosh, Pat," he answered,

"you're the bird
girl.

You're one of us. You aren't a lady

flyer. You make sense."

"Maybe that girl does, too," Aline said gently, "Or wants

to. Give her a chance."

She has another pet woman-flyer story. She was flying
from El Paso to Tucson, Arkona, Just as she was ready to

land, the throttle stuck leaving her at a speed too fast to

get the wheels down, too slow to climb. She gave the motor

"the gun" to go around again, thinking she had made a poor

approach, but the motor didn't respond, nor could she re-

duce her speed. By the time she realized what had happened,
she was near the end of the field. It was impossible to cut her

switch as she would have had to ground loop against a

35-mile-an-hour wind, to avoid hitting the fence. She shot

past the field. She skimmed the dunes. She was considering
an emergency landing in a small dirt lane when she saw a

railroad train directly in her path.
This was a nightmare. She skidded a turn to keep herwings

from crashing into the cactus and sage of the dunes. She was

flying farther and farther away from the airport, at the

same diabolical speed. The telephone lines seemed to loom

up everywhere, with poles set too closely for comfort.
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In desperation, Pat pumped the throttle wildly, count-

less times. She braced herself for a sudden crash landing if

her wheels should hit some unseen obstruction high in the

desert. She was ready to cut her switch, duck her face and

neck under her right arm. But, miraculously the motor sud-

denly picked up a moment's speed. It was just a moment,
but in that instant she made a sharp pylon turn, and headed

back to the airport. And not too soon. The motor died down

again. It seemed endless ages before she made the field just

missing the fence, the telegraph poles, the menacing dunes

and cut her switch, to land, shaken but in one piece. Her
friends rushed out to meet her, white-faced.

Afterwards, they discovered that the plane's throttle

must have broken just as she was ready to land the first

time and that, when she had pumped it back and forth, the

throttle had split
off just at the arm of the carburetor, and

that it had hit the right spot at precisely the fateful moments
that she pumped.
A few months later, she was flying the same plane from

California to Phoenix, Arizona. She had been asked by the

manufacturer of that type of plane, to demonstrate to a

prospective buyer.

"My customer got in somewhat gingerly," she says. "And
I flewhim around, showed him the ease and grace with which
she flew, and landed. Once again on the ground, he seemed
a different person."
"Never thought Fd do it," he said. "I liked the ship and

I liked the pilot. It's the first time I've ever been up with a

girl. Never thought a girl was coming to demonstrate or I'd

have run a mile. You take most women they're crazy.
You know, I just heard about one who came into Tucson
a couple of months ago. She zoomed the field and never
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pulled up; then she flew crazily around the desert about

five feet off the ground, almost hitting a train; after she

got the airport all frantic, she disappeared from view and
then reappeared at the same altitude and almost knocked the

fence down coming in. And then she didn't even taxi her

plane into the hangar."
"You don't like women flyers?" Aline asked.

"Not that kind. She'll break her neck someday. She
hurts aviation. You couldn't get me near her with a ten-

foot pole."

"Well," Aline said calmly. "I'm that girl." And she went

on, deliberately, to tell her story. When she finished, he

shame-facedly agreed that men sometimes took the failings

of women for granted.
As a matter of fact, Aline does feel that women have to

fight for their rights. "Especially in aviation," she adds.

"Men like to be heroes. They don't like to move over to make
room for just as brave and as competent women flyers. And
there are many of them good in stunting, calm and

efficient in tight spots, and well equipped to handle planes.

There are a number of excellent women instructors Helen

Richey, Barbara Kibbey, Gladys O'Donnell, who have

proved their skill by training men now in combat duty.
There's Louise Thaden, first girl to win the Bendix race.

And Phoebe Omlie, Mae Haizlip, Betty Lund and Helen

Rough are just a few of the women racing pilots,
who are

also excellent navigators."
. In a closed plane, Aline flies in an ordinary dress and

a pretty one, for she has exquisite taste in clothes and a nice

sense of color, result of her artist training. In an open plane,

she wears coveralls, like any man. The day of dressing up to

fly is gone, she feels. It is an ordinary job, like driving a car.
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And the sooner women realize this, the better it will be for

them.

Aline, at the outbreak of the second World War, was in

England visiting friends. She joined the British Women's
Volunteer Service in London immediately. She helped
evacuate women and children from London, and worked

with the British Red Cross to establish a hospital at Ports-

mouth. But, mainly, she was hoping that they would have

some use for her as a flyer. It was difficult again to fight

the male prejudice, but Aline had learned enough to wait

patiently.
When France needed volunteers, she joined the French

Red Cross Ambulance Corps, worked at taking supplies

up to the front lines and returning with the wounded to

Paris. She also joined the Aero Club of France, where she

organized a rotating library of books and games, and nec-

essary comforts, to be sent to the fighting pilots. She re-

turned to America as a volunteer to get funds to continue

her French work, but France collapsed before she could re-

turn: But the British War Relief, having gratefully watched

her work, asked her to be chairman of their new aviation

division. In a Luscombe Phantom high-wing, with BRWS
on the side, she flew across the continent to California and

back, establishing committees in states and cities and towns

to carry on the work under BRWS auspices. She organized
the firstRAF relief ball in the country in Denver and worked

actively on this program until it was successfully launched.

With the entrance of America into the war, she has al-

most repeated her foreign experience. She volunteered for

countless phases of Red Cross work, but she is constantly

working to bring women flyers more into war work. For
she feels that women can release men for actual combat
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:hat there is a definite place in aviation for them as co-pilotsm training bomber flights.

Aline has now 2600 hours in the air. She's a confirmed

flyer.
Her friends are flyers. She couldn't give it up if she

wanted to. But she still goes on with her painting often

in the interests of aviation. She has a water cup on the dash-

board of her plane, she keeps her paints on the seat beside

her and her drawing board in her
lap. And, high in the air,

she makes her cloud sketches. She has had two "one-man"

art shows. But her greatest achievement is the hangar mural

she did at Roosevelt Field in New York.

The idea came to her when she was flying over the coun-

try. Flying is beautiful business. After die clouds, the drab

brick walls of the hangars bothered her. She resolved they
should be painted.

She flew to Mexico to ask Diego Rivera, the great mural

painter, to teach her and incidentally was the first woman
to fly to Mexico. She stayed there six weeks, learned how
to work on wet plaster and taught him some of her special

knowledge of tempera, the painting method used T^y old

masters like El Greco. When she came back she asked for

'a commission to paint one of the Roosevelt Field hangars.

It was a gargantuan task. The mural covers one entire

|wall pf the hangar and pictures the history of aviation from

1908 to 1927 ending with Lindbergh's flight to Paris. It

itook her four years for every flyer pictured, and there

are hundreds, and every plane and hangar is authentically

fainted. She is now, in the spare time she fantastically man-

ages to find, doing research on another mural that will show

the history of aviation in the war.

"After this war," she says, "I am sure there will be a new

era in women's flying. England has long since let down the
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bars; the United States WAAFs of which I am a member,
will do much toward abolishing prejudice. The day isn't far

away when all women will think casually about going into

aviation. For flying is truly and surely woman's work just

as much as housekeeping or driving a car or washing dishes."
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